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Selected by vote of the undergraduate students this award 
carries special meaning within our community. Given the deep 
commitment our faculty share to excellence in teaching, the 
honor of beings selected as Outstanding Teacher represents 
the highest honor a faculty member can attain at Lynn 
University. 
Professor Ted Curtis embodies Lynn University’s commitment 
to innovative approaches to learning and to fostering a passion 
for education within every student. A gifted classroom 
instructor, experiential and interactive learning are the 
cornerstones of Professor Curtis’ distinctive pedagogical 
portfolio. Whether it’s taking students to major events across 
the country to collect data for a NCAA research study or 
involving students in the operation of a youth sports 
organization, Professor Curtis’ students are the benefactors of 
the best education a student can receive; one that combines the 
scholarship and rigor of the formal academic enterprise with 
the practical skills and knowledge garnered from hands on 
learning in a professional setting. 
Professor Curtis has served as a full-time faculty member since 
1998 in the College of Hospitality Management and is an 
assistant professor of Sports Management.  He earned his 
Bachelor of Arts in English from Tufts University and a Juris 
Doctorate from the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law at 
Yeshiva University. 
In addition to his contributions in the classroom, Professor 
Curtis is also an award-winning journalist whose work has 
appeared in many publications ranging from Sports Illustrated 
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Chapter IX – Undergraduate and Graduate Course Descriptions 
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Chapter X – University Community 
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15 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Last day to withdraw from any internship for summer
  and receive a grade of “W.” 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to withdraw from any class for summer II term 
  and receive a grade of “W.” 
Graduate  Last day to withdraw from any class for Summer II 
  term and receive a grade of “W.” 
22 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Last day of summer internship session. All materials 
  must be submitted to the director of internships by this 
  date. 
23 Saturday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day of classes for Undergraduate Summer II term. 
Graduate  Last day of classes Summer II term. 
 26 Tuesday 
Evening Undergraduate Final grades for Summer II term due from faculty no 
  later than noon. 
Graduate  Final grades for Summer II term due from faculty no 
  later than noon. 
27 Wednesday 
Day Undergraduate Final grades for summer internship due from faculty no 
  later than noon. 
28 Thursday – 29 Friday 
Day undergraduate Faculty orientation 
%'(&')*'+! ! ! ! !
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1 Monday   LABOR DAY – University Closed 
Day Undergraduate No classes. 
Evening Undergraduate No classes - To be made up Sept. 12. 
Graduate  No classes - To be made up Sept. 12. 
2  Tuesday 
Evening Undergraduate Fall I term (9/2/08–10/24/08) classes begin. 
Graduate  Fall I term (9/2/08–10/24/08) classes begin. 
4 Thursday 
Day Undergraduate New students arrive (8:30 a.m.–3 p.m.). 
  Check-in at the de Hoernle Sports Center. 
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6 Saturday 
Day Undergraduate Residential returning student check-in 9 a.m.–4 p.m.
  at the de Hoernle Sports Center. Residence halls open 
  for returning students at 9 a.m. ID’s will be activated at
  that time. Advisement and registration for all categories 
  of non-preregistered students 9 a.m.–3 p.m. Schedule 
  changes permitted. All students must check in or pre-
  registered courses will be dropped. Late arrivals  
  subsequent to this day must be approved through the 
  dean of students. 
8 Monday 
Day Undergraduate Fall classes begin for all day undergraduate students. 
Graduate (Psychology, Conservatory) Fall semester classes begin. 
9 Tuesday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to change course schedule (add/drop) for  
  Fall I. 
Graduate  Last day to change course schedule (add/drop) for  
  Fall I. 
12 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Last day to change course schedule (add/drop) for Fall
  semester. 
Evening Undergraduate Make Up Day for Labor Day 9/1/08. 
Graduate   Make Up Day for Labor Day 9/1/08. 
Graduate (Psychology and Conservatory) Last day to change course schedule 
  (add/drop) for fall semester. 
19 Friday 
Day undergraduate Last day to submit a Florida Resident Access Grant 
  application to the Student Administrative Services 
  Office. Last day to remove an “I” (Incomplete) grade 
  from the spring or summer semesters. 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to submit a Florida Resident Access Grant 
  application to the Student Administrative Services
  Office. Last day to remove an “I” (Incomplete) grade 
  from the Summer II term. 
Graduate  Last day to remove an “I” (Incomplete) grade from the 
  Summer II term. 
29 Monday 
Day Undergraduate Classes in session. 
Evening Undergraduate Fall Holiday – no classes; to be made up  
  10/3/08. 
Graduate  Fall Holiday – no classes; to be made up  
  10/3/08. 
30 Tuesday 
Day Undergraduate Fall Holiday 
Evening Undergraduate Classes in session. 
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3 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Last day to apply for December graduation. 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to apply for December graduation. 
  Make Up Day for Fall Holiday 9/29/08. 
Graduate  Last day to apply for December graduation. 
  Make Up Day for Fall Holiday 9/29/08 
8 Wednesday 
Evening Undergraduate Fall I Holiday – no classes; to be made up  
  Oct. 10. 
Graduate  Fall I Holiday – no classes; to be made up  
  Oct. 10. 
9 Thursday 
Day Undergraduate Fall Holiday – no classes 
 
10 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate Make Up Day for Fall Holiday 10/9/08. 
Graduate  Make Up Day for Fall Holiday 10/9/08. 
 
17 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Progress report grades due from faculty by 5 p.m. 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to withdraw from any class for Fall I term and 
  receive a grade of “W.” 
Graduate  Last day to withdraw from any class for Fall I term and 
  receive a grade of “W.” 
 
24 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day of classes for Fall I term. 
Graduate  Last day of classes for Fall I term. 
 
24 Friday – 25 Saturday 
Day Undergraduate LYNN UNIVERSITY FAMILIES WEEKEND 
 
27 Monday 
Evening Undergraduate Undergraduate Fall II term (10/27/08 – 12/19/08)  
  classes begin. 
Graduate  Fall II term (10/27/08 – 12/19/08) classes begin. 
 
28 Tuesday 
Evening Undergraduate Final grades for Fall I term due by noon. 
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3 Monday  
Evening Undergraduate Last day to change course schedule (add/drop) for  
  Fall II term. 
Graduate  Last day to change course schedule (add/drop) for  
  Fall II term. 
 
6 Thursday 
Day Undergraduate Advising/Registration begins. 
 
14 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to remove an “I” (Incomplete) grade from the 
  Fall I term. 
Graduate  Last day to remove an “I” (Incomplete) grade from the 
  Fall I term. 
 
21 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Last day to apply for May, June or August graduation. 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to apply for May, June or August graduation. 
Graduate  Last day to apply for May, June or August graduation. 
 
24 Monday – 28 Friday 
Day Undergraduate THANKSGIVING BREAK – no classes. 
Graduate (Psychology and Conservatory) – no classes. 
 
26 Wednesday – 28 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate No classes; to be made up Friday 12/5/08 & 
  12/12/08. 
Graduate  No classes; to be made up Friday 12/5/08 & 
  12/12/08. 
!
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1 Monday 
Day Undergraduate Classes resume for fall semester. 
  Spring 2009 semester charges due. 
Evening Undergraduate Classes resume for Fall II term. 
Graduate  Classes resume for Fall II term. 
 
5 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate Make Up Day for Nov. 26. 
Graduate  Make Up Day for Nov. 26. 
 
12 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Last day to withdraw from any class for fall semester 
  and receive a grade of “W.” 
Evening Undergraduate Make Up Day for Nov. 27. 
  Last day to withdraw from any class for Fall II term and 
  receive a grade of “W.” 
Graduate  Make Up Day for Nov. 27. 
  Last day to withdraw from any class for the term and 
  receive a grade of “W.” 
 
15 Monday – 19 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Exams 
 
19 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Fall semester ends; residence halls close at noon. 
Evening Undergraduate Last day of classes for Fall II term. 
Graduate  Last day of classes for Fall II term. 
Graduate (Psychology and Conservatory) Last day of fall classes. 
 
23 Tuesday 
Day Undergraduate Final grades for fall semester due from faculty no later 
  than noon. 
Evening Undergraduate Final grades for Fall II term due by noon. 
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5  Monday 
Evening Undergraduate Spring I term (1/5/09 – 2/27/09) classes begin. 
Graduate  Spring I term (1/5/09  - 2/27/09) classes begin. 
 
6 Tuesday 
Day Undergraduate All students arrive/residence halls open at 9 a.m. 
  Check-in at the Green Center. Registration for all 
  categories of non-preregistered undergraduate  
  students between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. All students must 
  check in or pre-registered courses will be dropped; 
  late arrivals must be approved through the dean of 
  students. 
 
7 Wednesday 
Day Undergraduate Spring J Term classes begin. 
 
8 Thursday 
Day Undergraduate Last day to change course schedule for J Term. 
 
12 Monday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to change course schedule (add/drop) for 
  Spring I term. 
Graduate  Last day to change course schedule (add/drop) for 
  Spring I term. 
 
16 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Last day to submit a Florida Resident Access Grant 
  application to the Office of Student Administrative 
  Services. 
 
19 Monday  MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. DAY –  
  University Closed 
Day Undergraduate No classes. 
Evening Undergraduate No classes; to be made up on Friday, Jan. 23. 
Graduate  No classes; to be made up on Friday, Jan. 23. 
 
23 Friday 
Day Undergraduate J Term ends. 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to remove an I (Incomplete) grade from Fall II 
  undergraduate evening terms. Make Up Day for  
  Jan. 19. 
Graduate  Last day to remove an I (Incomplete) grade from the 
  Fall II graduate terms. Make Up Day for Jan. 19. 
 
26 Monday 
Day Undergraduate Spring semester classes begin. 




Day Undergraduate Last day to change course schedule (add/drop) for 
  spring semester 
Graduate (Psychology and Conservatory) Last day to change course schedule 
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16 Monday  PRESIDENTS DAY – University Closed 
Day Undergraduate No classes. 
Evening Undergraduate No classes; to be made up Friday, Feb. 20. 
Graduate  No classes; to be made up Friday, Feb. 20. 
 
20 Friday  
Evening Undergraduate Last day to withdraw from any class for Spring I term 
  and receive a grade of “W.” 
  Make Up Day for Feb.16. 
Graduate  Last day to withdraw from any class for Spring I term 
  and receive a grade of “W.” 
  Make Up Day for Feb.16. 
 
27 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day of classes for Spring I term. 
Graduate  Last day of classes for Spring I term. 
!
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2 Monday – 6 Friday SPRING BREAK  
Day Undergraduate No classes. 
Evening Undergraduate No classes. 
Graduate  No classes. 
 
3 Tuesday 
Evening Undergraduate Final grades for Spring I term due by noon. 
Graduate  Final grades for Spring I term due by noon. 
 
9 Monday 
Day Undergraduate CLASSES RESUME 
Evening Undergraduate Spring II term (3/9/09 – 5/1/09) classes begin. 
Graduate  Spring II term (3/9/09 – 5/1/09) classes begin. 
 
13 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Progress report grades due from faculty by 5 p.m. 
 
16 Monday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to change course schedule (add/drop) for 
  Spring II term. 
Graduate  Last day to change course schedule (add/drop) for 
  Spring II term. 
 
18 Wednesday – 19 Thursday  SENIOR SALUTE (for graduating students) 
 
27 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to remove an “I” (Incomplete) from the Spring I 
  term. 
Graduate  Last day to remove an “I” (Incomplete) from the Spring I 
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1 Wednesday 
Day Undergraduate Advising/Registration begins. 
 
10 Friday  SPRING HOLIDAY – University Closed 
Day Undergraduate No classes. 
Evening Undergraduate No classes. 




Day Undergraduate Last day to withdraw from any class for spring semester 
  and receive a grade of “W.” 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to withdraw from any class for Spring II and 
  receive a grade of “W.” 
Graduate  Last day to withdraw from any class for Spring II and 
  receive a grade of “W.” 
 
30 Thursday – May 6 Wednesday 
Day Undergraduate Exams 
!
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1 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day of classes for Undergraduate Spring II term. 
Graduate  Last day of classes for Graduate Spring II term. 
 
4 Monday 
Evening Undergraduate Summer I term (5/4/09 - 6/26/09) classes begin. 
Graduate  Summer I term (5/4/09 - 6/26/09) classes begin. 
 
5 Tuesday 
Day Undergraduate Spring semester ends. 
Evening Undergraduate Final grades for Spring II term due from faculty no later 
  than noon. 
Graduate  Final grades for Spring II term due from faculty no later 
  than noon. 
Graduate (Psychology and Conservatory) Spring semester classes ends 
 
6 Wednesday 
Day Undergraduate Final grades for graduating seniors due from faculty no 
  later than noon. Residence halls close at noon except 
  for graduating resident seniors. 
 
8 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate  COMMENCEMENT 
Graduate  COMMENCEMENT 
 
9 Saturday 
Day Undergraduate COMMENCEMENT 
 
10 Sunday 
Day Undergraduate Residence halls close at noon for graduating seniors. 
 
11 Monday 
Day Undergraduate Summer session begins. 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to change course schedule for (add/drop) 
  Summer I term. 
Graduate  Last day to change course schedule for (add/drop) 
  Summer I term. 
 
12 Tuesday 
Day Undergraduate Last day to change course schedule for summer  
  (add/drop). 
 
13 Wednesday  
 
Day Undergraduate Final grades for spring semester due from faculty no 
  later than noon. 
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18 Monday 
Graduate (Psychology and Conservatory) Summer semester classes begin. 
 
22 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to remove an “I” (Incomplete) grade from the 
  Spring II term. 
Graduate  Last day to remove an “I” (Incomplete) grade from the 
  Spring II term. 
Graduate (Psychology and Conservatory) Last day to change course schedule 
  for summer (add/drop). 
 
25 Monday MEMORIAL DAY – University Closed 
Day Undergraduate No classes. 
Evening Undergraduate No classes; to be made up Friday, May 29. 
Graduate  No classes; to be made up Friday, May 29. 
 
29 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Last day to withdraw from any class for summer and 
  receive a grade of “W.” 
Evening Undergraduate Make Up day for Monday, May 25. 
Graduate  Make Up day for Monday, May 25. 
!
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5 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Summer session ends. 
 
6 Saturday 
Day Undergraduate Residence halls close for all students at noon. 
 
8 Monday 
Day Undergraduate Summer internship session begins. 
 
10 Wednesday 
Day Undergraduate Final grades for summer due from faculty no later than 
  noon. 
 
15 Monday 
Day Undergraduate Last day to change schedule for summer internships. 
 
19 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to withdraw from any class for Summer I term 
  and receive a grade of “W.” 
Graduate  Last day to withdraw from any class for Summer I term 
  and receive a grade of “W.” 
 
26 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day of classes for Undergraduate Summer I term. 
Graduate  Last day of classes for Graduate Summer I term. 
 
29 Monday 
Evening Undergraduate Summer II term (6/29/09 –8/21/09) classes begin. 




Evening Undergraduate Final grades for Summer I term due from faculty no 
  later than noon. 
Graduate  Final grades for Summer I term due from faculty no 
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6 Monday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to change course schedule (add/drop) for 
  Summer II term. 
Graduate  Last day to change course schedule (add/drop) for 
  Summer II term. 
. 
17 Friday 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to remove an “I” (Incomplete) grade from 
  Summer I term. 
Graduate  Last day to remove an “I” (Incomplete) grade from the 
  Summer I term.!
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14 Friday 
Day Undergraduate Last day to withdraw from any internship for summer
  and receive a grade of “W.” 
Evening Undergraduate Last day to withdraw from any class for Summer II term 
  and receive a grade of “W.” 
Graduate  Last day to withdraw from any class for Summer II term 
  and receive a grade of “W.” 




Day Undergraduate Last day of summer internship session. All materials 
  must be submitted to the director of internships by this 
  date. 
Evening Undergraduate Last day of classes for Undergraduate Summer II term. 
Graduate  Last day of classes for Graduate Summer II term. 
 
25 Tuesday 
Evening Undergraduate Final grades for Summer II term due from faculty no 
  later than noon. 
Graduate  Final grades for Summer II term due from faculty no 
  later than noon. 
 
26 Wednesday 
Day Undergraduate Final grades for summer internship due from faculty no 


































Welcome to the 2008-2009 academic year at Lynn University. Our long-held 
mission is to provide the education, support and environment that enables individual 
students to realize their true potential and prepare for success in the world. 
At Lynn, we believe in you. Whether you are just beginning your 
undergraduate career or completing studies for an advanced degree, you’ll find a 
faculty and staff who are dedicated to your success. I encourage you to take 
advantage of the many opportunities at Lynn for intellectual and personal growth, all 
of which are detailed in this catalog. 
With the launch of our strategic plan, Lynn 2020, on Feb. 1, 2006, we clarified 
our vision: to be recognized as one of the most innovative, international and 
individualized small universities in America. Since then, the entire campus 
community has made extraordinary progress in making that vision a reality, 
including: 
• improving our living and learning environments 
• welcoming new academic leadership 
• making critical investments in our people and processes 
• establishing a new and distinctive core curriculum 
By studying at Lynn University, you are making one of the most important 
investments in your life—your education. And because we are working to 
significantly increase the value of the degree you’ll earn from Lynn, you can be 
assured that investment will compound interest for the rest of your life. 


















Overview and Introduction  
to Lynn University 
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I. UNDERGRADUATE INFORMATION 




*4)%2)&2).! ),%&-(L! $&*+! ,$! $,#,-2($! ,)'! /,2)%(),)*(L! 2%! 2$! ($$()%2,#!
%+,%! %+(!,))&,#! 2)*4/(! 3-4/! %&2%24)!,)'! 3(($!0(!,$$&-('! 2)!4-'(-! %4!
1#,)!,)'!/,2)%,2)! %+($(! $(-I2*($!4I(-! %+(!()%2-(! ,*,'(/2*!J(,-6! >4-!
%+2$!-(,$4)L! 2%! 2$!&)'(-$%44'!%+,%!$%&'()%$!,-(!()-4##('!34-!%+(!()%2-(!
,*,'(/2*!J(,-!4-!$&*+!14-%24)!,$!-(/,2)$!,3%(-!%+(!',%(!43!()%-,)*(6!
>&-%+(-/4-(L! %+(! &)2I(-$2%J! 52##! )4%! .-,)%! ,! '(.-((! 4-! 2$$&(!
%-,)$*-21%$! &)%2#! ,##! 32),)*2,#! 40#2.,%24)$! +,I(! 0(()! $,%2$32('6! 9+(!
&)2I(-$2%J!-($(-I($!%+(!-2.+%!%4!*+,).(L!52%+!4-!52%+4&%!)4%2*(L!,)J!43!
%+(! 3(($!1-2)%('! 2)! %+2$! *,%,#4.L! ,)'! 2)*-(,$($! $+4&#'!0(!(K1(*%('! 2)!
$&0$(M&()%!J(,-$6!
!""#$!""%&'((&)*+(,-.(&
& & &  Year Semester  
Resident Student  
Tuition               $27,800 $13,900     
Room & Board (Double Occupancy) $10,900 $5,450  
Double with bathroom  $11,950 $5,975  
Triple with bathroom  $10,900   $5,450  
Private with community bathroom $13,050     $6,525  
Private with shared bathroom $13,550 $6,775  
Private with private bathroom $14,100     $7,050  
Student Services Fee      $1,000 $500  
Technology Fee   $500 $250  
 
Commuter Student 
Tuition                $27,800 $13,900  
Student Services Fee      $1,000  $500  
Technology Fee   $150 $75  
TOTAL                 $28,950 $14,475  
Mandatory International Student Insurance (Est.) $941 Jan - May $525  
!
Comprehensive Support Programs 
Component A  
(1 year required, or enrolled in 3 Z courses) $11,750 $5,875  
Component B  
(returning or enrolled in 2 Z courses) $8,450   $4,225  
One summer Z course  $635 per course  
Evening Term Per Term  $1,060 per term  
Metamorphosis A (Freshman)                $7,160 $3,580  
Metamorphosis B (Coaching and Tutoring) $4,600 $2,300  
Metamorphosis C (Coaching Only) $3,700 $1,850  
Metamorphosis Summer  $310 per term  
 
Other Programs 
Daytime, Part-time or Overload $785 per credit hour  
Undergraduate Evening  $280 per credit hour  
Graduate   $550 per credit hour  
Ph.D. Tuition   $770 per credit hour  
 
)/(*01.&'((2&345&6..&75485192&
6pplication for Admission for each program 
Day Undergraduate   $35  
Evening Undergraduate   $50  
Graduate    $50  
Registration 
Evening Undergraduate, Ph.D. and Graduate $50  
Laboratory                                   $30 - $750  
Lost ID     $25  
Parking Fines     $50  
Return Check      $20  
Lost Key     $60 - $70  
Adirondack Experience    $425  
Lock Change                            $50 - $100  
Audit Fee     $650   
Study Abroad Trips   $1,500 - $6,500 
:(/420;2&!""#$!""%&
B(14$2%$! ,-(! ,11#2('! ,.,2)$%! %&2%24)! ,)'N4-! -44/! ,)'! 04,-'!
*4$%$6! B(14$2%$! ,-(! <=<>?'@<:6AB?O! +45(I(-L! $%&'()%$! /,J!
-(M&($%! ,! -(3&)'! 0J! $&0/2%%2).! ,! 5-2%%()! -(M&($%! %4! %+(! 8%&'()%!
"'/2)2$%-,%2I(!8(-I2*($!4332*(!4-!=332*(!43!"'/2$$24)$!1-24-!%4!;,J!PL!
QRRSL!0(34-(!%+(!0(.2))2).!43! %+(!,*,'(/2*!J(,-6!B(14$2%$!1,2'!,3%(-!
;,J! P! 34-! %+(! >,##! QRRS! $(/($%(-! 4-! 81-2).! QRRT! $(/($%(-! ,-(!
)4)-(3&)',0#(6&
Tuition Deposit for New Students  $200  per semester 
Resident Student Deposit    $500  per semester 
Comprehensive Support Program Deposit  $150  per semester  
(in addition to one of the above amounts) ! !
! ! ! ! !
:1C&:0D0204E&@E,(5851,-1;(&?15.C&&
71C9(E;&:02*4-E;&7.1E&
")! (,-#J! 1,J/()%! '2$*4&)%! 43! UVRWUXVR! 2$! ,I,2#,0#(6! 9&2%24)!
1-(1,J/()%!'2$*4&)%$!,-(!,##45('!34-&
Single tuition payment for the ENTIRE 2008-2009 academic year if paid by: 
April 1, 2008    $650  
May 1, 2008    $550  
June 1, 2008    $450  
July 1, 2008    $350  
Single tuition payment for the Fall 2008 semester only if paid by: 
April 1, 2008    $325  
May 1, 2008    $275  
June 1, 2008    $225  
Single tuition payment for the Spring 2009 semester only if paid by: 
Oct. 1, 2008    $100  
Nov. 1, 2008      $50  
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7J))! @)2I(-$2%J! +,$! ,--,).('! 52%+! "6H6j6! B(5,-L! F)*6! %4! 433(-! %+(!
9&2%24)! A(3&)'! C#,)! %4! ',J! $%&'()%$! ,)'! 1,-()%$! %4! /2)2/2a(! %+(! 32),)*2,#!
0&-'()!43!#4$$($!2)*&--('!5+()!,!$%&'()%!$&33(-$!,!$(-24&$!2##)($$!4-!,**2'()%!
,)'!+,$! %4! #(,I(!7J))!0(34-(!*4/1#(%2).! %+(!$(/($%(-6!9+($(!*2-*&/$%,)*($!
&$&,##J! /(,)! %+(! #4$$! 43! %2/(! 2)I($%('! 2)! $%&'2($! ,)'! %+(! #4$$! 43! %+(!
$(/($%(-Z$! *4$%$6! 9+2$! 2)$&-,)*(! 1-4.-,/! 1-4I2'($! 3&##! *4I(-,.(! 34-! %&2%24)!
,)'!-44/!,)'!04,-'!*+,-.($6!!
9+(! 1#,)Z$! *4I(-,.(! 2$! '($2.)('! %4! (K%()'! %+(! &)2I(-$2%JZ$! 1&0#2$+('!
-(3&)'!14#2*J6!F3!,!$%&'()%!52%+'-,5$!0(*,&$(!43!,!/('2*,#N1+J$2*,#!2##)($$!4-!
,**2'()%L! %+(! 1#,)! -(%&-)$! PRR! 1(-*()%! 43! %+(! 2)$&-('! $(/($%(-! %&2%24)! ,)'!
3(($6! F3! ,! $%&'()%!52%+'-,5$! 0(*,&$(! 43! ,!/('2*,#N1$J*+4#4.2*,#! 2##)($$L! %+(!
1#,)!-(%&-)$!XR!1(-*()%!43!%+(!2)$&-('!$(/($%(-!%&2%24)!,)'!3(($6!
!<4%(Y! 9+2$! 1#,)! 2$! 4)#J! ,I,2#,0#(! 34-! ',J! $%&'()%$! ,)'! /&$%! 0(! 1&-*+,$('!
1-24-!%4!8(1%(/0(-!SL!QRRS6!
9+(!*4$%! 34-!%+(!J(,-! 2$!,!4)(W%2/(!1,J/()%!43!UQTg!34-!,)!4)W*,/1&$!
$%&'()%! ,)'! UQPP! 34-! ,)! 433W*,/1&$! $%&'()%6! A(%&-)2).! $%&'()%$!/,J!/,[(!
1,J/()%! '2-(*%#J! %4! %+(! 2)$&-,)*(! *4/1,)J6! <(5! $%&'()%$! 52##! 0(! 02##('!
%+-4&.+! %+(! 7J))! @)2I(-$2%J! 8%&'()%! "**4&)%$! 4332*(6! 81(*2,#! 3(($! $&*+! ,$!
?4/1-(+()$2I(!8&114-%!C-4.-,/!3((L!2$!)4%!*4I(-('!&)'(-!%+2$!1#,)6!













B,J! B2I2$24)! 3&##W%2/(! &)'(-.-,'&,%(! 1-4.-,/! $%&'()%$! ()-4##! (,*+!
$(/($%(-!2)!,!/2)2/&/!43!%+-((!*4&-$($!34-!)2)(!*-('2%!+4&-$!%4!,!/,K2/&/!
43! 32I(! *4&-$($! 34-! PX! *-('2%! +4&-$6! "11-4I,#! 3-4/! %+(! $%&'()%Z$! ,*,'(/2*!
,'I2$4-!,)'!,*,'(/2*!'(,)!2$!-(M&2-('!34-!,!$%&'()%!%4!()-4##!2)!/4-(!%+,)!PX!
*-('2%! +4&-$!1(-! $(/($%(-6!9+(-(! 2$! ,! *+,-.(! 34-! %+(! ,''2%24),#! *-('2%! +4&-$!
_4I(-#4,'`!,%!,!%&2%24)!-,%(!43!USRR!1(-!*-('2%!+4&-6!
8%&'()%$!-(M&($%2).!,!$1(*2,#!(K*(1%24)!%4!()-4##!2)!%+(!B,J!B2I2$24)!34-!







:1C&);-,(E;2K! 8(1%(/0(-!PQL!QRRS! ! !
! ! c,)&,-J!SL!QRRT!
;,J!PQL!QRRT!
EJ! %+(!,04I(!',%($L! $%&'()%$!52##! 0(!02##('! 34-! %+(! *-('2%$! ,$!43!
%+2$! ',%(! 34-! %+(! -(/,2)'(-! 43! %+(! $(/($%(-6! ")J! *4&-$($! ,''('!
$&0$(M&()%#J! 52##! 0(! ,$$($$('! ,%! %+(! 3&##! -,%(6! B-41$! 52##! )4%! 0(!
1(-/2%%('!,3%(-!%+($(!',%($!34-!%+,%!%(-/L!0&%!%+(!$%&'()%!/,J!52$+!%4!
52%+'-,5! 3-4/! %+(! *4&-$(6! F)! %+4$(! 2)$%,)*($L! %+(-(!52##! )4%! 0(! ,)J!
*-('2%!,$$($$('!4)!3(($6!
?D(E0E8&@E,(5851,-1;(&);-,(E;2K!=)!%+(!32-$%!',J!43!%+(!%(-/L!
%+(! %&2%24)! 2$! 3&##J! *+,-.('! 34-! ,##! *4&-$($! ()-4##('6! F3! %+(! *4&-$(! 2$!
$&0$(M&()%#J! '-411('! '&-2).! %+(! '-41N,''! 1(-24'L! %+(! $%&'()%!52##!














9+2$! 3((! 2$! ,$$($$('! %4! ,##! $%&'()%$6! F%! *4I(-$! %+(! &$(! 43! %+(! #20-,-JL!









0(! ,0#(! %4! +,I(! %+-((! /(,#$! ,! ',J! '&-2).! (,*+! 43! %+(! '($2.),%('! %2/($!
%+-4&.+4&%! %+(!5(([!,)'! %52*(!4)!(,*+!5(([()'!',J6!"##! -($2'()%! $%&'()%$!
,-(! *+,-.('! ,! /(,#! 1#,)! 5+(%+(-! 4-! )4%! %+(J! *+44$(! %4! (,%6! ?4//&%(-!
$%&'()%$!52$+2).! %4! 1&-*+,$(! ,!/(,#! 1#,)!/,J!'4! $4! ,%! %+(! *,$+2(-Z$! 4332*(6!
9+(!%()W/(,#!1#,)!*4$%$!UXV6gR!34-!(I(-J!%()!/(,#$6!
>(20,(E*(&S1..&'((2& &
F3! ,! $%&'()%! -(M&($%$! ,! #4*[! %4! 0(! *+,).('L! I,*,%($! ,! -($2'()*(!
+,##!52%+4&%! %&-)2).! 2)!+2$! 4-!+(-![(J!4-!'&1#2*,%($!+2$! 4-!+(-! -44/!
[(J!433!*,/1&$L!,!#4*[!*+,).(!3((!3-4/!UfV!%4!UPRR!52##!0(!1#,*('!4)!
%+(!$%&'()%Z$!,**4&)%6!
"!$%&'()%! #4*[('!4&%!43!+2$!4-!+(-!-44/!/4-(! %+,)! %+-((! %2/($!
1(-!$(/($%(-!52##!2)*&-!,!#4*[W4&%!3((!43!UPRR!4)!+2$!4-!+(-!,**4&)%6!!
")J! *+,).(! 43! ,)J! -44/! ,%! ,)J! %2/(!52%+4&%!5-2%%()! ,11-4I,#!
3-4/!%+(!=332*(!43!A($2'()*(!723(!52##!0(!$&0b(*%!%4!,!3((!43!UVR6!




• PT! /(,#$! 1(-! 5(([! 52%+! PVR! >2.+%2).! k)2.+%! >#(K! C42)%$! 1(-!
$(/($%(-!
• Pg! /(,#$! 1(-! 5(([! 52%+! QRR! >2.+%2).! k)2.+%! >#(K! C42)%$! 1(-!
$(/($%(-!
• %()! /(,#$! 1(-! 5(([! 52%+! QVR! >2.+%2).! k)2.+%! >#(K! C42)%$! 1(-!
$(/($%(-!
Q6 "##! -($2'()%! $%&'()%$! /&$%! 1,-%2*21,%(! 2)! 4)(! 43! %+(! ,04I(! 2'()%232('!
1#,)$6!
^6 8%&'()%$! 52%+! QS! *-('2%! +4&-$! _(,-)('`! 4-! #($$! ,-(! ,&%4/,%2*,##J!
,$$2.)('!%4!%+(!PT!/(,#!1#,)!41%24)6!
g6 "##! -($2'()%! $%&'()%$! 52%+! QT! 4-! /4-(! *-('2%! +4&-$! _(,-)('`! 52##! 0(!
,334-'('! ,)! 41%24)! %4! $(#(*%! %+(!/(,#! 1#,)! 43! %+(2-! *+42*(! 1-24-! %4! %+(!
$%,-%!43!%+(!3,##!,)'!$1-2).!%(-/$!_'&-2).!%+(!-44/!$(#(*%24)!1-4*($$`6!
V6 8%&'()%$! -(*(2I2).! ,%+#(%2*! 4-! *4)$(-I,%4-J! $*+4#,-$+21$! 2)! (K*($$! 43!
UQRLRRR!,-(!-(M&2-('!%4!1,-%2*21,%(!2)!%+(!PT!/(,#!1(-!5(([!1-4.-,/6!









P^6 ;(,#!1#,)!41%24)$! *,))4%!0(!'45)$2a('!'&-2).! ,! $(/($%(-! _26(6L! #,-.(-!
1#,)!%4!$/,##(-`!0&%!*,)!0(!&1.-,'('!_26(6L!$/,##(-!1#,)!%4!#,-.(-`!&1!%4!
%+(!()'!43!%+(!14$%('!,''N'-41!1(-24'!2)!(,*+!$/,##(-6!
Pg6 ;,%-2*&#,%('! )4)W-($2'()%2,#! $%&'()%$! *,)! 1&-*+,$(! ,)J! 43! %+(! ,04I(!
/(,#!1#,)!41%24)$6!
PV6 ;(,#$! 3-4/! %+(! PTL! PgL! 4-! %()! /(,#! 1#,)$! *,))4%! 0(! ,**&/&#,%('! 4-!
*,--2('! 4I(-! %4! %+(! 34##452).! 5(([6! 9+(J! *,)! 0(! &$('! 2)! ,! 4)(W5(([!
1(-24'!$%,-%2).!4)!8&)',J!0-&)*+L!()'2).!8,%&-',J!'2))(-6!
PX6 ;(,#!1#,)$!*,)!0(!$&$1()'('!0J!8%&'()%!"'/2)2$%-,%2I(!8(-I2*($!_8"8`!
34-! 2$$&($! -(#,%2).! %4! $%&'()%! ,**4&)%! 0,#,)*($6! 8%&'()%$!/&$%! *4)%,*%!
8"8!2)!-(.,-'$!%4!$&$1()'('!/(,#!1#,)$6!
BCEE& @E0D(520;C& 5(D(52(2& ;+(& 508+;& ;4& 1.;(5& ;+(2(& ;(592& 1E,&
*4E,0;04E2&12&0;&,((92&1//54/501;(6!
LE;(5E1;04E1.&);-,(E;2& !
F)%(-),%24),#! $%&'()%$! ,-(! -(M&2-('! %4! 40%,2)! 2)b&-JN$2*[)($$!










9+2$! 1-4.-,/! -(M&2-($! %+(! 34##452).! $1(*2,#! ,**4//4',%24)$!
3(($! 34-! (,*+! 1-4.-,/! *4/14)()%! 2)! ,''2%24)! %4! B,J! B2I2$24)! >&##W
92/(! @)'(-.-,'&,%(! C-4.-,/! %&2%24)! ,)'! 3(($6! :)%(-2).! 3-($+/()!
$%&'()%$! 2)! %+(!?4/1-(+()$2I(! 8&114-%!C-4.-,/!,-(! -(M&2-('! %4!0(!
()-4##('! 34-! %+(! 3&##! J(,-! 2)!?4/14)()%!"L!5+2*+! 2)*#&'($! %+(2-! 32-$%!
,)'!$(*4)'!$(/($%(-$6!
  Year Semester !
Component A    $11,750 $5,875 !
Component B   $8,450 $4,225  
Component C    $1,060 per term  
(Undergraduate/Evening /Weekend, 8 weeks) 
<4)W3-($+/()!$%&'()%$!-(M&2-('!%4!0(!2)!%+(!1-4.-,/!34-!%+(!3&##!
J(,-! +,I(! &)%2#! %+(! ()'! 43! %+(! ,''N'-41! 1(-24'! %4! -(M&($%! %4! 0(!
-(I2(5('!%4!0(!52%+'-,5)!3-4/!%+(!1-4.-,/!2)!4-'(-!%4!-(*(2I(!,!3&##!
?4/1-(+()$2I(! 8&114-%! C-4.-,/! -(3&)'6! "3%(-! %+(! '-41N,''!1(-24'!
()'$L!%+(-(!52##!)4%!0(!,)J!-(3&)'6!8%&'()%$!()-4##('!2)!$2K!*-('2%$!4-!













0(34-(! %+(! '(1,-%&-(! ',%(6! "! UVRR! '(14$2%! 2$! -(M&2-('6! B(14$2%$! ,-(!
)4)-(3&)',0#(!&)#($$!%+(!%-21!2$!*,)*(##('6!
N51E2*50/;&'((! ! ! ! ! !
9+(-(! 2$! )4! *+,-.(! 34-! ,)! 4332*2,#! %-,)$*-21%6! 9+($(! *4$%$! ,-(!
*4I(-('!0J!%+(!"#&/)2!>&)'6!7J))!@)2I(-$2%J!()*4&-,.($!,##!$%&'()%$!




")! 2'()%232*,%24)! *,-'! _7J))! =)(! ?,-'`! 2$! -(M&2-('! 34-! ,##!
$%&'()%$6! F%! /&$%! 0(! 1-($()%('! ,%! ,)J! 4332*(! 34-! ,$$2$%,)*(L! ,%! %+(!
#20-,-JL! 34-!*#,$$-44/!,)'!'2)2).!+,##!()%-J!,)'!%4!$(*&-2%J! 34-!,3%(-W


































l!! 8%&'()%$! 52##! 0(! -($14)$20#(! 34-! ,)J! ,*%2I2%JL! $(-I2*(L!
1-2I2#(.(! 4-! $,#(! %-,)$,*%24)! 4**&--2).! 4)! %+(2-! *,-'! 23! 2%!
5,$!#4,)('!4-!.2I()!%4!,)4%+(-!1(-$4)6!!
l!! 9+(!*,-'!2$!%+(!1-41(-%J!43!7J))!@)2I(-$2%J6!!
l!! 9+(! *,-'!/&$%!0(!1-($()%('!&14)! -(M&($%!0J!,!&)2I(-$2%J!
4332*2,#6!!
l!! F%!2$!)(I(-!%4!0(!&$('!,$!*4##,%(-,#6!!
l!! 74$%! 4-! $%4#()! *,-'$! )(('! %4! 0(! -(14-%('! 2//('2,%(#JL!
(2%+(-!4)!%+(!H(0!4-!0J!*,##2).!G2.+(-!=)(6!
l!! 9+(!7J))!=)(?,-'!$2%(!2$!5556#J))4)(*,-'6*4/6!











2)! %+(!=332*(!43!8%&'()%!"'/2)2$%-,%2I(!8(-I2*($! #4*,%('! 2)! %+(!j-(()!
?()%(-6!
B1;(&71C9(E;&'((&345&75(5(802;(5(,&);-,(E;2&
















F3! ,! $%&'()%m$! ,**4&)%! $+45$! ,! 1,$%! '&(! 0,#,)*(! 43! ,)J! ),%&-(L!
%+(! &)2I(-$2%J! 52##! )4%! 2$$&(! ,! %-,)$*-21%L! '21#4/,L! *(-%232*,%(! 4-!
-(*4//()',%24)! %4! %+,%! $%&'()%! ,)'! 52##! )4%! ,##45! %+(! $%&'()%! %4!
()-4##!34-!$&0$(M&()%!%(-/$!&)%2#!%+(!$%&'()%m$!,**4&)%!2$!1,2'!2)!3&##!
4-!&)%2#!$,%2$3,*%4-J!,--,).(/()%$!,-(!/,'(!52%+!%+(!=332*(!43!8%&'()%!
"'/2)2$%-,%2I(!8(-I2*($! %4!-($4#I(! %+(! 2)'(0%(')($$6! F)'(0%(')($$! 2$!
'(32)('! ,$! ,)J! /4)(J! 4-! 1-41(-%J! 45('! %4! %+(! &)2I(-$2%J! 34-! ,)J!
-(,$4)! _26(6! #,0! 3(($L! #20-,-J! 32)($L! 1,-[2).! 32)($L! &)-(%&-)('! +(,#%+!
$&11#2($! 4-! ,%+#(%2*! (M&21/()%L! (%*6`6! 8%&'()%$! ,-(! -($14)$20#(! 34-!
*+(*[2).! 52%+! %+(! =332*(! 43! 8%&'()%! "'/2)2$%-,%2I(! 8(-I2*($! 4)!
M&($%24)$!43!2)'(0%(')($$6! ! &
9+(!&)2I(-$2%J!/,J!&%2#2a(!%+(!$(-I2*($!43!,!*4##(*%24)!,.()*J!%4!
*4##(*%! ,)J! ,/4&)%! 1,$%! '&(! ,)'! %+(! $%&'()%! 52##! 0(! *+,-.('! ,)!
,''2%24),#! ,/4&)%! (M&,#! %4! %+(! *4$%! 43! *4##(*%24)! 3(($! 2)*#&'2).! 3(($!
,)'!(K1()$($!2)*&--('!0J!7J))!@)2I(-$2%J6!
A44T2&
9(K%044[$!/,J! 0(! 1&-*+,$('! 2)! %+(! &)2I(-$2%J! 044[$%4-(!52%+!
*,$+L! *+(*[L! *-('2%! *,-'! 4-! %+(! 7J))! =)(?,-'6! "! #,-.(! $(#(*%24)! 43!
$*+44#!,)'!1(-$4),#!$&11#2($!2$!,#$4!,I,2#,0#(6!
I51/+0*2U&'0.92&1E,&V0,(4&)-//.0(2&
8%&'()%$! /,%-2*&#,%2).! 2)! %+(! ?4##(.(! 43! F)%(-),%24),#!
?4//&)2*,%24)! ,)'! /,b4-2).! 2)! 1-4.-,/$! 2)! j-,1+2*$! ,)'! d2$&,#!
?4//&)2*,%24)$!,)'!>2#/!,)'!d2'(4L!/,J!2)*&-!,''2%24),#!2)*2'()%,#!
(K1()$($! 34-!1-4'&*%24)! $&11#2($6!<4-/,##JL! %+4$(! (K1()$($!52##! )4%!
(K*(('!UQRR!1(-!$(/($%(-6!
'.08+;&N510E0E8&?W/(E2(2&
8%&'()%$!5+4! (#(*%! %+(! >#2.+%! =1%24)!52##! -(*(2I(! %+(2-! .-4&)'!
$*+44#! 2)$%-&*%24)! 4)! *,/1&$! ,$! 1,-%! 43! %+(! -(.&#,-! *&--2*&#&/! _26(6L!
C-2/,-JL! F)$%-&/()%L! ,)'!?4//(-*2,#! >#2.+%!9+(4-J`6! >#2.+%! %-,2)2).!
2$!*4)'&*%('!,%!%+(!)(,-0J!E4*,!A,%4)!"2-14-%!&)'(-!C,-%!PgP!43!%+(!
?>A$6! <(5! $%&'()%$! 5+4! (#(*%! %+(! >#2.+%! =1%24)! 2)! 8(1%(/0(-! 52##!
0(.2)! 3#2.+%! %-,2)2).! ,11-4K2/,%(#J! %54! %4! %+-((!5(([$! 2)%4! %+(! 3,##!
$(/($%(-6!:K1()$($!,-(!1,2'!'2-(*%#J!%4!7J))!@)2I(-$2%J6!
>#2.+%!%-,2)2).!(K1()$($!*,)!'233(-!*4)$2'(-,0#J!3-4/!$%&'()%!%4!
$%&'()%! 0(*,&$(! 43! I,-J2).! 1-432*2()*J! #(I(#$6! 9+(-(34-(L! ($%2/,%('!
3#2.+%! %-,2)2).!*4$%$!,-(!0,$('!&14)!5+,%! 2$!*4)$2'(-('!,!-(,$4),0#(!
,I(-,.(! 43! 2)$%-&*%24),#! +4&-$! 34-! %+(! /,b4-2%J! 43! 3#2.+%! $%&'()%$6!




Private Pilot:  
   Hours  Per Hour Total 
Dual Instruction  50  $172 $8,600 
Solo Flight  10  $127 $1,270 
Pre/Post Flight Briefing 17  $45 $765 
Supplies     $600 






   Hours  Per Hour Total 
Dual Instruction  30  $172 $5,160 
Flight Training Device 15  $80 $1,200 
Pre/Post Flight Briefing 15  $45 $675 
Supplies     $700 
Total for Instrument Certificate:    $7,735 
 
 
Commercial – Multi Rating: 
   Hours  Per Hour Total
  
Dual Instruction  40  $172 $6,880 
Solo Flight  65  $127 $8,255 
Complex Aircraft Twin Star 15  $230 $3,450 
Pre/Post Flight Briefing 13  $45 $585 
Supplies     $425 
Total for Commercial Certificate: $19,595 
 
Total for all ratings:  $38,565 




Flight Training Deposit 
8%&'()%$! (#(*%2).! %4! 40%,2)! %+(2-! 3#2.+%! *(-%232*,%($! %+-4&.+! %+(!
E&-%4)!B6!;4-.,)!8*+44#!43!"(-4),&%2*$!/&$%!1#,*(!,!UQLRRR!'(14$2%!
4)!%+(2-!3#2.+%!%-,2)2).!,**4&)%!$1(*232*,##J!34-!3#2.+%!%-,2)2).!1-24-!%4!
0(.2))2).! 3#2.+%! %-,2)2).! 2)! (,*+! *(-%232*,%(6! 8%&'()%$! /,J! &$(! %+2$!
'(14$2%! %4! *4I(-! 3#2.+%! %-,2)2).! *4$%$6! 9+(! $%&'()%! '4($! )4%! )(('! %4!





-,%2).$! ,%! ,)J! %2/(! 1-24-! %4! .-,'&,%24)6! G45(I(-L! $%&'()%$! $+4&#'!






3#2.+%! 2)$%-&*%4-! 52##! ,'/2)2$%(-! %+(! $%,)',-'! C,-%! PgP! '2,.)4$%2*!
(I,#&,%24)!%4!'(%(-/2)(!5+(%+(-!,)J!-(I2(5!_.-4&)'!$*+44#!4-!3#2.+%`!
2$! )(*($$,-J6! 9+(! 3#2.+%! $*+44#! '2-(*%4-! +,$! 32),#! ,&%+4-2%J! 4I(-! ,##!
3#2.+%W-(#,%('!*-('2%!,5,-'$6!8%&'()%$!()-4##2).!2)!7J))!@)2I(-$2%J!,)'!
1&-$&2).! 12#4%! *(-%232*,%($! ,)'! -,%2).$! 4&%$2'(! %+(! &)2I(-$2%Jm$! 3#2.+%!
1-4.-,/!52##!)4%!-(*(2I(!*-('2%!34-!,)J!(M&2I,#()%!3#2.+%!*4&-$($!2)!%+(!
*&--2*&#&/6!!
8%&'()%$! ,-(! -(M&2-('! %4! 40%,2)! 1(-$4),#! #2,02#2%J! *4I(-,.(! %4!











8%&'()%$! 2)! %+(! >#2.+%! =1%24)! 5+4! ,-(! ()-4##('! 2)! ,)J! 43! %+(!
%+-((! 3#2.+%! %-,2)2).!*4&-$($!/,J!&%2#2a(! %+(!?C9$!,$! -(M&2-('!0J! %+(!
2)$%-&*%4-6!"!#,0!3((!52##!,11#J!2)!,**4-',)*(!52%+!%+(!34##452).!$*,#(Y!
Course Lab Fees 
AVM 120 Primary Flight Theory and Training, Solo  $100 
AVM 121 Primary Flight Theory and Training, PPL  $100 
AVM 220 Instrument Flight Theory and Training, PPL  $100 







,''2%24),#!*+,-.(6! F3L!+45(I(-L! %+(! 2)$%-&*%4-!'(%(-/2)($!%+(!$%&'()%!
)(('$!2)$%-&*%24)!4)!%+(!?C9!%4!1-(1,-(!34-!%+(!)(K%!3#2.+%!#($$4)L!%+(!




A(M&($%! 34-!H2%+'-,5,#! 34-/! %+,%! ($%,0#2$+($! %+(!',%(! %4!5+2*+! %+(!
&)2I(-$2%J! -(3&)'! $*+('&#(! ,11#2($6! F%! 2$! ,#$4! %+(! $%&'()%Z$!
-($14)$202#2%J! %4! /,[(! ,! 5-2%%()! -(3&)'! -(M&($%! %4! %+(! =332*(! 43!
8%&'()%!"'/2)2$%-,%2I(!8(-I2*($!0(34-(!-(3&)'$!52##!0(!/,'(6!
A:>@<B8! "A:! ?"7?@7"9:B! =<! 9G:! E"8F8! =>! 9=9"7! 8:;:89:A!
?G"Aj:8!C"D"E7:!">9:A!B:B@?9F=<8!>=A!<=<A:>@<B"E7:!B:C=8F98!
"<B! =9G:A! <=<A:>@<B"E7:! >::8! 8@?G! "8! 7"E! >::8L! 8:AdF?:! "<B!
9:?G<=7=jD!>::86!





-(.&#,%24)$6!@)(,-)('!92%#(! Fd! 3&)'$!52##! 0(! -(%&-)('! %4! %+(!92%#(! Fd!
C-4.-,/$! 0,$('! 4)! %+(! )&/0(-! 43! ',J$! )4%! ,%%()'('6! 9+(! 4-'(-! 43!
-(3&)'$! 52##! 0(Y! >('(-,#! @)$&0$2'2a('! 8%,334-'! 74,)L! >('(-,#!
8&0$2'2a('! 8%,334-'! 74,)L! >('(-,#! C(-[2)$! 74,)L! >('(-,#! C7@8! 74,)L!
>('(-,#!C(##!j-,)%L!>('(-,#!8:=j!,)'!4%+(-!92%#(!Fd!,2'!1-4.-,/$6!
F3! ,! $%&'()%! 52%+'-,5$! ,)J%2/(! '&-2).! ,! $(/($%(-L! ,##! 7J))!
@)2I(-$2%J! .-,)%$! ,)'! $*+4#,-$+21! 3&)'$! 52##! 0(! 1-4-,%('! %4! %+(!





Fall 2008 Spring 2009 
Tuition, Board and the Comprehensive Support Program  
 
Prior to the first day of classes   
 100 %   09/08/08 01/26/09  
Within seven days from the first day of classes     
 75 %   09/15/08 02/02/09  
Within 14 days from the first day of classes    
 50 %   09/22/08 02/09/09  
Within 25 days from the first day of classes     
 25 %   10/02/08 02/19/09  
After 25 days from the first day of classes  
 NO REFUND     
Room Charges 
Prior to 09/08/08 for FALL 2008 100 % 
Prior to 01/06/09 for SPRING 2009 100 %      
After the above dates  NO REFUND 
>(3-E,&
9+(-(! ,-(! )4! -(3&)'$! 34-! 52%+'-,5,#$! ,3%(-! PRNRQNRS! 34-! >,##!





Calculation of Refundable Amounts for Summer Terms 
Tuition and Board  
Prior to the first day of classes (Dropping of classes)  
 100 %   05/10/09   
During the first day of classes (Dropping of classes)   
 75 %   05/11/09   
During the second day of classes (Dropping of classes, last day of drop/add) 
 50 %   05/12/09   
During the third day of classes (Course withdrawals) 
 25 %    05/13/09   
After the fourth day of classes (Course withdrawals)  
 NO REFUND   05/14/09   
Room Charges 
Prior to the date publicized as the first day of classes  
 100 %   05/10/09   
After that date      
 NO REFUND  05/11/09   
 
Summer Internship Tuition 
Prior to the date publicized as the first day of internship  
 100 %   06/07/09   
During the first week of internship  
 75 %   06/15/09   
After the first week of internship   
 NO REFUND  06/16/09   
@E,(5851,-1;(&?D(E0E8&>(3-E,&74.0*C&
8%&'()%$! -(*(2I(! PRR! 1(-*()%! 43! %+(! %&2%24)! 1,2'! 23! %+(J! '-41!





H2%+'-,5,#$! 3-4/! :I()2).! B2I2$24)! *#,$$($! /&$%! 0(!
,**4/1#2$+('! %+-4&.+! 8"8! ,)'! ,-(! 4)#J! 1(-/2%%('! %+-4&.+! %+(!
$(I()%+! _f%+`! 5(([! 43! ,! %(-/6! F%! 2$! %+(! $%&'()%Z$! -($14)$202#2%J! %4!








-(.&#,%24)$6!@)(,-)('!92%#(! Fd! 3&)'$!52##! 0(! -(%&-)('! %4! %+(!92%#(! Fd!
1-4.-,/$! 0,$('! 4)! %+(! )&/0(-! 43! ',J$! )4%! ,%%()'('6! 9+(! 4-'(-! 43!






8&0$2'2a('! 8%,334-'! 74,)L! >('(-,#! C(-[2)$! 74,)L! >('(-,#! C7@8! 74,)L!
>('(-,#! C(##! j-,)%L! >('(-,#! 8:=j! ,)'! 4%+(-! 92%#(! Fd! ,2'! 1-4.-,/$6!
8%&'()%$!()-4##('! 2)!4)#J!%+-((!*-('2%$!(,*+! 2)!%+(!(I()2).!%(-/!52##!
+,I(!,!92%#(!Fd!*,#*&#,%24)!*4/1&%('!4)!%54!%(-/$6 
F3! ,! $%&'()%!52%+'-,5$!,%! ,)J! %2/(!'&-2).!,! $(/($%(-L! ,##! 7J))!
@)2I(-$2%J! .-,)%$! ,)'! $*+4#,-$+21! 3&)'$! 52##! 0(! 1-4-,%('! %4! %+(!
&)2I(-$2%J! ,**4&)%$6! 9+2$! 14#2*J! /,J! -($&#%! 2)! ,! 32),)*2,#! 40#2.,%24)!
%+,%!2$!1,J,0#(!%4!%+(!&)2I(-$2%J!,%!%+(!%2/(!43!,!$%&'()%m$!52%+'-,5,#6
! ! ! !  
?D(E0E8&:0D0204E&?E54..9(E;&>(Y-05(9(E;2&345&'0E1E*01.!60,&&
>4-!&)'(-.-,'&,%(!'(.-(($L!,!/2)2/&/!43!$2K!*-('2%!+4&-$! 2)!,!
.2I()! %(-/! 2$! -(M&2-('! 34-! %+(! #4,)! 1-4.-,/$6! "! $%&'()%! /&$%! $%,J!
()-4##('! 2)!,%! #(,$%! %+-((!*-('2%$!(,*+!*4)$(*&%2I(!%(-/!%+(-(,3%(-! %4!
/,2)%,2)! 2)W$*+44#! $%,%&$! 34-! %+(! #4,)! 1-4.-,/$6! >4-! .-,'&,%(!
1-4.-,/$L! ,! /2)2/&/! 43! %+-((! *-('2%! +4&-$! 2$! -(M&2-('! 2)! ,! .2I()!
%(-/O! +45(I(-L! %+(! .-,'&,%(! $%&'()%! /&$%! -(.2$%(-! 34-! %54!
*4)$(*&%2I(! %(-/$6! ;,2)%,2)2).! 2)W$*+44#! $%,%&$! -(3(-$! %4! )4%! .42).!
2)%4!-(1,J/()%6!F%!'4($!)4%!2)'2*,%(!%+,%!,!$%&'()%!*,)!0(!()-4##('!2)!
%+-((W*-('2%! *4&-$($! ,)'! 0(! (#2.20#(! 34-! ,! #4,)6! >4-! %+(! >#4-2',!
C-4.-,/$!_>#4-2',!A($2'()%!"**($$!j-,)%`L! *-('2%!+4&-!-(M&2-(/()%$!
,-(!,$!34##45$Y! ! ! ! !
Spring I (January - March) eight weeks  6 credits   
Spring II  (March - April)  eight weeks  6 credits   
Fall I (August - October) eight weeks  6 credits   
Fall II  (October - December) eight weeks  6 credits  
8*+4#,-$+21$! ,#$4! ,-(! ,I,2#,0#(! 34-! (I()2).! $%&'()%$6!
"11#2*,%24)$!,-(!,I,2#,0#(!2)!%+(!=332*(!43!"'/2$$24)$6!
'0E1E*01.&60,! ! ! ! !
7J))! @)2I(-$2%J! 1,-%2*21,%($! 2)! /4$%! 92%#(! Fd! 32),)*2,#! ,2'!
1-4.-,/$6! 9+(! 1&-14$(! 43! %+($(! 1-4.-,/$! 2$! %4! $&11#(/()%! %+(!
-($4&-*($! 43! ,11#2*,)%$! ,)'! %+(2-! 3,/2#2($6! >2),)*2,#! ,2'! ,5,-'$! ,-(!
/,'(! 4)! %+(! 0,$2$! 43! )(('L! ,)'! ,11#2*,)%$! /&$%! 32#(! ,! 32),)*2,#!
$%,%(/()%! -(3#(*%2).! %+(! 3,/2#Jm$! -($4&-*($6! 82)*(! 32),)*2,#! ,2'! 2$!
#2/2%('L! ,11#2*,)%$! ,-(! ()*4&-,.('! %4! ,11#J! ,$! (,-#J! ,$! 14$$20#(!
_1-(3(-,0#J! 0J! ;,-*+! P! 34-! ()%-,)*(! %+(! 34##452).! ,*,'(/2*! J(,-`6!
9()%,%2I(! ,5,-'$! ,-(!/,'(!5+()! %+(! $%&'()%! +,$! 32#('! ,##! -(M&2-('!
34-/$! ,)'! %+(! ,),#J$2$! 43! )(('! +,$! 0(()! -(*(2I('! 3-4/! %+(! >('(-,#!
C-4*($$2).!?()%(-6!"2'!2$!.()(-,##J!,5,-'('!2)!,!*4/02),%24)!43!#4,)$L!
(/1#4J/()%!,)'N4-!.-,)%$6!8%&'()%$!,#$4!,-(!()*4&-,.('!%4!,11#J!34-!
$%,%(! .-,)%$! 4-! #4,)$! 41()! %4! %+(/! ,)'! %4! 2)I($%2.,%(! ('&*,%24),#!
#4,)$!3-4/!#4*,#!0,)[$6! ! ! !





>2),)*2,#! ,2'! 2$! ,5,-'('! *4)%2).()%! &14)! %+(! -(*212()%!
/,2)%,2)2).! $,%2$3,*%4-J! ,*,'(/2*! $%,)'2).! ,)'! 1-4.-($$! %45,-'! ,!
'(.-((6! 8%&'()%$! 4)! 32),)*2,#! ,2'! 52##! +,I(! %+(2-! *&/&#,%2I(! .-,'(!
142)%! ,I(-,.($! (I,#&,%('! ,%! %+(! ()'! 43! %+(! $1-2).! $(/($%(-! 34-! B,J!
B2I2$24)! $%&'()%$! ,)'! 2)! c&)(! 34-! :I()2).! B2I2$24)! $%&'()%$! (,*+!
,*,'(/2*!J(,-6!"%!%+,%!142)%L!$%&'()%$!/&$%!+,I(!,!*&/&#,%2I(!.-,'(!
142)%!,I(-,.(!43!Q6R6!F3!,!$%&'()%!3,##$!0(#45!,!Q6RL!34-!%+(!32-$%!%2/(!+(!
4-! $+(! 52##! 0(! 1#,*('! 4)! 32),)*2,#! ,2'! 1-40,%24)! 34-! %+(! 34##452).!
,*,'(/2*! J(,-6! 8%&'()%$!52##! 0(! ,##45('!92%#(! Fd! 32),)*2,#! ,$$2$%,)*(!





$%&'()%$!,)'! 2)! c&)(! 34-!:I()2).!B2I2$24)!$%&'()%$! %4! -(%,2)!92%#(! Fd!
3&)'2).! 34-! %+(! 34##452).! ,*,'(/2*! J(,-6! 9+(-(! 2$! )4! 1-40,%24),-J!










?4&-$(! 52%+'-,5,#_$`! 4-! 2)*4/1#(%(_$`! ,-(! (I,#&,%('! ,$! )4)W
*4/1#(%('! *4&-$($! ,)'! ,-(! )4%! *4&)%('! %45,-'! %+(! %2/(! 3-,/(!
-(M&2-(/()%6!
F)! $&//,-JL! ,##! $%&'()%$! /&$%! /((%! 04%+! *-2%(-2,Y! ,! Q6R! .-,'(!
142)%! ,I(-,.(! -(M&2-(/()%! ,)'! '(.-((! %2/(! 3-,/(! *4/1#(%24)! 2)!
4-'(-! %4! *4)%2)&(! %4! -(*(2I(! 32),)*2,#! ,$$2$%,)*(6! F)! ($$()*(L! ,%! #(,$%!
QN^!43! %+(!*4&-$($!,%%(/1%('!/&$%!0(!*4/1#(%('!(,*+!J(,-!52%+! %+(!
Q6R!4-!,04I(!.-,'(!142)%!,I(-,.(6!!
A(1(,%! *4&-$($! ,-(! (I,#&,%('! ,$! ,)J! 4%+(-! )4-/,#! *4&-$(6! "!
$%&'()%!/,J!,11(,#!%+($(!$%,)',-'$!23!%+(-(!+,$!0(()!&)'&(!+,-'$+21!
_26(6L!/('2*,#L!'(,%+L!'2I4-*(`6!"11(,#$!/&$%!0(!'2-(*%('!%4!%+(!=332*(!43!
8%&'()%! "'/2)2$%-,%2I(! 8(-I2*($! 34-! -(I2(5! 0J! %+(! >2),)*2,#! "2'!
?4//2%%((6! 8%&'()%$! 52##! 0(! )4%232('! 0J! %+(! =332*(! 43! 8%&'()%!
"'/2)2$%-,%2I(! 8(-I2*($!52%+2)! %+2-%J! _^R`! ',J$! 43! %+(! >2),)*2,#! "2'!
?4//2%%((m$!'(*2$24)6! !
F)! ,''2%24)L! $1(*232*! 32),)*2,#! ,2'! 1-4.-,/$! -(M&2-(! %+(! 34##452).!
,*,'(/2*!,*+2(I(/()%$!34-!-()(5,#$Y!
75(20,(E;01.&)*+4.152+0/&1E,&<1;04E1.&J(50;&'0E1.02;&)*+4.152+0/&









^6R! *&/&#,%2I(! .-,'(! 142)%! ,I(-,.(! ,%! %+(! ()'! 43! %+(! $1-2).!
$(/($%(-! !
BCEE&@E0D(520;C&I51E;& &
Q6fV! *&/&#,%2I(! .-,'(! 142)%! ,I(-,.(! ,%! %+(! ()'! 43! %+(! $1-2).!
$(/($%(-!
J-20*&)*+4.152+0/! ! ! ! ! !
Q6fV! *&/&#,%2I(! .-,'(!142)%! ,I(-,.(L! ,!E!4-!0(%%(-! 2)!"11#2('!
;&$2*! F)$%-&/()%! #($$4)$L! ,)'! 3&#32##! -(M&2-(/()%$! $(%! 34-%+! 2)! %+(!
?4)$(-I,%4-J!8%&'()%!G,)'044[!
!
6;+.(;0*&)*+4.152+0/&& ! ! ! !!!!!
Q6R!*&/&#,%2I(!.-,'(!142)%!,I(-,.(!(,*+!$(/($%(-!
!
'.450,1&75485192! ! ! ! ! !
"! -()(5,#! $%&'()%! /&$%! +,I(! ,! Q6R! *&/&#,%2I(! .-,'(! 142)%!
,I(-,.(! ,)'! +,I(! *4/1#(%('! Qg! *-('2%! +4&-$! '&-2).! %54! $(/($%(-$!
_3,##!,)'!$1-2).`6!"!$%&'()%!2$!(#2.20#(!34-!4)(!1-40,%24),-J!J(,-!23!+(!
4-!$+(!3,##$!0(#45!,!Q6R!*&/&#,%2I(!.-,'(!142)%!,I(-,.(!,3%(-!%+(!()'!
43!%+(!$1-2).!$(/($%(-6! ! ! ! !
















/&$%! *4)%,*%! %+(! =332*(! 43! 8%&'()%! "'/2)2$%-,%2I(! 8(-I2*($! %4!
2)I($%2.,%(!23!4%+(-!,--,).(/()%$!,-(!14$$20#(6!
6//.C0E8&345&'0E1E*01.&60,&&




,.()*J6! 9+(! ,.()*J! 52##! 1-4*($$! %+2$! 34-/! ,)'! $()'! %+(!
&)2I(-$2%J!,! -(14-%!4)!5+,%! %+(! 3,/2#J! *,)!0(!(K1(*%('! %4!
*4)%-20&%(!%4!%+(!('&*,%24),#!*4$%$6!
^6!! 8%&'()%$! $+4&#'! /,[(! $&-(! %+,%! %+(2-! %-,)$*-21%$! ,)'!
-(*4//()',%24)$! ,-(! 4)! 32#(! ,%! %+(! &)2I(-$2%JL! 0(*,&$(!
32),)*2,#! ,2'! '(*2$24)$! ,-(! )4%! /,'(! &)%2#! $%&'()%$! +,I(!
0(()!,**(1%('!%4!%+(!&)2I(-$2%J6!





4332*(! 52%+2)! PV! ',J$6! 9+2$! '(14$2%! 2$! *-('2%('! %4! %+(!
$%&'()%Z$!,**4&)%6!
V6!! E(34-(! 3('(-,#! 32),)*2,#! ,2'! 3&)'$! *,)! 0(! *-('2%('! %4! ,!
$%&'()%m$! ,**4&)%L! 2)34-/,%24)! $&0/2%%('! 4)! %+(! >">8"! 2$!
$4/(%2/($! I(-232('6! 9+(! &)2I(-$2%J! 2$! -($14)$20#(! 34-!
*44-'2),%2).! %+2$! 3('(-,#! I(-232*,%24)! 1-4*($$6! F)! 4-'(-! %4!
*#,-23J!%+(!3,/2#Jm$!32),)*2,#!$2%&,%24)L!%+(!=332*(!43!8%&'()%!
"'/2)2$%-,%2I(!8(-I2*($!/,J!-(M&($%!,!*41J!43!%+(!1,-()%$m!
,)'! $%&'()%m$! %,K! -(%&-)$! ,)'! 4%+(-! 2)34-/,%24)6! "##!
32),)*2,#! ,2'! 2$! ,5,-'('! 4)! %+(! *4)'2%24)! %+,%! %+(! ,04I(!
2)34-/,%24)!2$!1-4I2'('!5+()!-(M&($%('6!
@14)! -(*(21%! 43! %+(! 2)34-/,%24)L! 2%! 2$! -(I2(5('! ,)'! *4/1,-('!





"11#2*,)%$! '4! )4%! ,11#J! 34-! %+(! I,-24&$! %J1($! 43! ,5,-'$!








3,/2#JZ$! -($4&-*($! ,)'! %+(! 3('(-,#! 3&)'$! ,*%&,##J! ,I,2#,0#(6! 9+(!
8&11#(/()%,#! :'&*,%24),#! =114-%&)2%J! j-,)%! 1-4I2'($! ,''2%24),#!
,$$2$%,)*(! %4! %+4$(!52%+! $(I(-(!)(('!5+4! *,))4%!/((%! *4##(.(! *4$%$!
52%+! 4%+(-! 34-/$! 43! ,2'6! 9+(! ,I(-,.(! ,5,-'! 2$! UPLVRR!1(-! J(,-6! 9+(!





9+2$! 2$! ,! .-,)%! 1-4.-,/! 34-! 3&##W%2/(! &)'(-.-,'&,%(! $%&'()%$!
()-4##('! 2)!,)!(#2.20#(!1-4.-,/!5+4! -(*(2I(!>('(-,#!C(##!j-,)%$! ,)'!







9+2$! 2$! ,! .-,)%! 1-4.-,/! 34-! 3&##W%2/(! &)'(-.-,'&,%(! $%&'()%$!
5+4! ,-(! ()-4##('! 2)! %+(! %+2-'! 4-! 34&-%+! ,*,'(/2*! J(,-! 43! ,)! (#2.20#(!
1-4.-,/! 5+4! -(*(2I(! >('(-,#! C(##! j-,)%$! ,)'! ,-(! @686! *2%2a()$6! ")!
(#2.20#(!1-4.-,/! 2)! %+(!<,%24),#! 8;"A9!j-,)%! 2$! 4)(! %+,%! #(,'$! %4! ,!
0,*+(#4-Z$!'(.-((! 2)!,)!(#2.20#(!/,b4-6!8%&'()%$!/&$%!+,I(!,%! #(,$%!,!
^6R! *&/&#,%2I(! .-,'(! 142)%! ,I(-,.(6! 9+(! ,5,-'! 2$! &1! %4! UgLRRR! 34-!
(,*+!43!%+(!%+2-'!,)'!34&-%+!,*,'(/2*!J(,-$6!
'(,(51.&7(5T0E2&B41E& &
9+(! C(-[2)$! 74,)! 1-4.-,/! 1-4I2'($! #45W2)%(-($%! #4,)$! %4!
$%&'()%$!52%+!'(/4)$%-,%('!)(('6!A(1,J/()%!43!%+(!#4,)!0(.2)$!)2)(!
/4)%+$!,3%(-!%+(!$%&'()%!*(,$($!%4!0(!,%!#(,$%!,!+,#3W%2/(!$%&'()%6!9+(!
&)2I(-$2%J! 52##! ,##4*,%(! %+($(! #4,)$! %4! %+4$(! 5+4! ,-(! /4$%! (#2.20#(6!
"I(-,.(! ,5,-'! 2$! UPLQRR! 1(-! J(,-6! 9+2$! 2$! )4%! ,I,2#,0#(! %4! $%&'()%$!
1&-$&2).!,!$(*4)'!0,*+(#4-Z$!'(.-((6!
'(,(51.&M45T&);-,C&7548519&&
@)'(-! %+2$! 1-4.-,/L! ,! $%&'()%! 2$! ,$$2.)('! ,! b40! 4)! *,/1&$!
'(1()'2).! 4)! 32),)*2,#! )(('! ,)'! %+(! ,I,2#,02#2%J! 43! 3&)'$6! 8%&'()%$!
&$&,##J! 54-[! (2.+%! %4! PQ! +4&-$! 1(-! 5(([6! C,J! -,%($! $%,-%! ,%! US! 1(-!
+4&-6!!
'(,(51.&);13345,&B41E& &
"! 8%,334-'! 74,)! 2$! ,I,2#,0#(! %4! $%&'()%$! 5+4! '(/4)$%-,%(!
32),)*2,#! )(('6! 9+(! /,K2/&/! ,/4&)%$! ,-(Y! U^LVRR! 34-! ,! 32-$%! J(,-!
&)'(-.-,'&,%(!$%&'()%O!UgLVRR!34-!,!$(*4)'!J(,-!$%&'()%O!UVLVRR!34-!,!
%+2-'!4-! 34&-%+WJ(,-! $%&'()%L! ,)'!USLVRR! 34-! ,! .-,'&,%(! $%&'()%6! >4-!
8%,334-'!8&0$2'2a('!74,)$!32-$%!'2$0&-$('!4)!4-!,3%(-!c&#J!PL!QRRSL!%+(!
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Grasp of discipline knowledge, its purpose and 
basic competencies 
 
Mastery of knowledge, evaluation of its 




Teacher as expert: lecture, discussion, frequent 
testing and feedback, learner-centered, group 
learning 
 





To access and use field resources/knowledge to 
understand and analyze a problem or issue 
 
To use knowledge and research in practice to 
solve problems or pose alternatives 
 
Course Text(s) or Literature in the Field 
 
Introductory-intermediate texts, anthologies, 
videotapes, Internet, Web page construction 
 
Advanced texts, professional journals, 




To access and use computer as a course 
resource for learning, designing and using Web 
pages 
 
Internet as data source for information to 




Ability to summarize, describe/integrate core 
curriculum knowledge and skills with major, 
develop critical thinking skills 
 
Ability to analyze research, examine questions 





Substantive knowledge development: objective 
tests, presentations, research papers and the 
major thesis 
 
Applied theory to practice: oral and written, 
individual and group presentations, graduate 
projects 
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The Metamorphosis Coaching Program at Lynn University is an 






issues experienced by college students with Attention-
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder.   The program offers weekly individual 
coaching sessions, 15 one-on-one tutoring sessions with professional 
tutors, a Self and Society Dialogue, Self as Learner and weekly 
experiential learning activities.  
The program uses a diagnostic coaching model to address behavioral 
issues specific to college students with ADHD such as organization skills, 
prioritizing of assignments and daily activities, strategies for 
procrastination issues, time management skills, coping with impulsivity, 
strategies to aid with focus and attention in and out of the classroom and 
study skills.  
The weekly experiential learning component immerses students in 
bodily-kinesthetic and naturalist activities based upon Howard Gardener’s 
Theory of Multiples Intelligences. The "lessons" learned through this 
intrapersonal reflective process provides students with valuable insights 
about the way they learn best - and themselves. Students gain an 
understanding of their cognitive strengths and how to utilize their 
potential for success.  
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$(?.+*+,+&)!$)2!$775+($,+&)!3+,4!#&'1!+)6217,4!(&),1),!$)2!-&(.*9!!
!
• N+,4+)! ,41! Y+$5&8.1*>! 1$(4! *,.21),! #.*,! (&#751,1! ^!
*1#+)$'*!$,! ,41!/00!$)2!_00! 51;15*>! +)(5.2+)8!$,! 51$*,!^! +)!
,41!#$%&'!-+152!&'!*(4&&59!
• N+,4+)! ,41! c! .771'! 51;15! Y+$5&8.1! (&.'*1*>! 1$(4! *,.21),!
#.*,! (&#751,1! ^! (&.'*1*! -&(.*12! &)! ,41! "#1'+($)!






• K,.21),*! #.*,! (&#751,1! ,3&! (&.'*1*! +)! bO!
2.'+)8! ,41! M&.)2$,+&)$5! 71'+&2V! bO* ABBC* DE3*
F'<G(-)* H#22(-I* =.2-%0'12"%.* 2%* J'#.2"2#2"8(*****
5(#)%.".&I* #.09* J5* KBBC* /?(1"#$* ;%?"1)* ".*










3+,4+)! ,41! Y+$5&8.1*! &'! +)! $)=! (&.'*1! ,4$,!




• K,.21),*! #.*,! *.((1**-.55=! (&#751,1! _! (&.'*1*!
+)!/1"(.2"+"1*,"2(-#13>!&)1!$,!1$(4!51;15V!+)(5.2+)8!






!=<#&".#2"%.* #.0* O(-)?(12"8()* %.* 2E(* P'<#.*
LM?(-"(.1(@! !:41!'1#$+)+)8!,4'11!(&.'*1*!($)!C1!
,$Q1)! -'&#! $('&**! ,41! (.''+(.5.#! -'&#! (&.'*1*!





:&! $((1),.$,1! $)2! -&*,1'! ,41! *7+'+,! &-! +))&;$,+&)! ,4$,!
2+*,+)8.+*41*!,41!G=))!1<71'+1)(1>!,41!P&'1!P.''+(.5.#!+)(5.21*!&)1!
$22+,+&)$5!'1?.+'1#1),V!$!*71(+$55=!21*+8)12!12.($,+&)$5!(&#7&)1),>!
!"#$%&'()* %+* =..%8#2"%.@! @)! 1$(4! &-! ,41! -&.'! .)21'8'$2.$,1! =1$'*>!
*,.21),*!3+55! *.((1**-.55=! (&#751,1! &)1! (&.'*1! +)! Z$).$'=! ,1'#! ,4$,!
3+55!-&(.*!&)!+))&;$,+;1!+21$*>!,&7+(*>!712$8&8+1*>!$)2!&'\!1<71'+1),+$5!
51$')+)8! 1<71'+1)(1*9! ! Y.'+)8! ,41! Z$).$'=! ,1'#>! ,41! H)+;1'*+,=! 3+55!
$5*&!&--1'!$!/3<?%)"'<*%.*=..%8#2"%.!34+(4!3+55!+)(5.21!,41&'+*,*!$)2!





G=))! H)+;1'*+,=! (&##.)+,=! C15+1;1*! +*! 1**1),+$5! ,&! .)21'8'$2.$,1!




,41!!"#$%&'()*%+*,(#.".&EE! ! ! !
!







M5&'+2$!g!@##+8'$,+&)! ! ! !
L?.$5+,=!g!Z.*,+(1!+)!e&)6N1*,1')!P.5,.'1*E!! !
T.'21'>!:41=!N'&,1! ! ! !
@21),+,=!+)!"#1'+($)!f&.,4!M+5#*! ! ! !
"55!,41!:4+)8*!@!j)&3!"C&.,!T=*15-!@!G1$')12!M'&#!Y'9!K1.**!
:41!L#1'8+)8!K15-!@)!:41!Ikc0S*! ! ! !
"#1'+($)!X&7.5$'!P.5,.'1!! ! ! !
:41!O1*7&)*+C51!P+,+A1)E!"3$'1)1**!$)2!"(,+&)!+)!:&2$=S*![5&C$5!K&(+1,=!
P.5,.'1!g!P&##.)+($,+&)!! ! ! !
e$Q12!T$*Q*E!K15-!C14+)2!,41!@#$81! ! !
".,&C+&8'$74=!g!,41!P&)*,'.(,+&)!&-!K15-! ! !
:41!e$#1*$Q1! ! ! ! ! !
Y+8+,$5!@21),+,=!!! ! ! ! !
"!K1$'(4!-&'!K15-!,4'.!Y'$#$![$#1*! ! ! !









COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM 
!"#$ %&''#(#$ &)$ *+,-$ ./0$ 123#/2#-$ 4+&530#-$ .$ 6#./3/()7'$
3/,#+4+#,35#$2&/,#8,$)&+$.''$4+&(+.6-$93,"3/$,"#$7/35#+-3,:$3/$,"#$;#-,$
,+.03,3&/$ &)$ '3;#+.'$ #072.,3&/<$ !"+&7("$ ,"#$ 4+&(+.66.,32$ 3/3,3.,35#-$
./0$ 27++327'.$ 0#-2+3;#0$ ;#'&9=$ ,"#$ 2&''#(#$ -##>-$ ,&$ -744&+,$ ,"#$
7/35#+-3,:?-$ 3/,#+/.,3&/.'$ ./0$ 67',327',7+.'$ 4#+-4#2,35#-=$ ,"#+#;:$
4+#4.+3/($ -,70#/,-$ )&+$ +#-4&/-3;'#$ '353/($ 3/$ ,"#$ @A-,$ 2#/,7+:<$ B/$
.003,3&/$ ,&$ -744&+,3/($ ,"#$ (#/#+.'$ #072.,3&/$ 27++327'76$ 3/$ C/('3-"=$






1#+532#-M$ K.2"#'&+$ &)$ *+,-$ 93,"$ .$ 6.L&+$ 3/$ B/,#+/.,3&/.'$ I#'.,3&/-$








&)$ ,"#$ 4#&4'#=$ 4'.2#-=$ 27',7+#-$ ./0$ #5#/,-V4.-,$ ./0$ 4+#-#/,V,".,$
6.>#$74$*6#+32.$./0$*6#+32./$-&23#,:<$!"#$*6#+32./$1,703#-$6.L&+$
3-$ 0#-3(/#0$ ,&$ 4+&530#$ -,70#/,-$ 93,"$ .$ +32"$ 2&/,#8,7.'$ ./0$
67',303-234'3/.+:$7/0#+-,./03/($&)$*6#+32.$./0$*6#+32./$27',7+#$.-$
9#''$ .-$ ,"#$ -,70:$ &)$ *6#+32./$ '3,#+.,7+#=$ 4&'3,32-=$ #2&/&632-$ ./0$
"3-,&+:<$ K73',$ .+&7/0$ ,"#$ 2&+#$ 03-234'3/#-$ &)$ '3,#+.,7+#=$ 4&'3,32.'$
-23#/2#=$4"3'&-&4":=$"3-,&+:=$-&23&'&(:$./0$27',7+.'$./,"+&4&'&(:=$,"#$
4+&(+.6$ 93''$ #64'&:$ 2&64.+.,35#$ ./0$ 3/,#(+.,35#$ 6#,"&0-$ ./0$
.44+&.2"#-$)+&6$,"#$"76./3,3#-$./0$-&23.'$-23#/2#-<$*003,3&/.'':=$,"#$
4+&(+.6$ 3-$ 0#-3(/#0$ ,&$ #8.63/#$ ,"#$ -&23.'$ ./0$ 4&'3,32.'$ +&'#$ &)$
*6#+32.$./0$"&9$3,$+#'.,#-$,&$,"#$+#-,$&)$,"#$9&+'0<$
$
!"#$ 4+&(+.6$ 93''$ "#'4$ (+.07.,#-$ ,&$ 0#5#'&4$ -&7/0$ 2+3,32.'$
,"3/>3/($ ->3''-=$ ./.':,32.'$ ->3''-=$ 2&667/32.,3&/$ ->3''-$ ./0$ +#-#.+2"$
->3''-$ ,&$ #/.;'#$ ,"#6$ ,&$ 47+-7#$ 2.+##+-$ 3/$ -72"$ )3#'0-$ .-$ #072.,3&/=$





93,"$ &/'3/#$ .2,353,3#-=$ -,70#/,W3/3,3.,#0=$ 4+36.+:W-&7+2#$ +#-#.+2"$
4+&L#2,-$ ./0$ 53-3,-$ ,&$ "3-,&+32$ ./0$ 7/3X7#$ -3,#-=$67-#76-$ ./0$ 23,3#-$
.+&7/0$S'&+30.$./0$,"#$2&7/,+:<$*-$-72"=$3,$3-$.$4+&(+.6$2+#.,#0$93,"$
P://$ T/35#+-3,:?-$ /32"#$ .-$ .$ 2.647-$ &))#+3/($ 3//&5.,35#=$
3/035307.'3Y#0$.2.0#632$#84#+3#/2#-$3/$63/0<$
!"#$%&'"!(%)*"+',-./)(,'0'/(1%(('%(2.)%(!(+-,'
!"#$ *G1$ 27++327'76$ 0#5#'&4-$ 2+3,32.'$ ,"3/>3/(=$ "3-,&+32.'$
4#+-4#2,35#=$ -&23.'$ L7-,32#$ ./0$ 6&+.'$ +#.-&/3/(=$ .6&/($ &,"#+$ ->3''-$
./0$ 5.'7#-=$ 3/$ &+0#+$ ,&$ 4+&072#$ 6&+#$ +#-4&/-3;'#=$ 3/)&+6#0$ ./0$
#,"32.'$23,3Y#/-<$!"#$6.L&+$3-$0#-3(/#0$,&$.''&9$-,70#/,-$,&$-7;-,3,7,#$






Z$ !"#$ [\\$ ./0$ ]\\$ '#5#'$ U3.'&(7#$ 2&7+-#$ +#X73+#6#/,-$ 6.:$ ;#$





$ $ RS$!EC$TFB!CU$1!*!C1$ $ [$
___$EB1$[^\$ !EC$*GCIB%*F$CdDCIBCF%C$$
!EIRTaE$SBPG$ $ $ [$
___$EB1$]e@$ EB1!RIc$1CGBF*I$ $ $ [$
___$ETG$[]\$ DEBPR1RDEc$*FU$DRDTP*I$%TP!TIC$ [$
___$ETG$[`\$ *GCIB%*F$DEBPR1RDEc$ $ [$
___$CFa$[[\$ *GCIB%*F$PB!CI*!TIC$B$ $ [$
___$CFa$[[A$ *GCIB%*F$PB!CI*!TIC$BB$ $ [$
___$%IQ$[[\$ !EC$*GCIB%*F$QTUB%B*Ic$ $ [$
___$1R%$[[`$ %RF!CGDRI*Ic$1R%B*P$DIRKPCG1$ [$
___$1R%$]`\$ I*%C$*FU$C!EFB%B!c$ $ [$
8%(('(3(*-)9(,' ' ' ' :;'*%(/)-,'
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
-$-"3'*%(/)-,'<=5'
"!(%)*"+',-./)(,'!)+$%' ' ' <:'*%(/)-,'
___$EB1$@@`$ TFB!CU$1!*!C1$aRbCIFGCF!$ [$
___$EB1$@[\$ 1R%B*P$*FU$DRPB!B%*P$EB1!RIc$$
$ $ RS$!EC$TFB!CU$1!*!C1$ $ [$
___$ETG$[`\$ *GCIB%*F$DEBPR1RDEc$ $ [$
___$CFa$[[\$ *GCIB%*F$PB!CI*!TIC$B$&+$ $ $
___$CFa$[[A$ *GCIB%*F$PB!CI*!TIC$BB$ $ [$
___$1R%$]`\$ I*%C$*FU$C!EFB%B!c$ $ [$
,"!>3('*$.%,(,'*%$,,?3),-(/'8%$!'$-@(%'>%$1%"!,'
D#/03/($ .44+&5.'$ &)$ ,"#$ 4+&(+.6$ 2&&+03/.,&+=$ -,70#/,-$ 6.:$ -7;-,3,7,#$





















U#-3(/#0$ ,&$ 4+&530#$ -,70#/,-$ 93,"$ .$ -,+&/($ ;.2>(+&7/0$ 3/$ ./.':Y3/($
'3,#+.,7+#$ ./0$ ,&$ ).23'3,.,#$ 2&64#,#/2:$ 3/$ 2&667/32.,3&/=$ '3,#+.+:$ -,703#-$
#/(.(#$ -,70#/,-$ 3/$ #8.63/3/($ -,+72,7+.'$ #'#6#/,-$ 3/$ '3,#+.+:$ (#/+#-$ ./0$
'3,#+.+:$6&5#6#/,-$ 3/$ ,"#$ C/('3-"$ './(7.(#<$ !"#$ 4+&(+.6$ .'-&$ 4+&530#-$ ./$
&44&+,7/3,:$ )&+$ )&27-#0$ -,70:$ &/$ 4.+,327'.+$ .7,"&+-=$ (#/0#+W+#'.,#0$ 3--7#-$
./0$ 27',7+.'$ 4#+-4#2,35#-$ &)$ '3,#+.,7+#<$ 1,70#/,-$ 0#5#'&4$ -&7/0$ 2+3,32.'$
,"3/>3/($ ->3''-=$ ./.':,32.'$ ->3''-$ ./0$ +#-#.+2"$ ->3''-$ ,&$ #/.;'#$ ,"#6$ ,&$ ;#-,$





Z$ !"#$ [\\$ ./0$ ]\\$ '#5#'$ U3.'&(7#$ 2&7+-#$ +#X73+#6#/,-$ 6.:$ ;#$
#6;#00#0$93,"3/$ ,"#$6.L&+=$9"32"$93''$ 2&/-,3,7,#$[\$&)$ ,"#$ ,&,.'$^\$
2+#03,-$+#X73+#0<'
!"#$%'%(2.)%(!(+-,' ' ' 7A'*%(/)-,$
%"&&-#$,"+##$&)$,"#$)&''&93/($)&7+$2'.--#-J$
___$CFa$@\A$ 1!TUBC1$BF$DRC!Ic$$ $ [$
___$CFa$@\@$ 1!TUBC1$BF$1ERI!$SB%!BRF$ $ [$
___$CFa$@\[$ 1!TUBC1$BF$UI*G*$ $ $ [$
___$CFa$@\]$ 1!TUBC1$BF$!EC$FRbCP$ $ [$
%"&&-#$)&7+$&)$,"#$)&''&93/($)35#J$
___$CFa$[A`$ GCUBCb*P$j$ICF*B11*F%C$$
PB!CI*!TIC$ $ $ [$
___$CFa$[[\$ *GCIB%*F$PB!CI*!TIC$B$ $ [$
___$CFa$[[A$ *GCIB%*F$PB!CI*!TIC$BB$ $ [$
___$CFa$[]\$ KIB!B1E$PB!CI*!TIC$B$ $ [$
___$CFa$[]A$ KIB!B1E$PB!CI*!TIC$BB$ $ [$
1,70#/,-$67-,$2&64'#,#$,"#$)&''&93/($+#X73+#0$2&7+-#-J$
___$CFa$[AA$ %IC*!BbC$kIB!BFa$$ $ [$




___$CFa$]@\$ !RDB%1$BF$PB!CI*!TIC$ $ [$
___$CFa$]e\$ PB!CI*Ic$!ECRIc$ $ $ [$
(3(*-)9(,' ' ' ' :<'*%(/)-,'
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [
$ $ $ $ $ $







-4#23.'3Y#0$ >/&9'#0(#$ 3/$ ,"#$ )3#'0$ &)$ C/('3-"$ -,703#-<$ 14#23)32.'':=$
-,70#/,-$ 93''$ ;#$ 4+&530#0$ ,"#$ &44&+,7/3,:$ ,&$ )&27-$ -,703#-$ &/$ ,9&$
4.+,327'.+$ (#/+#-$ &)$ '3,#+.,7+#<$ 1,70#/,-$6.:$ 2"&&-#$ )+&6$ -,703#-$ 3/$
4&#,+:=$ -"&+,$ )32,3&/=$ 0+.6.$ ./0$ /&5#'-<$ *003,3&/.'':=$ -,70#/,-$ (.3/$
#84#+,3-#$3/$.$4.+,327'.+$#+.$&)$*6#+32./$&+$K+3,3-"$'3,#+.,7+#$./0$6.:$
)&27-$ #/,3+#':$ &/$ ,"#$ '3,#+.,7+#$ &)$ &/#$ /.,3&/<$ 1,70#/,-$ 2.4$ ,"#3+$
C/('3-"$ -,703#-$ 93,"$ &/#$ &)$ P://$ T/35#+-3,:?-$ "3("#-,W'#5#'$ 2'.--#-=$
/.++&93/($ ,"#$ )&27-$ &)$ -,70:$ .+&7/0$ ./$ .7,"&+=$ .$ (#/+#=$ .$ '3,#+.+:$
6&5#6#/,$&+$.$,"#6#<$!&$#.+/$,"#$C/('3-"$63/&+=$-,70#/,-$67-,$,.>#$
A`$"&7+-$3/$,"#$)&''&93/($6.//#+J$
CFaPB1E$ $ $ $ $ A`$%ICUB!1$
___$CFa$@\\f$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$CFa$@\\f$$ $ $ $ $ [$











#/,+:$ '#5#'$ 4&-3,3&/-$ 3/$ ,"#$ -&23.'$ -#+532#$ )3#'0<$ !"#$E76./$ 1#+532#-$
4+&(+.6$ &))#+-$ 4+.2,32.'$ "./0-W&/$ '#.+/3/($ #84#+3#/2#-$ ,"+&7("$ .$
2&//#2,3&/$;#,9##/$P://$T/35#+-3,:=$&7+$2&667/3,:$./0$3,-$.(#/23#-<$
E76./$-#+532#-$4+&)#--3&/.'-$2./$9&+>$3/$.$5.+3#,:$&)$+&'#-$3/$.$+./(#$
&)$ 4+35.,#=$ /&/4+&)3,=$ )&+W4+&)3,=$ ./0$ (&5#+/6#/,.'$ -#+532#$ .(#/23#-<$
%&66&/$#64'&:6#/,$&44&+,7/3,3#-$3/2'70#$2.-#$6./.(#6#/,=$2+3-3-$
3/,#+5#/,3&/=$ .--#--6#/,$ ./0$ .05&2.2:$ 3/$ 2&667/3,:$ &+(./3Y.,3&/-$
-#+53/($3/035307.'-$./0$).63'3#-$.,$+3->$&+$9"&$.+#$2&43/($93,"$-&23.'$




Z$ !"#$ [\\$ ./0$ ]\\$ '#5#'$ U3.'&(7#$ 2&7+-#$ +#X73+#6#/,-$ 6.:$ ;#$
#6;#00#0$93,"3/$ ,"#$6.L&+=$9"32"$93''$ 2&/-,3,7,#$[\$&)$ ,"#$ ,&,.'$^\$
2+#03,-$+#X73+#0<'







ETG*F$1CIbB%C1$ $ $ [$
___$E1$]`\$$ ETG*F$1CIbB%C1$BF!CIF1EBD$$
DP*%CGCF!$B$ $ $ [$
___$E1$]g`$$ ETG*F$1CIbB%C1$BF!CIF1EBD$$









___$D1c$[g\$ *KFRIG*P$D1c%ERPRac$ $ [$
___$1R%$@@\$ S*GBPc$j$1R%BC!c$ $ $ [$
___$1R%$@^A$ %TIICF!$DCI1DC%!BbC1$BF$$
1TK1!*F%C$*KT1C$ $ $ [$
___$1R%$]`\$ I*%C$j$C!EFB%$ICP*!BRF1$ $ [$
___$%IQ$]`\$ IC1C*I%E$GC!ERU1$ $ [$
8%(('(3(*-)9(,' ' ' ' ;='*%(/)-,'
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
$ $ $ $ -$-"3'*%(/)-,'<=5'
@.!"+',(%9)*(,'!)+$%'
!"#$47+4&-#$&)$,"#$E76./$1#+532#-$63/&+$4+&(+.6$3-$0#-3(/#0$
)&+$ -,70#/,-$ 3/$ ,"#$ .''3#0$ "#'43/($ 4+&)#--3&/-$ N#<(<$ 4-:2"&'&(:=$
2+363/.'$L7-,32#=$#072.,3&/O=$&+$&,"#+$-,70#/,-$3/,#+#-,#0$3/$).23'3,.,3/($
4&-3,35#$ 2"./(#-$ )&+$ 3/035307.'-$ ./0$ 2&667/3,3#-<$ 1,70#/,-$ .+#$
+#X73+#0$,&$,.>#$)35#$2&7+-#-=$9"32"$93''$-744'#6#/,$,"#3+$6.L&+$)3#'0$
&)$ -,70:$ 93,"$ ,"#$ 0#5#'&46#/,$ &)$ #/,+:$ '#5#'$ ->3''-$ &)$ .--#--6#/,=$
3/,#+53#93/(=$2.-#$6./.(#6#/,$./0$.05&2.2:<$
!)+$%'%(2.)%(!(+-,' ' ' <:'*%(/)-,'
___$E1$A\\$$ BF!IRUT%!BRF$!R$ETG*F$1CIbB%C1$ [$$
___$E1$[\A$$ ETG*F$1CIbB%C$DIRSC11BRF*P1$$








B/,#+/.,3&/.'$ I#'.,3&/-$ .,$ P://$ T/35#+-3,:$ 3/,+&072#-$ -,70#/,-$




./$ 3/,#(+.,#0$ '#.+/3/($ .44+&.2"$ ,".,$ +#'3#-$ &/$ 67',3W$ ./0$
3/,#+03-234'3/.+:$ 2&7+-#-$ (+&7/0#0$ 3/$ 4&'3,32.'$ -23#/2#=$ "3-,&+:=$
6&0#+/$'./(7.(#-$./0$#2&/&632-m;7-3/#--<$*/$#64".-3-$&/$-,70#/,W




P://$ T/35#+-3,:$ &))#+-$ .$ K<*<$ 0#(+##$ 3/$ B/,#+/.,3&/.'$ I#'.,3&/-$
,".,$ 3-$ 0#-3(/#0$ ,&$6.8363Y#$ (+.07.,#-?$ &44&+,7/3,3#-$ )&+$ .05./2#0$
-,70:$ &+$ #64'&:6#/,<$ !"#$ 0#4.+,6#/,$ .'-&$ &))#+-$ .$ 63/&+$ 3/$
B/,#+/.,3&/.'$I#'.,3&/-$ ,".,$2&64'#6#/,-$./:$&/#$&)$-#5#+.'$6.L&+-<$
*$-#2&/0$63/&+$ 3/$I#(3&/.'$a#&4&'3,32-$ 3-$.5.3'.;'#$,&$.''$-,70#/,-$.,$
P://$ T/35#+-3,:<$ B,$ 4+&530#-$ .$ ;+&.0$ :#,$ 0#,.3'#0$ )&7/0.,3&/$ 3/$
+#(3&/.'$4&'3,32.'=$"3-,&+32.'$./0$27',7+.'$.)).3+-<$!"#$5.+3&7-$27++327'.$
6.:$ 3/2'70#$ 2&7+-#-$ 2&64'#,#0$ .-$ 4.+,$ &)$ .$ -,70:$ .;+&.0$ 4+&(+.6=$




Z$ !"#$ [\\$ ./0$ ]\\$ '#5#'$ U3.'&(7#$ 2&7+-#$ +#X73+#6#/,-$ 6.:$ ;#$
#6;#00#0$93,"3/$ ,"#$6.L&+=$9"32"$93''$ 2&/-,3,7,#$[\$&)$ ,"#$ ,&,.'$^\$
2+#03,-$+#X73+#0<'
!"#$%'%(2.)%(!(+-,' ' ' 44'*%(/)-,$
___$BID1$A`\$ BF!IR<$!R$BF!CIF*!BRF*P$$
ICP*!BRF1$ $ $ [$
___$BID1$@@\$ aPRK*P$ETG*F$IBaE!1$ $ [$
___$BID1$[A\$ BF!CIF*!BRF*P$P*k$&+$
___$BID1$[\`$ BF!CIF*!BRF*P$RIa*FBn*!BRFN1O$ [$
___$BID1$[@`$ BF!CIF*!BRF*P$UBDPRG*%c$ $ [$
___$BID1$[[\$ !EC$DRPB!B%1$RS$UCbCPRDGCF!$ [$
___$BID1$[e\$ !ECRIBC1$RS$BF!CIF*!BRF*P$$




ICP*!BRF1$ $ $ [$
___$KT1$AgA$ G*%IRC%RFRGB%1$ $ $ [$
___$EB1$AA[$ @R!E$%CF!TIc$kRIPU$ $ [$




___$BID1$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$BID1$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$BID1$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$BID1$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$BID1$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$BID1$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
$
8%(('(3(*-)9(,' ' ' ' =;'*%(/)-,'
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [
$ $ $ $ $ $
$ $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $-$-"3'*%(/)-,'<=5$
)+-(%+"-)$+"3'%(3"-)$+,'!)+$%''
%(2.)%(!(+-,'' ' ' ' <:'*%(/)-,'
U#-3(/#0$ ,&$2&64'36#/,$./:$0#(+##$4+&(+.6=$ ,"#$ B/,#+/.,3&/.'$
I#'.,3&/-$63/&+$4+&530#-$-,70#/,-$93,"$.$-,+&/($)&7/0.,3&/$3/$9&+'0$











___$ETG$@[\$ kRIPU$ICPBaBRF1$$$$ $ [$








!"#$63/&+$ 3/$ I#(3&/.'$ a#&4&'3,32-$ 3-$ 0#-3(/#0$ ,&$ )7+,"#+$ P://$





.003,3&/=$ .-$ .$ -,70#/,?-$ 2.+##+$ 0#5#'&4-=$ ,"#$ 63/&+$ 3/$ I#(3&/.'$
a#&4&'3,32-$ 93''$ 4+#4.+#$ "#+m"36$ ,&$ 6##,$ 7/#84#2,#0$ 2".''#/(#-$
4&-#0$;:$#5#+W3/2+#.-3/($('&;.'3Y.,3&/$0:/.632-<$
!)+$%'%(2.)%(!(+-,' ' ' <:'*%(/)-,'
___$BID1$A`\$ BF!IRUT%!BRF$!R$BF!CIF*!BRF*P$$











!"#$ P3;#+.'$ *+,-$6.L&+$ 3-$ 0#-3(/#0$ ,&$ 4+&530#$ -,70#/,-$ 93,"$ .$
;+&.0$;.2>(+&7/0$ 3/$.$5.+3#,:$&)$03-234'3/#-$ ,".,$ 3/2'70#-$ '3,#+.,7+#M$
,"#$ .+,-M$ "3-,&+:M$ 4"3'&-&4":M$ 2&/,#64&+.+:$ -&23.'$ 3--7#-$ ./0$
2&/2#+/-M$ ./0$ "3-,&+32.'=$ -&23.'=$ ./0$ 4&'3,32.'$ #4&2"-<$ !"#$ 6.L&+$ 3/$
P3;#+.'$*+,-$).23'3,.,#-$2&64#,#/2:$3/$2+3,32.'$,"3/>3/($->3''-=$./.':,32.'$
->3''-=$ 2&667/32.,3&/$ ->3''-$ &)$ -4#.>3/(=$ 9+3,3/($ ./0$ .#-,"#,32$
.44+#23.,3&/<$S7+,"#+=$ ,"#$P3;#+.'$*+,-$6.L&+$ )&-,#+-$./$.44+#23.,3&/$
)&+$ '3)#'&/($ '#.+/3/($ ./0$ 4+#4.+#-$ -,70#/,-$ ,&$ 7-#$ 2+3,#+3.$ ./0$ +7'#-$
)+&6$ ,"#$ -4#23.'3Y.,3&/-$ 3/$ 2&667/32.,3&/$ .+,-=$ "3-,&+:$ ./0$
"76./3,3#-$,&$L70(#$,"#$X7.'3,:$./0$364.2,$&)$3/)&+6.,3&/<$!"#$P3;#+.'$
*+,-$6.L&+$ 3-$.44+&4+3.,#$ )&+$ ,"&-#$-,70#/,-$9"&$ 3/,#/0$,&$47+-7#$.$
'.9$ 0#(+##=$ (+.07.,#$ -,703#-$ &+$ 2.+##+-$ 3/$ .$ ;+&.0$ +./(#$ &)$ .+#.-=$




Z$ !"#$ [\\$ ./0$ ]\\$ '#5#'$ U3.'&(7#$ 2&7+-#$ +#X73+#6#/,-$ 6.:$ ;#$





*FU$%IB!B%B1G$ $ $ [$
___$%RG$]`A$ BF!CI%TP!TI*P$%RGGTFB%*!BRF$ [$
___$CFa$[\\$f$ $ $ $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$[$
___$CFa$[\\$f$ $ $ $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$[$
___$CFa$[\\$f$ $ $ $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$[$
___$EB1$@@A$ *GCIB%*F$EB1!RIc$B$&+$ $ $
___$EB1$@@@$ *GCIB%*F$EB1!RIc$BB$ $ [$
___$EB1$[\\$f$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$EB1$[\\$f$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$ETG$%RTI1C$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$ETG$%RTI1C$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$ETG$%RTI1C$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$P*F$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$1R%$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$1R%$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
8%(('(3(*-)9(,' ' ' ' ;:'*%(/)-,'
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ $ $ [$
$ $ $ $ -$-"3'*%(/)-,'<=5'
3)C(%"3'"%-,'!)+$%,'
@),-$%DE)+-(%+"-)$+"3'%(3"-)$+,'!)+$%'
U#-3(/#0$ ,&$ 2&64'#6#/,$ ./:$ 0#(+##$ 4+&(+.6=$ ,"#$
E3-,&+:mB/,#+/.,3&/.'$I#'.,3&/-$63/&+$#/"./2#-$ ,"#$6.+>#,.;3'3,:$&)$
.$-,70#/,?-$6.L&+<$k3,"$,"3-$63/&+=$-,70#/,-$93''$".5#$,"#$&44&+,7/3,:$
,&$ 47+-7#$ -,70:$ 3/$ .+#.-$ .))#2,3/($ ,"#$ *6#+32./$ ./0$ 3/,#+/.,3&/.'$
2&667/3,3#-<$*5.3'.;'#$2&7+-#-$0#.'$93,"$.$5.+3#,:$&)$3--7#-=$3/2'703/($
-&23.'=$#2&/&632$./0$(#&4&'3,32.'$2&/2#+/-<$!"#-#$-,70:$.+#.-$#84./0$
-,70#/,-?$ >/&9'#0(#$ &)$ ,"#$ 9&+'0$ ./0$ #/+32"$ ,"#3+$ ,&&'-$ &)$ 2+3,32.'$




___$EB1mBID1$[\\f$ $ $ $ $ A@$
@.!"+)-)(,'!)+$%'
U#-3(/#0$ ,&$ 2&64'#6#/,$ ./:$ 0#(+##$ 4+&(+.6=$ ,"#$ E76./3,3#-$
63/&+$ #/"./2#-$ ,"#$ 6.+>#,.;3'3,:$ &)$ .$ -,70#/,?-$ 6.L&+<$ *$ 63/&+$ 3/$
E76./3,3#-$ 3-$ ./$ #82#''#/,$ 2"&32#$ )&+$ ,"&-#$ 9"&$ 6.L&+$ 3/$ 6&+#$
-4#23.'3Y#0$ -7;L#2,-<$ *$ ;+&.0$ 2&6;3/.,3&/$ &)$ 2&7+-#-$ 3/$ .+,=$ 67-32=$
4"3'&-&4":$./0$9&+'0$+#'3(3&/-$4+&530#-$-,70#/,-$93,"$.$4#+-4#2,35#$
)&+$ 7/0#+-,./03/($ ,"#$ 035#+-3,:$ 3/$ ,"#$ 2&64'#8$9&+'0$ 3/$9"32"$ ,"#:$
'35#<$ B,$ .'-&$ 4+#4.+#-$ ,"#6$ )&+$ ./:$ 4+&)#--3&/$ 9"#+#$ -#/-3,353,:$ ,&$
&,"#+$ 27',7+#-$ ./0$ 5.'7#-$ .+#$ .$ 6.L&+$ 2&/2#+/<$ !"&-#$ 9"&$ .+#$
4'.//3/($.$2.+##+$ 3/$ ,"#$.+,-$6.:$93-"$,&$ ,.>#$.''$A`$"&7+-$+#X73+#0$
)&+$ .$ 6.L&+$ 3/$ *+,$ E3-,&+:<$ *$ -7((#-,#0$ 4+&(+.6$ )&+$ .$ ;+&.0#+$
E76./3,3#-$63/&+$3/2'70#-J$
@.!"+)-)(,' ' ' ' <:'*%(/)-,'
___$ETG$@@A$ BF!IRUT%!BRF$!R$DEBPR1RDEc$ [$
___$ETG$@[\$ kRIPU$ICPBaBRF1$ $ $ [$$
___$ETG$[A`$ GRUCIF$*I!$EB1!RIcJ$$ $
$ $ DR1!WBGDIC11BRFB1G$!R$Ai]`$ [$$
___$GTE$[^A$ GT1B%$EB1!RIc$BBBJ$!kCF!BC!E$$




U#-3(/#0$ ,&$ 2&64'#6#/,$ ./:$ 0#(+##$ 4+&(+.6=$ ,"#$ D"3'&-&4":$
63/&+$ #/"./2#-$ ,"#$6.+>#,.;3'3,:$&)$ .$ -,70#/,?-$6.L&+<$a+&7/0#0$ 3/$
)7/0.6#/,.'$./.':,32.'=$2+3,32.'=$./0$ 3/,#+4+#,35#$.;3'3,3#-$#--#/,3.'$ ,&$







9#''$ .-$ (+.07.,#$ -,70:=$ .$63/&+$ 3/$4"3'&-&4":$ 3-$ 2'#.+$ #530#/2#$&)$ .$
03-234'3/#0$ ./0$ +3(&+&7-$63/0<$ c#,$ -,70#/,-$ .'-&$ 2"&&-#$ ,&$63/&+$ 3/$
4"3'&-&4":$)&+$4#+-&/.'$#/+32"6#/,<$!"#$-,70:$&)$4"3'&-&4":$)&-,#+-$
3/,#''#2,7.'$.;3'3,3#-$364&+,./,$)&+$'3)#$.-$.$9"&'#=$3/2'703/($.$2.4.23,:$
)&+$ -#')W#84+#--3&/$ ./0$ #8.63/.,3&/=$ )&+$0#;.,#$ ./0$ ,"#$ #82"./(#$&)$
30#.-$ ./0$ )&+$ .44+&.2"3/($ 4+&;'#6-$ )&+$ 9"32"$ ,"#+#$ .+#$ /&$ #.-:$
./-9#+-<$
>@)3$,$>@D'' ' ' ' <:'*%(/)-,'
___$ETG$@\\f$ $ $ $ $ ^$




!"#$ K.2"#'&+$ &)$ 123#/2#$ 3/$ K3&'&(:$ 3-$ 0#-3(/#0$ )&+$ -,70#/,-$
9"&-#$ 2.+##+$ (&.'-$ (#/#+.'':$ 3/5&'5#$4+&)#--3&/.'$ #072.,3&/$;#:&/0$
,"#$ ;.2"#'&+?-$ 0#(+##<$ !"#-#$ 2.+##+-$ 3/2'70#=$ ;7,$ .+#$ /&,$ '363,#0$ ,&=$
.''&4.,"32=$ &-,#&4.,"32=$ 0#/,.'=$ 5#,#+3/.+:=$ 4&03.,+32$ 6#0323/#=$





Z$ !"#$ [\\$ ./0$ ]\\$ '#5#'$ U3.'&(7#$ 2&7+-#$ +#X73+#6#/,-$ 6.:$ ;#$









*FU$P*K$$ $ $ $ ]$
___$1%B$@^A$ ETG*F$*F*!RGc$*FU$DEc1BRPRac$BB$
$*FU$P*K$ $ $ $ ]$
___$1%B$[^\$$ C%RPRac$*FU$P*K$ $ $ ]$
___$1%B$[@`$ GB%IRKBRPRac$*FU$P*K$ $ ]$
___$1%B$]`\$ aCFC!B%1$*FU$P*K$ $ $ ]$
___$1%B$]i\$ KBRPRac$1CFBRI$1CGBF*I$ $ [$
___$G*!$[@\$ GC!ERU1$RS$%*P%TPT1$ $ ]$
___$1%B$[`\$ DEc1B%1$B$*FU$P*K$ $ $ ]$
___$1%B$[`A$ DEc1B%1$BB$*FU$P*K$$ $ ]$
___$1%B$[i\$ RIa*FB%$%ECGB1!Ic$B$*FU$P*K$ ]$
___$1%B$[iA$ RIa*FB%$%ECGB1!Ic$BB$*FU$P*K$ ]$
8%(('(3(*-)9(,' ' ' '''''''''''''''7<?7='*%(/)-,$
___SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ ]$
___SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\fO$ $ $ $ [$
___SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [W]$ZZ$
___SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
$ $ $ $ -$-"3'*%(/)-,'<=5?<=<'
Z$ ]`$ 744#+$ 0353-3&/$ 2+#03,-$ N[\\f$ '#5#'O$ .+#$ +#X73+#0$ )&+$ 0#(+##$
2&64'#,3&/<$
ZZ$$ !+./-)#+$ -,70#/,-$ 6.:$ /##0$ ./$ .003,3&/.'$ #'#2,35#$ 2+#03,$ ,&$
-.,3-):$ ,"#$ A@@W$ 2+#03,$ +#X73+#6#/,<$ !"3-$ 6.:$ ;#$ -.,3-)3#0$ ;:$
,+./-)#++3/($./$.003,3&/.'$#'#2,35#=$#/+&''3/($3/$.$&/#W2+#03,$ETG$




___$1%B$@^\$ *F*!RGc$*FU$DEc1BRPRac$B$ $ ]$
___$1%B$[\A$ GCUB%*P$!CIGBFRPRac$B$ $ [$
___$1%B$[[\$ 1CPC%!CU$!RDB%1$BF$EC*P!E$%*IC$ [$
___$1%B$[]\$ DIBF%BDPC1$RS$CdCI%B1C$ $ ]$








-,70#/,-$ ,&$ 5.+3&7-$ .-4#2,-$ &)$ #83-,3/($ '.9$ #/)&+2#6#/,$ -:-,#6-=$








!"#$ 4+&(+.6$ 3/,+&072#-$ -,70#/,-$ ,&$ 035#+-#$ 2+36#$ ./0$ 2.7-.,3&/$
,"#&+3#-=$ #64".-3Y#-$ 2+3,32.'':$ #8.63/3/($ ./0$ #5.'7.,3/($ ,"#$ #,"32.'$
364'32.,3&/-$&)$5.+3&7-$-&23#,.'$3--7#-=$./0$#/"./2#-$#))#2,35#$9+3,,#/$
./0$&+.'$2&667/32.,3&/$->3''-$.-$9#''$.-$6.,"#6.,32.'$2&647,.,3&/-=$
X7./,3,.,35#$ +#.-&/3/(=$ 3/)&+6.,3&/$ '3,#+.2:=$ 3/,#''#2,7.'$ -,+.,#(3#-$
./0$2&647,#+$7-#<$
$
!"#$ %+363/.'$ Q7-,32#$ 4+&(+.6$ 3-$ 2&/-3-,#/,$93,"$ ,"#$ 53-3&/$ ./0$
63--3&/$&)$P://$T/35#+-3,:$ 3/$ ,".,$ 3,-$.2.0#632$4+&(+.6-$+#)'#2,$ ,"#$





0#-2+3;#$ ,"#$ .(#/23#-$ ./0$ 4+&2#--#-$ 3/5&'5#0$ 3/$ 2+363/.'$ L7-,32#$
.063/3-,+.,3&/M$#84'.3/$ ,"#$K3''$&)$I3(",-$./0$ ,"#$ 364.2,$&/$2+363/.'$
L7-,32#$ -:-,#6$ 0#)#/0./,-M$ 0#-2+3;#$ ,"#$ /.,7+#=$ #8,#/,=$ #,3&'&(:$ ./0$
2&/,+&'$&)$ '.9W;+#.>3/($;#".53&+=$./0$2&64.+#$./0$2&/,+.-,$ ,"#$ '.9$
#/)&+2#6#/,$-:-,#6-$&)$2&7/,+3#-$,"+&7("&7,$,"#$9&+'0<$




#,"32.'$ 3--7#-$ #/2&7/,#+#0$ 3/$ ,"#$ 2+363/.'$ L7-,32#$ 4+&)#--3&/<$ !"#-#$
3--7#-$ 3/2'70#$ 03-2+#,3&/=$ .))3+6.,35#$ .2,3&/=$ 7-#$ &)$ 0#.0':$ )&+2#=$




a+.07.,#-$ &)$ ,"#$ %+363/.'$ Q7-,32#$ 4+&(+.6$ .+#$ .;'#$ ,&$ .44':$
#,"32.'$ 5.'7#-$ 3/$ .$ 035#+-#=$ 2&64'#8$ ./0$ 3/,#+2&//#2,#0$ -&23#,:$ ./0$
'#.5#$P://$T/35#+-3,:$93,"$,"#$>/&9'#0(#=$2&/)30#/2#=$2&64#,#/23#-$









Z$ !"#$ [\\$ ./0$ ]\\$ '#5#'$ U3.'&(7#$ 2&7+-#$ +#X73+#6#/,-$ 6.:$ ;#$





___$1R%$@@\$ S*GBPc$*FU$1R%BC!c$ $ [$
___$1R%$[[`$ %RF!CGDRI*Ic$1R%B*P$DIRKPCG1$ [$
___$D1c$@^A$ %TIICF!$DCI1DC%!BbC1$BF$$
1TK1!*F%C$*KT1C$ $ $ [$
___$D1c$[g\$ *KFRIG*P$D1c%ERPRac$ $ [$
___$%IQ$A\A$ BF!IRUT%!BRF$!R$%IBGBF*P$QT1!B%C$ [$
___$%IQ$@\A$ %IBGC$*FU$UCPBFHTCF%c$ $ [$
___$%IQ$@\[$ %IBGBF*P$P*k$*FU$DIR%CUTIC$ [$
___$%IQ$[\@$ B11TC1$BF$%RIIC%!BRF1$ $ [$
___$%IQ$[@\$ %IBGBFRPRac$ $ $ [$
___$%IQ$[@A$ %RGD*I*!BbC$DRPB%C$1c1!CG1$ [$
___$%IQ$[[\$ !EC$*GCIB%*F$QTUB%B*Ic$ $ [$
___$%IQ$]\\$ aCFUCI=$%IBGC=$*FU$$
%IBGBF*P$QT1!B%C$ $ $ [$
___$%IQ$]@\$ C!EB%1$BF$%IBGBF*P$QT1!B%C$ $ [$
___$%IQ$]`\$ IC1C*I%E$BF$%IBGBF*P$QT1!B%C$ [$
___$%IQ$[\\f$ %IBGBF*P$QT1!B%C$CPC%!BbC$ $ [$
___$%IQ$[\\f$ %IBGBF*P$QT1!B%C$CPC%!BbC$ $ [$
___$%IQmD1cm1R%$[\\f$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ [$
Z$$ D'#.-#$/&,#$,".,$-,70#/,-$67-,$,.>#$;&,"$D1c$A`\$./0$1R%$AA\<$
8%(('(3(*-)9(,' ' ' ' 77'*%(/)-,'
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$[\\f$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$[\\f$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$[\\f$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
$ $ $ $ $ $
$ $ $ $ -$-"3'<=5'*%(/)-,$
*%)!)+"3'#.,-)*('!)+$%' ' ' <:'*%(/)-,'
___$%IQ$A\A$ BF!IRUT%!BRF$!R$%IBGBF*P$QT1!B%C$ [$
___$%IQ$@\[$ %IBGBF*P$P*k$*FU$DIR%CUTIC$ [$
___$%IQ$[@\$ %IBGBFRPRac$ $ $ [$
___$%IQ$[\\f$ CPC%!BbC$$ $ $ [$




!"#$ K.2"#'&+$ &)$ 123#/2#$ 0#(+##$ 3/$ D-:2"&'&(:$ 3-$ 0#-3(/#0$ ,&$
#84&-#$-,70#/,-$,&$,"#$;3&4-:2"&'&(32.'=$0#5#'&46#/,.'=$2&(/3,35#$./0$
-&23&27',7+.'$ 0&6.3/-$ &)$ 4-:2"&'&(:=$ .-$ 9#''$ .-$ +#-#.+2"$
6#,"&0&'&(:<$!"#$-,70#/,$.'-&$2&6#-$,&$7/0#+-,./0$,"#$+#'#5./2#$&)$
4-:2"&'&(:$ 3/$ 2&/,#64&+.+:$ -&23#,:<$ !"3-$6.L&+$ 4+#4.+#-$ .$ -,70#/,$




Z$ !"#$ [\\$ ./0$ ]\\$ '#5#'$ U3.'&(7#$ 2&7+-#$ +#X73+#6#/,-$ 6.:$ ;#$





RS$D1c%ERPRac$ $ $ [$
___$D1c$@@`$ ETG*F$1CdT*PB!c$ $ $ [$
___$D1c$@`\$ UCbCPRDGCF!*P$D1c%ERPRac$ [$
___$D1c$@^\$ DCI1RF*PB!c$!ECRIc$ $ [$








$GC*1TICGCF!1$ $ $ [$
___$D1c$[]i$ BF!IRUT%!BRF$!R$*DDPBCU$$
%RTF1CPBFa$ $ $ [$
___$D1c$[``$ DIBF%BDPC1$RS$PC*IFBFa$ $ [$
___$D1c$[^\$ 1R%B*P$D1c%ERPRac$ $ [$
___$D1c$[g\$ *KFRIG*P$D1c%ERPRac$ $ [$
___$D1c$]\\$ DIR%C11J$DCI1RF*P$aIRk!E$$
D1c%ERPRac$ $ $ [$
___$D1c$]@\$ DEc1BRPRaB%*P$D1c%ERPRac$$ [$
___$D1c$]]\$ IC1C*I%E$*FU$1!*!B1!B%1$BF$$
D1c%ERPRac$ $ $ [$
___$D1c$]^\$ CdDCIBGCF!*P$D1c%ERPRac$ $ [$
___$D1c$]i\$ 1CGBF*I$BF$D1c%ERPRac$ $ [$
(3(*-)9(,' ' ' ' 7A'*%(/)-,'
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$N[\\$fO$ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$SICC$CPC%!BbC$RI$BF!CIF1EBD$ $ $ [
$ $ $ $ $ $
$ $ $ $ -$-"3'*%(/)-,'<=5'
Z$$ %&7+-#-$,.>#/$3/$2&+#$6.:$/&,$.44':$,&9.+0$6.L&+$+#X73+#6#/,-<$
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-4#23.'3Y#0$ >/&9'#0(#$ 3/$ ,"#$ )3#'0$ &)$ 4-:2"&'&(32.'$ ./0$ ;#".53&+.'$
-,703#-<$ 14#23)32.'':=$ -,70#/,-$ .+#$ 4+&530#0$ ,"#$ &44&+,7/3,:$ ,&$ )&27-$
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___$D1c$@\\$$ $ $ $ $ [$
___$D1c$@\\$f$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ [$
___$D1c$[\\$f$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ [$
___$D1c$[\\$f$CPC%!BbC$ $ $ $ [$
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$ $ $ $
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G*F*aCGCF!$ $ $ [$
___$CUG$]g\H$ BF!CIF1EBD$BF$CGCIaCF%c$*FU$UB1*1!CI$$
$ G*F*aCGCF!$ $ $ [$
$
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P*k$ $ $ $ [$
___$G1$`[\$ DTKPB%$BF1!B!T!BRF1=$DTKPB%$DRPB%c$
$ $ *FU$UCGR%I*%c$ $ $ [$
___$G1$`^\$ SBF*F%B*P$G*F*aCGCF!$ $ [$
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$ G1$`\\$ G*F*aCGCF!$*FU$*UGBFB1!I*!BRF$ [$
$ G1$`\`$ *DDPBCU$IC1C*I%E$GC!ERU1$ [$
$ G1$`A\$ *UGBFB1!I*!BbC$*FU$ICaTP*!RIc$$
P*k$ $ $ $ [$
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QT1!B%C$ $ $ $ [$
$ %Q*$^`g$ %IBGBF*P$QT1!B%C$*FU$!EC$$
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QT1!B%C$ $ $ $ [$
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(+&93/($ 2".''#/(#-$ &)$ #6#+(#/23#-$ ./0$ 03-.-,#+-<$ !"#$ -4#23.'3Y.,3&/$ 3/$
C6#+(#/2:$D'.//3/($ ./0$*063/3-,+.,3&/$ 3-$ 0#-3(/#0$ ,&$ 4+&530#$ ,&6&++&9?-$
'#.0#+-$ 93,"$ ,"#$ >/&9'#0(#$ ./0$ ->3''-$ /#2#--.+:$ ,&$ 6##,$ ,"#-#$ 2&64'#8$
0#6./0-<$ b.+3&7-$ #6#+(#/2:$ 6./.(#6#/,$ +#'.,#0$ ,"#&+3#-=$ 2&/2#4,-=$ ./0$
2&/,#64&+.+:$ 4+.2,32#-$ 93''$ ;#$ #8.63/#0$ ,"#+#;:$ 4+&5303/($ ./$
7/0#+-,./03/($&)$2+3-#-$93,"3/$./$3/,#+(&5#+/6#/,.'$)+.6#9&+><$
!"#$&4,3&/.'$27'63/.,3/($(+.07.,#$4+&L#2,$#/.;'#-$(+.07.,#$-,70#/,-$,&$
0#6&/-,+.,#$ 6.-,#+:$ &)$ ,"#-#$ 2&64'#83,3#-$ 3/$ .$ -4#23)32$ .+#.$ &)$ -2"&'.+':$
3/,#+#-,<$
$
T/0#+(+.07.,#$ 4+#+#X73-3,#-$ )&+$ CD*$ -,70#/,-$ .+#$ %G1$ @\\$





$ G1$`\\$ G*F*aCGCF!$*FU$*UGBFB1!I*!BRF$ [$
$ G1$`\`$ *DDPBCU$IC1C*I%E$GC!ERU1$ [$
$ G1$`A\$ *UGBFB1!I*!BbC$*FU$ICaTP*!RIc$P*k$ [$
$ G1$`[\$ DTKPB%$BF1!B!T!BRF1=$DTKPB%$DRPB%c$
$ $ $ *FU$UCGR%I*%c$ $ $ [$
$ G1$`^\$ SBF*F%B*P$G*F*aCGCF!$ $ [$
))X',>(*)"3)a"-)$+'*$.%,(,''''''''''''''''''''''''''' <B?=<'*%(/)-,'
CD*$`]\$ !CIIRIB1GJ$B!1$CSSC%!$RF$%IBGBF*P$QT1!B%C$$




$ $ $ CGCIaCF%c$*UGBFB1!I*!BRF$ [$
$ CD*$^`A$ !EC$1R%B*P$UBGCF1BRF1$RS$UB1*1!CI$ [$
$ CD*$^`@$ DRPB!B%*P$*FU$DTKPB%$DRPB%c$K*1B1$RS$$
$ $ CGCIaCF%c$DP*FFBFa$*FU$$
$ $ $ *UGBFB1!I*!BRF$ $ $ [$
$ CD*$^`]$ PBbBFa$BF$*$E*n*IURT1$CFbBIRFGCF!$ [$
CD*$^``$ bTPFCI*KBPB!c$*F*Pc1B1$*FU$E*n*IU$





$ $ $ DP*FFBFa$*FU$*UGBFB1!I*!BRF$ [$
FR!CJ$ k3,"$ +#-4#2,$ ,&$ CD*$ -4#23.'3Y.,3&/$ 2&7+-#-=$ -,70#/,-$ 67-,$
2&64'#,#$ CD*$ ^[\=$ CD*$ ^]\=$ CD*$ ^`A=$ CD*$ ^`@=$ CD*$ ^`]$ ./0$ CD*$
^``<$ B)$-,70#/,-$-#'#2,$/&,$,&$2&64'#,#$,"#$&4,3&/.'$a+.07.,#$D+&L#2,$
NCD*$ ^^`O=$ ,"#/$ ,"#:$ 67-,$ 2&64'#,#$ ,"#$ &4,3&/.'$ CD*$ `]\$ 2&7+-#$
3/-,#.0<$ CD*$ ^A\$ NB/,#+/-"34O$ 3-$ ./$ .003,3&/.'$ &4,3&/.'$ 2&7+-#$ ,".,$
4+&530#-$ -,70#/,-$ 93,"$ ,"#$ &44&+,7/3,:$ ,&$ 3/,#(+.,#$ ,"#&+:$ 93,"$
4+.2,32#$.-$,"#:$9&+>$.'&/(-30#$2&64#,#/,$4+&)#--3&/.'-$3/$,"#$)3#'0<$
)9X'1%"/."-('*(%-)8)*"-('>%$1%"!,'
1,70#/,-$ 9"&$ 2&64'#,#$ ,"#$ -38$ CD*$ -4#23.'3Y.,3&/$ 2&7+-#-$ '3-,#0$





!"#$ a+.07.,#$ %#+,3)32.,#$ 3/$ C6#+(#/2:$ D'.//3/($ ./0$
*063/3-,+.,3&/$ 2&/-3-,-$ &)$ Ae$ 2+#03,-$ &)$ 2&7+-#$ 9&+>$ 3/$ C6#+(#/2:$
./0$ U3-.-,#+$ G./.(#6#/,<$ !"#$ -38$ -4#23.'3Y.,3&/$ 2&7+-#-$ ,".,$
2&64+3-#$ ,"#$(+.07.,#$ 2#+,3)32.,#$4+&(+.6$4+&530#$.$ 2&64+#"#/-35#$
#8.63/.,3&/$ &)$ C6#+(#/2:$ G./.(#6#/,$ ,"#&+3#-=$ 2&/2#4,-$ ./0$
2&/,#64&+.+:$ 4+.2,32#-<$ 1,70#/,-$ 9"&$ 2&64'#,#$ ,"#$ (+.07.,#$
2#+,3)32.,#$ 2&7+-#$9&+>$6.:$;#$#'3(3;'#$ ,&$.44':$2+#03,$"&7+-$#.+/#0$










*UGBFB1!I*!BRF$ $ $ [$
CD*$^`]$ PBbBFa$BF$*$E*n*IURT1$CFbBIRFGCF!$ [$
CD*$^``$ bTPFCI*KBPB!c$*F*Pc1B1$*FU$E*n*IU$




#/"./2#6#/,$ &)$ #072.,3&/.'$ (&.'-$ ./0$ 4+.2,32.'$ .44'32.,3&/$ &)$
>/&9'#0(#$ 3/$ 4+#4.+.,3&/$ )&+$ '3)#'&/($ '#.+/3/(<$ B/$ >##43/($ 93,"$ ,"#$
7/35#+-3,:?-$ 63--3&/=$ ,"#$ 6.-,#+?-$ 0#(+##$ 3/$ *44'3#0$ D-:2"&'&(:$
4+&530#-$ -,70#/,-$ 93,"$ ,"#$ ,+.3/3/($ ./0$ /#2#--.+:$ 2&7+-#$ 9&+>$ ,&$
47+-7#$4+&)#--3&/.'$./0$#072.,3&/.'$(&.'-$3/$,"#$)3#'0-$&)$4-:2"&'&(:$
./0$ 2&7/-#'3/(<$ !"#$ 4+36.+:$ &;L#2,35#$ &)$ ,"3-$ 4+&(+.6$ 3-$ ,&$ 3/)&+6$
-,70#/,-?$ ,"3/>3/($ &/$ ,"#$4+3/234'#-$ ./0$ ,#2"/3X7#-$ &)$ 4-:2"&'&(32.'$
+#-#.+2"$ ./0$ 2&7/-#'3/($ 3/$ ,"#$ "&4#-$ &)$ 4+#4.+3/($ ,"#6$ )&+$ 2.+##+-$
93,"3/$,"#$)3#'0$&)$4-:2"&'&(:<$
!"3-$4+&(+.6$&))#+-$.$(#/#+.'$ ,+.2>$./0$.$2'3/32.'$ ,+.2>$ ,&9.+0$
2&64'#,3&/$&)$,"#$6.-,#+?-$0#(+##<$1,70#/,-$3/,#+#-,#0$3/$,"#$(#/#+.'$
(+.07.,#$ 4+&(+.6$ 2./$ #/+&''$ 3/$ ,"#$G<1<$ 3/$ *44'3#0$ D-:2"&'&(:$ ./0$
,"+&7("$3/,#/-35#$+#-#.+2"=$ ,"#-3-=$./0$)3#'09&+>$#84#+3#/2#$;#2&6#$
-4#23.'3-,-$3/$,"#3+$0#-3+#0$/&/W2'3/32.'$)3#'0<$$
1,70#/,-$ 3/,#+#-,#0$ 3/$ ,"#$ 2'3/32.'$ (+.07.,#$4+&(+.6$2./$#/+&''$
3/$,"#$G<1<$3/$*44'3#0$D-:2"&'&(:$./0$-.,3-):$.''$,"#$+#X73+#6#/,-$)&+$
'32#/-7+#$.-$.$6#/,.'$"#.',"$2&7/-#'&+$3/$,"#$-,.,#$&)$S'&+30.$07+3/($.$
(+.07.,#$ 4+&(+.6<$ !"#$ +#X73+#0$ 2&7+-#$9&+>$ 3/$ 3/,#/-35#$ +#-#.+2"=$
,"#-3-=$ ./0$ 2'3/32.'$ )3#'09&+>$ 93''$ .''&9$ ,"#-#$ -,70#/,-$ ,&$ ;#2&6#$
->3''#0$ .-$6#/,.'$ "#.',"$ 2&7/-#'&+-$ .-$9#''$ .-$ ;#2&6#$ -4#23.'3-,-$ 3/$
,"#3+$4.+,327'.+$.+#.$&)$+#-#.+2"<$
G<1<$U#(+##$3/$*44'3#0$D-:2"&'&(:$%&64'#,3&/$I#X73+#6#/,-$
A<$ 1,70#/,-$67-,$ 2&64'#,#$ ,"#$ +#X73+#0$ 2&7+-#$ 27++327'76$ ;.-#0$
74&/$ ,"#3+$ 2"&-#/$ ,+.2><$ 1.,3-).2,&+:$ 2&64'#,3&/$ &)$ ,"#-#$
2&7+-#-$ 67-,$ ;#$ 3/$ 2&64'3./2#$ 93,"$ T/35#+-3,:$ *2.0#632$
1,./0.+0-$ )&+$ a+.07.,#$ k&+>$ .-$ 9#''$ .-$ U#4.+,6#/,.'$
%&64#,#/2:$1,./0.+0-<$N1##$%&64#,#/2:$I#X73+#6#/,O$
@<$ 1,70#/,-$ 67-,$ -.,3-).2,&+3':$ 2&64'#,#$ ,"#$ #84#+3#/,3.'$
2&64&/#/,-$&)$,"#3+$27++327'76$;.-#0$74&/$,"#3+$-#'#2,#0$,+.2><$$







F&$ (+.07.,#$ 0#(+##$ 93''$ ;#$ 2&/)#++#0$ 93,"&7,$ ,"#$ -.,3-).2,&+:$
2&64'#,3&/$&)$,"3-$4+&L#2,<$
1!*!CGCF!$RS$%RGDC!CF%CJ$ $ B/$(+.07.,#$9&+>=$ ,"#$(+.0#$#.+/#0$
3/$.$2&7+-#$/&,$&/':$+#4+#-#/,-$.$(+.0#$;7,$.'-&$3-$.$-:6;&'$&)$6.-,#+:$
&)$,"#$9&+>$./0$2&64#,#/2#$3/$,"#$)3#'0<$B,$3-$)&+$,"3-$+#.-&/$,".,$,"#$
U#4.+,6#/,$ &)$ D-:2"&'&(:$".-$ 3/-,3,7,#0$ .$ 2&64#,#/2#$ +#X73+#6#/,$
)&+$-.,3-).2,&+:$2&64'#,3&/$&)$.$2&7+-#<$!"3-$+#X73+#6#/,$3-$-,.,#0$.-$
.2"3#53/($ .$ (+.0#$ &)$ K$ N[<\$ &/$ .$ ]<\$ -2.'#O$ &+$ "3("#+$ 3/$ .$ 2&7+-#<$$
1,70#/,-$9"&$0&$/&,$.2"3#5#$ ,"3-$ '#5#'$&)$6.-,#+:$.+#$2&/-30#+#0$ ,&$
;#$ '.2>3/($ 3/$ ,"#$ /#2#--.+:$ 2&64#,#/2:$ )&+$ ,"3-$ 2&7+-#$ ./0$ .+#$
+#X73+#0$ ,&$ +#,.>#$ ,"#$ 2&7+-#$ 7/,3'$ ,"#:$ 2./$ 0&276#/,$ .44+&4+3.,#$
2&64#,#/2#$N0#)3/#0$.-$.,$'#.-,$.$(+.0#$&)$.$KO<$B/$2&64'3./2#$93,"$,"#$





D1c$`\\$ DCI1RF*PB!c$!ECRIBC1$ $ [$
D1c$`@\$ D1c%ERD*!ERPRac$ $ [$
D1c$`]\$ IC1C*I%E$*FU$DIRaI*G$Cb*PT*!BRF$$




$ $ D1c%ERPRac$ $ $ [$





$ $ BF$D1c%ERPRac$ $ $ [$
D1c$`e\$ D1c%ERKBRPRac$ $ $ [$
D("%'='0',>%)+1'
D1c$^^\$ D1c%ERPRaB%*P$%RF1TP!*!BRF$BF$
$ %RGGTFB!c$1C!!BFa1$ $ [$
D1c$^e`$ %*ICCI$*FU$PBSC1!cPC$*11C11GCF!$&+$
D1c$^ee$ 1CGBF*I$BF$*DDPBCU$D1c%ERPRac$ [$
D1c$^ii$ DI*%!B%TG$BF$D1c%ERPRac$ $ [$
!X,X')+'">>3)(/'>,D*@$3$1D'*$.%,(,&'*$.+,(3)+1'-%"*d''''45'*%(/)-,'
D("%'<'0'8"33'
D1c$`\\$ DCI1RF*PB!c$!ECRIBC1$ $ [$
D1c$`@\$ D1c%ERD*!ERPRac$ $ [$
D1c$`]\$ IC1C*I%E$*FU$DIRaI*G$Cb*PT*!BRF$$










$ *DDPBCU$D1c%ERPRac$ $ [$
D("%'='0'8"33'
D1c$^\`$ DI*%!B%TG$BF$%RTF1CPBFa$$ $ [$
D1c$^`\$ ETG*F$1CdT*PB!c$ $ $ [$
D1c$^]\$ 1R%B*P$*FU$%TP!TI*P$SRTFU*!BRF1$
$ $ BF$D1c%ERPRac$ $ $ [$
D1c$`e\$ D1c%ERKBRPRac$ $ $ [$
D("%'='0',>%)+1'
D1c$^^\$ D1c%ERPRaB%*P$%RF1TP!*!BRF$BF$
$ %RGGTFB!c$1C!!BFa1$ $ [$
D1c$^e`$ %*ICCI$*FU$PBSC1!cPC$*11C11GCF!$ [$
D1c$^ii$ DI*%!B%TG$BF$D1c%ERPRac$ $ [$
D("%'='0',.!!(%'
D1c$g\\$ BF!CIF1EBD$BF$%RTF1CPBFa$ $ [$
D1c$^ee$ 1CGBF*I$BF$*DDPBCU$D1c%ERPRac$ [$
D1c$^g\$ 1TK1!*F%C$*KT1C$ $ $ [$
'
$PSOHIJU'
!"+&7("$ ,"#$ 364'#6#/,.,3&/$ &)$ .$ 6.-,#+?-$ 4+&(+.6$ 3/$ *44'3#0$
D-:2"&'&(:=$P://$T/35#+-3,:$93''$4+&530#$-,70#/,-$93,"$&44&+,7/3,3#-$)&+$
#/"./2#0$ '#.+/3/($ #84#+3#/2#-$ ./0$ .003,3&/.'$ 4+&-4#2,-$ )&+$ 2.+##+$
.05./2#6#/,<$ 1,70#/,-$ 93''$ ;#2&6#$ >/&9'#0(#.;'#$ 3/$ ,"#$ 0:/.632-$ &)$
,"#$ )3#'0$ &)$ .44'3#0$ 4-:2"&'&(:$ ./0$ ;#2&6#$ #84#+,-$ 3/$ ,"#3+$ .+#.$ &)$
2&/2#/,+.,3&/<$E3("#+$#072.,3&/$4&--3;3'3,3#-$.-$9#''$.-$-74#+3&+$-,.,7-$3/$
&2274.,3&/.'$ #/0#.5&+-$ .+#$ #84#2,#0$ )&+$ (+.07.,#-$ &)$ ,"3-$ 4+&(+.6<$
1,70#/,-$2&64'#,3/($,"#$2'3/32.'$ ,+.2>$93''$;#$.2.0#632.'':$#'3(3;'#$,&$-3,$
)&+$ ,"#$ S'&+30.$ P32#/-7+#$ #8.6$ .-$ .$ 6#/,.'$ "#.',"$ 2&7/-#'&+$ 74&/$
-.,3-).2,3&/$&)$&,"#+$'32#/-3/($+#X73+#6#/,-<$
!LUSJQeU'-^JURU'
C.2"$ -,70#/,$ 93''$ 2&/072,$ ./$ 3/0#4#/0#/,$ +#-#.+2"$ -,70:<$ *$
+#-#.+2"$4+&4&-.'$67-,$)3+-,$;#$-7;63,,#0$./0$.22#4,#0$;:$,"#$-,70#/,?-$
6.-,#+?-$ ,"#-3-$ 2&663,,##<$ !"#$ -,70#/,$ 93''$ ,"#/$ #/(.(#$ 3/$ .$ -2"&'.+':$
+#-#.+2"$4+&L#2,$9"32"$74&/$2&64'#,3&/$93''$;#$)&+6.'':$4+#-#/,#0$,&$,"#$
6.-,#+?-$,"#-3-$2&663,,##$.-$4.+,$&)$.$,"#-3-$0#)#/-#$4+&2#--<$!"3-$-,70:$
93''$ ;#$ -74#+53-#0$ ;:$ ,"#$ -,70#/,?-$ ,"#-3-$ .053-&+<$ FR$ aI*UT*!C$




























"#$! *+63&.! >=! 1&6(/.! ?8#&&'! &)! @$6&./+3-8,! -,! /! A&6'0B8'/,,!
/7-/3-&.! $0+8/3-&./'! &6(/.-C/3-&.! A-3#! /! ,3/3$B&)B3#$B/63! 36/-.-.(!
)/8-'-3;! 0$,-(.$0! 3&! #$'5! )+')-''! 3#$! $0+8/3-&./'! .$$0,! &)! 3#$! 7/,3!
0;./2-8! ('&9/'! /-6! 36/.,5&63/3-&.! -.0+,36;=!! "#$! ,8#&&'! &))$6,! /!
7/6-$3;!&)!56&(6/2,!0$,-(.$0!3&!56&7-0$!,3+0$.3,!A-3#!3#$!$0+8/3-&.!
/.0!36/-.-.(!.$$0$0!3&!,+88$,,)+'';!$.3$6!3#$!/7-/3-&.!-.0+,36;=!!"#$,$!
56&(6/2,! 56&7-0$! /! A-0$! 6/.($! &)! $0+8/3-&./'! &55&63+.-3-$,! )&6!
$.36;B'$7$':! )&+6B;$/6! ,3+0$.3,! 3&! /07/.8$! -.3&! /! 8/6$$6! -.! 3#$!
-.0+,36;=!! D6&(6/2,! )&6! /-686$A! 36/-.-.(:! (6&+.0! 5$6,&..$'! /.0! /-6!
-.0+,36;!2/./($2$.3!/6$!&))$6$0=!
"#$! %&''$($! &)! *+,-.$,,! /.0! 1/./($2$.3! /.0! -3,! /,,&8-/3$0!






H!! 2/-.3/-.-.(! 8&.3-.+&+,! -256&7$2$.3,! -.! 56&(6/2,! /.0!
8+66-8+'/=!
H!! 56&7-0-.(! 3-2$';! 8/6$$6B9/,$0! ,<-'',! /.0! <.&A'$0($! )&6!
+.0$6(6/0+/3$! /.0! (6/0+/3$! ,3+0$.3,! ,&! 3#/3! 3#$;! A-''! 9$!
7-$A$0! /,! 0$,-6/9'$! 56&,5$83,! )&6! 8/6$$6! (6&A3#! &55&63+.-3-$,!
9;!3#$-6!8+66$.3!/.0I&6!)+3+6$!$25'&;$6,=!
H!! ,+55&63-.(!8&.3-.+-.(!$0+8/3-&.!&+36$/8#!56&(6/2,!J86$0-3!/.0!
.&.B86$0-3K! )&6! 3#$!9+,-.$,,! 8&22+.-3;!A-3#-.! 3#$!+.-7$6,-3;4,!
,$67-8$!/6$/=!
H!! 56&7-0-.(! ,3+0$.3,! )6&2! /6&+.0! 3#$! A&6'0! A-3#! /! ('&9/'!
/A/6$.$,,!&)!0&2$,3-8!/.0!-.3$6./3-&./'!9+,-.$,,=!
"#$! 8&''$($4,! 56&(6/2,! /6$! .&3! ,3/.0/60-C$0:! 56$,86-53-7$!
)&62+'/,L!3#$;!/6$!8+,3&2-C$0!8/6$$6!5'/.,=!"#$!8&''$($!&))$6,!/!6/.($!
&)! $F5$6-$.8$,! 3#/3! -,! 9&3#! A-0$! /.0! ,+9,3/.3-7$=! ?3+0$.3,! &)! 3#$!




"#$! */8#$'&6! &)! ?8-$.8$! -.! *+,-.$,,! @02-.-,36/3-&.! J*=?=K!
6$E+-6$,! 3#$! 8&25'$3-&.! &)! NOP! 86$0-3! #&+6,=! "#-63;B,-F! &)! 3#$! NOP!
86$0-3! #&+6,! /6$! 3&! 2$$3! 3#$! ($.$6/'! $0+8/3-&.! 6$E+-6$2$.3,!
8&25'$3$0! 9;! /''! +.0$6(6/0+/3$! ,3+0$.3,! &)! 3#$! +.-7$6,-3;=! Q-)3;B
,$7$.!&)! 3#$!NOP!86$0-3!#&+6,!/6$! 3#$! 6$E+-6$2$.3,! )&6! 3#$!2/M&6! -.!
*+,-.$,,!@02-.-,36/3-&.=!R5!3&!)&+6!JSK!8&+6,$,!&6!NO!86$0-3,!6$E+-6$0!
)&6! /! 9+,-.$,,! 2/M&6! /',&! 2$$3! 3#$! .$A! 6$E+-6$2$.3,! )&6! 3#$!
>-/'&(+$,!&)!T$/6.-.(=!"#$6$)&6$:!&.';!SU!86$0-3,!/6$!6$E+-6$0!)&6!3#$!
9+,-.$,,! 2/M&6! 5'+,! NO! 86$0-3,! A#-8#! 8&+.3! )&6! 9&3#! 3#$! >-/'&(+$,!






-.! /.&3#$6! /8/0$2-8! 0-,8-5'-.$! /.0! 8&25'$3$! 86$0-3,! -.! 8&+6,$!A&6<!
3#/3! -,!8+,3&2-C$0!3&!5$6,&./'!56$)$6$.8$L!/.0!YK!8&25'$3$!/''!&)!3#$!



















?-.8$! &+6! 1*@! 56&(6/2! 8/.! 9$! 8&25'$3$0! -.! ,-F! JYK! $-(#3! J^K!
A$$<!3$62,!9;!3/<-.(!3A&!JOK!8&+6,$,!5$6!3$62:!/''!9+,-.$,,!,3+0$.3,!
#/7$! 3#$! &55&63+.-3;! 3&! 8&25'$3$! 3#$-6! *?! /.0! 1*@! -.! )-7$! ;$/6,:!
56&7-0$0! 3#$;! 2$$3! 3#$! $.36/.8$! 6$E+-6$2$.3,! )&6! 3#$! 1*@! /.0!
8&25'$3$! /''! 56&(6/22/3-8! 6$E+-6$2$.3,=! [)! /! ,3+0$.3! 2/-.3/-.,! /!
ZD@! &)! W=W! &6! 9$33$6! )&6! 3#$! )-6,3! 3#6$$! ;$/6,! -.! 3#$! +.0$6(6/0+/3$!
56&(6/2:! 3#$.!+5&.! 8&25'$3-&.!&)! 3#$! 3#-60! ;$/6! /3! T;..:! #$!&6! ,#$!
2/;! /55';! )&6! $.36/.8$! -.3&! 3#$! 1*@! 56&(6/2=! [)! /02-33$0:! 3#$!
,3+0$.3!2/;!3/<$!+5!3&!.-.$!JXK!86$0-3,!/3!3#$!(6/0+/3$!'$7$'!3#/3!A-''!
8&+.3! 3&A/60! 8&25'$3-&.! &)! +.0$6(6/0+/3$! 0$(6$$! 6$E+-6$2$.3,=!
]/7-.(! 0&.$! 3#-,:! 3#$! ,3+0$.3! A-''! 3#$.! #/7$! 3#6$$! JWK! /00-3-&./'!





_/8#! *+,-.$,,! @02-.-,36/3-&.! 2/M&6! 8&25'$3$,! /''! 0$(6$$!
6$E+-6$2$.3,! -.8'+0-.(!8&6$!8+66-8+'+2!6$E+-6$2$.3,:! 6$E+-6$2$.3,!
)&6! 3#$! *+,-.$,,! @02-.-,36/3-&.! 2/M&6! /.0! 6$E+-6$2$.3,! )&6! /!
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! ! BR[JUJF<,B<JZU! ! ! S!
0RC!`PM! -Z[[DUJ-B<JZU!FIJCCF! ! S!
0RC!`SL! <,BUFEZ,[B<JZUBC!C0BR0,FOJ"!
! ! BUR!JUUZdB<JZU! ! ! S!
0RC!`SQ! <0-OUZCZH]!BUR!BR[JUJF<,B<JZU!
! ! EZ,!0RD-B<JZUBC!F]F<0[F!! ! S!
8F;@,5=A<,B&UA;<F,5=A<!!
0RC!`eL! F"0-JBC!0RD-B<JZU!EZ,!
BR[JUJF<,B<Z,F! ! ! S!
0RC!`L`! RB<B!BUBC]FJF!EZ,!F-OZZC!! !
! ! J[",Zd0[0U<!"CBUUJUH! ! S!
0RC!`PP! -DC<D,BC!RJd0,FJ<]!JU!!
! 0RD-B<JZUBC!F]F<0[F!! ! S!
91AU8''=A<,B&Z<A[B8F.8&
0RC!`PK! OD[BU!,0FZD,-0![BUBH0[0U<!!
! ! BUR!R0d0CZ"[0U<! ! S!
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0F0!QLQ! BFF0FF[0U<!ZE!0i-0"<JZUBC!!
! ! F<DR0U<F! ! ! S!
0F0!QPS! -ZUHUJ<Jd0!F<,B<0H]!JUF<,D-<JZU! S!
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! ! BUR!JUUZdB<JZU! ! ! S!
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! ! EZ,!0RD-B<JZUBC!F]F<0[F!! ! S!
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0RC!`QS! <0B-OJUH!BUR!C0B,UJUH!B<!<O0!!
! ! OJHO0,!0RD-B<JZU!C0d0C! ! S!
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! ! EJUBU-0! ! ! ! S!
0RC!`QL! OJHO0,!0RD-B<JZU!CBX!! ! S!!
0RC!`QP! BR[JUJF<,B<JZU!BUR!HZd0,UBU-0!ZE!
! ! OJHO0,!0RD-B<JZU!JUF<J<D<JZUF! S!
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aaa!*H!\cf! *KNFO"HJO"S!N"LH"IAO%!1HLdI"OPA!! \!
aaa!*H!\8]! *KNFO"HJO"S!OP"ILPN*OF! ! ^!
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! ! NFKL"N! ! ! ! \!
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X=!!! J(-! &)+$-)/+&()/;! '+27$)+'! <#(! #/.$! )(+! 8-/72/+$7! *-(%! /)!
/33-$7&+$7! 2)7$-8-/72/+$! &)'+&+2+&()! &)! +#$! 5)&+$7! H+/+$'@! /!
'/+&'*/3+(-0!"NMJ4!'3(-$!PbbV!6/6$-9?/'$7@![ZU!3(%62+$-9?/'$7!(-!








U=!! ,(%6;$+$! UX! 3-$7&+'! (*! %2'&3! 3(2-'$'@! &)3;27&)8! *(2-! '$%$'+$-'! (*!
/66;&$7!%2'&3! '+270! PZX!3-$7&+'@![V!3-$7&+'! *(-!6&/)&'+'Q@! *(2-!/3/7$%&3!
%2'&3!3(2-'$'!PZ[!3-$7&+'Q!/)7!./-&(2'!6$-*(-%/)3$!-$:2&-$%$)+'!P/!*2;;!
-$3&+/;@!/!3()3$-+(!6$-*(-%/)3$@!/!3#/%?$-!<(-A!6$-*(-%/)3$!l!$/3#!V!
3-$7&+Q=! H+-&)8@! <&)7@! ?-/''! /)7! 6$-32''&()! '+27$)+'! /-$! -$:2&-$7! +(!
3(%6;$+$!*(2-!'$%$'+$-'!(*!;/-8$!$)'$%?;$!PW!3-$7&+'Q@!*(2-!'$%$'+$-'!(*!
'%/;;!$)'$%?;$!PW!3-$7&+'Q!/)7!6$-*(-%!/!%(3A!/27&+&()!PV!3-$7&+Q=!>&/)(!
/)7! ,(;;/?(-/+&.$! >&/)(! '+27$)+'! /-$! -$:2&-$7! +(! 3(%6;$+$! *(2-!






15O!bVZ! >MOJNO1IS,M!JNO51! ! V!
15O!XVV! \OIG5I"M!OM,B"I4! ! VT!
15L!bVVc!!!! 15HB,!LBH"NO^!M4M,"B_M! ! U!






15H!bZZ! H1I44!MSHM1F4M! ! ! W!
15H!b[Z! 4IO\M!MSHM1F4M! ! ! W!
!
6$,&<"(%"#'#& & & & &&&&&&&&&AC&.,)3"'#&
15H!bVZ! I>>4BMG!15HB,91IRNO!BSH"O51MS"! [V!
15HE15>!bZZ!! H1I44!MSHM1F4MEMSHM1F4M!IO"H!
! ! JNO!>BISBH"H! ! ! W!
!








$;$3+&.$'=!"#$!1/'+$-!(*!12'&3!7$8-$$! &)!,(%6('&+&()! &'!7$'&8)$7! +(! +-/&)!
+#$!8-/72/+$!'+27$)+!/)7!+(!6-(.&7$!+#&'!'+27$)+!<&+#!+#$!+((;'!)$$7$7!+(!







U=!! ,(%6;$+$! UX! 3-$7&+'! (*! %2'&3! 3(2-'$'@! &)3;27&)8! *(2-! '$%$'+$-'! (*!
/66;&$7! %2'&393(%6('&+&()! '+270! PZX! 3-$7&+'Q@! *(2-! /3/7$%&3! %2'&3!





15O!bVZ! >MOJNO1IS,M!JNO51! ! V!
15O!XVV! \OIG5I"M!OM,B"I4! ! V!
15L!bVVc!!!! 15HB,!LBH"NO^!M4M,"B_M! ! U!
15"!bVVc!!!! 15HB,!"LMNO^!M4M,"B_M! ! U!
15LE15"!bVVc!!15HB,!LBH"NO^E"LMNO^!M4M,"B_M! U!
159!bVVc! \OIG5I"M!15HB,!M4M,"B_MH! ! d!
& & & &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&'$'(/&.,)3"'#@&W1!
!
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 
>ONJMHHBNSI4!>MOJNO1IS,M!,MO"BJB,I"M!P>>,Q!




-$:2&-$%$)+'! *(-! 3(%6;$+&()! (*! +#&'! 6-(8-/%! &)3;27$! &)+$)'&.$! /66;&$7! '+270!
<&+#! '6$3&*&3! 6$-*(-%/)3$! -$:2&-$%$)+'! $)3(%6/''&)8! -$3&+/;'@! 3()3$-+&@!
(-3#$'+-/;! $D3$-6+'! /)7! 3#/%?$-! %2'&3=! B)! /77&+&()@! '+27$)+'! $)-(;;$7! &)! +#$!
>-(*$''&()/;!>$-*(-%/)3$!,$-+&*&3/+$!6-(8-/%!*2;*&;;!+#$&-!-$%/&)&)8!6$-*(-%/)3$!








15O!bVZ! >MOJNO1IS,M!JNO51! ! V!




15H!bZZ! H1I44!MSHM1F4M! ! ! W!
15H!b[Z! 4IO\M!MSHM1F4M! ! ! W!
!
6$,&<"(%"#'#& & & & &&&&&&&&&C&.,)3"'#&
!
15HE15>9bZZ! H1I44!MSHM1F4MEMSHM1F4M!IO"H!
! ! JNO!>BISBH"H! ! ! W!
!
#',"%7#8&9"%3#8&:,(##8&;(,<&=&<),.*##"$%&'$'(/&.,)3"'#@&& AC&
<"(%$&'$'(/&.,)3"'#@&& & & & A2&






























































































































ACC 201   ACCOUNTING FOR FINANCIAL REPORTING                  3 credits 
"!',%)1!$3! ,/(! 3%-).8(-,.2!+&*-#*+2('!.-)!+&$#()%&('!$3! .##$%-,*-4!
.'! .++2*()! ,$! '$2(! +&$+&*(,$&'/*+'7! +.&,-(&'/*+'! .-)! #$&+$&.,*$-':!
B8+/.'*'! *'! $-! ,/(! .##$%-,*-4! #1#2(7! .''(,! 0.2%.,*$-7! *-#$8(!
)(,(&8*-.,*$-!.-)!+&(+.&.,*$-!$3!3*-.-#*.2!',.,(8(-,':!")0*'$&1!-$,(W!
=,%)(-,'! &(#(*0*-4! .! 4&.)(! 2(''! ,/.-! ;! 8.1! (L+(&*(-#(! .#.)(8*#!
)*33*#%2,1!*-!";;!ZYZ:!!
!






AFS 100   FOUNDATIONS OF THE U.S. AIR FORCE                    1 credit 
O/*'!#$%&'(! *'!)('*4-()!,$!'/$6!,/(!+$,(-,*.2!"*&!<$&#(!D33*#(&!6/.,!





AFS 101   FOUNDATIONS OF THE US AIR FORCE                    1 credit 
"!#$-,*-%.,*$-!$3!"<=!XYY:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!"<=!XYY:!D33(&()W!=+&*-4:!
!
AFS 200   EVOLUTION OF USAF AIR/SPACE POWER                    1 credit 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! ,$! (L.8*-(!4(-(&.2! .'+(#,'! $3! .*&! .-)! '+.#(!
+$6(&! ,/&$%4/!.!/*',$&*#.2!+(&'+(#,*0(:! N,!6*22! #$0(&! ,/(! ,*8(!+(&*$)!
3&$8! ,/(! 3*&',! 9.22$$-'! .-)! )*&*4*92('! ,$! ,/(! '+.#(U.4(! 42$9.2!
+$'*,*$-*-4!'1',(8'!,$!,/(!P(&'*.-!K%23!d.&:!M*',$&*#.2!(L.8+2('!6*22!
9(!+&$0*)()!,$!(L,&.+$2.,(!,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!"*&!<$&#(!#.+.9*2*,*('!
.-)! 8*''*$-'! ,$! )(8$-',&.,(! ,/(! (0$2%,*$-! $3! 6/.,! /.'! 9(#$8(!
,$).1c'!A=!"*&!<$&#(!.*&!.-)!'+.#(!+$6(&:!!
!
AFS 201   EVOLUTION OF USAF AIR/SPACE POWER                    1 credit 
"!#$-,*-%.,*$-!$3!"<=!ZYY:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!"<=!ZYY:!D33(&()W!=+&*-4:!
!
AFS 300   LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
O/*'! *'! .! '%&0(1! #$%&'(! )('*4-()! ,$! 4*0(! #.)(,'! .-! $0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(!
'%9a(#,5!*,!*'!-$,!.!#$-,(-,!#$%&'(:!;$0(&()!.&(!2*',(-*-47!'+(.R*-4!.-)!
6&*,*-4!'R*22'! *-! ,/(!+(#%2*.&!"*&!<$&#(! 3$&8.,:!"))*,*$-.2217! ',%)(-,'!
6*22! 9(! (L+(#,()! ,$! #$8+&(/(-)! 0.&*$%'! .'+(#,'! $3! "*&! <$&#(!
2(.)(&'/*+7! *-)*0*)%.2! 2(.)(&'/*+7! "*&! <$&#(! $33*#(&'c! )%,*('! .-)!
&('+$-'*9*2*,*('7!.-)!.++21!#$-#(+,'!$3!(,/*#.2!9(/.0*$&:!
!
AFS 301   LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
"!#$-,*-%.,*$-!$3!"<=![YY:!P&(&(b%*'*,(!"<=![YY:!D33(&()W!=+&*-4:!!
!
AFS 400   NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY                   3 credits 
<$#%'!*'!$-!,/(!(L.8*-.,*$-!$3!,/(!-.,*$-.2!'(#%&*,1!+&$#(''7!&(4*$-.2!
',%)*('7! .)0.-#()! 8*2*,.&1! a%',*#(7! #*0*2*.-! #$-,&$2! $3! ,/(! 8*2*,.&17!
+&(+.&.,*$-! 3$&! .#,*0(! )%,1! .-)! #%&&(-,! *''%('! .33(#,*-4! 8*2*,.&1!
+&$3(''*$-.2*'8:!!
!
AFS 401   NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY                   3 credits  
"!#$-,*-%.,*$-!$3!"<=!\YY:!P&(&(b%*'*,(!"<=!\YY:!D33(&()W!=+&*-4:!!
 
AVM 102   AVIATION HISTORY                    3 credits 




AVM 120   PRIMARY FLIGHT THEORY AND TRAINING, SOLO          3 credits 






AVM 121   PRIMARY FLIGHT THEORY AND TRAINING, PPL             3 credits 
P&$0*)('!,/(!',%)(-,!6*,/!,/(!,/($&(,*#.2!R-$62()4(!.-)!+&.#,*#.2!'R*22!,$!




AVM 220   INSTRUMENT FLIGHT THEORY  
AND TRAINING, BASIC                   3 credits 
N-',&%8(-,! 32*4/,! ,/($&1! .-)! ,&.*-*-4! .##$8+2*'/()! *-! #$8+2*.-#(! 6*,/!
<"F!P.&,!X\X!,/.,!+&(+.&('!,/(!',%)(-,!,$!.##$8+2*'/!.!4&$%-)!.-)!32*4/,!
+&$4&(''! #/(#R! #$0(&*-4! 9.'*#! .,,*,%)(! *-',&%8(-,! 321*-4! .-)! 9.'*#!
*-',&%8(-,!-.0*4.,*$-:!H.9!3((W!eXYY:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!">?!XZX:!
!
AVM 221   INSTRUMENT FLIGHT THEORY     
AND TRAINING, ADVANCED                    3 credits 





AVM 226   AVIATION WEATHER                    3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! .,8$'+/(&*#! +/(-$8(-.7! 6(.,/(&! +&*-#*+2('7! 3$&(#.',*-4!
,(#/-*b%('! .-)!6(.,/(&! *-3$&8.,*$-!)*''(8*-.,*$-! .'! ,/(1! &(2.,(! ,$!
.-)!*8+.#,!32*4/,!$+(&.,*$-':!!
!
AVM 230   COMMERCIAL FLIGHT THEORY                   3 credits 
P&$0*)('! ,/(!&(b%*&()! 32*4/,! ,/($&1!.-)!+&(+.&('! ,/(!',%)(-,! 3$&! ,/(!
<""! 6&*,,(-! .-)! $&.2! ,(','! 3$&! ,/(! #$88(&#*.2! +*2$,! #(&,*3*#.,(:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!">?!ZZX7!$&!*-',&%8(-,!&.,*-4:!H.9!3((W!eXYY:!!
!
AVM 231   COMMERCIAL FLIGHT TRAINING                     1 credit 
;$8+2(,('!,/(!&(b%*&()!32*4/,!R-$62()4(!.-)!'R*22'!.-)!+&(+.&('!,/(!
',%)(-,! 3$&! ,/(! <""! 32*4/,! ,(',! 2(.)*-4! ,$! ,/(! #$88(&#*.2! +*2$,!
#(&,*3*#.,(:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!">?!ZZX!$&!*-',&%8(-,!&.,*-4:!
!
AVM 250   AVIATION SAFETY AND HUMAN FACTORS                  3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! +/1'*$2$4*#.27! +'1#/$2$4*#.2! .-)! +/1'*#.2! 3.#,$&'! ,/.,!
)*&(#,21! .33(#,! .*&! $+(&.,*$-'! .-)! 32*4/,! '.3(,1:! N-#2%)()! .&(! &(0*(6'!
.-)! )*'#%''*$-'! $3! '.3(,1! +.&.8(,(&'! .-)! .*&#&.3,! .##*)(-,'! .-)!
*-#*)(-,'!,/.,!&(32(#,!/%8.-!3.#,$&!*-0$20(8(-,:!
!
AVM 310   FLIGHT INSTRUCTION METHODS  
AND PROCEDURES                     4 credits 





AVM 330   AIR TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY                  3 credits 
"-! $0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(! #$-,(8+$&.&1! .*&! ,&.-'+$&,.,*$-! *-)%',&17! 9$,/!
)$8(',*#! .-)! 3$&(*4-7! *-#2%)*-4! ,/(! *-)%',&1c'! (0$2%,*$-7! ',&%#,%&(7!
&(4%2.,*$-7!.)8*-*',&.,*$-7!.*&#&.3,!.-)!*,'!3%,%&(:!
!
AVM 331   AVIATION REGULATION AND LAW                  3 credits 
"!',%)1!$3! ,/(!(0$2%,*$-!$3!.0*.,*$-!&(4%2.,*$-!.-)! 2.6!,/.,!,$4(,/(&!
4$0(&-! .*&! ,&.-'+$&,.,*$-! .-)! ,/(! .0*.,*$-! *-)%',&1:! N-#2%)()! .&(!
#(&,.*-! '(#,*$-'! $3! #%&&(-,! <()(&.2! "0*.,*$-! F(4%2.,*$-'! T<"F'V7!
2.-)8.&R! #$%&,! #.'('! ,/.,! /.0(! '*4-*3*#.-,21! .33(#,()! .*&! ,&.0(2! .-)!
0.&*$%'! #$-0(-,*$-'! .-)! .4&((8(-,'! 91! 6/*#/! )$8(',*#! .-)!
*-,(&-.,*$-.2!.*&!,&.-'+$&,.,*$-!.&(!4$0(&-():!
!
AVM 346  FIXED-BASE OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
"-! .-.21'*'! $3! .22! .'+(#,'! $3! 3*L()U9.'(! $+(&.,*$-'7! *-#2%)*-4! 32*4/,!
,&.*-*-47! #/.&,(&'! .-)! &(-,.2'7! #$-,&.#,! '(&0*#('7! ,&.-'*(-,! 32*4/,!
$+(&.,*$-'! .-)! #$88%-*,1! &(2.,*$-':! =,%)1! .2'$! 6*22! *-#2%)(! .-!
$0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(! #$-,(8+$&.&1! .*&! ,&.-'+$&,.,*$-! *-)%',&17! 9$,/!
)$8(',*#! .-)! 3$&(*4-7! *-#2%)*-4! ,/(! *-)%',&1c'! (0$2%,*$-7! ',&%#,%&(7!
&(4%2.,*$-7!.)8*-*',&.,*$-!.-)!*,'!.*&#&.3,:!
 
AVM 441  AIRLINE AND AIRPORT  
 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT                   3 credits 
"-! .-.21'*'! $3! ,/(! .++2*#.,*$-! $3! #$-,(8+$&.&1! 8.-.4(8(-,!











AVM 471   AIRLINE EMERGENCY CABIN TRAINING                  3 credits 
",! ,/(! #$8+2(,*$-! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(7! ',%)(-,'! 6*22! /.0(! .! 9.'*#!
%-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! .*&2*-(! (8(&4(-#1! '*,%.,*$-! +&$#()%&('! .-)!
)(8$-',&.,(! ,/(! .9*2*,1! ,$!8.R(! .++&$+&*.,(! &('+$-'(':! N-#2%)('! [Y!
/$%&'! $3! #2.''&$$8! *-',&%#,*$-! .-)! X]! /$%&'! $3! +&.#,*#.2!
)(8$-',&.,*$-! .-)! +&.#,*#(! $-! .*&#&.3,! 8$#R%+'! .-)! %'(! $3!
(8(&4(-#1! (b%*+8(-,:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! B-&$228(-,! *-! ,/(! .0*.,*$-!
+&$4&.8!$&!.++&$0.2!$3!,/(!)(+.&,8(-,!/(.):!!
!
AVM 472   B-727 PILOT FAMILIARIZATION                   3 credits 
",!,/(!#$8+2(,*$-!$3!,/*'!#$%&'(7!',%)(-,'!6*22!/.0(!.!9.'*#!%-)(&',.-)*-4!
$3! 8.a$&! @U_Z_! .*&#&.3,! '1',(8'7! *-#2%)*-4! P$6(&+2.-,7! P-(%8.,*#7!
B2(#,&*#.27!M1)&.%2*#7!<2*4/,!;$-,&$27!<%(27!"0*$-*#'!.-)!N-',&%8(-,':!O/(1!
.2'$! 6*22! 9(! 3.8*2*.&! 6*,/! +&(32*4/,! +2.--*-4! &(b%*&(8(-,'7! ,$! *-#2%)(!
.*&#&.3,! 2*8*,.,*$-'! .-)! +(&3$&8.-#(7! 6(*4/,! .-)! 9.2.-#(! #$8+%,.,*$-'!
.-)!%'(! $3! ,/(!J.,*$-.2!"*&'+.#(! =1',(8:! =,%)(-,'! .&(! *-',&%#,()! *-! ,/(!




AVM 473   B-727 PILOT SIMULATOR FAMILIARIZATION                  3 credits 
",! ,/(!#$8+2(,*$-!$3! ,/*'!#$%&'(!',%)(-,'!6*22!/.0(!9.'*#!R-$62()4(!
.-)!'R*22'!3$&!,/(!$+(&.,*$-!$3!+&*8.&1!.-)!'(#$-).&1!#$#R+*,!#$-,&$2'!




',((+'! ,%&-'7! .++&$.#/! ,$! ',.22'7! (8(&4(-#1! )('#(-,'7! *-',&%8(-,!
.++&$.#/('!.-)!$,/(&!.)0.-#()!8.-(%0(&':!O/(1!.2'$!6*22!(L+(&*(-#(!
.9-$&8.2! .-)! (8(&4(-#1! 32*4/,! '*,%.,*$-'! .-)! )(8$-',&.,(! .! 9.'*#!
%-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! .++&$+&*.,(! +*2$,! &('+$-'(':! N-#2%)('! \]! /$%&'! $3!
*-',&%#,*$-:! N-#2%)('! ZY! /$%&'! *-! .! 3%22! 32*4/,! '*8%2.,$&! T8$,*$-! .-)!
0*'%.2V:! O(-! /$%&'!6*22! 9(! +*2$,U*-U#$88.-)! TPN;V! *-',&%#,*$-!6/*2(!
$##%+1*-4! ,/(! #.+,.*-!+$'*,*$-! .-)! ,(-!/$%&'!6*22! 9(! '%++$&,!)%,*('!
3&$8! ,/(! 3*&',! $33*#(&! +$'*,*$-7! $&! .'! .-! $9'(&0(&:! N-! .))*,*$-7! (.#/!
3$%&U/$%&! '*8%2.,$&! '(''*$-! 6*22! *-#2%)(! .! $-(U/$%&! 9&*(3*-4! .-)! .!
$-(U/$%&!)(9&*(3*-4:!!
!
AVM 474   B-737 PILOT FAMILIARIZATION                   3 credits 
",!,/(!#$8+2(,*$-!$3!,/*'!#$%&'(7!',%)(-,'!6*22!/.0(!.!9.'*#!%-)(&',.-)*-4!
$3! 8.a$&! @U_[_! .*&#&.3,! '1',(8'7! *-#2%)*-4! P$6(&+2.-,7! P-(%8.,*#7!
B2(#,&*#.27!M1)&.%2*#7!<2*4/,!;$-,&$27!<%(27!"0*$-*#'!.-)!N-',&%8(-,':!O/(1!
.2'$! 6*22! 9(! 3.8*2*.&! 6*,/! +&(32*4/,! +2.--*-4! &(b%*&(8(-,'7! ,$! *-#2%)(!
.*&#&.3,! 2*8*,.,*$-'! .-)! +(&3$&8.-#(7! 6(*4/,! .-)! 9.2.-#(! #$8+%,.,*$-'!
.-)!%'(!$3!,/(!J.,*$-.2!"*&'+.#(!=1',(8:!N-#2%)('!\]!/$%&'!$3!#2.''&$$8!
.-)!+.&,! ,.'R!8$#R%+! TPO?V! *-',&%#,*$-:! =,%)(-,'! .&(! *-',&%#,()! *-! ,/(!
2$#.,*$-7! 3%-#,*$-! .-)! $+(&.,*$-! $3! 8.a$&! .*&#&.3,! '1',(8'7! *-#2%)*-4!
#$#R+*,!#$-,&$2'!.-)!*-)*#.,*$-':!!
!




.-)! )('#(-,'! .-)! ,%&-'! ,$! /(.)*-4':! O/(1! 6*22! 9(! .92(! ,$! #$-,&$2! ,/(!
.*&#&.3,! *-!9$,/!0*'%.2!.-)! *-',&%8(-,! 32*4/,!#$-)*,*$-':! N-!.))*,*$-7! ,/(1!
6*22! +&.#,*#(! .-)! )(8$-',&.,(! 9.'*#! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! ',((+! ,%&-'7!
.++&$.#/!,$!',.22'7!(8(&4(-#1!)('#(-,'7!*-',&%8(-,!.++&$.#/('!.-)!$,/(&!
.)0.-#()!8.-(%0(&':!O/(1!.2'$!6*22!(L+(&*(-#(!.9-$&8.2!.-)!(8(&4(-#1!
32*4/,! '*,%.,*$-'! .-)! )(8$-',&.,(! .! 9.'*#! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! .++&$+&*.,(!
+*2$,!&('+$-'(':! N-#2%)('!\]!/$%&'!$3! *-',&%#,*$-:! N-#2%)('!ZY!/$%&'! *-!.!
3%22! 32*4/,! '*8%2.,$&! T8$,*$-! .-)! 0*'%.2V:! O(-! /$%&'! 6*22! 9(! +*2$,U*-U
#$88.-)!TPN;V!*-',&%#,*$-!6/*2(!$##%+1*-4!,/(!#.+,.*-!+$'*,*$-7!.-)!,(-!






AVM 476   B-747 PILOT FAMILIARIZATION                   3 credits 
",!,/(!#$8+2(,*$-!$3!,/*'!#$%&'(7!',%)(-,'!6*22!/.0(!.!9.'*#!%-)(&',.-)*-4!
$3! 8.a$&! @U_\_! .*&#&.3,! '1',(8'7! *-#2%)*-4! P$6(&+2.-,7! P-(%8.,*#7!
B2(#,&*#.27!M1)&.%2*#7!<2*4/,!;$-,&$27!<%(27!"0*$-*#'!.-)!N-',&%8(-,':!O/(1!
.2'$! 6*22! 9(! 3.8*2*.&! 6*,/! +&(32*4/,! +2.--*-4! &(b%*&(8(-,'7! ,$! *-#2%)(!
.*&#&.3,! 2*8*,.,*$-'! .-)! +(&3$&8.-#(7! 6(*4/,! .-)! 9.2.-#(! #$8+%,.,*$-'!
.-)!%'(!$3!,/(!J.,*$-.2!"*&'+.#(!=1',(8:!N-#2%)('!\]!/$%&'!$3!#2.''&$$8!
.-)!+.&,! ,.'R!8$#R%+! TPO?V! *-',&%#,*$-:! =,%)(-,'! .&(! *-',&%#,()! *-! ,/(!
2$#.,*$-7! 3%-#,*$-! .-)! $+(&.,*$-! $3! 8.a$&! .*&#&.3,! '1',(8'7! *-#2%)*-4!
#$#R+*,!#$-,&$2'!.-)!*-)*#.,*$-':!!
!
AVM 477   AIRLINE TRANSPORT PILOT (ATP) CERTIFICATE           3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(!6*22! &('%2,! *-!.,,.*-*-4! ,/(!"*&2*-(!O&.-'+$&,!P*2$,! T"OPV!
#(&,*3*#.,(:! H1--! A-*0(&'*,1! *'! .%,/$&*f()! %-)(&! $%&! <"F! P.&,! X\Z!
#(&,*3*#.,(! ,$! +&$0*)(! "OP! ,&.*-*-4:! O/(! '122.9%'! *'! <""! .++&$0():!
H1--! ',%)(-,'!6*22! &(#(*0(! .#.)(8*#! #&()*,! 3$&! ,/*'!6$&R:! "! ',%)(-,!




AVM 481   AVIATION SEMINAR                     3 credits 
"!'(&*('!$3!)*'#%''*$-'!.-)!.-!.-.21'*'!$3!#$-,(8+$&.&1!8.-.4(8(-,!
+&$92(8'! *-! .0*.,*$-:! N-)*0*)%.2! ',%)(-,! &('(.&#/! .-)! &(+$&,'! .&(!
&(b%*&():!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!P(&8*''*$-!$3!.)0*'$&E)(.-:!!
!
BUS 101   APPAREL INDUSTRY                    3 credits 
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! ,/(! '#$+(! $3! 3.'/*$-! *-)%',&1! $++$&,%-*,*(':! O/(!
+&$)%#,*$-!.-)!)*',&*9%,*$-!$3!3.'/*$-!+&$)%#,'!.&(!(L+2$&()7!2(.)*-4!
,$! .-! .6.&(-(''! $3! *-,(&.#,*$-! $3! 0.&*$%'! .'+(#,'! $3! ,/(! *-)%',&1:!
D33(&()W!<.22:!
!
BUS 120  BUSINESS TRENDS                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! .! '%&0(1! $3! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! "8(&*#.-! 9%'*-(''!
+&.#,*#('7!.'!6(22!.'!.-**-0(',*4.,*$-!$3!&(#(-,!9%'*-(''!,&(-)'!.-)!/$6!
,/(1! .33(#,! ,/(! (#$-$81:* O/(! #$%&'(! 6*22! (L.8*-(! ,/(! (0$2%,*$-! $3!
8$)(&-!8.-.4(&*.2! #.+*,.2*'87! ,/(!+($+2(!6/$!#&(.,()! *,!.-)!(L+2$&(!
,/(!/*',$&1!$3!8.-.4(&*.2!9(/.0*$&!.-)!(,/*#'!*-!"8(&*#.-!9%'*-('':*
BUS 170   MICROECONOMICS                    3 credits 





BUS 171   MACROECONOMICS                    3 credits 
N-,&$)%#('! ,/(! ',%)(-,! ,$! ,/(! 9.'*#! +&*-#*+2('! $3! 8.#&$(#$-$8*#!
#$-#(+,'! .-)! ,/(*&! *8+$&,.-#(! *-! $%&! (#$-$81:! ;$-#(+,'! *-#2%)(!
-.,*$-.2! *-#$8(7! ,$,.2! #$-'%8+,*$-7! ,$,.2! *-0(',8(-,! .-)! ,/(!
*-32%(-#(! $3! ,/(! -.,*$-c'! (#$-$81! %+$-! #$-,(8+$&.&1! '$#*.2!
+&$92(8':!?.1!3%23*22!CIF![YY!&(b%*&(8(-,:!
!
BUS 120  BUSINESS TRENDS                    3 credits 
 
BUS 210   ENTREPRENEURSHIP                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L+2$&('! ,/(! '+*&*,! $3! (-,&(+&(-(%&'/*+! .-)! *,'!
*8+$&,.-#(! *-! .#/*(0*-4! +(&'$-.2! '%##('':! O/(! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3!
(-,&(+&(-(%&'/*+! *'! )$-(! *-! ,/(! #$-,(L,! $3! ',%)(-,'c! .#b%*&*-4! .!




BUS 228   COMMUNICATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL  
BUSINESS PRESENTATIONS                   3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! +&*-#*+2('! .-)! +&.#,*#('! %-)(&21*-4! .)8*-*',&.,*0(!
#$88%-*#.,*$-':! @(4*--*-4! 6*,/! .-! (L+2$&.,*$-! $3! ,/(! -(()'! $3! .!
#$88%-*#.,*$-! '1',(8!6*,/*-! $&4.-*f.,*$-'7! ,/(! #$%&'(! 3$#%'('! $-! ,/(!
-.,%&(!.-)!(33(#,'!$3!$&4.-*f.,*$-.2!)('*4-7!*-,(&+(&'$-.2!.-)!&$2(U9.'()!
#$88%-*#.,*$-! 9(/.0*$&'7! +&$92(8U'$20*-4! .-)!8$,*0.,*$-:! O(#/-*b%('!
*-!6&*,,(-!.-)!$&.2!#$88%-*#.,*$-!.&(!*-#2%)():!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!BJK!XYZ:!!
 








/$6! ,$).1c'! .)0.-#()! ,(#/-$2$4*('! *8+.#,! 9%'*-(''! '1',(8'! .-)!
+&$#(''(':!N,!.2'$!)*'#%''('!#$--(#,*0*,1!.-)!,/(!&(2.,*$-'/*+!9(,6((-!
,/(!$&4.-*f.,*$-!.-)!*,'!#$-',*,%(-#*('7!6/*#/!8.1!*-#2%)(!#%',$8(&'!
.-)!'%++2*(&'7! .8$-4!$,/(&':! N,! .2'$!6*22! .))&(''! #$&+$&.,(7!-.,*$-.2!
.-)! 42$9.2! *-3$&8.,*$-! *-3&.',&%#,%&(':! "))*,*$-.2217! ,/*'! #$%&'(!6*22!
#$0(&! *8+$&,.-,! +(&*+/(&.2! 8.,,(&'! '%#/! .'! .%)*,*-4! +&$#()%&('7!
&*'R'7!(,/*#'7!+&*0.#1!.-)!2(4.2!.-)!'(#%&*,1!*''%(':!!
!
BUS 260 FUNDAMENTALS OF APPAREL                   3 credits 
"!',%)1!$3!)('*4-!)(,.*2'!$3!.++.&(27!*-#2%)*-4!.-!.-.21'*'!$3!/*',$&*#.2!
*-32%(-#('! .-)! #$-,(8+$&.&1! 3.'/*$-! #&(.,$&':! =,%)(-,! +&$a(#,'! .-)!
+&('(-,.,*$-'! .&(! &(b%*&()! 6*,/! .! 3$#%'! $-! 8.-.4(8(-,! )(#*'*$-':!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!@A=!XYX:!
!
BUS 270   MANAGING ORGANIZATIONS                   3 credits 
N-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! 9.'*#! #$-#(+,'! $3! $&4.-*f.,*$-.2! 8.-.4(8(-,:!




BUS 290   FASHION INTERNSHIP I                   3 credits 





BUS 300   FASHION EVENTS MANAGEMENT                   3 credits 
<.'/*$-! (0(-,'! .-)! ,/(*&! &$2(! *-! &(,.*2! '.2('! .&(! (L.8*-():! ;$%&'(!
&(b%*&(8(-,'! *-#2%)(! &('(.&#/7! .-.21'*'! .-)! 3$&(#.',*-4! $3! 3.'/*$-!
,&(-)'! .-)! +&('(-,.,*$-! $3! 3.'/*$-! (0(-,':! N-)*0*)%.2! +&$a(#,'! .&(!
&(b%*&()7!*-#2%)*-4!)(,.*2()!+2.-'!3$&!.!3.'/*$-!(0(-,:!K&$%+!+&$a(#,'!




BUS 301  RETAIL BUYING                    3 credits 
O/(!',%)(-,!3$#%'('!$-!,/(!&$2(!$3!,/(!9%1(&!*-!,/(!&(,.*2!$&4.-*f.,*$-!
.-)!$-!9%1*-4!,(#/-*b%('!*-!,/(!+2.--*-47!$9,.*-*-4!.-)!#$-,&$22*-4!$3!




BUS 310   SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! /$6! '8.22! 9%'*-(''('! .-)! (-,&(+&(-(%&*.2! 0(-,%&('! .&(!
',.&,():! O/(! #$%&'(! #$-#(-,&.,('! $-! 3$&8%2.,*-4! .! 9.'*#!
%-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! '8.22! 9%'*-(''('! .-)! -(6! 9%'*-(''! 0(-,%&(':!
P.&,*#%2.&! (8+/.'*'! *'! 4*0(-! ,$! &(#$4-*f*-4! .-)! (0.2%.,*-4! -(6!
$++$&,%-*,*('! .-)! $-! /$6! ,$! 9(4*-! 4.,/(&*-4! &('$%&#('! 3$&!
$++$&,%-*,*('!,/.,!+&$0(!0*.92(:!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!@A=!Z_Y!.-)!?QO!Z]Y:!!
!
BUS 311   FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT                   3 credits 






BUS 312 SOCIAL DYNAMICS IN BUSINESS                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! 3$#%'! $-! .)0.-#()! #$88%-*#.,*$-! ',&.,(4*('!
*-#2%)*-4! *8+&$0*'.,*$-.2! $&.2! #$88%-*#.,*$-7! -(4$,*.,*$-! 'R*22'! 3$&!
'.2('8.-'/*+7! )*'+%,(! &('$2%,*$-! .-)! ,(.89%*2)*-4! .''(''8(-,! .-)!
3(()9.#R!'R*22':!!=+(#*3*#!(L(&#*'('!.&(!)('*4-()!,$!9%*2)!#$8+(,(-#*('!
*-! '(22*-47! -(4$,*.,*$-'7! )*'+%,(! &('$2%,*$-7! (33(#,*0(! .&4%*-4! .-)!
#&(.,*0(! &('+$-'('! ,$! %-(L+(#,()! b%(',*$-':! ?.1! 3%23*22! C==! [YY!
&(b%*&(8(-,:!
BUS 314   PORTFOLIO OF PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE 1 credit 
O/*'!#$%&'(!+&$0*)('!,/(!3&.8(6$&R!3$&!',%)(-,'!,$!)(8$-',&.,(!,/(*&!
R-$62()4(7! 'R*22'! .-)! .9*2*,*('! ,/.,! b%.2*31! ,/(8! 3$&! #.&((&!
$++$&,%-*,*(':! O/(! 4$.2! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'! ,$! .''*',! ',%)(-,'! *-!
)(0(2$+*-4! .! #$22(#,*$-! $3! 9(',! +&.#,*#('! #.22()! iP$&,3$2*$! $3!




BUS 316   RETAILING MANAGEMENT                    3 credits 
=,%)1! $3! $&4.-*f.,*$-! .-)! $+(&.,*$-! $3! &(,.*2! (',.92*'/8(-,'! 3&$8! .!
8.-.4(8(-,! +(&'+(#,*0(:! O$+*#'! *-#2%)(! #%',$8(&! '(&0*#(7!
*-3$&8.,*$-! '1',(8'7! ',.33*-4! .-)! 8.-.4*-4! &('+$-'*9*2*,*(':!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!@A=!Z]Y!.-)!@A=!ZgY:!
!
BUS 320   TEXTILE KNOWLEDGE FOR MANAGERS                  3 credits 
;$8+&(/(-'*0(! '%&0(1! $3! ,/(! 8.,(&*.2'! .-)! +&$)%#,*$-! 8(,/$)'!
*-0$20()!*-!8.R*-4!3.9&*#'7!6*,/!3$#%'!$-!3*9(&7!1.&-!.-)!#$-',&%#,*$-:!
<()(&.2! &(4%2.,*$-'! +(&,.*-*-4! ,$! ,(L,*2('! .2'$! .&(! #$0(&()7! 6*,/! .-!
(8+/.'*'!$-!,1+*#.2!8.-.4(&*.2!)(#*'*$-':!!
!
BUS 321   INVESTMENTS                    3 credits 
O/(! &$2(! $3! *-0(',8(-,!9.-R*-4! *-! ,/(! 3*-.-#*.2! $&4.-*f.,*$-! *'! #$0(&()7!
.2$-4!6*,/!*-0(',8(-,!9.-R*-4!/$%'('7!&(2.,*$-'!$3!*-0(',8(-,!9.-R*-4!,$!




BUS 322   STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS               3 credits 
"! #$-#(+,%.2! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! 3*(2)! $3! ',.,*',*#'! .-)! *,'! 8.-1!
.++2*#.,*$-'7! +.&,*#%2.&21! *-! ,/(! 3*(2)'! $3! 9%'*-(''! .-)! (#$-$8*#':!
O$+*#'! *-#2%)(! )('#&*+,*0(! ',.,*',*#'7! +&$9.9*2*,1! )*',&*9%,*$-'7!
'.8+2*-47! /1+$,/('*'! ,(',*-47! &(4&(''*$-! .-.21'*'! .-)! ',.,*',*#'!




BUS 350   HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
"! #$8+&(/(-'*0(! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! +&.#,*#(! $3! 8$)(&-! 8.-+$6(&!
8.-.4(8(-,:! "&(.'! $3! #$-#(-,&.,*$-! *-#2%)(! (8+2$1((! &(#&%*,8(-,7!
+2.#(8(-,! .-)! )(0(2$+8(-,5! +(&3$&8.-#(! .++&.*'.2! ,(#/-*b%('5!
#$8+&(/(-'*0(! '1',(8'5! (8+2$1((! 9(-(3*,'! )('*4-5! .-)! ,&.*-*-4!
+&$4&.8!)('*4-!.-)!(0$2%,*$-:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!@A=!Z_Y:!!
!
BUS 352   MONEY, BANKING AND MONETARY POLICY                  3 credits 
J.,%&(7! 3%-#,*$-'! .-)! '$%&#('! $3!8$-(15! )$8(',*#! .-)! *-,(&-.,*$-.2!
3(.,%&('! $3! 8$-(,.&1! '1',(8'5! 8$-(,.&1! .-)! 9.-R*-4! /*',$&15!




BUS 370   BUSINESS – SPECIAL TOPICS                   3 credits 
"! #$%&'(! ,/.,! 6*22! (L+2$&(! )*33(&(-,! .&(.'! $3! 9%'*-('':! O$+*#'! 8.1!
*-#2%)(! '+(#*3*#! *-)%',&*('7! $&4.-*f.,*$-.2! 9(/.0*$&7! 2(4.2! .'+(#,'7!
3*-.-#(7! 8.-.4(8(-,! ',&.,(4*('! .-)! (U#$88(&#(:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! @A=!
Z_Y:!;.-!9(!&(+(.,()!3$&!#&()*,!.'!,$+*#'!#/.-4(:!
!
BUS 371   FASHION INDUSTRY TOUR                   3 credits 
M(2)!*-!.!3.'/*$-!#(-,(&7!,/*'!'(8*-.&!#$-'*','!$3!.-!$&*(-,.,*$-!,$!,/(!
#*,1!.-)!'(8*-.&'!*-!.!0.&*(,1!$3!.&(.'!91!+&$3(''*$-.2'!*-!,/(!3*(2)!$3!
'.2('7! .++.&(2! )('*4-7! 3.'/*$-! &(,.*27! .)0(&,*'*-47! .++.&(2!
8.-%3.#,%&*-4!.-)! a$%&-.2*'8:!O/(!$33(&*-4!+&$0*)('!.-!$0(&0*(6!$3!
,/(! 3.'/*$-! *-)%',&1! .,! 6$&R:! C*'#%''*$-! .-)! &(b%*&()! 6&*,,(-!




BUS 372   THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!.))&(''('! ,/(! 2(4.2!.-)!(,/*#.2!.''%8+,*$-'!$3! 2.6'!.-)!
.)8*-*',&.,*0(! &%2('! .-)! +&$#()%&('! ,/.,! .33(#,! ,/(! 8.-.4(8(-,!
+&$#('':!?.1!3%23*22!CG;![YY!&(b%*&(8(-,:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!@A=!Z_Y:!
 
BUS 411   MANAGING APPAREL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT           3 credits 
O$+*#'! *-#2%)(! .-.21'*'! $3! )('*4-! .-)! #$-',&%#,*$-! 8(,/$)'7! ;"C!
,(#/-*b%('7!42$9.2!'$%&#*-47!.++.&(2!8.-%3.#,%&*-4!+&$#(''('7!b%.2*,1!









BUS 420   REAL ESTATE LAW                    3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! 2.6! .'! *,! .++2*('! ,$! $6-(&'/*+! .-)! ,&.-'3(&! $3! &(.2!
+&$+(&,17! #$-,&.#,'! 3$&! '.2(7! 2(.'('7! $+,*$-'7! 8$&,4.4('! .-)! 2*(-'7!
#$-0(1.-#*-4! +&$#(''('! .-)! ,*,2(! *-'%&.-#(7! f$-*-47! #$-)(8-.,*$-!
.-)!$,/(&!(2(8(-,'! &(2.,*0(! ,$! #$88(&#*.2! .-)!+(&'$-.2! *-,(&(','! *-!
&(.2!(',.,(7!*-#2%)*-4!.-.21'*'!$3!3$&8'!.-)!+&.#,*#.2!.++2*#.,*$-':!
!
BUS 425  OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT                   3 credits 
=%&0(1!.-)!.-.21'*'!$3! ,/(!0.&*$%'!b%.-,*,.,*0(! ,$$2'!.-)! ,(#/-*b%('!
%'()!,$!8.R(!',&.,(4*#!.-)!,.#,*#.2!)(#*'*$-'!,$!*-#&(.'(!+&$)%#,*0*,1!
*-! ,/(! 8.-%3.#,%&*-4! .-)! '(&0*#(! '(#,$&':! O$+*#'! *-#2%)(! 2*-(.&!
+&$4&.88*-47! 3$&(#.',*-47! )(#*'*$-! .-.21'*'7! '#/()%2*-47! b%.2*,1! .-)!
*-0(-,$&1!8.-.4(8(-,:!"!9.'*#!%-)(&',.-)*-4!$3!#$22(4(!2(0(2!.24(9&.!
*'! &(b%*&()7! .'! 6(22! .'! '*8+2(! '+&(.)'/((,! TBk;BHV! 'R*22':!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!@A=![ZZ!.-)!;?=![]Y:!!
!
BUS 435   PROJECT MANAGEMENT                   3 credits 
D0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(! #$-#(+,'7! +&.#,*#('! .-)! b%.-,*,.,*0(! ,(#/-*b%('!
-(#(''.&1! ,$! 8.-.4(! *-,(&&(2.,()! ,.'R'! .-)! &('$%&#('! -(#(''.&1! ,$!
'%##(''3%221! #$8+2(,(!.!+&$a(#,:!O$+*#'!6*22! *-#2%)(!.22!+/.'('!$3! ,/(!
+&$a(#,! 2*3(! #1#2(7! +2.--*-4! .-)! #$-,&$2! .-)! +&$a(#,! +(&'$--(2!
8.-.4(8(-,:!P&$a(#,! '*8%2.,*$-'! .-)!?*#&$'$3,!P&$a(#,!6*22! 9(!%'()!
,/&$%4/$%,! ,/(! #$%&'(:! ?.1! 3%23*22! CIF! [YY! .-)E$&! C=H! [YY!
&(b%*&(8(-,':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;?=![]Y:!
!
BUS 446   ENTREPRENEURSHIP, CREATIVITY, AND ETHICS           3 credits 
;$%&'(! #$-,(-,! (L+2$&('! /*',$&*#.2! .-)! (L,(&-.2! 3$&#('! ,/.,! *8+.#,!
(-,&(+&(-(%&*.2! (33$&,'! *-!9%'*-(''!(-,(&+&*'(':!B8+/.'*'!6*22!9(!$-! ,/(!
&$2(! $3! 4$0(&-8(-,! .'! *,! *-32%(-#('! 9%'*-(''! 4$.2'7! ',&%#,%&('! .-)!
$+(&.,*$-'!$3!A:=:!(-,(&+&*'(':!H(4.2!.-)!&(4%2.,$&1!#$-',&.*-,'!.'!6(22!.'!




BUS 450  BUSINESS MODELS                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(!6*22! )*''(#,! .! 9%'*-(''! ,$!)(,(&8*-(! *,'! 9%'*-(''!8$)(2W!
,(#/-$2$41! 2(.)(&7! 2$6U#$',! +&$)%#(&7! #%',$8(&! '.,*'3.#,*$-! 2(.)(&5!
)(,(&8*-(! *,'! #$8+(,*,*0(! ',&.,(415! +(&3$&8! 3*-.-#*.2! .-.21'('5! .-)!





BUS 460   BUSINESS STRATEGY                    3 credits 
O/($&1!.-)!+&.#,*#(!$3!)(,(&8*-*-4!.-)! *8+2(8(-,*-4!+$2*#1:!"#,%.2!
#.'(!',%)*('!$3!9%'*-(''!$&4.-*f.,*$-'7!*-#2%)*-4!,/(!)(,(&8*-.,*$-!$3!
,$+U2(0(2! #$8+.-1! +$2*#1! *-! '%#/! 3%-#,*$-.2! .&(.'! .'! 3*-.-#(7!
8.&R(,*-4!.-)!+&$)%#,*$-!.&(!',%)*():!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=(-*$&!@%'*-(''!
8.a$&'!$-21:!?.1!3%23*22!C==!\YY!.-)!C=H!\YY!&(b%*&(8(-,': 
BUS 480   APPAREL INDUSTRY SEMINAR                   3 credits 
"! #.+',$-(! #$%&'(! 3$&! 3.'/*$-! ',%)(-,'! ,$! *-,(4&.,(! 8(&#/.-)*'*-47!
8.-.4(8(-,7!)('*4-!+&$)%#,*$-!.-)!8.&R(,*-4!,$+*#'!*-!+&(+.&.,*$-!
3$&! (8+2$18(-,! *-! ,/(! *-)%',&1:! K%(',! '+(.R(&'! .&(! *-#$&+$&.,():!
=,%)(-,!+&('(-,.,*$-'!&(b%*&():!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!@A=!\XX!.-)!?QO![ZX:!
!
BUS 490   FASHION INTERNSHIP II                   3 credits 
D++$&,%-*,1! 3$&! 3.'/*$-! 8.-.4(8(-,! ',%)(-,'! ,$! 4.*-! $-U,/(Ua$9!




BUS 495   INTERNATIONAL STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM                 6 credits 
"!3$%&U!,$!3*0(U8$-,/!*-,(&-'/*+!*-!,/(!',%)(-,c'!.&(.!$3!',%)1!6*22!9(!
#$-)%#,()! ,/&$%4/! .! +.&,-(&! %-*0(&'*,1! $&! #$22(4(:! O/(! +.&,-(&'/*+!
'#/$$2'! T3$&! (L.8+2(7! H1--! A-*0(&'*,1c'! '*',(&! #.8+%'! *-! C%92*-7!
"8(&*#.-!;$22(4(!C%92*-5!Q.,$/! =#/$$2'! .-)!<%a*! P/$(-*L!;$22(4(! *-!
K$,(89.7! G.+.-5! .-)! l#$2(! ;$-)m! *-! H1$-7! <&.-#(V! #$$+(&.,(! 6*,/!
H1--!A-*0(&'*,1! *-! ,/(!.)8*-*',&.,*0(!.-)!.#.)(8*#! '%++$&,!$3! (.#/!
$,/(&c'! ',%)(-,'! *-! ,/(*&! &('+(#,*0(! #$%-,&*(':! O/(! =,%)1! "9&$.)!
P&$4&.8! $33(&'! 2.-4%.4(! .-)! $,/(&! .++&$+&*.,(! .&(.! ',%)1! #$%&'('7!
+2%'!2*0*-4!.##$88$).,*$-'!.-)7!6/(&(!+$''*92(7!6$&R!.''*4-8(-,'!*-!
2$#.2!#$88%-*,1!9%'*-(''(':!O/(!=,%)1!"9&$.)!P&$4&.8!*'!8(-,$&()!
91! .! 9%'*-(''! 3.#%2,1! 8(89(&:! O/*'! (L+(&*(-#(! +&$0*)('! ,/(!
$++$&,%-*,1! 3$&! ,/(! ',%)(-,! ,$! 2*0(! .-)! )(0(2$+! *-! .-$,/(&! #$%-,&1!
9$,/! '$#*.221! .-)! .#.)(8*#.221:! P.&,*#*+.,*$-! *-! ,/(! =,%)1! "9&$.)!
P&$4&.8! &(b%*&('! ,/.,! .! '%33*#*(-,! -%89(&! $3! #$-#(-,&.,*$-! #$%&'('!
+2%'! $,/(&! 2.-4%.4(! &(b%*&(8(-,'! 9(! 8(,! ,$! ,/(! '.,*'3.#,*$-! $3! ,/(!
;$22(4(! $3! @%'*-(''! .-)! ?.-.4(8(-,:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! P(&8*''*$-! $3!
.)0*'$&!$&!)(.-:!
!
BUS 498/499  BUSINESS INTERNSHIPS                3-6 credits 









CJA 540   TERRORISM: ITS EFFECT ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE  
AND EMERGENCY PLANNING                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!)('*4-()!,$!+&(+.&(!',%)(-,'!6*,/!,/(!-(#(''.&17!9.'*#!
,/($&(,*#.2! R-$62()4(! .-)! .9*2*,1! ,$! &(.'$-.921! .-.21f(! ,/(!
3%-).8(-,.2! +&*-#*+2('! *-0$20()! *-! +$2*,*#.2! ,(&&$&*'8:! =,%)(-,'!6*22!
(L.8*-(!.!0.&*(,1!$3!(0(-,'7!&.-4*-4!3&$8!2$6U2(0(2!,/&(.,'!.-)!.#,'!$3!
0*$2(-#(7! 6/*#/! 8.1! &(+&('(-,! '*4-*3*#.-,! &*'R! ,$! /%8.-! 2*3(! .-)!
+&$+(&,1! ,$! 2.&4(U'#.2(! .#,'! $3! 0*$2(-#(! *-0$20*-4! 6(.+$-'! $3! 8.''!
)(',&%#,*$-!,/.,!8.1!/.0(!)(0.',.,*-47!2$-4U,(&8!(33(#,':!
!
CJA 608   ETHICS IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE                3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! #$-)%#,'! .-! *-b%*&1! *-,$! ,/(! +&*-#*+2('! $3! a%',*#(! .-)!
(,/*#'! .'! ,/(1! &(2.,(! ,$! ,/(! .)8*-*',&.,*$-! $3! #&*8*-.2! a%',*#(! *-!
#$-,(8+$&.&1! "8(&*#.-! '$#*(,1:! =,%)(-,'! .&(! *88(&'()! *-! .!
#$8+(-)*%8! $3! (,/*#.2! ,/($&1! .-)! &(2.,(! ,/($&1! ,$! .-! *-U)(+,/!
.-.21'*'! $3! ,/(! )*0(&'(! (,/*#.2! *''%('! (-#$%-,(&()! *-! ,/(! #&*8*-.2!
a%',*#(! +&$3(''*$-:! A'*-4! .! #.'(! ',%)1! .++&$.#/7! ',%)(-,'! (L.8*-(!
)*0(&'(!(,/*#.2! ,/($&*('!.-)!.++21! ,/(8! ,$! '%#/! ,$+*#'!.'!)*'#&(,*$-7!
*-0(',*4.,*$-'7! +&$'(#%,*$-'7! *-#.&#(&.,*$-7! %'(! $3! )(.)21! 3$&#(7!
8*'#$-)%#,! .#&$''! ,/(! #&*8*-.2! a%',*#(! '+(#,&%87! #*0*2! )*'$9()*(-#(7!
%-)(&#$0(&!$+(&.,*$-'!.-)!+&*0.#1:!
!
CJA 636   SEMINAR IN CIVIL RIGHTS AND CIVIL LIBERTIES            3 credits 
"-.21f('! ,/(! 2(4.27! +/*2$'$+/*#.2! .-)! '$#*.2! *-,(&(','! '%&&$%-)*-4!
*''%('!$3! 3&(()$87! 2*9(&,1!.-)!,/(! 3%-).8(-,.2!&*4/,'!4&.-,()!91!,/(!
;$-',*,%,*$-! $3! ,/(! A-*,()! =,.,(':! <&(()$8! $3! '+((#/7! .''(89217!
&(2*4*$-!.-)!(b%.2!,&(.,8(-,!9(3$&(!,/(!2.6!.&(!(L+2$&():!
!
CJA 656   CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN THE  
ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE                  3 credits 
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! ,/(! ,/($&17! &('(.&#/! .-)! +&.#,*#(! $3! #$-32*#,!
&('$2%,*$-! .#&$''! ,/(! )*33(&(-,! #$8+$-(-,'! $3! ,/(! #&*8*-.2! a%',*#(!
'1',(8:!>.&*(,*('!$3!,/($&17!'%#/!.'!N-)*0*)%.2!;/.&.#,(&*',*#'!O/($&17!
=$#*.2!P&$#(''!O/($&17!=$#*.2!=,&%#,%&(!O/($&17!<$&8.2!O/($&*('!.-)!
M%8.-! J(()'! O/($&1! .&(! &(0*(6():! P&.#,*#('! '%#/! .'! #$(&#*$-7!
-(4$,*.,*-4! .-)! 9.&4.*-*-47! .)a%)*#.,*$-7! 8()*.,*$-! .-)! .&9*,&.,*$-!
.&(!(L.8*-()!*-!2*4/,!$3!(L*',*-4!&('(.&#/!*-!,/(!3*(2):!
!
CJA 657   CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION   
 AND THE COMMUNITY                   3 credits 
BL.8*-('! ,/(! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! 9(,6((-! #&*8*-.2! a%',*#(! .4(-#*('! .-)! ,/(!
#$88%-*,*('! ,/(1! '(&0(:! "-.21f('! 0.&*$%'! )(3*-*,*$-'! .-)! ,/(! -.,%&(! $3!
#$88%-*,1! .'! .! #$-#(+,! .-)! &(2.,('! ,/(! &$2('! T&(.2! .-)! +(&#(*0()V! $3!
)*0(&'(!.4(-#*('!,$!(.#/!#$88%-*,1:!F(0*(6'!/$6!*''%('!$3!+%92*#!+$2*#17!
'(&0*#(! +&$0*'*$-! .-)! 0*#,*8*f.,*$-! .&(! &(2.,()! ,$! /$6! +($+2(! )(3*-(!
,/(8'(20('!.-)!.&(!)(3*-()!91!$,/(&'!$-!,/(!9.'*'!$3!#$88%-*,1:!
!
CJA 659   GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE             3 credits 
BL.8*-('! ,/(! 2.6! (-3$&#(8(-,7! a%)*#*.2! .-)! +/(-$2$4*#.2! 8$)(2'! $3!
)*33(&(-,!#$%-,&*('!,/&$%4/$%,!,/(!6$&2)!3$&!.-.21'*'!$3!,/(!#$-',&%#,*$-!
.-)! (L(#%,*$-! $3! #&*8*-.2! a%',*#(! 3&$8! .! 42$9.2! +(&'+(#,*0(:! O/(! #$%&'(!






)1-.8*#'! $3! #&*8*-.2! a%',*#(! +$2*#*('! .'! ,/(1! *8+.#,! %+$-! ,/(!
*-,(&-.,*$-.2!#/.&.#,(&!$3!#$-,(8+$&.&1!#&*8*-.2!a%',*#(:!
!
CJA 661   YOUTH AND DELINQUENCY                   3 credits 
BL.8*-('! ,/(! /*',$&*#.2! ,&(.,8(-,'! $3! ,/(! 2(4.2! .-)! '$#*.2!
#$-',&%#,*$-'! $3! #/*2)&(-! .-)! 1$%,/:! ;$-'*)(&'! ,/(! ,/($&*('7! '$#*.2!
#$-,(L,7!*-',*,%,*$-.2!&('+$-'('!.-)!+%92*#!+$2*#*('!&(2.,()!,$!a%0(-*2(!
)(2*-b%(-#1:! B8(&4*-4! ,&(-)'! *-! )(2*-b%(-#1! .&(! #$8+.&()! .#&$''!
#$-,*-(-,'!.-)!)*0(&'(!#&*8*-.2!a%',*#(!'1',(8':!
!
CJA 665   GRADUATE PROJECT IN    
 CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION                  3 credits 
;%28*-.,*-4! 4&.)%.,(!+&$a(#,'! &(+&('(-,! .! ,$+*#! $3! +&$3(''*$-.2! *-,(&(',!
'(2(#,()!91!,/(!',%)(-,!.-)!.++&$0()!91!,/(!.)0*'$&!3$&!*,'!&(2(0.-#(!.-)!




CMS 200   COMPUTER APPLICATIONS                   3 credits 
"-!*-,&$)%#,*$-!,$!#$8+%,(&'!.-)!,$!/$6!,/(1!#.-!9(!%'()!.'!.!,$$2!*-!
9%'*-(''!.-)!'$#*(,1:!O/(!#$%&'(!+&(+.&('!,/(!',%)(-,!,$!%-)(&',.-)!
,/(! 8.-1! 3.#(,'! .''$#*.,()! 6*,/! ,/(! .++2*#.,*$-! $3! #$8+%,(&'! .-)!




CMS 300   DATABASE SYSTEMS AND MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
=,%)1!$3!).,.9.'(!#$-#(+,'7!'1',(8'!.-)!8.-.4(8(-,!,(#/-*b%('!3$&!
8*#&$#$8+%,(&! '1',(8':! BL.8*-.,*$-! $3! b%(&1! 2.-4%.4('7! ).,.!
)(3*-*,*$-! .-)! 8.-*+%2.,*$-! ,(#/-*b%('7! *-#2%)*-4! &(2.,*$-.27!
/*(&.&#/*#.2! .-)! -(,6$&R! .++&$.#/('! ,$! ).,.9.'(! 8.-.4(8(-,!
'1',(8':! "! '%&0(1! $3! .0.*2.92(! '$3,6.&(! .-)! +%92*#! .-)! #$88(&#*.2!
).,.9.'(! '(&0*#('! .-)! +&.#,*#(! *-! ,/(! .++2*#.,*$-! $3! 8*#&$#$8+%,(&!
+.#R.4('!*'!*-#2%)():!H.9!3((W!e[Y:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;?=!ZYY:!!
!
CMS 315   MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS                  3 credits 
"-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! #$-#(+,! $3! *-3$&8.,*$-! '1',(8'! .-)! ,/(*&!






CMS 320   DESKTOP PUBLISHING                   3 credits 
"-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$!8(,/$)'7! ,(#/-*b%('7! #$-0(-,*$-'! .-)! 2*8*,.,*$-'! $3!
)('R,$+!+%92*'/*-4:!M.-)'U$-!*-',&%#,*$-!6*22!8.R(!%'(!$3!.!+&$3(''*$-.2!
)('R,$+! +%92*'/*-4! +&$4&.8:! P&$a(#,'! 6*22! *-#2%)(! #$8+$'*,*$-! .-)!
+&$)%#,*$-!$3!9&$#/%&('7!321(&'7!-(6'2(,,(&'!.-)!'/$&,!8.4.f*-(':!;$%&'(!
*-#2%)('! 2.1$%,7! #$8+$'*,*$-7! 3&((/.-)! .&,7! #2*+! .&,7! '#.--*-4! .-)! +/$,$!
&(,$%#/*-4:!H.9!3((W!e[Y:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;?=!ZYY:!!
!
CMS 340   WEB SITE DESIGN                    3 credits 
O/*'! %-)(&4&.)%.,(! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! ,$! (L+$'(! ',%)(-,'! ,$! ,/(!
,(#/-*b%('! .-)! +&*-#*+2('! $3! 4$$)!d(9! '*,(! )('*4-:! O/*'! #$%&'(!6*22!
3$#%'!$-!#&(.,*-4!.-)!*-#$&+$&.,*-4!.!'(&*('!$3!2*-R()!d(9!+.4('!*-,$!
.!#$/('*0(!d(9!'*,(!'%*,.92(!3$&!+%92*'/*-4!$-!,/(!N-,(&-(,:!"!+$+%2.&!







CMS 350   SPREADSHEET DESIGN AND APPLICATION                  3 credits 
;$-#(+,'!.-)!+&*-#*+2('!$3!'+&(.)'/((,!+&$4&.8'!.-)!,/(*&!%'(!*-!,/(!
8.-*+%2.,*$-! .-)!8.-.4(8(-,! $3! -%8(&*#.2! ).,.! .&(! (L+2$&():! O/(!
#$%&'(! *'!)*&(#,()! ,$6.&)! ',%)(-,'! *-! .22!)*'#*+2*-(':!?*#&$'$3,!BL#(2!
6*22! 9(! %'():! "#,*0*,*('! *-! ,/(! #$%&'(! *-#2%)(! #$-',&%#,*-4! .)0.-#()!
3*-.-#*.2! '+&(.)'/((,! 8$)(2'7! +&*-,*-4! 4&.+/'! 3&$8! '+&(.)'/((,'7!
'(.&#/*-4! .-)! '$&,*-4! '+&(.)'/((,! ).,.9.'('! .-)! .%,$8.,*-4!
'+&(.)'/((,! $+,*$-'!6*,/!8.#&$! +&$4&.8':!?.1! 3%23*22! CIF![YY! .-)!
C=H!ZYY!&(b%*&(8(-,':!H.9!3((W!e[Y:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;?=!ZYY:!!
COM 101   INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION  
 AND MEDIA                    3 credits 
"-! $0(&0*(6! $3! #$88%-*#.,*$-! 8()*.7! (-#$8+.''*-4! ',&%#,%&('7!
+&$#(''('7! 3%-#,*$-'! .-)! (33(#,':! "&(.'! $3! ',%)1! *-#2%)(W! ,(2(0*'*$-7!
3*287! '$%-)! &(#$&)*-47! &.)*$7! 4&.+/*#'7! )&.8.7! .-*8.,*$-7!
+/$,$4&.+/17!a$%&-.2*'87!+%92*#!&(2.,*$-'7!.)0(&,*'*-47!N-,(&-(,!8()*.7!
+$2*,*#.2!#$88%-*#.,*$-!.-)!/%8.-!(L+&(''*$-:!
COM 103   ACTING I                     3 credits 




COM 104 INDEPENDENT MOVIES                   3 credits 
"-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! .&,! .-)! *-)%',&1! $3! *-)(+(-)(-,! 3*288.R*-4:!
=,%)(-,'!2(.&-!0*'%.2!2.-4%.4(7!',$&1!',&%#,%&(!.-)!)*&(#,$&*.2!',12(!9$,/!
*-! ,/(! #2.''&$$8! .-)! .,! '#&((-*-4'! $3! *-)(+(-)(-,! 3*28'! .,! ,/(! P.28!
@(.#/! N-,(&-.,*$-.2! <*28! <(',*0.2:! !N-3$&8.2! '(8*-.&'! 6*,/! 3*288.R(&'!
$33(&!',%)(-,'!.!)((+(&!%-)(&',.-)*-4!$3!,/(!3%22!&.-4(!$3!3*288.R*-4:!!
 
COM 105   INTRODUCTION TO MASS MEDIA                   3 credits 
"-! *-,&$)%#,$&1! #$%&'(! ,/.,! )(.2'! 6*,/! ,/(! -.,%&(! .-)! 3%-#,*$-! $3!





COM 108  MEDIA LITERACY                    3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! /$6! *-)*0*)%.2'! #.-! 3%-#,*$-! .'! 9(,,(&! *-3$&8()! 8()*.!
#$-'%8(&'! .-)! 8$&(! .##%&.,(21! *-,(&+&(,! 8()*.! #$-,(-,7! *-#2%)*-4!
.)0(&,*'*-47!+&$4&.88*-47!,(L,!.-)!*8.4('!$3!-(6'+.+(&'7!8.4.f*-('7!
&.)*$7! ,(2(0*'*$-! .-)! 3*28:! BL.8*-('! ',&.,(4*('! .-)! ,.#,*#'! (8+2$1()!
91!#$88(&#*.2!8()*.!,$!*-32%(-#(!#$-'%8(&':*
;OM 110   INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM                   3 credits 
"! '%&0(1! $3! +.',7! +&('(-,! .-)! 3%,%&(! a$%&-.2*',*#! +&.#,*#('7! 6*,/! .-!
(8+/.'*'! $-! +&$3(''*$-.2! ',.-).&)'7! (,/*#'! .-)! ,/(! 4&$6*-4! &$2(! $3!
,/(!N-,(&-(,:!
!
COM 111   PRESENTATIONAL COMMUNICATION                  3 credits 
"!+&.#,*#.2!',%)1!*-!(33(#,*0(!#$88%-*#.,*$-:!O/(!#$%&'(!(8+/.'*f('!
$&.2!+&('(-,.,*$-'7!('+(#*.221! *-! ,/(!#$-,(L,!$3! 2.&4(!4&$%+'7!9%,!.2'$!
.#&$''!.!0.&*(,1!$3!)(2*0(&1!+2.,3$&8':!!
!
COM 113   THEATER APPRECIATION                   3 credits 





COM 115  INTRODUCTION TO ADVERTISING AND   
PUBLIC RELATIONS                                   3 credits 
!"-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! .)0(&,*'*-4! .-)! +%92*#! &(2.,*$-'! *-)%',&*('!
*-#2%)*-4! 9.'*#! #$-#(+,'! .-)! ,(&8*-$2$41! &(2.,()! ,$! ,/(! 3*(2):! O/(!
#$%&'(!3$#%'('!$-!,/(!(8(&4(-#(!$3!,/(!*-)%',&1!.-)!0.&*$%'!',.4('!$3!
#/.-4(! *-! ,/(! *-)%',&1! .'! 6(22! .'! ,/(! #&(.,*$-! $3! 8(''.4('7! 8()*.!
+2.--*-4!.-)!',&.,(41: 
 
COM 130   UNDERSTANDING FILM                   3 credits 
=,%)1!$3!#*-(8.!.'!.-!.&,!3$&87!.!#&.3,!.-)!.!8.a$&!#$88(&#*.2!*-)%',&1:!
=,%)(-,'! 2(.&-! .9$%,! ,/(! 2.-4%.4(! .-)! 4&.88.&! $3! #*-(8.7! -.&&.,*0(!
',&%#,%&(7!',12*',*#!,(#/-*b%('!.-)!,/(!9.'*#'!$3!3*28!#&*,*#*'8:!
 
COM 140   AUDIO PRODUCTION                    3 credits 
N-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! '$%-)! T0$*#(7! 8%'*#7! '$%-)! (33(#,'V! *-! &.)*$7! ,(2(0*'*$-!
.-)! 8$,*$-! +*#,%&(':! "-! $0(&0*(6! $3! ,(#/-$2$41! .-)! *,'! %'(! *-! .%)*$!
&(#$&)*-4!.-)!()*,*-47!%'*-4!.-.2$4!.-)!)*4*,.2!(b%*+8(-,:!H.9!3((W!e\Y:!
 











COM 150   FILM PRODUCTION                     3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(! *'!.-! *-,&$)%#,*$-!,$!,/(!9.'*#!+&*-#*+2('!.-)!,(#/-*b%('!
$3! 3*#,*$-.2! -.&&.,*0(! 8$,*$-! +*#,%&(! +&$)%#,*$-:! =,%)(-,'! +&$)%#(!
'/$&,! 3*28!+&$a(#,'7! (8+/.'*f*-4!)&.8.,*#!)(0(2$+8(-,! .-)! #&(.,*0(!
0*'%.2! ',$&1,(22*-4! ,/&$%4/! *8.4(! #$8+$'*,*$-7! #.8(&.! 8$0(8(-,7!
()*,*-4!.-)!'$%-):!H.9!3((W!e\Y:!!
 
COM 203   ACTING II                     3 credits 
O/*'!*-,(&8()*.,(!#$%&'(!4*0('!,/(!',%)(-,!.#,$&!3%&,/(&!(L+(&*(-#(!*-!
.++21*-4! ,/(! ,(#/-*b%('! $3! .#,*-4! ,/&$%4/! *-U)(+,/! '#(-(! ',%)1! .-)!
.-.21'*'!$3! #$8()*#! .-)!)&.8.,*#!+2.1'!.-)! '#&((-+2.1':! N-! .))*,*$-!
,$! '#(-(! 6$&R7! ,/(! #$%&'(! (8+/.'*f('! ',%)(-,'! .#b%*&*-4! 4&(.,(&!
'R*22'!*-!0$#.2!.-)!+/1'*#.2!(L+&(''*$-:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!XY[:!
 
COM 206 INTERNET MEDIA                    3 credits  
O/*'! #$%&'(! .-.21f('! R(1! *''%('7! )*33(&(-#('! .-)! '*8*2.&*,*('! .8$-4!
-.,*$-.2!8()*.! 2.-)'#.+('7!8()*.! .%)*(-#('! .-)! ,/(! *8+.#,! $3! -(6!
8()*.! ,(#/-$2$4*(':! ;$-,(-,! .-.21'*'! +&$0*)('! *-'*4/,! *-,$! ,/(!
(0$2%,*$-!$3!8()*.!'1',(8': 
COM 210   NEWS REPORTING                    3 credits 
"-!*-,(&8()*.,(!2(0(2!#$%&'(!,$!'/.&+(-!,/(!'R*22'!.-)!,(#/-*b%('!3$&!
-(6'!6&*,*-4! .-)! &(+$&,*-4! 3$&! +&*-,! $&! (2(#,&$-*#!8()*.:! BL(&#*'('!
*-#2%)(! *-3$&8.,*$-! 4.,/(&*-4! .-)! ',$&1! +&('(-,.,*$-! 3$&! &.)*$! .-)!
,(2(0*'*$-:! =,%)(-,'! .2'$! ',%)1! ,/(! 9.2.-#(! 9(,6((-! ,/(! &*4/,'! $3! .-!
*-)*0*)%.2! .-)! ,/(! (,/*#.2! .-)! 8$&.2! &('+$-'*9*2*,*('! *-! a$%&-.2*'8:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!XXY:!
 
COM 212    PUBLIC RELATIONS PLANNING AND STRATEGY            3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! +&$0*)('! .! ,/($&(,*#.2! .-)! +&.#,*#.2! 3$%-).,*$-! 3$&! ,/(!
',%)1!.-)!.++2*#.,*$-!$3!+%92*#!&(2.,*$-'!.'!.!8.-.4(8(-,!3%-#,*$-!*-!
,/(!$0(&.22!$&4.-*f.,*$-.2!',&.,(41!.-)!*-!*)(-,*3*#.,*$-:!"-.21f('!!,/(!
*8+2*#.,*$-'! $3! +%92*#! &(2.,*$-'! $-! 8.-.4(8(-,! )(#*'*$-'! .-)! ,/(!
#$-',*,%(-#*('!,/(1!.33(#,: 
COM 213   STAGECRAFT                    3 credits 
=(,! #$-',&%#,*$-7! +.*-,*-4! .-)! ,(#/-*b%('! $3! 8$%-,*-4! .-)! '/*3,*-4!
',.4(! '#(-(&1:! Q-$62()4(! $3! ',.4(! .-)! ,/(.,(&! ,(&8*-$2$41! *'!
',&(''():!H.9!3((W!e\Y:!
!
COM 221   ORAL INTERPRETATION                   3 credits 
J.&&.,*0(7! )&.8.,*#! .-)! 21&*#! 8$)('! $3! *-,(&+&(,*-4! .-)! )(2*0(&*-4!
+%92*'/()!8.,(&*.2! '%#/!.'!+$(,&17! ',$&1!(L#(&+,'!.-)!$,/(&!#&(.,*0(!
.-)! (L+$'*,$&1! 4(-&('7! 6*,/! (8+/.'*'! $-! $&.2! +&('(-,.,*$-!
,(#/-*b%(':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!XXX:!
 
COM 224   MULTIMEDIA JOURNALISM                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! )(8$-',&.,('! /$6! .! '*-42(! ',$&1! #.-! 3%23*22! *,'! +$,(-,*.2!
,/&$%4/! .! 0.&*(,1! $3! 8()*.! +2.,3$&8'7! 6/.,! 8.R('! .! -(6'! ',$&1!
(33(#,*0(!.-)!/$6!,$!&(#$4-*f(!,/(!9(',!8()*%8!3$&!)(2*0(&1!T,/(!d(97!
,(2(0*'*$-7! &.)*$7! -(6'+.+(&7! 8.4.f*-(n$&! 8$&(! 2*R(217! .!
#$89*-.,*$-!$3! .22! 3*0(V:! ! <$#%'('! $-!/$6! ,$! ,.*2$&! .! ',$&1! *-! .! 3$&8!
.++&$+&*.,(!3$&!,/(!d(97!+&*-,7!PC"!'#&((-!.-)!9&$.)#.',: 
COM 225  STORYBOARDING                     3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *-,&$)%#('! ,/(! 9.'*#! ,/($&1! .-)! ,$$2'! ,/.,! 2.1! ,/(!
3$%-).,*$-! 3$&! ,/(! #&(.,*0(! +&$#(''! *-! 6/*#/! .9',&.#,! #$-#(+,'! .-)!
*)(.'!.&(!,&.-'3$&8()!3&$8!6&*,,(-!2.-4%.4(!,$!0*'%.2!*8.4(&1:!
 
COM 227 DIGITAL CINEMATOGRAPHY                   3 credits 
"! #$%&'(! )('*4-()! ,$! .#b%.*-,! ',%)(-,'! 6*,/! ,/(! 9.'*#! (2(8(-,'! $3!
+&(U0*'%.2*f.,*$-! .-)! )*4*,.2! #*-(8.,$4&.+/*#! ,(#/-*b%('! ,/.,! .&(!
.++2*()!*-!.!0.&*(,1!$3!+&$)%#,*$-!+2.,3$&8':!H.9!3((W!e\Y:! 
 
COM 231 POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS AND THE NEW MEDIA               3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *-,&$)%#('! ',%)(-,'! ,$! ,/(! &.-4(! $3! #$88%-*#.,*$-!
+&.#,*#('! *-! #$-,(8+$&.&1! +$2*,*#.2! #.8+.*4-':! ! N-,(4&.,('! +$2*,*#.2!
#$88%-*#.,*$-! ,/($&1! 6*,/! +&.#,*#.2! .++2*#.,*$-'! %'*-4! (8(&4(-,!










COM 235   FILM HISTORY (1895-1950)                   3 credits 
"-!*-,&$)%#,*$-!,$!,/(!/*',$&*#.2!(0$2%,*$-!$3!8$,*$-!+*#,%&('!3&$8!.!
-$0(2,1! (-,(&,.*-8(-,! ,$! .-! .&,! .-)! *-)%',&1:! O$+*#'! *-#2%)(! ,/(!
8$)(',!9(4*--*-4!*-!J(6!S$&R7!,/(!8$0(!,$!M$2216$$)7!,/(!&*'(!$3!,/(!
',.&!'1',(87!,/(!(8(&4(-#(!$3!,/(!',%)*$'7! *-,&$)%#,*$-!$3!'$%-)!.-)!
,/(! 9(4*--*-4! $3! ,/(! )(8*'(! $3! ,/(! ',%)*$! '1',(8! *-! X`\h:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!X[Y:!
!
COM 241 GROUP COMMUNICATION                   3 credits!
"! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! ,/($&1! .-)! +&.#,*#(! $3! 4&$%+E,(.8! #$88%-*#.,*$-7!




COM 243   RADIO-TELEVISION PERFORMANCE                  3 credits 
M*',$&1!.-)!(0$2%,*$-!$3! ,/(!8$)(&-!8()*.!.-)! ,/(!#$88%-*#.,$&c'!
&$2(! *-!8()*.!)(0(2$+8(-,:! =,%)1!$3! 0$*#(!8.*-,(-.-#(:!?(,/$)'! $3!
$&4.-*f*-4!.-)!)(2*0(&*-4!9&$.)#.',!8(''.4('7!*-#2%)*-4!%'*-4!8$$)7!
+.#(7! 3$&#(! $3! +&('(-,.,*$-7! *-32(#,*$-7! 8(2$)17! *-,(&0*(6! .-)!
O(2(P&$8+O(&!,(#/-*b%('!.-)!.++&$+&*.,(!6.&)&$9(!.-)!8.R(%+:!
!








COM 263 SCRIPT ANALYSIS                    3 credits!
O/(! ',%)1! $3! '#&*+,'! 3&$8! ,/(! +(&'+(#,*0(! $3! .! #&*,*#.2! .-.21'*'! $3! .!
)&.8.,*#! 6$&R:! P(&'+(#,*0(! .-)! 8(,/$)$2$41! 3.#*2*,.,('! ,/(!!
*)(-,*3*#.,*$-! $3! )&.8.,*#! (2(8(-,'7! '%#/! .'! 4(-&(7! ',12(7! (0(-,7!
#/.&.#,(&7!.&#/*,(#,%&(7!.#,*$-7!$9',.#2(!.-)!0*'%.2!*8.4(&1:!!!!
!
COM 280   CONTENT DESIGN                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *-,&$)%#('! ,/(! ',%)(-,! ,$! ,/(! 8(,/$)$2$41! $3!
#$-#(+,%.2*f*-4! .++&$+&*.,(! )('*4-! 3$&! 9$$R'7! 8.4.f*-('7!
-(6'+.+(&'7! d(9! '*,('7! #$&+$&.,(! .--%.2! &(+$&,'! .-)! $,/(&!
#$88(&#*.2!8()*.:!
!
COM 290  BRANDING                     3 credits 




COM 299   TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION                   3 credits 
=+(#*.2*f()! #$%&'('! $-! #*-(8.7! 0.&*$%'! ,&(-)'! *-! &.)*$7! O>! .-)! -(6!
8()*.! $&! .-1! $,/(&! ,$+*#! -$,! #$0(&()! *-! ,/(! (L*',*-4! #$%&'('! 9%,!
&(2(0.-,!,$!,/(!',%)1!$3!#$88%-*#.,*$-!.-)!8.''!8()*.:!
 
COM 300   AUDIO PRACTICUM                    3 credits 
"-!*-)(+(-)(-,!',%)1!$3!'$%-)!&(#$&)*-4!.-)!*,'!.++2*#.,*$-!*-!&.)*$7!
,(2(0*'*$-7! 3*28! $&! ,/(! N-,(&-(,:! "%)*$! +&$a(#,'! 0.&1! *-! -.,%&(! .-)!
'#$+(:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!X\Y:!
!
COM 301   INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L.8*-('! ,/(!-.,%&(!$3! ,/(!#$88%-*#.,*$-!+&$#(''!.'! *,!
$##%&'!*-!,/(!i$-(U$-U$-(j!T)1.)*#V!#$-,(L,:!B8+/.'*f('!,/(!*8+.#,!$3!
'$#*.2*f.,*$-! $-! ,/(! .#b%*'*,*$-! $3! 2.-4%.4(7! 9(2*(3'! .-)! 0.2%('7! '(23U
#$-#(+,!3$&8.,*$-7!&(2.,*$-'/*+!',.4('7!#$-32*#,7!(,#:!!
 
COM 303   ACTING III                     3 credits 
O/*'! .)0.-#()! #$%&'(! 4*0('! ,/(! .#,*-4! ',%)(-,! (L+(&*(-#(! *-! '#(-(!








3%&,/(&'! ,/(! .#,*-4! ',%)(-,c'! ,&.*-*-4! *-! 8$&(! .)0.-#()! 0$#.2! .-)!
+/1'*#.2!,(#/-*b%('!.-)!(L+&(''*$-:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!ZY[:!
 
COM 304 INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM                   3 credits 
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! ,/(! &$2(! .-)! +&.#,*#(! $3! *-0(',*4.,*0(! &(+$&,(&'7!
+&$)%#(&'!.-)!()*,$&'7!*-#2%)*-4!.!&(0*(6!$3!,/(!/*',$&1!$3!a$%&-.2*',*#!
*-0(',*4.,*$-'! ,/.,! /.0(! 9&$%4/,! '$#*(,.2! .-)! 2(4*'2.,*0(! #/.-4('! *-!
"8(&*#.:! !;$-'*)(&'!(,/*#.2!.-)! 2(4.2!&('+$-'*9*2*,*('! *-! *-0(',*4.,*0(!
a$%&-.2*'87! .2$-4!6*,/! ,/(! %'(! $3! /*))(-! #.8(&.'7! .%)*$! *-,(&#(+,'7!
2*9(2! .-)! )(3.8.,*$-7! 8*'&(+&('(-,.,*$-7! i.89%'/j! *-,(&0*(6'! .-)!
(-,&.+8(-,:!!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!XXY:! 
COM 305   MEDIA AND SOCIETY                    3 credits 
N-0(',*4.,*$-! $3! '$#*.27! +'1#/$2$4*#.27! +$2*,*#.2! .-)! (#$-$8*#!
*8+2*#.,*$-'! $3! ,/(! 8.''! 8()*.! 3$&! .! '$#*(,1! .-)! *,'! '%9#%2,%&(':!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!XYX!$&!;D?!XY]:!
 
COM 306   ADVANCED TELEVISION PRODUCTION                   3 credits 
"-!.)0.-#()!O>!+&$)%#,*$-!#$%&'(!,/.,!3$#%'('!$-!,/(!+&*-#*+2('!.-)!
,(#/-*b%('! $3! +&$)%#*-4! ',%)*$! .-)! $-U2$#.,*$-! +&$4&.8':! =,%)(-,'!




COM 307   ADVANCED FILM PRODUCTION                   3 credits 
"-! .)0.-#()! 3*28! +&$)%#,*$-! #$%&'(! 3$#%'()! $-! ,/(! #&(.,*0(! .-)!
,(#/-*#.2! #$8+$-(-,'! $3! '#&((-6&*,*-47! )*&(#,*-4E'/$,! '(2(#,*$-7!
#*-(8.,$4&.+/17!#.',*-4!.-)!()*,*-4!3$&!.!3*0(U,$U,(-U8*-%,(!-.&&.,*0(!
#$-,*-%*,1!3*28:!H.9!3((W!e\Y:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!X]Y!.-)!;D?!Z]]:!!!!
COM 310   ONLINE AND PRINT JOURNALISM I                  3 credits 
d$&R'/$+! 3$&!+2.--*-47! +&$)%#,*$-! .-)!)*',&*9%,*$-!$3! $-2*-(! .-)!+&*-,!
-(6'! 8()*.:! =,%)(-,'! +&$)%#(! .-)! +%92*'/! H1--! A-*0(&'*,1c'! ',%)(-,!
-(6'+.+(&7!,/(!!"#$%&'!
!
COM 315   NARRATIVE WRITING FOR FILM AND TV                  3 credits 
"&,!.-)!#&.3,!$3!'#&((-6&*,*-4!3$&!,/(!#$-0(-,*$-.2!-.&&.,*0(!3*28!.-)!
3$&! O>:! =,%)(-,'! )(0(2$+! .! ,&(.,8(-,! .-)! 8.',(&! '#(-('! $3! .! 3%22U
2(-4,/!+&$a(#,!*-!.-!.++&$+&*.,(!3$&8.,:!
!
COM 320  INTERNATIONAL MEDIA                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$8+.&.,*0(!.-.21'*'!$3!8()*.!.&$%-)!,/(!6$&2)!*-#2%)('!.-!*-U
)(+,/! ',%)1! $3! )*33(&(-,! 3$&8'! $3! #$-,&$27! .##(''7! $6-(&'/*+7!
)*',&*9%,*$-! .-)! %'('! $3! 8.''! 8()*.! .-)! ,/(! &$2(! $3! *-,(&-.,*$-.2!
8()*.! *-! #$88%-*#.,*$-! .8$-4! .-)! 9(,6((-! -.,*$-'! .-)! +($+2(:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!XYX!$&!;D?!XY]:!
!
COM 321   GENDER COMMUNICATION                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! .! 0.&*(,1! $3! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! 9(,6((-!
#$88%-*#.,*$-! .-)! 4(-)(&:! N,! (8+/.'*f('! /$6! #$88%-*#.,*$-!
#&(.,('! .-)! 8.*-,.*-'! 4(-)(&! .-)! +$6(&! &$2('! .-)! /$6!
#$88%-*#.,*$-! 9(/.0*$&'! &(32(#,7! 8.*-,.*-! .-)! *-32%(-#(! '$#*.2! .-)!
+$2*,*#.2!#$-#(+,*$-'!$3!4(-)(&:!
!
COM 323  HISTORY OF THE THEATER                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! '%&0(1'! ,/(! 8.a$&! +(&*$)'! $3! ,/(.,(&! /*',$&1! 3&$8! ,/(!
$&*4*-'!$3!)&.8.,*#!(L+&(''*$-!,$!#$-,(8+$&.&1!)&.8.:! !O/(!+2.1'!$3!
,/(!#$%&'(!6*22!9(!(L.8*-()!6*,/*-!,/(*&!/*',$&*#.27!'$#*.2!.-)!#%2,%&.2!
#$-,(L,':! !O/(! #$%&'(!6*22! 3$#%'! $-! R(1! 3*4%&('n+2.16&*4/,'7! .#,$&'7!




COM 325   WRITING FOR RADIO-TV-FILM                   3 credits 
P&*-#*+2('! .-)! +&.#,*#('! $3! 6&*,*-4! 3$&! &.)*$7! ,(2(0*'*$-! .-)! 3*28:!
BL(&#*'('! *-#2%)(! -(6'! 6&*,*-47! 3(.,%&(! ',$&*('7! #$88(-,.&*('! .-)!
)(0(2$+*-4!*-,&$'7!2*-R'!.-)!#2$'*-4'!3$&!&.)*$7!O>!.-)!,/(!N-,(&-(,:!
!
COM 330   ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION                  3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! #$88%-*#.,*$-! 6*,/*-! .-! $&4.-*f.,*$-! .'! 6(22! .'!
#$88%-*#.,*-4! 6*,/! #2*(-,'7! #$8+(,*,$&'! .-)! &(4%2.,$&1! .4(-#*(':!
"))&(''()! .&(! +&*-#*+2('! $3! #$88%-*#.,*$-! *-! 4&$%+'7! (33(#,*0(!
2(.)(&'/*+! .-)! (8+$6(&8(-,! .'! ,/(1! .++21! ,$! 8.''! 8()*.!
$&4.-*f.,*$-':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!XYX!$&!;D?!XY]:!
!
COM 333   PERFORMANCE TECHNIQUES FOR BUSINESS                3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!+&(+.&('!',%)(-,'!3$&!9%'*-(''!+&('(-,.,*$-'!.-)!*-,(&0*(6'7!
+&$0*)*-4! .! %-*b%(! 9&$.)(-*-4! $3! 9%'*-(''! #$88%-*#.,*$-! ,/&$%4/! ,/(!




COM 335   FILM HISTORY (1950–present)                   3 credits 
=,%)1! $3! ,/(!8$,*$-! +*#,%&(! *-)%',&1! .3,(&! ,/(! )(#2*-(! $3! ,/(! ',%)*$!
'1',(87! ,/(! &*'(! $3! *-)(+(-)(-,! 3*28! +&$)%#,*$-! .-)! ,/(! *-,(&.#,*$-!
6*,/!,(2(0*'*$-:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!X[Y:!
 
COM 336 HISTORY OF RADIO, TELEVISION, INTERNET MEDIA      3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! ,/(! /*',$&1! $3! F.)*$7! O(2(0*'*$-! .-)! N-,(&-(,!
8()*.! ,/&$%4/! ,/(*&! )(0(2$+8(-,7! (0$2%,*$-7! $+(&.,*$-7! (#$-$8*#'7!
+&$4&.88*-4!.-)!*-,(&-.2!.-)!(L,(&-.2!#$-,&$2: 
!
COM 340   ADVERTISING WRITING AND DESIGN                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! &(0*(6'! ,/(! +&*-#*+2('! .-)! 4%*)(2*-('! (',.92*'/()! 3$&!
6&*,*-4! .-)! )('*4-! $3! #$-,(8+$&.&1! 8()*.! .)0(&,*'(8(-,':! "!
+&.#,*#.2!.++&$.#/!*'!,.R(-!*-!$&)(&!,$!',%)1!.-)!(L(#%,(!,/(!#&(.,*$-!
$3! .)'! .'! 6(22! .'! ,/(! +2.--*-4! .-)! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! #.8+.*4-':!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!;D?!XYX!$&!;D?!XY]:!
 
COM 341   PERSUASION AND PROPAGANDA                  3 credits 
"-!.-.21'*'!$3!,/(!3$&#('!,/.,!'/.+(!+%92*#!$+*-*$-!.-)!'+&(.)!*)(.'7!
*-#2%)*-4! .! )*'#%''*$-! $3! ,/(! +$'*,*0(! .-)! -(4.,*0(! .'+(#,'! $3!
+&$+.4.-).:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!XXX:!
 
COM 343   DIRECTING THE ACTOR                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! #$0(&'! ,/(! 9.'*#! 'R*22'! *-! ,/(! .&,! $3! ,/(.,(&! .-)! 3*28!
)*&(#,*-4! ,/&$%4/! ,/(! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! (2(8(-,'! .-)! +&$#(''('! $3!
)*&(#,*-45!'/$&,!'#(-(!+&$a(#,'!*-!',.4*-4!%'*-4!+(&'$-.2!8.,(&*.2'!.-)!
+2.1'!3&$8!.-!.-,/$2$41!$3!#$-,(8+$&.&1!+2.1'5!'/$&,!&(+$&,'!$-!,/(!
6$&R! $3! +&$8*-(-,! )*&(#,$&'5! +2.--*-4! .-)! ',.4*-4! .! 2$-4(&! '#(-(!
3&$8!.!+2.1!.-)!#&*,*b%*-4!,/(!6$&R!$3!$,/(&':!
 





COM 350   COMMUNICATION LAW AND ETHICS                  3 credits 
H(4.2!.-)!(,/*#.2!.'+(#,'!$3!8.''!#$88%-*#.,*$-!+&.#,*#('7!*-#2%)*-4!




COM 353   ACTING FOR THE CAMERA                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!$33(&'! *-',&%#,*$-!.-)!+&.#,*#(! *-! ,/(!9.'*#'!$3!.#,*-4! 3$&!
9$,/! O>! .-)! <*28! ',12(! +&$)%#,*$-':! B8+/.'*'! *'! +2.#()! $-! ,&%,/3%2!
.#,*-4! 6*,/*-! ,/(! 8()*%8! $3! ,/(! #.8(&.:! =,%)(-,'! 2(.&-! 9$,/! ,/(!
+&.#,*#.2! .-)!.&,*',*#! *''%('7!6/*#/!8%',!9(! ,.R(-! *-,$! #$-'*)(&.,*$-!
6/(-!.#,*-4!3$&!,/(!#.8(&.7!'%#/!.'!#$-,*-%*,1!+&$92(8'7!/*,,*-4!,/(*&!
8.&R7! ,$-*-4! )$6-! ,/(*&! +&$a(#,*$-! .-)! )*'+2.#*-4! '#(-*#! &(.2*,1:!
=,%)(-,'!4.*-!R-$62()4(!$3!(b%*+8(-,7!,(&8*-$2$41!.-)!+&$,$#$2:!!
!
COM 355   FILM PRACTICUM                    3 credits 
=,%)(-,'! )(0(2$+7! 6&*,(7! +&$)%#(! .-)! ()*,! .! '*-42(U#.8(&.! 3*28:!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!G%-*$&!',.-)*-47!;D?!X[Y!.-)!;D?!X]Y:!
 
COM 356  MEDIA AESTHETICS                    3 credits 
"!',%)1!$3!.(',/(,*#'!*-!8()*.7!*-#2%)*-4!0*)($7!,(2(0*'*$-7!8$,*$-!+*#,%&('!
.-)! ,/(! N-,(&-(,:! ! BL+2$&('! ,/(! 8.a$&! .(',/(,*#! (2(8(-,'! n! 2*4/,! .-)!
#$2$&7!'+.#(7!,*8(!.-)!8$,*$-!.-)!'$%-)!.-)!!n!.-)!,/(*&!%'(!!*-!8()*.:!! 
 
COM 360   COMMUNICATION THEORIES                   3 credits 








COM 363   DRAMA PRACTICUM                      1 credit 
=,%)(-,'! +.&,*#*+.,(! *-! .! ,/(.,&*#.2! +&$)%#,*$-! ,/&$%4/! .#,*-47! '(,7!
#$',%8(7!2*4/,*-4!.-)!'$%-)!)('*4-:!?.1!9(!&(+(.,()!,6*#(:!
!
COM 365   MAGAZINE PRODUCTION                   3 credits 
=,%)1!$3! ,/(!-.,%&(!.-)!,1+('!$3!8.4.f*-('7! ,/(*&!#$-',&%#,*$-7! ,/(*&!
+2.#(!*-!'$#*(,1!.-)!*-!,/(!8()*.!*-)%',&1:!
!
COM 366   ALTERNATIVE TO THE INTERNATIONAL  
EXPERIENCE                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *-#$&+$&.,('! *-,(&.#,*0(! .''*4-8(-,'! .-)! &('(.&#/!
.#,*0*,*('! 3$#%'*-4! $-! %-)(&',.-)*-4! /$6! #%2,%&(! *8+.#,'!
#$88%-*#.,*$-'!*-!,/(!*-,(&-.,*$-.2!$-2*-(!)(2*0(&1!(-0*&$-8(-,:!
!
COM 370   PROGRAMMING STRATEGIES FOR  
 RADIO, TELEVISION AND MEDIA                   3 credits 
;.,(4$&*('! .-)! '$%&#('! 3$&! '(2(#,*-4! 8.,(&*.2'! %'()! *-! &.)*$7!
,(2(0*'*$-7! #.92(! .-)! ,/(! N-,(&-(,! ,$! .,,&.#,7! 9%*2)! .-)! '%',.*-! ,/(!
.%)*(-#(:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!XYX!$&!;D?!XY]:!!
!
COM 373   VOICE AND MOVEMENT                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! +&$0*)('! ',%)(-,'! .! +&.#,*#.2! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! 0$#.2!
+&$)%#,*$-!.-)!.&,*#%2.,*$-7!.'!6(22!.'!8$0(8(-,!.-)!&(2.L.,*$-!8(,/$)'!
,/.,!+(&,.*-! ,$!+(&3$&8*-4!.'! .-!.#,$&:! =,%)(-,'! 2(.&-! ,$$2'!$3! ,/(! #&.3,7!
'%#/! .'! 3&((*-4! ,/(! 9$)1! .-)! 0$*#(7! 2*9(&.,*-4! (8$,*$-.2! .-)! #&(.,*0(!




COM 375   ADVERTISING, PUBLIC RELATIONS AND SOCIETY         3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! /*',$&17! $&4.-*f.,*$-! .-)! ,/(! &$2(! $3! .)0(&,*'*-4!
.-)!+%92*#!&(2.,*$-'!*-!"8(&*#.-!'$#*(,1:!")0(&,*'*-4!.-)!+%92*#!&(2.,*$-'!
8()*.! '%#/! .'! -(6'+.+(&'7! 8.4.f*-('7! &.)*$7! ,(2(0*'*$-7! #.92(! .-)! ,/(!
N-,(&-(,!.&(!(L+2$&():!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!XYX!$&!;D?!XY]:!
!
COM 380   DOCUMENTARY PRODUCTION                   3 credits 
"-!(L.8*-.,*$-!$3!"8(&*#.-!.-)!6$&2)!-$-3*#,*$-!3*28:!O/(!',%)1!.-)!
+&.#,*#(! $3! )$#%8(-,.&1! +&$)%#,*$-! 3&$8! '#&*+,! ,$! '#&((-:! H(#,%&('!
.-)!2.9$&.,$&1:!H.9!3((W!e\Y:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!Z]]:!
!
COM 381   COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM                 3 credits 
O/*'!%++(&U2(0(2!#$%&'(!',%)*('!,/(!'R*22'!$3!#$88%-*#.,*$-!#&*,*#*'8!
*-!'$#*.27!#%2,%&.2!.-)!+$2*,*#.2!)$8.*-'!$3!#$88%-*#.,*$-:!O/(!#$%&'(!
*-,(&+&(,'! ,/(! 8(.-*-4! $3! #$88%-*#.,*$-! (0(-,'! .-)! '$#*.2!
,&.-'.#,*$-'! .-)! .''(''('! ,/(*&! '*4-*3*#.-#(! ,/&$%4/! &/(,$&*#.2!
#&*,*#*'8:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!XXX:!
 
COM 385   ONLINE AND PRINT JOURNALISM II                   3 credits 
")0.-#()! 6$&R'/$+! 3$&! +2.--*-47! +&$)%#,*$-! .-)! )*',&*9%,*$-! $3!
$-2*-(! .-)! +&*-,! -(6'! 8()*.:! =,%)(-,'! +&$)%#(! .-)! +%92*'/! H1--!
A-*0(&'*,1c'!!"#$%&'!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?![XY:!
!
COM 390   PHOTOJOURNALISM                    3 credits 




COM 393 DRAMATIC THEORY                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! ,/(! 8.a$&! 6&*,*-4'! *-! )&.8.! ,/($&1! .-)!
#&*,*#*'8:! !"-#$8+.''#$!,/(!0.&*$%'!,1+('!$3!,/($&*('!$3!)&.8.,*#!.&,7!
.#,*-47! )*&(#,*-4! .-)! )('*4-! .-)! +2.#($! ,/$'(! #$-#(+,'! 6*,/*-! ,/(*&!
/*',$&*#.2!.-)!#%2,%&.2!#$-,(L,':!
!
COM 399   ISSUES IN COMMUNICATION                   3 credits 
"! 0.&*.92(! ,$+*#! '(8*-.&! )(.2*-4! 6*,/! &('(.&#/! .-)! *''%('! *-! 8.''!
#$88%-*#.,*$-:!
 
COM 410   FILM THEORY                    3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L.8*-('!,/(!9.'*#!#$-#(+,'!.-)!#$&(!6&*,*-4'!,/.,!/.0(!
2.*)! ,/(! 3$%-).,*$-! ,$! #$-,(8+$&.&1! )*'#$%&'(! $3! 3*28! ,/($&1! .-)!
#&*,*#*'8:! =,%)(-,'! .-.21f(! ,/($&(,*#.2! (''.1'! ,/.,! )(8$-',&.,(! ,/(!
(0$2%,*$-!$3!3*28!,/($&1!6*,/!.-!(8+/.'*'!$-!*,'!*-,(&-.,*$-.2!-.,%&(:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!X[Y:!





O/(! #$%&'(! #$-'*)(&'! .! 0.&*(,1! $3! .++&$.#/('! ,$! ',%)1*-4! '$#*.2!
#/.-4(! .-)! .++2*('! ,/('(! .++&$.#/('! ,$! 9$,/! /*',$&*#.2! .-)!
#$-,(8+$&.&1!'$#*.2!8$0(8(-,':! 
  
COM 423 THE BUSINESS OF DRAMA                   3 credits 
O/*'! *'!.! 3*-.2!+&(+.&.,$&1!#$%&'(! 3$&!',%)(-,'!(-,(&*-4!,/(!)&.8.,*#!
*-)%',&1!3$&!3*287!,(2(0*'*$-!.-)E$&!,/(.,(&:!!"%)*,*$-*-47!-(,6$&R*-47!
%-*$-! .33*2*.,*$-7! 3*'#.2! &('+$-'*9*2*,*('7! 8.&R(,*-4! .-)! (8+2$18(-,!
$++$&,%-*,*('!6*,/*-!,/(!*-)%',&1!.&(!)*'#%''(): 
!
COM 430   INTERNATIONAL FILM                    3 credits 
"! '$#*$+$2*,*#.2! $0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! #*-(8.! *-! B%&$+(7!
F%''*.! .-)! "'*.:! =+(#*.2! .,,(-,*$-! *'! +.*)! ,$! 3$&8'! *-! -.&&.,*0(7!
',&%#,%&(7!4(-&(!.-)!.(',/(,*#:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!X[Y:!
!
COM 435   MEDIA MANAGEMENT                    3 credits 
"-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! 9%'*-(''! .'+(#,! $3! ,/(! #$88%-*#.,*$-!
*-)%',&*(':! O$+*#'! *-#2%)(! /%8.-! &('$%&#(!8.-.4(8(-,7! 8.&R(,*-47!




COM 440   PUBLIC RELATIONS PRACTICES                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!)(3*-('!.-)!#$-#(+,%.2*f('!,/(!/*',$&17!(,/*#'!.-)!,(#/-*b%('!
3$&!8$2)*-4! .-)! #%2,*0.,*-4! 3.0$&.92(! +%92*#! $+*-*$-! ,/&$%4/! +&*-,! .-)!
-$-U+&*-,! 8.''! 8()*.:! N-#2%)('! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! .8$-4! +%92*#*,17! +%92*#!
&(2.,*$-'!.-)!8.''!8()*.:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;D?!XX]:!
 
COM 450   PROJECTS IN RADIO-TV-FILM PRODUCTION                  3 credits 




COM 451   INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION                                 3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! *-32%(-#(! $3! #%2,%&(! $-! #$88%-*#.,*$-5! ,/*'! #$%&'(!
(L.8*-('! 6$&2)6*)(! +(&#(+,*$-! .-)! '189$2'! .'! ,/(! 9.'*#! %-*,'! $3!
#%2,%&(! .-)! #$-,.#,7! *-,(&.#,*$-! .-)! 9(/.0*$&! .'! ,/(! 9.'*#! %-*,'! $3!
#$88%-*#.,*$-:! O/(! #$%&'(! .2'$! $33(&'! .! +&$3(''*$-.2! +&.#,*#%8! *-!
&('(.&#/7!#$%-'(2*-4!8.-.4(8(-,!.-)!()%#.,*$-!3$&!,/(!8.-.4(8(-,!
$3! +&$)%#,*0(! *-,(&#%2,%&.2! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! .-)! 3%-#,*$-.2! *-,(&#%2,%&.2!
'1',(8':!!
!
COM 475   SENIOR COMMUNICATION SEMINAR                  3 credits 
"! #.+',$-(! #$%&'(! ,/.,! (-.92('! ',%)(-,'! ,$! .++21! ,/($&(,*#.2! .-)!
+&.#,*#.2!R-$62()4(!,$!)(0(2$+!(*,/(&!.!&('(.&#/!+.+(&!$&!.!0*)($!$&!
)&.8.,*#! +&$a(#,! ,/.,! '(&0('! .'! .! +$&,3$2*$! *,(8:! P&(&(b%*'*,('W! ;D?!
XYX!$&!;D?!XY]!.-)!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
!
COM 480   DOMESTIC INTERNSHIP                3-6 credits 
P&.#,*#.2!6$&R!(L+(&*(-#(!*-!.!8.''!#$88%-*#.,*$-'!9%'*-(''!'%#/!.'!
.!&.)*$!$&!,(2(0*'*$-!',.,*$-7!+&$)%#,*$-!3.#*2*,17!.)0(&,*'*-4!$&!+%92*#!
&(2.,*$-'! .4(-#17! '(&0*-4! *-! +&$4&.8! )(0(2$+8(-,7! +&$)%#,*$-7!





COM 485   INTERNATIONAL MEDIA INTERNSHIP               3-6 credits 
P&.#,*#.2! 6$&R! (L+(&*(-#(! *-! .-! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! 8.''! #$88%-*#.,*$-'!
9%'*-(''7! '(&0*-4! *-! +&$4&.8! )(0(2$+8(-,7! +&$)%#,*$-7! .)0(&,*'*-4! $&!
8.&R(,*-4:! N-',&%#,$&! .-)! '+$-'$&! $0(&'((! .-)! (0.2%.,(! ',%)(-,! 6$&R:!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W! P(&8*''*$-! $3! #$22(4(! *-,(&-'/*+! 2*.*'$-! .-)E$&! #$22(4(!
.++&$0.27!;D?!XYX!$&!;D?!XY]7!Z:]!$&!/*4/(&!KP"!.-)!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
 
COM 492  STRATEGIES IN ADVERTISING RESEARCH                  3 credits 







.-.21'*'7! '%&0(1! &('(.&#/7! /*',$&*#.2! &('(.&#/7! 2(4.2! &('(.&#/! .-)!
'(#$-).&1!.-.21'*':!!
!
COM 500   THEORIES IN COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA                  3 credits 
;$8+.&*'$-! $3! ,/($&*('! $3! #$88%-*#.,*$-! .-)! 8()*.:! BL.8*-('!




COM 505   HISTORY OF COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA                  3 credits 
"-!(L.8*-.,*$-!$3!,/(!/*',$&*#.2!)(0(2$+8(-,!.-)!#&$''U8()*.!*-32%(-#(!
6*,/! .! 3$#%'! $-! #&(.,*$-7! .)$+,*$-! .-)! (0$2%,*$-! $3! -(6'+.+(&'7! 9$$R'7!
8.4.f*-('7!&.)*$7!3*287!,(2(0*'*$-7!#.92(!8()*.!.-)!,/(!N-,(&-(,:!
 
COM 510   COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES              3 credits 
=,%)*('! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,7! *8+2(8(-,.,*$-7! &$2(! .-)! *8+.#,! $3!
,(#/-$2$41! *-! #$88%-*#.,*$-! .-)! 8()*.! 6*,/! .! 3$#%'! $-! (8(&4(-,!
,(#/-$2$4*('!.-)!/$6!,/(1!.&(!.)$+,()!91!,/(!8.''!8()*.:!
!
COM 515   MEDIA LAW AND REGULATION                   3 credits 
BL.8*-('!,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!.-)!*8+.#,!$3!8()*.!#$88%-*#.,*$-!2.67!
*-#2%)*-4! ,/(! *-,(&-.,*$-.2!.-)!)$8(',*#! &(4%2.,*$-!$3! ,/(!(2(#,&$-*#!
8()*.: 
 
COM 520    RESEARCH METHODS FOR  
 COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA                   3 credits 
N-,&$)%#('! ',%)(-,'! ,$! ,/(! &('(.&#/! +&$#(''7! +2.--*-4! .-)! )('*4-:!
<$#%'('! $-! 8(,/$)'! 8$',! &(2(0.-,! ,$! #$88%-*#.,*$-! .-)! 8()*.7!
*-#2%)*-4!(L+(&*8(-,.2!)('*4-7! #$-,(-,!.-.21'*'!.-)!'%&0(1! &('(.&#/!
.-)! (L.8*-('! ,/(! /*',$&*#.2! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! 8()*.! #$88%-*#.,*$-!
',%)*('!*-!'$#*.2!'#*(-#('7!/%8.-*,*('!.-)!2(4.2!.&(.':!
 
COM 525   INTERNATIONAL MEDIA                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! .))&(''('! ,6$! .&(.'! $3! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! 8()*.W! "!
#$8+.&.,*0(! .-.21'*'! $3!8()*.! '1',(8'! .#&$''! -.,*$-.2! 9$&)(&'! .-)!
.-!(L.8*-.,*$-!$3!*-,(&-.,*$-.2!8()*.!'1',(8'!.-)!'(&0*#(':!<$#%'('!
$-! ,/(! &(2(0.-#(! $3! a$%&-.2*'8! .-)! 8.''! #$88%-*#.,*$-! *-!
*-,(&-.,*$-.2!.33.*&':!
!
COM 540   TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA I                  3 credits 
=+(#*.2*f()!#$%&'(!$-!.!0.&*.92(!,$+*#!&(2(0.-,!,$!,/(!',%)1!$3!8()*.!
.-)!#$88%-*#.,*$-:!O$+*#'!8.1!*-#2%)(!.)0(&,*'*-47!+%92*#!&(2.,*$-'7!
a$%&-.2*'87! 3*287! 9&$.)#.',*-47! 8()*.! )(2*0(&1! '1',(8'7! 8()*.!
8.-.4(8(-,!.-)!(8(&4(-,!8()*.!,(#/-$2$4*(':!
!
COM 545   TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA II                  3 credits 
=+(#*.2*f()! #$%&'(! $-! .! 0.&*.92(! ,$+*#! &(2(0.-,! ,$! ,/(! ',%)1! $3!
#$88%-*#.,*$-! .-)! 8()*.:! O$+*#'! 8.1! *-#2%)(! .)0(&,*'*-47! +%92*#!
&(2.,*$-'7! a$%&-.2*'87! 3*287! 9&$.)#.',*-47! 8()*.! )(2*0(&1! '1',(8'7!
8()*.!8.-.4(8(-,!.-)!(8(&4(-,!8()*.!,(#/-$2$4*(':!
!
COM 550 MEDIA AND CULTURE                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! $33(&'! .-! $0(&0*(6! $3! 8()*.! &('(.&#/! $-! #%2,%&.2!
)*33(&(-#('!&(2.,*-4!,$!)$8(',*#!.-)!*-,(&-.,*$-.2!#$-#(&-':!O/($&*('!
.-)! &('(.&#/! +(&,.*-*-4! ,$! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! 8()*.! .-)! 8%2,*#%2,%&.2!
#$88%-*#.,*$-'!.&(!&(0*(6():! 




,$! 8.&4*-.2*f()! 4&$%+'! .-)! ,/(*&! .,,(8+,'! ,$! *-32%(-#(! ,/(! +%92*#!
'+/(&(: 
COM 560   GRADUATE MEDIA PRACTICUM I                   3 credits 
P&$0*)('!.-!$++$&,%-*,1!3$&!',%)(-,'!,$!.++21!,/($&(,*#.2!#$-#(+,'!,$!,/(!
+&$#(''! $3! 8()*.! #$88%-*#.,*$-:! d$&R*-4! *-! '8.22! 4&$%+'7! ',%)(-,'!
*)(-,*31! .-! .&(.! *-!8()*.! %,*2*f.,*$-! .-)! )(0(2$+! .-)! .++21! +&$#()%&('!





COM 565   GRADUATE MEDIA PRACTICUM II                   3 credits 
P&$0*)('!.-!$++$&,%-*,1!3$&!',%)(-,'!,$!.++21!,/($&(,*#.2!#$-#(+,'!,$!,/(!
+&$#(''!$3!8()*.!#$88%-*#.,*$-:!d$&R*-4!*-)*0*)%.2217!',%)(-,'!*)(-,*31!
.-! .&(.! *-! 8()*.! %,*2*f.,*$-! .-)! )(0(2$+! .-)! .++21! +&$#()%&('! ,/.,!
(-/.-#(! $&! 3.#*2*,.,(! ,/(! #$88%-*#.,*$-! +&$#('':! =,%)(-,'! +&('(-,!
+&$4&(''!&(+$&,'!.-)!)(3(-)!+&$4&.8!.#,*0*,*('!.-)!)(#*'*$-':!
!
COM 590   CREATIVE PROJECT/THESIS SEMINAR I                  3 credits 
A-)(&! ,/(! 4%*).-#(! $3! #$%&'(! *-',&%#,$&! .-)! #&(.,*0(! +&$a(#,E,/('*'!
#$88*,,((7!',%)(-,'!+&(+.&(!.!+&$+$'.2:!
 
COM 595   CREATIVE PROJECT/THESIS SEMINAR II               1-3 credits 
B-&$228(-,! *-! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'! &(b%*&()! 3$&! ,/(! 3*-.2! ,(&8! .-)!
#$8+2(,*$-! $3! .22! )(4&((! &(b%*&(8(-,':! ;&()*,'! .&(! #$-3(&&()! %+$-!
'%##(''3%2!#$8+2(,*$-E!)(3(-'(!$3!,/(!#&(.,*0(!+&$a(#,E,/('*':!!
!
CRJ 101   INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE                  3 credits 
"!'%&0(1!$3!,/(!.4(-#*('!.-)!+&$#(''('!*-0$20()!*-!,/(!.)8*-*',&.,*$-!
$3! #&*8*-.2! a%',*#(:! O/*'! *-#2%)('! .! &(0*(6! $3! ,/(! 3%-#,*$-'! $3!
2(4*'2.,%&(7! ,/(! +$2*#(7! ,/(! +&$'(#%,$&7! ,/(! #$%&,'! .-)! .-! .-.21'*'! $3!
,/(!+&$92(8'!$3!2.6!(-3$&#(8(-,!*-!.!)(8$#&.,*#!'$#*(,1:!
 
CRJ 201   CRIME AND DELINQUENCY                 1-3 credits 
"!4(-(&.2!$&*(-,.,*$-!,$!,/(!3*(2)!$3!#&*8*-$2$417!6/*#/!#$-'*)(&'!,/(!
3$22$6*-4! ,$+*#'W! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! )(2*-b%(-,! .-)! #&*8*-.2! 9(/.0*$&7!
*-*,*.2!/.-)2*-4!.-)!+&$+(&!&(3(&&.2!.-)!+&(0(-,*0(!+$2*#(!,(#/-*b%(':!








CRJ 302   ISSUES IN CORRECTIONS                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L.8*-('!#$-,(8+$&.&1!*''%('!'%&&$%-)*-4!,/(!2(4.2!.-)!
'$#*.2! #$-',&%#,*$-! $3! #$-3*-(8(-,! .4.*-',! .! 9.#R4&$%-)! $3!
#$-,&$0(&'17! *)(.2*'8! .-)! %-3%23*22()! '$#*.2! +&$8*'(:! O/(! -.,%&(! $3!
+%-*'/8(-,! .-)! *,'! +%&+$'(! *'! (L.8*-():! "2,(&-.,*0(! #$&&(#,*$-.2!
8$)(2'!.&(!&(0*(6()!.-)!3%,%&(!,&(-)'!.&(!#$-'*)(&():!
 
CRJ 320   CRIMINOLOGY                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! +&('(-,'! .-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! ,/(! '1',(8.,*#! ',%)1! $3! ,/(!
-.,%&(7!(L,(-,7!(,*$2$41!.-)!#$-,&$2!$3!2.6U9&(.R*-4!9(/.0*$&:!N,!'((R'!
,$! (',.92*'/! (8+*&*#.2! R-$62()4(! .9$%,! #&*8(! .-)! *,'! #$-,&$27! 9.'()!
%+$-! b%.2*,.,*0(! .-)! b%.-,*,.,*0(! &('(.&#/! ,/.,! 3$&8'! .! 9.'*'! 3$&!
%-)(&',.-)*-47! (L+2.-.,*$-7! +&()*#,*$-7! +&(0(-,*$-! .-)! #&*8*-.2!
a%',*#(!+$2*#1:!
!
CRJ 321   COMPARATIVE POLICE SYSTEMS                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!#$8+.&('!.-)!#$-,&.','! ,/(! 2.6!(-3$&#(8(-,!'1',(8'!$3!
)*33(&(-,! #$%-,&*('! ,/&$%4/$%,! ,/(! 6$&2)7! /*4/2*4/,*-4! *8+$&,.-,!
3(.,%&('!.-)!)*33(&(-#('!$3!(.#/:!=,%)(-,'!2(.&-!/$6!2.6!(-3$&#(8(-,!
'1',(8'! 8.1! 0.&1! .#&$''! #%2,%&('! .-)! 6/1:! B.#/! ',%)(-,! 6*22! 9(!
&('+$-'*92(! 3$&! ,/(! *-U)(+,/! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! .! +.&,*#%2.&! '1',(8!
.4.*-',!.!#$8+.&.,*0(!'1',(8'!9.#R4&$%-):!
!
CRJ 322   PROBATION AND PAROLE                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L.8*-('!*8+$'*,*$-!$3!#$-)*,*$-'!.-)!,/(!'%+(&0*'*$-!$3!
$33(-)(&'! *-! ,/(!#$88%-*,1!.'!.-!.2,(&-.,*0(! ,$! *8+&*'$-8(-,:!@$,/!
+&$9.,*$-!.-)!+.&$2(!.&(!(L.8*-()!*-!.!/*',$&*#.2!.-)!#$-,(8+$&.&1!
#$-,(L,:! ;$-'*)(&.,*$-! *'! 4*0(-! ,$! ,/(! (33(#,'! ,/.,! +&$9.,*$-! .-)!
+.&$2(!/.0(!%+$-!,/(!&(',!$3!,/(!#&*8*-.2!a%',*#(!'1',(8:!!
!
CRJ 323   COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! #$-'*)(&'! ,/(! #$88%-*,1! ,&(.,8(-,! $3! $33(-)(&':!d/*2(!
(L.8*-*-4! ,/(! #$-#(+,! $3! #$88%-*,1! #$&&(#,*$-'7! *,! -$,('! ,/(!
/*',$&*#.2! )(0(2$+8(-,! .-)! +&$92(8'! ,/.,! $33(-)(&'! 3.#(!6/(-! ,/(1!










CRJ 330   THE AMERICAN JUDICIARY                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! ,/(! ',&%#,%&(! .-)! +&$#(''! $3! ,/(! "8(&*#.-!
a%)*#*.2! '1',(8! 3&$8! .! 2$#.27! ',.,(! .-)! 3()(&.2! +(&'+(#,*0(7! 6*,/!
(8+/.'*'! %+$-! #*0*27! #&*8*-.27! .)8*-*',&.,*0(! .-)! &(4%2.,$&1! *''%(':!




CRJ 400   GENDER, CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE                  3 credits 
"-! $0(&0*(6! $3! /$6! 4(-)(&! .33(#,'! 6$8(-c'! *-0$20(8(-,! *-! ,/(!
#&*8*-.2! a%',*#(! '1',(8! .'! $33(-)(&'7! 0*#,*8'! .-)! +&$3(''*$-.2':!




CRJ 401   TRIAL ADVOCACY                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! ,/(! ',&%#,%&(! .-)! +&$#(''! $3! ,/(! "8(&*#.-!
a%)*#*.2!'1',(8!3&$8!.!,&*.2!.)0$#.#1!+(&'+(#,*0(7!6*,/!(8+/.'*'!%+$-!
,/(! #&*8*-.2! #$%&,! +&$#(''! .-)! +&$#()%&('! *-'*)(! .-! "8(&*#.-!
#$%&,&$$8:! =,%)(-,'!6*22! +.&,*#*+.,(! *-! .!8$#R! a%&1! ,&*.2! 9.'()!$-! .!
3*#,*,*$%'!3.#,!+.,,(&-!',%)*()!*-!#2.'': 
 





.-)! B0*)(-#(:! =,%)(-,'! 6*22! /.0(! ,/(! $++$&,%-*,1! ,$! #$8+.&(! .-)!
#$-,&.',! ,/(! 2(4.2! &$2('! .-)!(,/*#.2!)*2(88.'!(-#$%-,(&()!91!.,,$&-(1'7!
a%)4('! .-)! 2.6! (-3$&#(8(-,! .4(-,':! ;$%&'(! '%##(''! 6*22! &(b%*&(!
'*4-*3*#.-,! +&(+.&.,*$-! $3! ,/(! 8.,(&*.2'! .-)! 4$$)! 6&*,*-4! 'R*22':!
N-,(&.#,*0(! 4&$%+! )*'#%''*$-'! 6*22! 9(! %,*2*f()! ,$! (0.2%.,(! ,&*.2! ',&.,(41!
.-)! ,$! %-)(&',.-)! ,/(! 8(,/$)'! .-)! (,/*#.2! $92*4.,*$-'! $3! 2.6!
(-3$&#(8(-,! .''*4-()! ,$! #$22(#,! (0*)(-#(:! O/(! &$2(! $3! ,/(!8()*.! *-! ,/(!
#$%&,&$$8!6*22!.2'$!9(!(L+2$&():!
!




,(&&$&*',! (0(-,':! O(#/-*b%('! $3! #$%-,(&U,(&&$&*'8! 6*22! 9(! .-.21f()7!
.-)!,/(*&!*8+.#,!$-!#*0*2!&*4/,'!.-)!#*0*2!2*9(&,*('!6*22!9(!(0.2%.,():!
!
CRJ 410   VIOLENCE AND SOCIAL CHANGE                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L.8*-('!,/(!,/($&17!-.,%&(!.-)!#$-,(-,!$3!0*$2(-#(!.'!.-!.#,!










CRJ 420   ETHICS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE                    3 credits 
"-! *)(-,*3*#.,*$-! .-)! *-U)(+,/! .-.21'*'! $3! ,/(! )*0(&'(! (,/*#.2! *''%('!
(-#$%-,(&()! *-! ,/(! #&*8*-.2! a%',*#(! +&$3(''*$-:! A'*-4! .! #.'(! ',%)1!
.++&$.#/7!,&.)*,*$-.2!(,/*#.2!,/($&*('!6*22!9(!(L.8*-()!.-)!.++2*()!,$!
'%#/! ,$+*#'! .'! )*'#&(,*$-7! .33*&8.,*0(! .#,*$-7! %'(! $3! )(.)21! 3$&#(7!
8*'#$-)%#,7! #*0*2! )*'$9()*(-#(7! %-)(&#$0(&! $+(&.,*$-'! .-)! +&*0.#1:!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!;FG!XYX!.-)!;FG!ZYX!$&!ZY[:!
 
CRJ 450   RESEARCH IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!#$-'*','!$3!.!',%)1!$3!&('(.&#/!)('*4-!.-)!b%.2*,.,*0(!.-)!
b%.-,*,.,*0(! 8(,/$)'! $3! ).,.! #$22(#,*$-! .-)! .-.21'*':! "! +&$+(&21!
3$&8.,,()7!6(22U)(0(2$+()7!&('(.&#/U9.'()!+.+(&!*'!.!&(b%*&(8(-,!3$&!






CRJ 480   SENIOR SEMINAR IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE                  3 credits 
"-! *-,(-'*0(! ',%)1! $3! .! '(2(#,()! ,$+*#! &(2.,*0(! ,$! ,/(! #$-#(+,! $3!
#&*8*-.2! a%',*#(:! B8+/.'*'! *'! +2.#()! $-! 8(.-*-43%2! &('(.&#/! *-! ,/(!
.&(.!'(2(#,():!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!;FG!XYX7!ZYX!.-)!ZY[:!
!
CRJ 490  CRIMINAL JUSTICE INTERNSHIP             3–12 credits 
P&.#,*#.2!6$&R! (L+(&*(-#(! *-! .! #&*8*-.2! a%',*#(! .4(-#1! *-! $-(! $3! ,/(!
8.a$&!'(#,$&'!$3!,/(!3*(2)W!2.6!(-3$&#(8(-,7!#$%&,'7!$&!#$&&(#,*$-'5!$&!
*-! .! +&*0.,(! 3*&8! '(&0*-4! ,/('(! *-,(&(',':! N-',&%#,$&! .-)! '+$-'$&!
$0(&'((! .-)! (0.2%.,(! ',%)(-,! 6$&R:! P&(&(b%*'*,('W! P(&8*''*$-! $3!
#$22(4(! *-,(&-'/*+! 2*.*'$-7! Z:]! #%8%2.,*0(! KP"! *-! 8.a$&! .-)E$&!
)(+.&,8(-,.2!.++&$0.27!;FG!XYX7!;FG!ZYX7!;FG!ZY[!.-)!;FG![ZY:!
!
DBR    DIALOGUE OF BELIEF AND REASON                  3 credits 
<&$8!.-#*(-,!#*0*2*f.,*$-'!,$!,/(!+&('(-,7!,/(!)('*&(!,$!%-)(&',.-)!,/(!
-.,%&(! $3! (L*',(-#(! .-)! ,/(! 81',(&*('! $3! 2*3(! /.'! *-'+*&()! /%8.-!
,/$%4/,7! #&(.,*0*,17! .(',/(,*#'! .-)! .&,*',&1!6/*2(! $##%+1*-4! .! #(-,&.2!
+2.#(! *-! 9$,/! &(2*4*$%'! .-)! '(#%2.&! 6$&2)0*(6':! O&.-'#(-)*-4! .-1!
'*-4%2.&! )*'#*+2*-(! $&! 3.*,/! ,&.)*,*$-7! ,/('(! '(8*-.&'! (L+2$&(! ,/(!
/*',$&*#.2! .-)! #&$''U#%2,%&.2! '*4-*3*#.-#(! $3! 9(2*(3! '1',(8'! .-)!
+&.#,*#('!3$#%'()!$-!,/(!'.#&()7!'#*(-,*3*#!.-)!'(#%2.&!(L+2.-.,*$-'!$3!
/%8.-! (L*',(-#(! .-)! ,/(! +/1'*#.2! .-)! -.,%&.2!6$&2):! =(8*-.&'! ,/.,!
3%23*22! ,/*'! &(b%*&(8(-,! 6*22! .2'$! (L+2$&(! (,/*#'! .'! ,/(! 2(4*,*8.,(!
)$8.*-!$3!9$,/!,/($2$4*#.2!.-)!+/*2$'$+/*#.2!*-b%*&1:!
 
DJC   DIALOGUE OF JUSTICE AND CIVIC LIFE                  3 credits 
P%&'%.-,! ,$! $%&! ()%#.,*$-.2! 4$.2'! $3! +&(+.&*-4! ',%)(-,'! ,$! 9(!
&('+$-'*92(7! *-3$&8()! .-)! (,/*#.2! #*,*f(-'U2$#.221! .-)! 42$9.2217! ,/('(!
'(8*-.&'! 3$#%'! $-! ,/(! *)(.'7! 0.2%('7! *-',*,%,*$-'! .-)! +&.#,*#('! ,/.,!
/.0(! )(3*-()! #*0*#! 2*3(! 6*,/*-! /%8.-! '$#*(,*(':! ;*0*#! (-4.4(8(-,! *'!
*8+$''*92(! %-2(''! ',%)(-,'! .#b%*&(! ,/(! 'R*22'7! R-$62()4(! .-)!
+(&'+(#,*0(!,/.,!6*22!.22$6!,/(8!,$!%-)(&',.-)!,/(!+$2*,*#.2!2*3(:!O/('(!
'(8*-.&'!6*22!.2'$!(L.8*-(! ,/(!-.,%&(!$3!'$#*(,1!.-)!i,/(!=,.,(j!.-)!
,/(! #$-#(+,'! $3! 3&(()$87! (b%.2*,17! a%',*#(! .-)! +$6(&! 3&$8! 9$,/! .!
/*',$&*#.2!.-)!#&$''U#%2,%&.2!+(&'+(#,*0(:!!
 
DSL   DIALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC LITERACY                  3 credits 
O$!+&(+.&(!',%)(-,'!3$&!,/(!ZX',!#(-,%&17!*,!*'!#&*,*#.2!,/.,!,/(1!)(0(2$+!




DSS    DIALOGUE OF SELF AND SOCIETY                  3 credits 
<$&! (0(&1! *-)*0*)%.2! .-)! '$#*(,17! ,/(! 8$',! 3%-).8(-,.2! $3! .22!
b%(',*$-'!*'!9$,/!,/(!'*8+2(',!.-)!,/(!8$',!+&$3$%-)7!6/$!.8!N7!6/.,!
*'! 81! +%&+$'(o! O/(! )('*&(! .-)! -(()! ,$! iR-$6! ,/1'(237j! .'! =$#&.,('!
&(#$4-*f()7! *'! ,/(!&$$,!$3!.22!R-$62()4(7!6*')$8!.-)!0*&,%(:!O$!'((R!
'(23U.6.&(-(''! .-)! .#b%*&(! '(23UR-$62()4(! &(b%*&('! .22! $3! ,/(! 'R*22'7!
R-$62()4(! .-)! 8%2,*+2(! +(&'+(#,*0('! (L+&(''()! *-! $%&! 2(.&-*-4!
$%,#$8('!3$&!,/(!ZX',!#(-,%&1:!N-)*0*)%.2!*)(-,*,1!*'!.!'$#*.2!.'!6(22!.'!
+(&'$-.2!+/(-$8(-$-:!=(8*-.&'!,/.,!6*22!3%23*22!,/*'!&(b%*&(8(-,!6*22!
3$#%'! $-! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! *)(-,*,1! .-)! ,/(! i'*,%.,()! '(23j!
/*',$&*#.221! .-)! *-! ,/(! #$-,(8+$&.&1! (-0*&$-8(-,! 3&$8! .-!
*-,(&)*'#*+2*-.&1!+(&'+(#,*0(:!!
 
DQR 100 WHY NUMBERS MATTER: INTRODUCTION TO  
QUANTITATIVE REASONING                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(8+/.'*f('!.!+&.#,*#.2!.++&$.#/!,$!+&$92(8!'$20*-4!%'*-4!
b%.-,*,.,*0(!&(.'$-*-4:!!=,%)(-,'!6*22!(L+2$&(!8.,/(8.,*#.2!+&*-#*+2('!
-(()()! ,$! 8.R(! '$%-)! )(#*'*$-'! ,/&$%4/$%,! 2*3(:! ! F(2(0.-,!
.++2*#.,*$-'!(-4.4(!',%)(-,'!6/*2(!%-)(&'#$&*-4!,/(!(''(-,*.2!%'('!$3!




DQR 200 SPECIAL TOPICS IN QUANTITATIVE REASONING 
 FOR EXPLORATION AND ANALYSIS                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(!(8+/.'*f('!.!+&.#,*#.2! .++&$.#/! ,$! ,/(! 3%-).8(-,.2'!$3!
',.,*',*#.2!&(.'$-*-4!.-)!.-.21'*'7!+&$9.9*2*,1!,/($&17!.-)!(L+$-(-,*.2!
.-)! 2$4.&*,/8*#! 8$)(2*-4:! ! F(2(0.-,! .++2*#.,*$-'! .&(! )*'#*+2*-(!







*-! (0(&1).1! 2*3(:! ! P&(&(b%*'*,('W! CIF! XYY7! .++&$+&*.,(! #$%&'(!
'%9',*,%,*$-!$&!'+(#*.2!+(&8*''*$-!3&$8!,/(!8.,/(8.,*#'!#$$&)*-.,$&: 
 








EDL 523  CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION  
 AND UNDERSTANDING                     3 credits 
N)(-,*3*#.,*$-!$3!#%2,%&.2! *''%('!&(2.,()! ,$!#$88%-*#.,*$-7!#2.''&$$8!
*-,(&.#,*$-7! .#.)(8*#! #$-,(-,7! .'! 6(22! .'! +.&(-,.2! .-)! #$88%-*,1!
*-0$20(8(-,:! "#,*0*,*('! )('*4-()! ,$! 3$',(&! ,/(! *8+$&,.-#(! .-)!




EDL 605  INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! +&$0*)('! .-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! +&$3(''*$-! $3! ()%#.,*$-.2!
.)8*-*',&.,*$-! 91! 3$#%'*-4! $-! 3$%-).,*$-.2! #$-#(+,'! .-)! ,/($&*('!
'*4-*3*#.-,! ,$! ,/(! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! ()%#.,*$-! .-)! ()%#.,*$-.2!
.)8*-*',&.,*$-:! N,! $33(&'! .! #&*,*#.2! (L.8*-.,*$-!$3! .!6*)(! &.-4(!$3! ,$+*#'!
#(-,&.2! ,$! ()%#.,*$-.2! .)8*-*',&.,*$-7! '%#/! .'! $&4.-*f.,*$-7! #$88%-*,17!
+$6(&7!.%,/$&*,17!#/.-4(7!2(.)(&'/*+7!8.-.4(8(-,!.-)!0.2%(':!!
!
EDL 606  DATA ANALYSIS AND SCHOOL  





,/.,! #.-! 9(! '%++$&,()! 91! .! R-$62()4(.92(! .-.21'*'! $3! ).,.! .-)E$&!
&(2(0.-,! &('(.&#/5! T9V! %-)(&',.-)*-4! ,/(! %'(3%2-(''! .-)! 2*8*,.,*$-'! $3!
',.-).&)*f()! .-)E$&! ',.,(U8.-).,()! ,(',! &('%2,'! *-! ,(&8'! $3! *8+&$0*-4!
#%&&*#%2%8!.-)!,/(!'#/$$2!(-0*&$-8(-,7!.''(''*-4!,/(!2(.&-*-4!',&(-4,/'!
.-)! -(()'! $3! *-)*0*)%.2'! .-)! '.8+2(! 4&$%+'7! 4(-(&.,*-4! #$88%-*,1!
*-0$20(8(-,! .-)! '%++$&,! .-)! )(0(2$+*-4! '#/$$2U6*)(! '#/$$2!
*8+&$0(8(-,! ',&.,(4*('5! .-)! T#V! 4.*-*-4! ,/(! R-$62()4(! .-)! 'R*22'!
-(#(''.&1! ,$! .''*',! ,(.#/(&'! *-! )(0(2$+*-4! .-)! %'*-4! .! 0.&*(,1! $3!
.''(''8(-,'7! &%9&*#'! .-)! *-',&%#,*$-.2! ',&.,(4*('! ,/.,! #.-! #$-,&*9%,(! ,$!
*8+&$0()! ,(.#/*-4!(33(#,*0(-(''7! *8+&$0()!',.R(/$2)(&!#$88%-*#.,*$-'!
.-)!/*4/(&U2(0(2!',%)(-,!2(.&-*-4:!
EDL 621  HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT  
 AND DEVELOPMENT                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! (L.8*-(! ,/(! +&$3(''*$-.2! 3%-#,*$-'7! +&$#(''('! .-)!
,$$2'!$3!/%8.-!&('$%&#(!8.-.4(8(-,7!*-#2%)*-4!#$22(#,*0(!9.&4.*-*-4!
.-)! .&9*,&.,*$-7! 3&$8! ,/(! +(&'+(#,*0('! $3! ,/(! 2*-(! 8.-.4(&7! /%8.-!
&('$%&#('! +&$3(''*$-.2! .-)! $&4.-*f.,*$-! 8(89(&:! "))*,*$-.2! ,$+*#'!
*-#2%)(W!)(3*-*,*$-!.-)!)(,(&8*-.,*$-!$3!',.33!-(()'7!8.-.4(8(-,!.-)!
#$$&)*-.,*$-! +&$92(8':! "2'$! *-#2%)()! .&(! +$2*#*('! 3$&! &(#&%*,8(-,7!
'(2(#,*$-7! .''*4-8(-,7! '.2.&1! +2.--*-47! '#/()%2*-47! +&$8$,*$-7!
'(+.&.,*$-7! 4&*(0.-#('7! &(.''*4-8(-,7! &(#$&)'7! )(0(2$+8(-,!
+&$4&.8'7!*-U'(&0*#(!,&.*-*-47!(0.2%.,*$-7!9(-(3*,'!.-)!'(&0*#(':!!!
!
EDL 622  CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS      3 credits 
"-.21'*'! $3! ,/(! #/.-4*-4! )(8$4&.+/*#'! $3! ,/(!6$&2)! +$+%2.,*$-! .-)!
*,'! *8+2*#.,*$-'! 3$&! 9.'*#! /%8.-! -(()'! $-! .22! 2(0(2'W! ()%#.,*$-.27!
+'1#/$U9*$U'$#*.2! .-)! (-0*&$-8(-,.2:! O&(-)'! .-)! #$%-,(&0.*2*-4!
3$&#('! .33(#,*-4! '$#*.2! )*'$&4.-*f.,*$-! .-)! ,/(! -(()! 3$&! *-',*,%,*$-.2!
&(-(6.2!*-!()%#.,*$-.2!'1',(8'!.&(!)*'#%''():!
!
EDL 623  LEGAL ASPECTS OF EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS               3 credits 
BL+2$&.,*$-! $3! ,/(! /*',$&*#.2! .-)! #$-,(8+$&.&1! 2(4.2! #/.22(-4('! *-!
()%#.,*$-.2! '1',(8'! .-)! 8.-.4(8(-,! $3! ,/(! 2*,*4*$%'! (-0*&$-8(-,!




EDL 624  COMMUNICATION SKILLS                   3 credits 
P&$0*)('! 2(.)(&'/*+! #.-)*).,('! ,/(! $++$&,%-*,1! ,$! (L+2$&(! .-)! )(0(2$+!
#$88%-*#.,*$-! 'R*22'! -(#(''.&1! 3$&! ,/(! +2.--*-47! *8+2(8(-,.,*$-! .-)!
$-4$*-4!(0.2%.,*$-!$3!/$8(E'#/$$2E#$88%-*,1!&(2.,*$-'!+&$4&.8':!
 
EDL 625  GOVERNANCE AND FINANCING  
 OF EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS                   3 credits 
")8*-*',&.,*0(! ',&%#,%&(! .-)! 2*-R.4(! $3! ()%#.,*$-.2! '1',(8'! ,$!
0.&1*-4! 2$#.27! ',.,(7! .-)! -.,*$-.2! #$-',*,%(-#*('! ,/.,! /.0(! 2(4*'2.,*0(!
.-)!3*-.-#*.2!*8+.#,!$-!*-',*,%,*$-.2!&(-(6.2!.-)!#/.-4(:!!
 
EDL 626  ADMINISTRATION OF CURRICULUM  
 AND INSTRUCTION                    3 credits 
O/(! )(0(2$+8(-,7! .)8*-*',&.,*$-! .-)! (0.2%.,*$-! $3! #%&&*#%2%8! .-)!
*-',&%#,*$-:!!
!
EDL 627  HIGHER EDUCATION ECONOMICS AND FINANCE           3 credits 
M*4/(&! ()%#.,*$-! (#$-$8*#! #$-,(L,! .-)! 3*-.-#*.2! +&$#(''('! *-!
&('$%&#(! .#b%*'*,*$-! .-)! .22$#.,*$-5! +&$)%#,*0*,17! +(&3$&8.-#(! .-)!
0.2%(5! #$','7! 2(.)(&'/*+! )(#*'*$-'7! .-)! +&$a(#,*$-'! *-! +%92*#! .-)!
+&*0.,(! *-',*,%,*$-! &(2.,()! ,$! .#.)(8*#! )(0(2$+8(-,7! *-',*,%,*$-.2!
'(&0*#('7!,(#/-$2$417!.-)!#/.-4*-4!',%)(-,!)(8$4&.+/1:!
 
EDL 630  TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP  
 AND INNOVATION                    3 credits 
O/($&*('! $3! 2(.)(&'/*+W! &$2('7! ',12('! .-)!8.-.4(8(-,! $3! ,/(! #/.-4(!




EDL 635  TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATION  
 FOR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS                   3 credits 
O/(! &$2(! $3! ,(#/-$2$41! .-)! *,'! *8+.#,! $-! ,&.)*,*$-.2! .-)! -$-U
,&.)*,*$-.2!()%#.,*$-.2!'1',(8':!M*',$&*#.2!+(&'+(#,*0('!$-!,&.)*,*$-.2!
.-)!-$-U,&.)*,*$-.2!6.1'!$3!()%#.,*-47!#$%+2()!6*,/!,/($&*('!$3!/$6!
*-)*0*)%.2'! #$88%-*#.,(! .-)! 2(.&-:! F.-4(! .-)! 8*L! $3! ,(#/-$2$41!




EDL 640  STRATEGIC PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT  








EDL 650  HIGHER EDUCATION LAW                   3 credits 
O/(! *8+.#,!$3! 2.6'7!&(4%2.,*$-'7!.-)! a%)*#*.2!$+*-*$-'!$-! *-',*,%,*$-'!
$3! /*4/(&! ()%#.,*$-:! "))&(''()! .&(! 2(4.2! *''%('! *-0$20()! *-! 0.&*$%'!
#$-,&$0(&'*('! #$U(L,(-'*0(! 6*,/! *-b%*&1! &(4.&)*-4! ,/(! ()%#.,*$-.2!
.-)!+$2*#1!*8+2*#.,*$-'!$3!,/(!2(4.2!#.'('!#$-'*)(&():!!
!
EDL 651  AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION  
 CURRICULAR ISSUES                    3 credits 
"! #$-#(+,%.2! .-.21'*'! $3! #%&&*#%2%8! .-)! $,/(&! ()%#.,*$-.2! +&$4&.8!
(2(8(-,'! .-)! &.,*$-.2! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! .8$-4! ,/(87! *-#2%)*-4! ()%#.,*$-.2!
4$.2'7! *-',&%#,*$-.2! +2.-'7! +&$4&.8! (0.2%.,*$-7! 8.-.4(&*.2! +2.--*-47!
#$-,(-,!'$%&#('!.-)!#&*,(&*.!3$&!'(2(#,*$-!.-)!$&4.-*f.,*$-:!!
!
EDL 652  ADMINISTRATION AND GOVERNANCE  
 OF HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS                   3 credits 
"-! .-.21'*'! $3! #$-,&$2'! *-! /*4/(&! ()%#.,*$-W! *-,(&-.2! $&4.-*f.,*$-.2!
+.,,(&-'7!&$2('!$3!,&%',(('7!.)8*-*',&.,*0(!+(&'$--(2!.-)!3.#%2,*(':!O/(!
*8+.#,! $3! ,(.#/*-47! &('(.&#/7! #&*,*#*'8! .-)! '.-#,*$-'! $-! ,/(!
)*33(&(-,*.,*$-!$3!*-',*,%,*$-.2!4$.2':!!
!
EDL 653  TEACHING AND LEARNING AT THE  
 HIGHER EDUCATION LEVEL                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(! *'!.-! *-,&$)%#,*$-!,$!4(-(&.2! ,/($&*('!$3!/%8.-!2(.&-*-4!






&.*'('! +().4$4*#.2! .-)! #%&&*#%2.&! *''%('! &(2.,()! ,$! ,/(! #&(.,*$-! $3!
*-',&%#,*$-!.-)!2(.&-*-4!(-0*&$-8(-,'! *-!'%9a(#,!8.,,(&!)$8.*-'7!.'!
6(22! .'! ,/(! (0$2%,*$-! .-)! ',.,%'! $3! *-',&%#,*$-.2! +&$4&.8'! .-)!
+&.#,*#('!*-!"8(&*#.-!/*4/(&!()%#.,*$-:!!
 
EDL 670  SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR  
 ADMINISTRATORS                    3 credits 
C('*4-()!3$&!,/(!.)8*-*',&.,$&!,$!%-)(&',.-)!.-)!*8+2(8(-,!+$2*#*('!
.,! ,/(! 3()(&.27! ',.,(! .-)! 2$#.2! 2(0(2'! 3$&! #/*2)&(-!6*,/! '+(#*.2! -(()':!
?.a$&!,/($&*('!*-!,/(!3*(2)!$3!=+(#*.2!B)%#.,*$-!6*22!9(!,/(!3$#%'7!.2$-4!
6*,/! ',&.,(4*('! ,$! (0.2%.,(! =+(#*.2! B)%#.,*$-! P&$4&.8'7! '%#/! .'!
*-#2%'*$-7! .-)! ,&.-'*,*$-:! P&$4&.8! +2.--*-47! #/*2)! +2.#(8(-,7! 2(.',!
&(',&*#,*0(!(-0*&$-8(-,!.-)!.''(''8(-,!6*22!9(!.))&(''():!!
 
EDL 690  THE PRACTICAL PRINCIPAL                   3 credits 
"-!(L.8*-.,*$-!$3!,/(!+&.#,*#.2!'*)(!$3!,/(!+&*-#*+.2'/*+:!"&(.'!,$!9(!
)*'#%''()! *-#2%)(! &('(.&#/7! *:(:! .#,*$-! &('(.&#/5! *''%('! $3! 8$&.2!
a%)48(-,5! +2.--*-4! .-)! #$-)%#,*-4! 3.#%2,1! 8((,*-4'5! '%+(&0*'*-45!
6&*,*-4! &(+$&,'! .-)! 4&.-,! +&$+$'.2'! 3$&! 3()(&.27! ',.,(! .-)! 2$#.2!
.4(-#*('5!9%*2)*-4!'#/$$2!8$&.2(5!.-)!.22$#.,*$-!$3!,*8(:!!
!
EDL 699   INTERNSHIP                    3 credits 
;%28*-.,*-4! 3*(2)! (L+(&*(-#(! 3$&! .)8*-*',&.,$&':! =%+(&0*'()!
+2.#(8(-,! *-! .-! ()%#.,*$-.2! '(,,*-4! )(8$-',&.,*-4! 2(.)(&'/*+!
#$8+(,(-#*('!2(.&-()!,/&$%4/$%,!,/(!+&$4&.8:! 
!
EDL 750   SPECIAL TOPICS IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP          3 credits 
;%&&(-,!*''%('!.-)!+&$92(8'!*-!.#.)(8*#!()%#.,*$-.2!'1',(8':!!
!
EDM 300   THEORY AND PRINCIPLES OF HAZARDS, DISASTERS  
                    AND U.S. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT                             3 credits 
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! 0.&*$%'! 8*,*4.,*$-7! +&(+.&()-(''7! &('+$-'(7! .-)!
&(#$0(&1! 8(.'%&('5! ,/(! '1',(8! +%,! *-,$! +2.#(! ,$! *8+2(8(-,! ,/('(!
8(.'%&('5!.-)!,/(!R(1!+2.1(&'!*-0$20()!*-!,/('(!.#,*0*,*('!.,!,/(!2$#.27!
',.,(!.-)!3()(&.2! 2(0(2':!O/(!#$%&'(!6*22!(L+2$&(!0.&*$%'!/.f.&)'!.-)!




EDM 310  PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF HAZARD  
 IDENTIFICATION AND MITIGATION                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!+&$0*)('!.-!%-)(&',.-)*-4!$3!,/(!+&*-#*+2('!.-)!+&.#,*#(!
$3!/.f.&)!8*,*4.,*$-!*-!,/(!A-*,()!=,.,('!.,!,/(!2$#.27!',.,(!.-)!3()(&.2!
2(0(2':! O/(! (8+/.'*'! 6*22! 9(! $-! ',&.,(4*('! )('*4-()! ,$! .0$*)! $&!
+&(0(-,! 3%,%&(!.-)!&(#%&&*-4! 2$''('!$3! 2*3(!.-)!).8.4(!,$!+%92*#!.-)!
+&*0.,(!+&$+(&,1:!O/(!#$%&'(!6*22!&(0*(6!,/(!0.&*$%'!,$$2'7!,(#/-*b%('7!
&('$%&#('7! +&$4&.8'7! *-,(&4$0(&-8(-,.2! &(2.,*$-'/*+'7! .-)! 9&$.)(&!
'$#*.2! #$-,(L,! *-0$20()! *-! +2.--*-4! 3$&! .-)! *8+2(8(-,*-4! /.f.&)!
8*,*4.,*$-: 
 
EDM 320   A SOCIAL VULNERABILITY  
 APPROACH TO EMERGENCY                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! /$6! 9&$.)! +$2*,*#.27! '$#*.2! .-)! (#$-$8*#!
+.,,(&-'! +&$)%#(! '$#*.2! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! .-)! '$#*.2! ',&%#,%&('! ,/.,! +%,!
'$8(!'$#*.2!4&$%+'!8$&(!.,!&*'R!,/.-!$,/(&'!*-!)*'.',(&':!=,%)(-,'!6*22!
(L+2$&(! 42$9.27! -.,*$-.2! .-)! 2$#.2! +.,,(&-'! $3! 0%2-(&.9*2*,1! .'! ,/(1!
*8+.#,! +($+2(! ,/&$%4/$%,! ,/(! )*'.',(&! #1#2(! .-)! .33(#,! (8(&4(-#1!
8.-.4(8(-,!+&.#,*#(':!O/(!#.+.#*,*('7!&('$%&#('!.-)!-(()'!$3!/*4/21!
0%2-(&.92(!4&$%+'!6*22!9(!(L+2$&()7!.-)!8$)(2'!3$&!#$88%-*,1U9.'()!
)*'.',(&! 8*,*4.,*$-! +&$a(#,'! (-4.4*-4! ,/(! &('$%&#('! $3! 0%2-(&.92(!
'$#*.2!4&$%+'!6*22!9(!(L.8*-():!
!
EDM 410   TERRORISM AND HOMELAND SECURITY                  3 credits 
"!'%&0(1!$3!+$2*,*#.2!,(&&$&*'87!&.-4*-4!3&$8!2$6U2(0(2!,/&(.,'!,$!.#,'!
$3! 0*$2(-#(! ,/.,! 8.1! &(+&('(-,! &*'R! ,$! /%8.-! 2*3(! .-)! +&$+(&,17! ,$!
2.&4(U'#.2(!.#,'!$3!0*$2(-#(!%'*-4!i6(.+$-'!$3!8.''!)(',&%#,*$-j!,/.,!
8.1!/.0(!)(0.',.,*-4! 2$-4U,(&8!(33(#,':! O/(! #$%&'(!6*22! (L+2$&(! ,/(!
-.,%&(! $3! ,(&&$&*'8! .-)! *,'! 8.-1! 3$&8'5! +$2*#*('! .-)! +&$4&.8'! ,$!
&()%#(! ,/(! &*'R! ,/.,! ,(&&$&*'8! &(+&('(-,'! ,$! '$#*(,15! +$2*#*('! .-)!




EDM 420  DISASTER RESPONSE OPERATIONS    
 AND MANAGEMENT                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! (L.8*-(! ,/(! +&*-#*+2('! ,/.,! +&$8$,(! (33(#,*0(!
)*'.',(&! &('+$-'(! $+(&.,*$-'! .-)! 8.-.4(8(-,! 91! (L.8*-*-4! ,/(!
-.,%&(!$3!)*'.',(&'7! ,/(!#$-,(L,!$3! &('+$-'(!$+(&.,*$-'! *-! ,/(!A-*,()!
=,.,('7! .-)! ,/(! &$2('! .-)! &('+$-'*9*2*,*('! $3! 0.&*$%'! (8(&4(-#1!
8.-.4(8(-,!$&4.-*f.,*$-':!O/(!#$%&'(!6*22!&(0*(6!,/(!+$+%2.&!81,/'!
.-)! &(.2*,*('! $3! /%8.-! 9(/.0*$&! *-! #.,.',&$+/*#! (0(-,'! .'! 6(22! .'!
0.&*$%'! .++&$.#/('! ,$! )*'.',(&! &('+$-'(! $+(&.,*$-':! P&$92(8'!




EDM 450 CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS  
 CONTINUITY PLANNING (BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY  
 CRISIS MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION)                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! #$-'*)(&'! ,/(! '*8*2.&*,*('! .-)! )*33(&(-#('! 9(,6((-!
4$0(&-8(-,! T+%92*#! '(#,$&V! .-)! 9%'*-(''! .-)! *-)%',&1! T+&*0.,(!
'(#,$&V! #&*'*'! 8.-.4(8(-,:! O/(! 3%-).8(-,.2! #$&+$&.,(! $9a(#,*0(! $3!
(-'%&*-4! #$&+$&.,(! '%&0*0.9*2*,1! .-)! (#$-$8*#! 0*.9*2*,1! *'! .''(''():!
=,%)(-,'!6*22!)*'#$0(&!/$6!#&*'*'!8.-.4(8(-,!)(#*'*$-'!8%',!&(32(#,!
9%'*-(''!&(.2*,1!*3!.!+&*0.,(!'(#,$&!$&4.-*f.,*$-!*'!,$!'%&0*0(:!",,(-,*$-!
*'! 4*0(-! ,$! /$6! #$8+(,*,*$-! *-! ,/(! +&*0.,(! '(#,$&! #.-! *-/*9*,!
#$$+(&.,*$-! .-)! ,/(! '/.&*-4! $3! *)(.'! 9(,6((-! $&4.-*f.,*$-':! O/*'!
#$%&'(!.2'$!*22%',&.,('!/$6!#$&+$&.,(!#%2,%&(7!2(.)(&'/*+7!',.R(/$2)(&!
)('*&('! .-)! +%92*#! +&(''%&(! #.-! .33(#,! (8(&4(-#1! .-)! )*'.',(&!
8.-.4(8(-,!*-!,/(!+&*0.,(!'(#,$&:!
!
ZEDU 001   GENERAL KNOWLEDGE  
 PREPARATION CLASS                                       Non-credit  3 hours 
O/*'!#$%&'(!&(0*(6'!'R*22'7!#$8+(,(-#*('!.-)!',&.,(4*('!-(#(''.&1!3$&!
'%##(''3%221!#$8+2(,*-4! ,/(!;H"=O:!?.,/!&(0*(6! *-#2%)('!.&*,/8(,*#7!
.24(9&.7! 4($8(,&1E8(.'%&(8(-,7! +&$9.9*2*,1E',.,*',*#'! .-)! 2$4*#.2!
&(.'$-*-4:! >(&9.2! +&(+.&.,*$-! *-#2%)('! &(.)*-4! #$8+&(/(-'*$-7!
B-42*'/!2.-4%.4(!'R*22'!.-)!(''.1!6&*,*-4:!D33(&()W!C.1!<.227!=+&*-4!
!
EDU 100   LANGUAGE AND LEARNING DEVELOPMENT                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!/.'!9((-!)('*4-()!,$!/(2+!',%)(-,'!%-)(&',.-)!,/(!-$,*$-!$3!
8%2,*+2(! *-,(22*4(-#('! .-)! ,/(! &(2.,*$-'/*+! $3! *-,(22*4(-#(! ,$! 2(.&-*-4:!






EDU 101 INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION                   3 credits 
"-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! /*',$&*#.27! +/*2$'$+/*#.27! .-)! '$#*$2$4*#.2!
3$%-).,*$-'! $3! ()%#.,*$-! .'! 6(22! .'! ,/(! 2(4.27! '$#*.27! 3*-.-#*.27! .-)!
+$2*,*#.2!(-0*&$-8(-,!$3!'#/$$2':!O/*'!#$%&'(!/.'!.!)%.2!+%&+$'(:!<*&',7!
,/(!#$%&'(!*'!)('*4-()!,$!*-,&$)%#(!,/(!+&$'+(#,*0(!,(.#/(&!,$!'$8(!$3!
,/(! *''%('! T.-)! ,/(! 9.#R4&$%-)'! $3! ,/('(! *''%('V! #%&&(-,21! 3$%-)! *-!
()%#.,*$-:!=(#$-)7!*,!6*22!/(2+!,/(!',%)(-,!)(0(2$+!.!9.'*'!3$&!8.R*-4!
)(#*'*$-'!.9$%,!6/(,/(&!,(.#/*-4!*'!4$*-4!,$!9(!/(&E/*'!+&$3(''*$-!$3!
#/$*#(:! O/(&(! .&(! ,(-! /$%&'! $3! 3*(2)! (L+(&*(-#(! &(b%*&()! 3$&! ,/*'!
#$%&'(:!!
!
EDU 105 INTRODUCTION TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION    3 credits 
N-0(',*4.,*$-! $3! ,/(! /*',$&*#.27! +/*2$'$+/*#.2! .-)! '$#*$2$4*#.2!
+(&'+(#,*0('! *-! (.&21! #/*2)/$$)! ()%#.,*$-! .'! ,/(1! &(2.,(! ,$! ,/(!
+&$4&.8'!#%&&(-,21!.0.*2.92(!3$&!1$%-4!#/*2)&(-:!
!
DSS/EDU 160 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING                  3 credits 
!O/(! ,/($&*('!.-)!#$-#(+,'!$3!/%8.-!4&$6,/!.-)!)(0(2$+8(-,! 3&$8!
#$-#(+,*$-!,/&$%4/!8*))2(!#/*2)/$$)!6*22!9(!)*'#%''()!6*,/!3$#%'!$-!
,/(! '*L! #/.&.#,(&*',*#! ',.4('! $3! 2.-4%.4(7! #$4-*,*$-7! +/1'*#.2! .-)!
8$,$&7!+(&#(+,%.27!'$#*.2!.-)!(8$,*$-.2!)(0(2$+8(-,:!
!
EDU 210 DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION AND  
 EFFECTIVE TEACHING STRATEGIES                  3 credits 
"-! $0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,'! *-! #%&&*#%2%8! )('*4-7! *--$0.,*0(!
+&$4&.8! 8$)(2'7! #%&&(-,! .-)! (33(#,*0(! *-',&%#,*$-.2! 8(,/$)'! .-)!
',&.,(4*('! 3$&!+2.--*-4!.-)!)(2*0(&*-4! *-',&%#,*$-!,$!.22!',%)(-,'! *-!.!






)('*4-()! ,$! +&(+.&(! (2(8(-,.&1! ,(.#/(&'! ,$! '(2(#,7! +2.-7! .).+,7!








EDU 215      CHILDREN’S LITERATURE                                                  3 credits 
O/(! *-3$&8.,*$-! +&('(-,()! *-! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *-,&$)%#('! +&(U! .-)! *-U
'(&0*#(!,(.#/(&'!,$!'(0(&.2!#/*2)&(-c'!9$$R'!.-)!.22$6'!,/(8!,$!8.R(!
R-$62()4(.92(!)(#*'*$-'! *-! ,/(! '(2(#,*$-!.-)!%'(!$3! ,/('(!#/*2)&(-p'!
9$$R'!.'!.!&('%2,!$3!',%)1*-47!)*'#%''*-47!.-)!%'*-4! ,/(!'*L!4(-&('!$3!
#/*2)&(-c'!2*,(&.,%&(!*-!.-)!$%,'*)(!,/(!#2.''&$$8!'(,,*-4:!!N,!+&(+.&('!




EDU 219   TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES     













EDU 240   PRE-PRIMARY LANGUAGE ARTS                   3 credits 
B8+/.'*'! %+$-! )(0(2$+*-4! .-)! %'*-4! 8(.-*-43%2! ',&.,(4*('! 3$&!
*-0$20*-4! .22! #/*2)&(-! *-! 2.-4%.4(! .&,'! (L+(&*(-#('! .,! ,/(! +&(U
+&*8.&1E+&*8.&1!2(0(27!.4(!,/&((!,/&$%4/!4&.)(![:!D33(&()W!C.1!<.22:!
!




',%)(-,! )(0(2$+'! 8.,/! .-)! '#*(-#(! 2(''$-! +2.-'! .++&$+&*.,(! 3$&!
)*0(&'(!2(.&-(&':!D33(&()W!C.1!=+&*-4:!
!
EDU 251 EXCEPTIONAL PEOPLE                   3 credits  
"-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! +(&'$-'! 6*,/! )*'.9*2*,*('! .-)! $,/(&! +(&'$-'!
#$-'*)(&()! ,$! 9(! )*0(&'(! 6*,/*-! '$#*(,17! ,/(! '#/$$2! .-)! ,/(!
#$88%-*,1:! =,%)(-,'!6*22! (L+2$&(! #.%'('! $3! )*'.9*2*,*('! .-)! '(&0*#('!
.0.*2.92(!3$&!,/('(!*-)*0*)%.2':!?.1!3%23*22!C=="!XYY!&(b%*&(8(-,:!
EDU 257 HEALTH AND SAFETY IN SCHOOLS                     1 credit 
"-!*-,&$)%#,$&1!#$%&'(!,$!/(2+!',%)(-,'!)(0(2$+!.-!%-)(&',.-)*-4!$3!
,/(!*8+$&,.-,!.'+(#,'!$3!/(.2,/!.-)!'.3(,1!.'!*,!&(2.,('!,$!(2(8(-,.&1!
.4(! ',%)(-,'! .-)! ,/(! (2(8(-,.&1! '#/$$2! ,(.#/(&:! O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22!
#$0(&!'#/$$2!'.3(,1!.-)!$0(&.22!6(22-(''!$3!.22!',%)(-,':!*
!
EDU 265   THE WRITING PROCESS IN THE  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS                   3 credits 
?.,(&*.2'7!8(,/$)'!.-)!',&.,(4*('!,$!,(.#/!.22!#/*2)&(-!,/(!6&*,*-4!+&$#(''!
.'! .-! *-,(4&.2! +.&,! $3! &(.)*-47! 2.-4%.4(! .-)! 2*,(&.#1! )(0(2$+8(-,:!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!BJK!XYX7!BJK!XYZ!.-)!BCA!ZXX:!D33(&()W!C.1!<.22:!
!
EDU 300   APPLIED LINGUISTICS                   3 credits 
BL.8*-('!#%&&(-,!2*-4%*',*#!,/($&*('!.-)!+&*-#*+2('!&(2.,()!,$!'(#$-)!
2.-4%.4(! .#b%*'*,*$-! &('(.&#/! .-)! ,(.#/*-4:!"++2*#.,*$-!$3! ,/($&1! ,$!
,(.#/*-4!9.'*#! #$-,(-,! .&(.!.-)! 3$&! ,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!B-42*'/!.'! .!






EDU 310  METHODS OF TEACHING ESOL                   3 credits 
"-! $0(&0*(6! $3! #%&&(-,! .-)! (33(#,*0(! *-',&%#,*$-.2! 8(,/$)'! .-)!
',&.,(4*('!3$&!+2.--*-4!.-)!)(2*0(&*-4!*-',&%#,*$-!,$!B-42*'/!H.-4%.4(!
H(.&-(&'! *-! .! 0.&*(,1! $3! #2.''&$$8! '(,,*-4'! .-)! 3$&! .! 0.&*(,1! $3!




EDU 315 LITERACY IN THE PRIMARY GRADES                  3 credits 
"++&$.#/('7! 8(,/$)'7! .-)! 8.,(&*.2'! .++&$+&*.,(! ,$! ,(.#/*-4!
1$%-4!',%)(-,'!,$!&(.)!.&(!#$0(&():!B8+/.'*'!6*22!9(!$-!(8(&4(-,!
2*,(&.#17!'(b%(-,*.2!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!'R*22'7!+(&#(+,%.2!)(0(2$+8(-,7!
6$&)! .,,.#R! 'R*22'7! 0$#.9%2.&17! #$8+&(/(-'*$-! .-)! $&.2! 2.-4%.4(!
)(0(2$+8(-,! .'! .22! .&(! .! +.&,! $3! .! 9.2.-#()! 2*,(&.#1! .++&$.#/! ,$!
&(.)*-4:! <*(2)! $9'(&0.,*$-! .-)! +&.#,*#(! 6*22! 9(! &(b%*&():*
!
EDU 316 LITERACY IN THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES                  3 credits*
O/(! *-3$&8.,*$-! +&('(-,()! *-! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'! -(()()! 91! .22! ,(.#/(&'!
6/$! 6*'/! ,$! %'(! &('(.&#/()U9.'()! ',&.,(4*('! ,$! ,(.#/! &(.)*-4! ,$!
*-,(&8()*.,(!(2(8(-,.&1!',%)(-,':!!O(.#/(&'!6*22!2(.&-!/$6!,$!*-#2%)(!
,/(! (''(-,*.2! #$8+$-(-,'! $3! &(.)*-4! *-,$! .! ,1+*#.2! 2*,(&.#1! 92$#R5!
)(0(2$+! .-! *-U)(+,/! R-$62()4(! $3! '(0(&.2! &(.)*-4! .++&$.#/('5! .-)!
/.0(!.!3%22!%-)(&',.-)*-4!$37!.-)!(8+2$1!,/(!'*L!,&.*,'!$3!6&*,*-4:!!!
!





EDU 318   MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL               3 credits 
C(0(2$+8(-,!.-)!%'(!$3!3%-#,*$-.2!8.,/(8.,*#.2!'R*22'!3$&!(2(8(-,.&1!
'#/$$2! ,(.#/(&':! N-0(',*4.,*$-!$3!8(,/$)'!.-)!8.,(&*.2'! 3$&!%'(!6*,/!
)*0(&'(! ',%)(-,'! *-! (2(8(-,.&1! '#/$$2! 8.,/(8.,*#':! D33(&()W! C.1!
=+&*-47!<.22!N:!
 






EDU 320 TEACHING SCIENCE AND MATH                   4 credits 





EDU 330 DIVERSE POPULATIONS                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! ,$! +&$0*)(! ',%)(-,'! 6*,/! .! 4(-(&.2!
%-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! ,/(! #/.&.#,(&*',*#'! .-)! '%++$&,'! +&$0*)()! 3$&!
*-)*0*)%.2'!3&$8!)*0(&'(!+$+%2.,*$-':!!?.1!3%23*22!C==K!&(b%*&(8(-,:!
EDU 400 MANAGING THE CLASSROOM                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! ,$! +&$0*)(! ',%)(-,'! 6*,/! 'R*22'! .-)!
#$8+(,(-#*('! ,$! *8+&$0(! *-',&%#,*$-! .-)! 2(.&-*-4! ,/&$%4/! 4$$)!
#2.''&$$8!8.-.4(8(-,! 91! (',.92*'/*-4! .! 2(.&-*-4! (-0*&$-8(-,! .-)!
*-',&%#,*$-.2! +&$4&.8! ,/.,! *'! 6(22! $&4.-*f()! .-)! (33*#*(-,:! ! <*(2)!
$9'(&0.,*$-!6*22!9(!&(b%*&():!
!
EDU 410   TESTING AND EVALUATION IN ESOL                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L+2$&('! /$6! ,$! (33(#,*0(21! (0.2%.,(! .-)! *8+2(8(-,!
.''(''8(-,!+&.#,*#('!3$&!B=DH!',%)(-,'!*-!,/(!+%92*#!'#/$$2:!P.&,*#*+.-,'!
6*22! 4.*-! .-! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! ',.-).&)*f()! ,(','! .-)! .++&$+&*.,(!
.%,/(-,*#! .''(''8(-,! ,$! 9(',!8((,! ',%)(-,'c! -(()':! =*-#(! ,(',*-4! .33(#,'!
.22!.'+(#,'!$3!,/(!B=DH!',%)(-,'c!()%#.,*$-7!*,!*'!#&*,*#.2!,/.,!,(.#/(&'!.&(!
R-$62()4(.92(! .9$%,! ,(',*-4! *''%('!6/(-!8.R*-4!+().4$4*#.2! )(#*'*$-'!
,/.,!*-0$20(!,/(*&!',%)(-,':!D33(&()W!C.1!=+&*-47!=%88(&!NN:!
!
EDU 415 MANAGING THE CLASSROOM  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! ,$! +&$0*)(! ',%)(-,'! 6*,/! 'R*22'! .-)!
#$8+(,(-#*('! ,$! *8+&$0(! *-',&%#,*$-! .-)! 2(.&-*-4! ,/&$%4/! 4$$)!






*-',&%#,*$-.2! +&$4&.8! ,/.,! *'! 6(22! $&4.-*f()! .-)! (33*#*(-,! 3*(2)!
$9'(&0.,*$-!6*22!9(!&(b%*&():!
 
EDU 420 ASSESSMENT FOR INSTRUCTION                  4 credits 
C(0(2$+8(-,! $3! *-',&%#,*$-.2! $9a(#,*0('! .-)! #2.''&$$8! .''(''8(-,!
,(#/-*b%('! 3$&! )*0(&'(! ',%)(-,! +$+%2.,*$-'! .'!6(22! .'! *-,(&+&(,.,*$-!
$3! ',.-).&)*f()! .''(''8(-,'! %'*-4! 8(.'%&(8(-,! &('%2,'! 3$&!
(0.2%.,*-4! ',%)(-,! +&$4&('':! O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! ,/(!
*-,(&&(2.,*$-'/*+'!.8$-4!#$-,(-,!',.-).&)'7! *-',&%#,*$-.2!$9a(#,*0('7!
+2.--*-4!.-)!.''(''8(-,:!N-!.))*,*$-7!,/*'!#$%&'(!6*22!*-#2%)(!2*,(&.#1!
.''(''8(-,'7! '+(#*3*#.221! &%--*-4! &(#$&)'! .-)! *-3$&8.2! &(.)*-4!
*-0(-,$&*(':!
!
EDU 460   CHILDREN AT RISK                    3 credits 
"!',%)1!$3!&('(.&#/U9.'()!*-3$&8.,*$-!$3!,/(!*)(-,*3*#.,*$-7!&('$%&#('!
.-)!(33(#,*0(!*-',&%#,*$-.2!+&.#,*#('!3$&!.22!#/*2)&(-!6*,/!'+(#*.2!-(()'!




EDU 480 PRACTICUM                    3 credits 
O/(! 4%*)()! +&.#,*#(! $3! ,(.#/*-4! %-)(&! '%+(&0*'*$-! $3! .! ;2*-*#.2!





EDU 481 STUDENT TEACHING                    9 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! +&$0*)('! ,/(! $++$&,%-*,1! 3$&! *-)(+(-)(-,! +&.#,*#(!
,(.#/*-4! *-! .! )*0(&'(! #2.''&$$8! *-! $&)(&! ,$! %,*2*f(! ,/(! R-$62()4(7!
.,,*,%)('! .-)! 'R*22'! -(#(''.&1! ,$! )(8$-',&.,(! #$8+(,(-#1! *-! ,/(!
<2$&*).! B)%#.,$&! "##$8+2*'/()! P&.#,*#('! .,! ,/(! (2(8(-,.&1! '#/$$2!
2(0(2:! !=,%)(-,'!6*22!9(!+2.#()! *-!.!#2.''&$$8!$-!.! 3%22U,*8(!9.'*'! 3$&!
X]!6((R':!!P.&,*#*+.,*$-!*-!9*U6((R21!'(8*-.&'!*'!.2'$!&(b%*&():!
!
ENG 099   ENGLISH SKILLS                 non-credit 
"! ,/&((U#&()*,! #$%&'(! *-! 9.'*#! 6&*,*-47! 4&.88.&! .-)! '(-,(-#(!
',&%#,%&(!.!+&(&(b%*'*,(!,$!BJK!XYX!6/(-!&(b%*&():!N-#2%)('!6&*,*-4!
2.9! &(b%*&(8(-,':! O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! 4&.)()! +.''E3.*27! .-)! #$%&'(! #&()*,!
)$('!-$,!.++21!,$6.&)!4&.)%.,*$-!&(b%*&(8(-,':!
!
ENG 101   ENGLISH COMPOSITION I                   3 credits 
"!#$%&'(! *-! #2(.&7! (33(#,*0(!(L+&(''*$-!)('*4-()! ,$!)(0(2$+!.9*2*,1! *-!
#$8+$'*,*$-:! =,%)(-,'! ',%)1! ,/(! (''.1! .-)! .&(! ,&.*-()! *-! ,/(! %'(! $3!
2*9&.&1!8.,(&*.2'! 3$&!+&(+.&*-4!&('(.&#/!+.+(&':! N-#2%)('!6&*,*-4! 2.9!
&(b%*&(8(-,:!O/*'!#$%&'(!3%23*22'!,/(!K$&)$-!F%2(:!=,%)(-,'!6*22!6&*,(!
.!8*-*8%8!$3!g7YYY!6$&)':!=,%)(-,'!8%',!(.&-!.!;U!$&!/*4/(&!,$!8$0(!
$-! ,$! BJK! XYZ:! D33(&()! (0(&1! '(8(',(&:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! P.''! 4&.)(! *-!
BJK!Y``!$&!.++&$+&*.,(!'#$&(!$-!,/(!+2.#(8(-,!,(',:!
!
ENG 102   ENGLISH COMPOSITION II/WORLD LITERATURE           3 credits 
"! #$%&'(! *-! (33(#,*0(! 6&*,*-47! (8+/.'*f*-4! .-.21'*'! $3! 6$&R'! $3!
2*,(&.,%&(:! =,%)(-,'! ',%)1! ,/(! 0.&*$%'! 2*,(&.&1! 4(-&('7! &(.)*-4! .-)!




ENG 201   STUDIES IN POETRY                    3 credits 
"! '%&0(1! $3! ,/(! 4(-&(7! %'*-4! .! 42$9.2! #.-$-! ,$! ',%)1! ,/(! 3$&8.2!
(2(8(-,'! .-)! 0.&*$%'! 3$&8'! $3! +$(,&1:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! ;U! $&! /*4/(&! *-!
BJK!XYZ:!D33(&()W!<.22!$3!$))U-%89(&()!1(.&':!
 
ENG 202   STUDIES IN SHORT FICTION                   3 credits 
"! '%&0(1! $3! ,/(! 4(-&(7! %'*-4! .! 42$9.2! #.-$-! ,$! ',%)1! ,/(! 3$&8.2!
(2(8(-,'! $3! ,/(! '/$&,! ',$&1:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! ;U! $&! /*4/(&! *-! BJK! XYZ:!
D33(&()W!=+&*-4!$3!$))U-%89(&()!1(.&':!
  
ENG 203   STUDIES IN DRAMA                    3 credits 





ENG 204   STUDIES IN THE NOVEL                   3 credits 




ENG 311   CREATIVE WRITING                    3 credits 




ENG 315   MEDIEVAL & RENAISSANCE LITERATURE                  3 credits 









ENG 330   AMERICAN LITERATURE I                   3 credits 




ENG 331   AMERICAN LITERATURE II                   3 credits 









ENG 341   BRITISH LITERATURE II                   3 credits 
"!'%&0(1!$3!8.a$&!@&*,*'/!.%,/$&'!.3,(&!,/(!F(-.*''.-#(!.-)!,/&$%4/!
,/(! ZY,/! ;(-,%&1:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! ;U! $&! /*4/(&! *-! BJK! XYZ:! D33(&()W!
=+&*-4!$3!$))U-%89(&()!1(.&':!
!
ENG 350   INTRODUCTION TO GENDER AND   
 MULTICULTURALISM IN LITERATURE                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!.-!.-.21'*'!.-)!.++&(#*.,*$-!$3!6&*,*-4'!3&$8!.!0.&*(,1!
$3! )*0(&'(! 42$9.2! 4&$%+'! 6*,/! .-! (8+/.'*'! $-! ,/(! %-*b%(-(''! .-)!
-%.-#('! $3! #%2,%&(! .-)! *)(-,*,17! ,/(! *-)*0*)%.2! .-)! .-!
.#R-$62()4(8(-,!.-)!&(#$4-*,*$-!$3!)*33(&(-#('!.8$-4!,/('(!0.&*$%'!
4&$%+':!N,!.2'$!6*22!(L.8*-(!,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!4(-)(&!3$&8.,*$-!.-)!




ENG 405   SEMINAR IN GENDER AND LITERATURE                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! (-.92(! ',%)(-,'! ,$! #$8+&(/(-)! ,/(! 4(-('*'! $3!
',(&($,1+*#.2! 4(-)(&! &$2('! .-)! /$6! ,/*'! +(&#(+,*$-! *'! 3$&8()! 91!
'$#*.27!+$2*,*#.2!.-)!/*',$&*#.2!*-32%(-#(':!O/*'!#$%&'(!.2'$!6*22!+&('(-,!
/$6!,/*'!#$-',&*#,*-4!+(&#(+,*$-!$3!9(/.0*$&!/.'!(0$20()!*-,$!.!8$&(!
/%8.-*',*#! .,,*,%)(! ,$6.&)! (b%.2*,1! *-! '$#*(,1! .-)! /$6! ,/('(!




ENG 420   TOPICS IN LITERATURE                   3 credits 




ENG 470   WRITING THE MAJOR THESIS                   3 credits 
O/*'!*'!.-!%++(&U)*0*'*$-!6&*,*-4!6$&R'/$+!*-!6/*#/!',%)(-,'!&(#(*0(!
*-',&%#,*$-! .-)! 3(()9.#R! *-! 6&*,*-4! .'! 6(22! .'! &(*-3$&#(8(-,! $3!
6&*,*-4! 'R*22':! O.%4/,! 91! .-! B-42*'/! +&$3(''$&7! ,/(! #$%&'(! .22$6'!
',%)(-,'! ,$! )(0(2$+!6&*,*-4! +&$a(#,'! 3$&! .''*4-8(-,'! *-! ,/(*&!8.a$&!
+&$4&.8!.-)!,$!&(#(*0(!4%*).-#(!$-!,/('(!+&$a(#,'!3&$8!,/(!+2.--*-4!









ENG 480   LITERARY THEORY                    3 credits 
O/*'! #.+',$-(! #2.''! +&$0*)('! ,$$2'! 3$&! #&*,*#.2! ,/*-R*-4! ,/.,! #%,'! .#&$''!
(L*',*-4!)*'#*+2*-('!.-)!)(8.-)'!&(32(#,*$-!$-!#.,(4$&*('!6/*#/!',&%#,%&(!
.#.)(8*#! )*'#$%&'(:! O/(! #$%&'(! 6*22! *-,&$)%#(! .! )*0(&'*,1! $3! 2*,(&.&1!
,/($&*('! ,/&$%4/! &(.)*-4'! *-! )&.8.7! 3*#,*$-! .-)! +$(,&1:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W!
P(&8*''*$-!$3!*-',&%#,$&:!D33(&()W!<.22!$3!(0(-U-%89(&()!1(.&':!
!
EPA 540   TERRORISM: ITS EFFECT ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE  
 AND EMERGENCY PLANNING                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!)('*4-()!,$!+&(+.&(!',%)(-,'!6*,/!,/(!-(#(''.&17!9.'*#!
,/($&(,*#.2! R-$62()4(! .-)! .9*2*,1! ,$! &(.'$-.921! .-.21f(! ,/(!
3%-).8(-,.2! +&*-#*+2('! *-0$20()! *-! +$2*,*#.2! ,(&&$&*'8:! =,%)(-,'!6*22!
(L.8*-(!.!0.&*(,1!$3!(0(-,'7!&.-4*-4!3&$8!2$6U2(0(2!,/&(.,'!.-)!.#,'!$3!
0*$2(-#(! ,/.,! 8.1! &(+&('(-,! '*4-*3*#.-,! &*'R! ,$! /%8.-! 2*3(! .-)!
+&$+(&,17! ,$! 2.&4(U'#.2(! .#,'! $3! 0*$2(-#(! *-0$20*-4! 6(.+$-'! $3! 8.''!
)(',&%#,*$-!,/.,!8.1!/.0(!)(0.',.,*-47!2$-4U,(&8!(33(#,':!
!
EPA 620   INTERNSHIP IN EMERGENCY PLANNING   
  AND ADMINISTRATION                   3 credits 
O/(! *-,(&-'/*+! *-! B8(&4(-#1! P2.--*-4! .-)! ")8*-*',&.,*$-! *'! .!
+&.#,*#.2!(L+(&*(-,*.2!3*(2)!+2.#(8(-,!*-!.!+%92*#!$&!+&*0.,(!(8(&4(-#1!
.)8*-*',&.,*$-! '(,,*-4:! O/(! *-,(&-'/*+! #$89*-('! +&.#,*#%8U9.'()!
2(.&-*-4! #$89*-()!6*,/! .++2*()! &('(.&#/:! P&(&(b%*'*,('W! P(&8*''*$-!
$3! #$22(4(! *-,(&-'/*+! 2*.*'$-7! Z:]! #%8%2.,*0(! KP"! *-! 8.a$&! .-)E$&!
)(+.&,8(-,.2!.++&$0.2:!
!
EPA 630   TECHNOLOGY IN EMERGENCY PLANNING   
 AND ADMINISTRATION                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! ,/(! -.,%&(! .-)! (L,(-,! $3! #%&&(-,! .-)! (8(&4*-4!
,(#/-$2$4*('! *-! ,/(! 3*(2)! $3! B8(&4(-#1! P2.--*-4! .-)! ")8*-*',&.,*$-:! N,!
.-.21f('! ,(#/-$2$41! .++2*#.,*$-'! .-)! ,/(*&! &$2(! *-! (8(&4(-#1! +2.--*-47!
&('+$-'(7! &(#$0(&1!.-)!8*,*4.,*$-:!P&$92(8'!.-)! *''%('!.''$#*.,()!6*,/!
,/(! *-,&$)%#,*$-! .-)! %'(! $3! ,(#/-$2$41! .++2*#.,*$-'! 3$&! (8(&4(-#1!
8.-.4(8(-,! .&(! #$-'*)(&():! >.&*$%'! *-3$&8.,*$-! '1',(8'! ,/.,! '%++$&,!
)(#*'*$-U8.R*-4!*-!(8(&4(-#1!.)8*-*',&.,*$-!.&(!(L.8*-():!
!
EPA 640   PLANNING PROCESSES    
 FOR EMERGENCY ADMINISTRATION                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! (L.8*-(! 0.&*$%'! +2.--*-4! +&$#(''! 8$)(2'! .-)!
8(,/$)'! %'()! 6*,/*-! ,/(! #$-,(L,! $3! (8(&4(-#1! +2.--*-4! .-)!
.)8*-*',&.,*$-:! =,%)(-,'! 6*22! .-.21f(! /$6! ,/(! +2.--*-4! +&$#(''!
(-.92('!#&*,*#.2!,/*-R*-4!91!+&$3(''*$-.2'!.-)!.2,(&-.,*0('!.0.*2.92(!*-!
,/(!(0(-,!$3!.-!(8(&4(-#1:!O/*'!#$%&'(!.2'$!#$-'*)(&'!,/(!)1-.8*#'!$3!
#$$&)*-.,*$-! .-)! #$$+(&.,*$-! .8$-4! .-)! 9(,6((-! .4(-#*('! ,/.,! *'!
&(b%*&()!3$&!(33(#,*0(!(8(&4(-#1!+2.--*-4!,$!$##%&:!
EPA 651   THE SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF DISASTER                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *-0$20('! .-! .-.21'*'! $3! '$#*$2$4*#.2! &('(.&#/! &(4.&)*-4!




4$0(&-! ,/(! )('*4-! .-)! *8+2(8(-,.,*$-! $3! (33(#,*0(! )*'.',(&! 6.&-*-4!




EPA 652   POLITICAL AND PUBLIC POLICY BASIS  
OF EMERGENCY PLANNING AND  
ADMINISTRATION                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! .-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! ,/(! +$2*,*#.2! .-)! +%92*#! +$2*#1!
(-0*&$-8(-,! *-! 6/*#/! (8(&4(-#1! +2.--*-4! .-)! .)8*-*',&.,*$-! *'!
+&.#,*#():! N,! (L.8*-('! ,/(! +$2*,*#.2! )1-.8*#'! $3! (8(&4(-#1!
8.-.4(8(-,! .-)! .-.21f('! 4$0(&-8(-,! )(#*'*$-U8.R*-4! 9(3$&(7!
)%&*-4!.-)!.3,(&!)*'.',(&':!=,%)(-,'!',%)1!/$6!+$2*,*#.2!3.#,$&'!+2.1!.!
&$2(! *-! .22! +/.'('! $3! (8(&4(-#1! .-)! )*'.',(&!8.-.4(8(-,:! =,%)(-,'!
.2'$!.-.21f(!0.&*$%'!)*'.',(&!+$2*#1!',%)*('!3$&!2(''$-'!2(.&-():!
!
EPA 654   LIVING IN A HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENT                  3 credits 
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! '(2(#,()! -.,%&.2! /.f.&)'! .-)! ,/(*&! )*',&*9%,*$-5!
,(#/-*#.2! /.f.&)'! .-)! ,/(*&! $&*4*-! .-)! ,/(! 3&(b%(-#1! .-)! *8+.#,! $3!
/.f.&)$%'!(0(-,':!O/(!#$%&'(!.-.21f('!/.f.&)!+(&#(+,*$-!.-)!+%92*#!
&('+$-'(!,$!-.,%&.2!/.f.&)'!.-)!,(#/-$2$4*#.2! 3.*2%&('7!(L.8*-('!,/(!
#$-'(b%(-#('! $3! /.f.&)'! $-! '$#*(,1! $0(&! ,*8(! .-)! .''(''('! 0.&*$%'!
8*,*4.,*$-!',&.,(4*(':!O&(-)'!*-!/.f.&)'!&('(.&#/!.&(!#$-'*)(&()7!.-)!
.! 0.&*(,1! $3! -.,*$-.2! .-)! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! *''%('! .&(! (L+2$&()! ,/&$%4/!
#.'(!',%)*(':!
!
EPA 655   VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS AND  
HAZARD MITIGATION                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! (L.8*-(! /.f.&)7! &*'R! .-)! 0%2-(&.9*2*,1! .-.21'*'!
6*,/*-! ,/(! #$-,(L,! $3! (8(&4(-#1! +2.--*-4! .-)! .)8*-*',&.,*$-:! O/(!
#$-#(+,!$3!/.f.&)!8*,*4.,*$-!6*22!9(!3&.8()!.-)!.-.21f()!.'!.!,$$2!,$!
&()%#(! 0%2-(&.9*2*,1! ,$! /%8.-'! .-)! ,/(! 9%*2,! (-0*&$-8(-,7! ,/(&(91!
&()%#*-4! +$,(-,*.2! ).8.4('! 3&$8! 3%,%&(! )*'.',(&':! O/(! ',%)(-,! 6*22!
&(0*(6! 3()(&.27! ',.,(! .-)! 2$#.2! 8*,*4.,*$-! +&$4&.8'7! .-)!
*-,(&4$0(&-8(-,.2! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! 6*22! 9(! (L+2$&():! O/(! &$2(! $3! ,/(!
+&*0.,(! '(#,$&! .-)! -$-U4$0(&-8(-,.2! $&4.-*f.,*$-'! TJKD'V! 6*22! 9(!
(L.8*-()7! .-)! ,/(! (#$-$8*#! (33(#,*0(-(''! $3! 0%2-(&.9*2*,1! .-.21'*'!
6*22!9(!.''(''():!
!
EPA 665   GRADUATE PROJECT IN EMERGENCY  
PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION                  3 credits 
O/(! #%28*-.,*-4! 4&.)%.,(! +&$a(#,! &(+&('(-,'! .! ,$+*#! $3! +&$3(''*$-.2!






ESE 275  INCLUSIVE EDUCATION                   3 credits 
F(0*(6! $3! &('(.&#/U9.'()! *-3$&8.,*$-! $-! ,/(! *)(-,*3*#.,*$-! .-)!
&(8()*.,*$-!$3!(L#(+,*$-.2!',%)(-,'! *-! ,/(!4(-(&.2!()%#.,*$-!#2.''&$$8:!
C(0(2$+8(-,! $3! +&.#,*#.2! ,(.#/*-4! ',&.,(4*('! 4(-(&.2! ()%#.,$&'! -(()! ,$!
&('+$-)! (33(#,*0(21! ,$! (L#(+,*$-.2! ',%)(-,'! *-! 4(-(&.2! ()%#.,*$-!
#2.''&$$8!'(,,*-4':!O6(20(!/$%&'!$3!3*(2)!$9'(&0.,*$-'!&(b%*&(): 
 
ESE 310   LITERACY FOR STUDENT WITH DISABILITIES                    3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!+&('(-,'!,/(!3%-).8(-,.2'!$3!&(.)*-4!,/($&17! *-',&%#,*$-!
.-)! .''(''8(-,:! O(.#/*-4! ',&.,(4*('! 9.'()! $-! #%&&(-,! '+(#*.2!
()%#.,*$-! 8(,/$)'! .-)! 8.,(&*.2'! 6*22! 9(! +&('(-,():! B8+/.'*'! *'!
+2.#()! $-! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! .-)! %,*2*f.,*$-! $3! .! 9&$.)! '+(#,&%8! $3!
+().4$4*#.2! 8(,/$)$2$4*('! )('*4-()! ,$! 3$',(&! &(.)*-4! 2*,(&.#1:!
C*.4-$',*#7!+&('#&*+,*0(!.-)!(0.2%.,*0(!,(#/-*b%('!.++&$+&*.,(!,$!,/(!
#/*2)! 6*,/! )*'.9*2*,*('! .&(! .))&(''():! ;&*,*#.2! .''(''8(-,! $3!
#$88(&#*.2! &(.)*-4! .-)! $,/(&! 2.-4%.4(! .&,'! +&$4&.8'E8.,(&*.2'! *'!
*-#2%)():!!
 
ESE 410  INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS IN CONTENT AREAS               3 credits 
"-! *-U)(+,/! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! #/.&.#,(&*',*#'! .-)! -(()'! $3! ',%)(-,'!6*,/!
)*'.9*2*,*('! T8(-,.221! #/.22(-4()7! '+(#*3*#! 2(.&-*-4! )*'.9*2*,*('7!







ESE 500  FOUNDATIONS OF EXCEPTIONAL  
 STUDENT EDUCATION                   3 credits 
"-!(L+2$&.,*$-!.-)!.-.21'*'! $3! (L#(+,*$-.2! ',%)(-,! ()%#.,*$-!6*,/! .!
3$#%'! $-! 4$0(&-8(-,! +$2*#17! +.&,*#%2.&21! P:H:! `\UX\Z! .-)! ,/(! "C"5!
.&(.'!#$-,&*9%,*-4!,$!,/(!/*',$&1!$3!'+(#*.2!()%#.,*$-5!2(4.2!.-)!(,/*#.2!
*''%('! *-! (L#(+,*$-.2! ',%)(-,! ()%#.,*$-5! .-)! 8.a$&! ,/($&*('!
.''$#*.,()!6*,/!8*2)21! /.-)*#.++()! '*,%.,*$-':! <*(2)! (L+(&*(-#(! .-)!
$9'(&0.,*$-!&(b%*&():!
ESE 505  ASSESSMENT OF EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS                  3 credits 
O/(! +%&+$'(! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'! ,$! $33(&! .-! .)0.-#()! '(,! $3! 'R*22'! *-!









.#,%.2! .''(''8(-,! *-',&%8(-,'7! ,(#/-*b%('!.-)!)(#*'*$-'!6/*#/! 2(.)!
,$!.++&$+&*.,(!()%#.,*$-.2!+&$4&.88*-4!3$&!,/('(!,.&4(,!4&$%+':!O/(!
#$%&'(!6*22!.2'$!(L.8*-(!,/(!%'(!$3!*-3$&8.2!8(,/$)'!%'()!*-!'+(#*.2!
()%#.,*$-! #2.''&$$8'5! +$&,3$2*$! .''(''8(-,7! .%,/(-,*#! .''(''8(-,7!
$9'(&0.,*$-7! .-(#)$,.2! .-)! 0.&*$%'! &(#$&)*-4! 8(,/$)'! 6*22! .2'$! 9(!
#$0(&(): 
 
ESE 510  LITERACY FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES               3 credits*
O/*'!#$%&'(!+&('(-,'!,/(!3%-).8(-,.2'!$3!&(.)*-4!,/($&17! *-',&%#,*$-!
.-)! .''(''8(-,:! O(.#/*-4! ',&.,(4*('! 9.'()! $-! #%&&(-,! '+(#*.2!
()%#.,*$-! 8(,/$)'! .-)! 8.,(&*.2'! 6*22! 9(! +&('(-,():! B8+/.'*'! *'!
+2.#()! $-! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! .-)! %,*2*f.,*$-! $3! .! 9&$.)! '+(#,&%8! $3!
+().4$4*#.2! 8(,/$)$2$4*('! )('*4-()! ,$! 3$',(&! &(.)*-4! 2*,(&.#1:!
C*.4-$',*#7!+&('#&*+,*0(!.-)!(0.2%.,*0(!,(#/-*b%('!.++&$+&*.,(!,$!,/(!
#/*2)! 6*,/! )*'.9*2*,*('! .&(! .))&(''():! ;&*,*#.2! .''(''8(-,! $3!
#$88(&#*.2! &(.)*-4! .-)! $,/(&! 2.-4%.4(! .&,'! +&$4&.8'E8.,(&*.2'! *'!
*-#2%)():! "! 8*-*8%8! $3! ,(-! /$%&'! $3! 3*(2)! (L+(&*(-#(! &(b%*&():!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!B=B!]YY: 
 
ESE 515  INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS IN CONTENT AREAS           3 credits 
"-! *-U)(+,/! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! #/.&.#,(&*',*#'! .-)! -(()'! $3! ',%)(-,'!6*,/!
)*'.9*2*,*('! T8(-,.221! #/.22(-4()7! '+(#*3*#! 2(.&-*-4! )*'.9*2*,*('7!




6*,/! )*'.9*2*,*('! .#&$''! #$-,(-,! .&(.':! ! "! 8*-*8%8! $3! ,(-! /$%&'! $3!
3*(2)!(L+(&*(-#(!&(b%*&():!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!B=B!]YY!
ESE 520  CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
<$#%'('!$-!)(0(2$+*-4!',&.,(4*('!,$!3$&8%2.,(!.!',.-).&)!$3!9(/.0*$&!
*-!'+(#*.2!-(()'!#2.''&$$8'!.-)!8(,/$)'! ,/.,!+&$8$,(! *-',&%#,*$-.2!
8$8(-,%8! 3$&! '+(#*.2! -(()'! #2.''&$$8'! .-)! '+(#*.2! ()%#.,$&'!
6$&R*-4!6*,/*-!&(4%2.&!#2.''&$$8':!!
ESE 521  SURVEY OF LEARNING DISABILITIES                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(!+&$0*)('! .-!/*',$&*#.2! $0(&0*(6!$3! '(&0*#('7! .''(''8(-,7!
,/($&*('!$3!*-,(&0(-,*$-!',&.,(4*('7!.-)!#2.''&$$8!8$)(2'!3$&!#/*2)&(-!
6*,/! 2(.&-*-4!)*'$&)(&':!! O/(! (,*$2$41! $3! 2(.&-*-4!)*'.9*2*,*('! .-)! *,'!
+&$2*3*#!4&$6,/!6*22!9(!+&('(-,()!.-)!6/.,!'#/$$2'!.-)!,(.#/(&'!8%',!
)$! ,$! .##$88$).,(! ,/('(! 2(.&-(&':!! O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! .2'$! (L.8*-(!
-.,*$-.2! $&4.-*f.,*$-'7! )(3*-*,*$-'7! )*'#&(+.-#1! $3! +$,(-,*.2! .-)!
.#/*(0(8(-,!.-)!$,/(&!*)(-,*3*#.,*$-!*''%('!3$&!,/('(!2(.&-(&': 
 
ESE 522   CURRICULM ADAPATION/MODIFICATION  
 IN THE CONTENT AREA                   3 credits 
NCBN"! TN-)*0*)%.2'! 6*,/! C*'.9*2*,*('! B)%#.,*$-! N8+&$0(8(-,! "#,V!
.33$&)'!',%)(-,'!6*,/! 2(.&-*-4!)*'.9*2*,*('!'+(#*.2!'(&0*#('!6*,/*-!,/(!
2(.',! &(',&*#,*0(! (-0*&$-8(-,:!! O/('(! '(&0*#('! *-#2%)(!
.##$88$).,*$-'!.-)!8$)*3*#.,*$-'!.'!)$#%8(-,()!91!,/(!#/*2)p'!NBP:!!
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! #$0(&! 8.-).,()! 8$)*3*#.,*$-'! *-! ,/(! .&(.'! $3!
(-0*&$-8(-,.2E8.-.4(8(-,7! 8.,(&*.2'7! #$-,(-,7! *-',&%#,*$-.2! .-)!
,(',*-4E(0.2%.,*$-! 8$)*3*#.,*$-! .#&$''! #$-,(-,! .&(.'! *-! $&)(&! ,$!
8.*-,.*-! ,/(! #/*2)! 6*,/! '+(#*.2! -(()'! *-! ,/(! &(4%2.&! ()%#.,*$-!
#2.''&$$8!.-)!#%&&*#%2%8: 
 
ESE 523  COGNITIVE STRATEGY INSTRUCTION                  3 credits 
O/(!#$%&'(!+&$0*)('!,/(!'R*22'!.-)!#$8+(,(-#*('!-(()()!,$!(33(#,*0(21!
$&4.-*f(! *-',&%#,*$-.2! +&$4&.8'! .-)! (-0*&$-8(-,':! O(#/-*b%('! 3$&!
$&4.-*f*-4! *-',&%#,*$-! 6*22! *-#2%)(! '%#/! 'R*22'! .'W! )(0(2$+*-4! .-)!
,(.#/*-4! 2(.&-*-4! ',&.,(4*('5* )(0(2$+*-4! #$8+(-'.,$&1! ',&.,(4*('7!




ESE 525  TRANSITION PLANNING FOR STUDENTS  
 WITH DISABILITIES** * * ******************3 credits*
;$8+&(/(-'*0(!4%*)(! ,$!#$22(4*.,(!#$%-'(2*-47! &('*)(-,*.27! '$#*.2!.-)!
0$#.,*$-.2! +&$4&.8'7! '(&0*-4! .)$2('#(-,'! .-)! 1$%-4! .)%2,'! 6*,/!
)*'.9*2*,*(':! ! O/*'! #$%&'(! +&('(-,'! *-3$&8.,*$-! ,$! (-.92(! ',%)(-,'! ,$!
+2.-7! *8+2(8(-,7! .-)! (0.2%.,(! +&$4&.8'! 3$&! .)$2('#(-,'! .-)! 1$%-4!
.)%2,'! 6*,/! )*'.9*2*,*('! '$! ,/.,! ,/(1! #.-! 2(.)! .! '.,*'3.#,$&1! .-)!
'%##(''3%2! .)%2,! 2*3(:! P&*-#*+2('! *-! ,/*'! #$%&'(! #.-! 9(! .++2*()! ,$! ,/(!
'(#$-).&1! '#/$$27! &('*)(-,*.27! '$#*.2! .-)! 0$#.,*$-.27! .-)! #$%-'(2*-4U
9.'()! +&$4&.8'! 6/(&(! ',%)(-,'! 6*,/! )*'.9*2*,*('! .&(! '(&0():! "!
8*-*8%8!$3!,(-!/$%&'!$3!3*(2)!(L+(&*(-#(!&(b%*&():!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!B=B!
]YY!.-)!B=B!]X]:!





(U8.*2! .-)! d(9! &('$%&#('! 3$&! *-',&%#,*-4! ',%)(-,'! 6*,/! )*'.9*2*,*('!
6*22!9(!(L+2$&():!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!B=B!]YY:!
ESE 531  INTRODUCTION TO AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS    3 credits 
O/(! #$%&'(! 6*22! +&$0*)(! +.&,*#*+.-,'! 6*,/! .! 3&.8(6$&R! 3$&!
%-)(&',.-)*-4! ,/(!)(3*-*,*$-!.-)!/*',$&1!$3!.%,*'8:!O/(!8()*#.2!.-)!
()%#.,*$-.2! R-$62()4(! $3! ,&(.,8(-,! (33$&,'! ,$! +&$8$,(! ,/(!
.++&$+&*.,(! ()%#.,*$-! .-)! '(&0*#('! 3$&! 1$%-4! #/*2)&(-7! .)$2('#(-,'!
.-)! 1$%-4! .)%2,'! 6*,/! "%,*'8! =+(#,&%8! C*'$&)(&'! T"=CV! 6*22! 9(!
)*'#%''():!O/(!#$%&'(!6*22!.2'$!3$#%'!$-!,/(!'$#*.2!.-)!#$88%-*#.,*$-!
-(()'! $3! #/*2)&(-! 6*,/! "=C:! O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! *-,(-)()! .'! .! 4(-(&.2!
$0(&0*(6!$3!.%,*'8!.-)!.!+&(&(b%*'*,(!3$&!$,/(&!#$%&'('!$33(&()!*-!,/*'!
'+(#*.2*f.,*$-:!"!8*-*8%8!$3! ,(-!/$%&'!$3! 3*(2)!(L+(&*(-#(! &(b%*&():!
P&(U!$&!#$U&(b%*'*,('W!B=B!]YY: 
 
ESE 532   NEEDS OF FAMILIES WITH A CHILD WITH  
 AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS                   3 credits!
O/*'! #$%&'(!6*22! 3$#%'!$-!%-)(&',.-)*-4! 3.8*21!)1-.8*#'! *-! &(2.,*$-!
,$!,/(!#/*2)p'!)*'.9*2*,1!.-)!,/(!()%#.,*$-!'1',(8:!O/(!#$%&'(!6*22!.2'$!
+2.#(!(8+/.'*'!$-!,/(!+&$3(''*$-.2!)(0(2$+*-4!',&.,(4*('!,$! *8+&$0(!




ESE 533 FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE/ 
 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS                    3 credits!
O/*'!#$%&'(!6*22!.22$6!+.&,*#*+.-,'!,$!)(0(2$+!.-!%-)(&',.-)*-4!$3!,/(!
#$88%-*#.,*$-! )*'$&)(&'! .''$#*.,()! 6*,/! "%,*'8! =+(#,&%8!
C*'$&)(&'7! .-! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! ,/(! )*.4-$'*'! .-)! ,&(.,8(-,! $3!
#$88%-*#.,*$-!)*'$&)(&'!.''$#*.,()!6*,/!"=C7!.-)!.-!%-)(&',.-)*-4!
$3! /$6! ,/(! '+(#*.2! ()%#.,*$-! ,(.#/(&! #.-! #$-,&*9%,(! ,$! ,/(!





2.-4%.4(! '1',(8':! "! 8*-*8%8! $3! ,(-! /$%&'! $3! 3*(2)! (L+(&*(-#(!
&(b%*&():!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!B=B!]YY7!B=B!]XY7!B=B!]ZY: 
 
ESE 534 AUTISM: METHODS OF INSTRUCTION  
 AND INTERVENTION** * * *****************3 credits!
O/*'!#$%&'(!6*22!+&('(-,!#%&&(-,!+&.#,*#(!.-)!&('(.&#/!$-!(0.2%.,*$-!
.-)! ,&(.,8(-,! '(&0*#('! 3$&! *-)*0*)%.2'! 6*,/! "%,*'8! =+(#,&%8!
C*'$&)(&':!! O/(! #$%&'(! 6*22! +&$0*)(! &(0*(6! .-)! )*'#%''*$-! $3! '%#/!
*''%('! .'W!! 6/.,! ,$! ,(.#/7! /$6! ,$! ,(.#/! .-)! ,(.#/*-4! 6*,/*-! .! ,(.8!
+&$#('':!! O/(! #$%&'(! 6*22! .22$6! ',%)(-,'! ,$! (L.8*-(! ',&.,(4*('! $3!
(33(#,*0(! *-',&%#,*$-7! *-,(&0(-,*$-! .-)! ,&(.,8(-,7!
2.-4%.4(E#$88%-*#.,*$-! .#b%*'*,*$-! .-)! *-#2%'*$-! 8(,/$)'! 3$&!
#/*2)&(-! 6*,/! "%,*'8! =+(#,&%8! C*'$&)(&':!! O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! +.&,! $3! .!
',.,(!4&.-,!.-)!*'!$33(&()!,$!+&$3(''*$-.2'!.-)!+&('(&0*#(!,(.#/(&'!,$!
*8+&$0(! 'R*22'! *-!6$&R*-4!6*,/! ',%)(-,'!6*,/!.%,*'8:!"!8*-*8%8!$3!
,(-! /$%&'! $3! 3*(2)! (L+(&*(-#(! &(b%*&():! P&(&(b%*'*,('W! B=B! ]YY7! B=B!
]X]7!B=B!][X7!B=B!][Z:!
ESE 535        TEACHING FUNCTIONAL SOCIAL SKILLS                  3 credits*
P.&,*#*+.-,'! *-! ,/*'! #$%&'(!6*22! 4.*-! .! 3&.8(6$&R! 3$&! %-)(&',.-)*-4!
,/(! '$#*.2! -(()'! $3! #/*2)&(-7! .)$2('#(-,'! .-)! 1$%-4! .)%2,'! 6*,/!
"%,*'8!=+(#,&%8!C*'$&)(&':!!=%##(''3%2!'$#*.2!*-,(&.#,*$-'!)(+(-)7!*-!
.! 2.&4(! +.&,7! $-! ,/(! .9*2*,1! ,$! +(&#(*0(! .-)! #$&&(#,21! *-,(&+&(,! ,/(!












ESE 541 PRINCIPLES OF APPLIED BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS********3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! 3$#%'! $-! )(3*-*,*$-'7! #/.&.#,(&*',*#'7! +&*-#*+2('7!
+&$#(''('! .-)! #$-#(+,'! &(2.,()! ,$! 9(/.0*$&! .-.21'*'! .'! 6(22! .'!
*-,&$)%#*-4! 9(/.0*$&! #/.-4(!+&$#()%&('! .-)! '1',(8'! '%++$&,:! <*(2)!
(L+(&*(-#(!&(b%*&():!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!B=B!]YY7!B=B!]ZY:!
ESE 542 APPLICATIONS OF APPLIED BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS***3 credits 
O/(! 3$#%'! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! 9(! 9(/.0*$&! #/.-4(! +&$#()%&('! .-)!
'1',(8'!'%++$&,:! !B,/*#.2!#$-'*)(&.,*$-'! *-!9(/.0*$&!.-.21'*'!.'!6(22!
.'! 9(/.0*$&.2! .''(''8(-,! .-)! '(2(#,*-4! *-,(&0(-,*$-! $%,#$8('!
',&.,(4*('! 6*22! 9(! *-,&$)%#():! <*(2)! (L+(&*(-#(! &(b%*&():!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!B=B!]YY7!B=B!]ZY7!B=B!]\X: 
 
ESE 543 EVALUATING INTERVENTIONS IN  
 APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(!6*22! +&$0*)(! +.&,*#*+.-,'!6*,/! (L,(-'*0(! +&(+.&.,*$-! $-!
9(/.0*$&.2! .''(''8(-,! .-)! '(2(#,*-4! *-,(&0(-,*$-! $%,#$8('!
',&.,(4*(':! ! ?(.'%&(8(-,! $3! 9(/.0*$&! .-)! )*'+2.1*-4E*-,(&+&(,*-4!
).,.! 6*22! 9(! *-,&$)%#()! .-)! ,/(! (L+(&*8(-,.2! (0.2%.,*$-! $3!
*-,(&0(-,*$-'! 6*22! 9(! &(0*(6():! <*(2)! (L+(&*(-#(! &(b%*&():!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!B=B!]YY7!B=B!]ZY7!B=B!]\X:!
 
ESE 544 PROFESSIONAL ISSUES IN APPLIED  
 BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS                    3 credits 
N-! ,/*'! #$%&'(7! (,/*#.2! #$-'*)(&.,*$-'! *-! 9(/.0*$&! .-.21'*'! 6*22! 9(!
(L+.-)()! 6/*2(! 9(/.0*$&.2! .''(''8(-,7! '(2(#,*-4! *-,(&0(-,*$-!
$%,#$8('! ',&.,(4*('7! (L+(&*8(-,.2! (0.2%.,*$-! $3! *-,(&0(-,*$-'7!
9(/.0*$&! #/.-4(! +&$#()%&('! .-)! '1',(8'! '%++$&,!6*22! 9(! &(0*(6():!
<*(2)!(L+(&*(-#(!&(b%*&():!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!B=B!]YY7!B=B!]ZY7!B=B!]\X:*
ESE 545  BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT MODELS IN  
 APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(!6*22! 3$#%'!$-! ,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!9(/.0*$&.2!.''(''8(-,!
.-)! '(2(#,*$-! $3! *-,(&0(-,*$-! $%,#$8('! ',&.,(4*(':! ! "! &(0*(6! $3!
)(3*-*,*$-'7! #/.&.#,(&*',*#'7! +&*-#*+2('7! +&$#(''('! .-)! #$-#(+,'! *-!
9(/.0*$&! .-.21'*'! 6*22! .2'$! 9(! +&$0*)()! .'! 6(22! .'! .! &(0*(6! $-!
8(.'%&(8(-,! $3! 9(/.0*$&! .-)! )*'+2.1*-4E*-,(&+&(,*-4! ).,.:! <*(2)!
(L+(&*(-#(!&(b%*&():!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!B=B!]YY7!B=B!]ZY7!B=B!]\X:!
ESE 550  INTENSIVE PRACTICUM I                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! +&$0*)('! ,/$'(! ',%)(-,'! '((R*-4! ,$! 9(#$8(! @$.&)!
;(&,*3*()! @(/.0*$&! "-.21','! 6*,/! ,/(! $++$&,%-*,1! ,$! #$8+2(,(! 677!
/$%&'! 3&$8! ,/(! _]Y! /$%&'! $3! '%+(&0*'()! (L+(&*(-#(! *-! 9(/.0*$&!
.-.21'*'! &(b%*&()! 3$&! #(&,*3*#.,*$-:!! =,%)(-,'! 6*22! 9(! '%+(&0*'()! .,!
2(.',! ,6*#(! +(&! 6((R! 6/*2(! .,! ,/(*&! +2.#(8(-,:!! C%&*-4! ,/(*&!
+2.#(8(-,7! ',%)(-,'! .&(! (L+(#,()! ,$W! TXV! #$-)%#,! .''(''8(-,!
.#,*0*,*('!&(2.,()!,$!,/(!-(()!3$&!9(/.0*$&.2!*-,(&0(-,*$-'7!TZV!)('*4-7!
*8+2(8(-,7! .-)!8$-*,$&! 9(/.0*$&! .-.21'*'! +&$4&.8'! 3$&! #2*(-,'7! T[V!
$0(&'((!,/(!*8+2(8(-,.,*$-!$3!9(/.0*$&!.-.21'*'!+&$4&.8'!91!$,/(&'7!
T\V!(L(#%,(!$,/(&!.#,*0*,*('!-$&8.221!+(&3$&8()!91!.!9(/.0*$&!.-.21',7!
'%#/!.'!.,,(-)*-4!+2.--*-4!8((,*-4'7! &('(.&#/*-4! ,/(! 2*,(&.,%&(7! (,#:!!
=,%)(-,'! .&(! (-#$%&.4()! ,$! #$8+2(,(! ,/*'! +&.#,*#%8! .,! .! 2$#.,*$-!
6/(&(!,/(1!.&(!4(,,*-4!+.*)! 3$&! ,/(*&!6$&R:!=,%)(-,'!#$8+2(,*-4!,/*'!
#$%&'(! 6*22! 9(! &(b%*&()! ,$! +.1! .! +&.#,*#%8E*-,(&-'/*+! 3((:!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!B=B!]\X:!
ESE 551  INTENSIVE PRACTICUM II                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! +&$0*)('! ,/$'(! ',%)(-,'! '((R*-4! ,$! 9(#$8(! @$.&)!
;(&,*3*()! @(/.0*$&! "-.21','! 6*,/! ,/(! $++$&,%-*,1! ,$! #$8+2(,(! 897!
/$%&'! 3&$8! ,/(! _]Y! /$%&'! $3! '%+(&0*'()! (L+(&*(-#(! *-! 9(/.0*$&!
.-.21'*'! &(b%*&()! 3$&! #(&,*3*#.,*$-:!! =,%)(-,'! 6*22! 9(! '%+(&0*'()! .,!
2(.',! ,6*#(! +(&! 6((R! 6/*2(! .,! ,/(*&! +2.#(8(-,:!! C%&*-4! ,/(*&!
+2.#(8(-,7! ',%)(-,'! .&(! (L+(#,()! ,$W! TXV! #$-)%#,! .''(''8(-,!
.#,*0*,*('!&(2.,()!,$!,/(!-(()!3$&!9(/.0*$&.2!*-,(&0(-,*$-'7!TZV!)('*4-7!
*8+2(8(-,7! .-)!8$-*,$&! 9(/.0*$&! .-.21'*'! +&$4&.8'! 3$&! #2*(-,'7! T[V!
$0(&'((!,/(!*8+2(8(-,.,*$-!$3!9(/.0*$&!.-.21'*'!+&$4&.8'!91!$,/(&'7!
T\V!(L(#%,(!$,/(&!.#,*0*,*('!-$&8.221!+(&3$&8()!91!.!9(/.0*$&!.-.21',7!
'%#/!.'!.,,(-)*-4!+2.--*-4!8((,*-4'7! &('(.&#/*-4! ,/(! 2*,(&.,%&(7! (,#:!!
=,%)(-,'! .&(! (-#$%&.4()! ,$! #$8+2(,(! ,/*'! +&.#,*#%8! .,! .! 2$#.,*$-!
6/(&(!,/(1!.&(!4(,,*-4!+.*)! 3$&! ,/(*&!6$&R:!=,%)(-,'!.&(!(-#$%&.4()!
,$!#$8+2(,(! ,/*'!+&.#,*#%8!.,!.! 2$#.,*$-!6/(&(! ,/(1!.&(!4(,,*-4!+.*)!
3$&! ,/(*&! 6$&R:! =,%)(-,'! #$8+2(,*-4! ,/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! 9(! &(b%*&()! ,$!
+.1!.!+&.#,*#%8E*-,(&-'/*+!3((:!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!B=B!]\X:!
ESE 580  GRADUATE PRACTICUM IN EXCEPTIONAL  
 STUDENT EDUCATION                   3 credits 
O/(!4&.)%.,(!+&.#,*#%8!*-!B=B!*'!.!,/&((!#&()*,!+&.#,*#%8!)('*4-()!,$!
4*0(!4&.)%.,(!',%)(-,'!,/(!$++$&,%-*,1!,$!4.*-!.!'%+(&0*'()!,(.#/*-4!
(L+(&*(-#(! +&*$&! ,$! ,/(*&! ',%)(-,! ,(.#/*-4! (L+(&*(-#(:! C%&*-4! ,/*'!
(L+(&*(-#(7!,/(!',%)(-,'!6*22!+&.#,*#(!.-)!9(!(0.2%.,()!$-!,/(*&!.9*2*,1!
,$! )(8$-',&.,(! 9(4*--*-4! 2(0(2! ,(.#/*-4! 'R*22':! "! 8*-*8%8! $3! [Y!
/$%&'!$3! 3*(2)! (L+(&*(-#(! &(b%*&():!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!B=B!]YY7!B=B!]Y]7!
B=B!]XY7!B=B!]X]7!B=B!]ZY7!B=B!]Z]:!
ESE 581  STUDENT TEACHING IN EXCEPTIONAL  
 STUDENT EDUCATION                    6 credits  
O/*'! #$%&'(! +&$0*)('! ,/(! $++$&,%-*,1! 3$&! *-)(+(-)(-,! +&.#,*#(!
,(.#/*-4! *-! .! )*0(&'(! #2.''&$$8! *-! $&)(&! ,$! %,*2*f(! ,/(! R-$62()4(7!
.,,*,%)('7! .-)! 'R*22'! -(#(''.&1! ,$! )(8$-',&.,(! #$8+(,(-#1! *-! ,/(!
<2$&*).! B)%#.,$&! "##$8+2*'/()! P&.#,*#('! .,! ,/(! (2(8(-,.&1! '#/$$2!
2(0(2:*@('*)('! .,,(-)*-4! ,/(*&! .''*4-()! +2.#(8(-,'7! ',%)(-,! ,(.#/(&'!
.&(! .2'$! &(b%*&()! ,$! +.&,*#*+.,(! *-! 9*U6((R21! '(8*-.&'! )('*4-()! ,$!
.''*',! *-! ,&.-'3(&&*-4! ,/(! R-$62()4(! .-)! 'R*22'! 2(.&-()! *-! ,/(!
%-*0(&'*,1!#2.''&$$8!.-)!)%&*-4!3*(2)!.-)!+&.#,*#%8!+2.#(8(-,'!*-,$!
,/(! (2(8(-,.&1! '#/$$2! '(,,*-4:! "! 8*-*8%8! $3! ]Z]! /$%&'! $3! 3*(2)!
(L+(&*(-#(! &(b%*&()! P&(&(b%*'*,('W! B=B! ]YY7! B=B! ]Y]7! B=B! ]XY7! B=B!
]X]7!B=B!]ZY7!B=B!]Z]7!B=B!]hY:*
ESL 300  SECOND LANGUAGE AND LITERACY  
 DEVELOPMENT FOR ENGLISH  
 LANGUAGE LEARNERS                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! #%&&(-,! 2*-4%*',*#! ,/($&*('! .-)! +&*-#*+2('! $3!
'(#$-)!2.-4%.4(!.#b%*'*,*$-!.-)!2*,(&.#1!)(0(2$+8(-,:!!N,!+&('(-,'!,/(!
.++2*#.,*$-! $3! 9(',! +&.#,*#('! 3$&! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! '$#*.2! .-)!
.#.)(8*#! B-42*'/! &(#$4-*f*-4! ,/(! *-32%(-#(! $3! #%2,%&(! ,$! 4%*)(!
,(.#/(&'!*-!*-',&%#,*$-.2!+&.#,*#(!6*,/!B-42*'/!2.-4%.4(!2(.&-(&':!
!
ESL 310  E.S.O.L. METHODS AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! .! #$8+&(/(-'*0(! $0(&0*(6! $3! *-',&%#,*$-.2! 8(,/$)'!
.-)!',&.,(4*('!3$&!B-42*'/!2.-4%.4(E2*,(&.#1!)(0(2$+8(-,!.-)!#$-,(-,!
*-',&%#,*$-! ,$! B-42*'/! 2.-4%.4(! 2(.&-(&'! (-&$22()! *-! .! 0.&*$%'!
+&$4&.8! 8$)(2':! ! O/(! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! ,$! /(2+! ,(.#/(&'! 8.R(!
.++2*#.,*$-'! 3&$8! &('(.&#/! 3*-)*-4'! ,$! +&.#,*#(! *-! ,/(*&! #2.''&$$8'!
6*,/! .-! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! #%2,%&(! .-)! *,'! &(2.,*$-'/*+! ,$! .#.)(8*#!
.#/*(0(8(-,:!
 
ESL 520  APPLIED LINGUISTICS                   3 credits 
;%&&(-,! 2*-4%*',*#! ,/($&*('!.-)!+&*-#*+2('!&(2.,()!,$!'(#$-)! 2.-4%.4(!
.#b%*'*,*$-! &('(.&#/! .-)! ,(.#/*-4:! "++2*#.,*$-! $3! ,/($&1! ,$! ,(.#/*-4!




ESL 521  METHODS OF TEACHING ES.O.L.                   3 credits 
"-!$0(&0*(6!$3!#%&&(-,!.-)!(33(#,*0(!*-',&%#,*$-.2!8(,/$)'!.-)!',&.,(4*('!
3$&!+2.--*-4!.-)!)(2*0(&*-4! *-',&%#,*$-!,$!B-42*'/! 2.-4%.4(! 2(.&-(&'! *-!.!




ESL 522  CURRICULUM AND MATERIALS  
 DEVELOPMENT FOR E.S.O.L.                        3 credits 
")0.-#()! +&.#,*#('! *-! +2.--*-47! '(2(#,*-47! .).+,*-47! *8+2(8(-,*-4!
.-)! (0.2%.,*-4! *-',&%#,*$-.2! +&$4&.8'7! 8.,(&*.2'7! #$-,(-,! .-)!

















,/(! +%&+$'('! $3! (0.2%.,*-4! '(#$-)! 2.-4%.4(! +&$3*#*(-#1! .-)!
8$-*,$&*-4!.#.)(8*#!+&$4&('':!<*(2)!(L+(&*(-#(!&(b%*&():!! 
 
GVC 105   DRAWING                     3 credits 




GVC 120   DESIGN                     3 credits 
"-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! ',%)1! $3! 2*-(7! 3$&87! #$2$&! .-)! ,(L,%&(! 6*,/!
(8+/.'*'!$-!,/(!$&4.-*f.,*$-!$3!,/('(!(2(8(-,'!*-,$!#$8+$'*,*$-: 
 
GVC 205   THREE-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTER MODELING                3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! .-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! [UC! #$8+%,(&! 8$)(2*-4! .-)!
.-*8.,*$-:! N,! +&$0*)('! .! 9.'*#! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! ,/(! 'R*22'! .-)!
,(#/-*b%('! (8+2$1()! 91! [UC! )('*4-(&'! *-! .! 6*)(U&.-4(! $3!
.++2*#.,*$-':! O/(! #$%&'(! #$0(&'! '(0(&.2! 8(,/$)'! $3! 8$)(2*-47!
.++21*-4!,(L,%&('!.-)!8.,(&*.2!,$![UC!$9a(#,'7!2*4/,*-47!.-*8.,*$-!.-)!
&(-)(&*-4! .-)! +&$0*)('! .! 3$%-).,*$-! 3$&! 3%&,/(&! ',%)1! *-!
.&#/*,(#,%&.27!(-4*-((&*-4!.-)!,/(.,&*#.2!8$)(2*-4!.-)!4.8(!)('*4-:!
!
GVC 220   COMMERCIAL LAYOUT AND DESIGN                   3 credits 





GVC 230  GRAPHICS I                    3 credits 
O/(! 9.'*#'! $3! )('*4-! .&(! %'()! ,$! )(0(2$+! ,6$U)*8(-'*$-.2! )('*4-'!
,/.,! '(&0(! '+(#*3*#! #$88(&#*.2! -(()':! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! K>;! XZY! $&!
+(&8*''*$-!$3!*-',&%#,$&:!
 
GVC 235 WEB DESIGN AND INTERACTIVE MEDIA                  3 credits 
BL+2$&('! 9.'*#! +&$#()%&('! .-)! )('*4-! ',&.,(4*('! 3$&! )(0(2$+*-4!
*-,(&.#,*0(!#$-,(-,!3$&!d(9EN-,(&-(,!)(2*0(&1:!<$#%'!$-!.%)*$7!0*)($7!
',*22!*8.4('!.-)!.-*8.,*$-: 
GVC 240   COLOR THEORY                    3 credits 
O/&$%4/! ,/(! %'(! $3! .#&12*#'! .-)! 0.&*$%'! ,$$2'! .-)! ,(#/-*b%('7! 9.'*#!
,(#/-*#.2!'R*22'!.-)!#$2$&!&(2.,*$-'/*+'!.&(!',%)*():!
 
GVC 260   HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L+2$&('!,/(!0*'%.2!2.-4%.4(!*-0(-,()!.-)!&(U*-0(-,()!91!
/%8.-!9(*-4'!,/&$%4/$%,!/*',$&1!.-)!#$0(&'!,/(!6$&R!$3!/*',$&*#.221!
'*4-*3*#.-,! 4&.+/*#! )('*4-(&'! .-)! ,1+$4&.+/(&':! P&(/*',$&*#! 8.&RU
8.R*-4!.-)!,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!,/(!6&*,,(-!6$&)!.&(!#$0(&()!.'!6(22!
.'! &(0$2%,*$-.&1! ,(#/-$2$4*#.2! #/.-4('! '%#/! .'! ,/(! *-0(-,*$-! $3! ,/(!
+&*-,*-4!+&(''7!8$0(.92(!,1+(!.-)!,/(!)*4*,.2!*-3$&8.,*$-!(&.:!
!
GVC 265   PHOTOGRAPHY                    3 credits 
<%-).8(-,.2'! $3! )*4*,.2! +/$,$4&.+/17! *-#2%)*-4! +*#,%&(U,.R*-47!
#.8(&.!,(#/-*b%(!.-)!)*4*,.2!+&*-,*-4:!H.9!3((W!e[Y:!
 
GVC 275   DIGITAL IMAGING                     3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 3$#%'('! $-! ,/(! %'(! $3! +/$,$U9.'()! '$3,6.&(! .-)! *,'!
.++2*#.,*$-! *-! 0*'%.2! #$88%-*#.,*$-! 6*,/! .-! (8+/.'*'! $-!
+/$,$4&.+/*#! 8.-*+%2.,*$-! ,(#/-*b%('! 3$&! ,/(! 4&.+/*#! .&,'! .-)!
.)0(&,*'*-4!)('*4-:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!K>;!Zg]:!
!






GVC 305   THREE-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTER ANIMATION               3 credits 
O/(! #$%&'(! 4%*)('! ',%)(-,'! ,/&$%4/!0.&*$%'! *-,(&8()*.,(! .-*8.,*$-!
,(#/-*b%('! *-! .! #$8+%,(&! 4(-(&.,()! (-0*&$-8(-,! 6*,/! .! 3$#%'! $-!
#/.&.#,(&!8$,*$-:!O/(!+&$a(#,U9.'()!#$%&'(!(-.92('!',%)(-,'!,$!',%)1!









GVC 330   GRAPHICS II                   3 credits 
N-,(&8()*.,(! ',%)1! $3! ,/(!8.,(&*.2'! .-)!8(,/$)'! $3! 4&.+/*#! )('*4-:!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!K>;!Z[Y:!
!




GVC 335   ILLUSTRATION                    3 credits 
"-! .)0.-#()! )&.6*-4! #2.''! ',&(''*-4! +(&'$-.2! .-)! #&(.,*0(! %'(! $3!
,$$2'! .-)! ,(#/-*b%('! ,$! *22%',&.,(! +&$)%#,'7! +.#R.4*-47! 9$$R'! .-)!
8.4.f*-(':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!K>;!XY]: 
 







GVC 345   FIGURE DRAWING METHODS                   3 credits 
BL+2$&('! ,/(! 0.&*$%'! 8(,/$)'! %'()! 3$&! 3*-)*-4! *-)*0*)%.2! ',12('! $3!
(L+&(''*$-:! N-#2%)('! )*'#%''*$-'! $3! ,/(! /*',$&*#.2! .-)! #$-,(8+$&.&1!
%'(!$3!,/(!3*4%&(!*-!.&,:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!K>;![X]:!
!
GVC 350   ADVERTISING DESIGN AND PRODUCTION                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! #$-#(-,&.,('! $-! i&(.2! 6$&2)j! .++2*#.,*$-'! $3! )('*4-7!
+&*-#*+2('! .-)! ,/$%4/,:! B33(#,*0(! *-,(&.#,*$-! 6*,/! #2.''8.,('! .&(!
)(0(2$+()! .-)! (8+2$1()! .'! .! &('$%&#(! *-! ,/(! #$-#(+,%.2! .-)! ,(#/-*#.2!
+&$#(''(':! P&$3(''*$-.2*'8! .-)! .,,(-,*$-! ,$! )(,.*2! .&(! (8+/.'*f()! .-)!
&(3*-():!=,%)(-,'! 2(.&-!/$6!,$!8.-.4(!+&$a(#,'! 3$&! #$88(&#*.2!+&*-,*-4!
.++2*#.,*$-':!O*8(! *'!4*0(-!,$! *8+&$0(8(-,!$3!.)'! 3&$8!0(&9.2!)*&(#,*$-!
.'! 6(22! .'! ,/(! )('*4-! .-)! +&$)%#,*$-! #$8+$-(-,':! H.9! 3((W! e[Y:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!K>;!Z[Y!$&!+(&8*''*$-!$3!*-',&%#,$&:!
 
GVC 363  PAINTING MATERIALS                   3 credits 
B8+/.'*'! $-! .-! *-)*0*)%.2! .(',/(,*#! &(2.,()! ,$! 8.,(&*.2':! O/*'! *'!
)(0(2$+()! ,/&$%4/! .! '(&*('! $3! '(23U)*&(#,()! +&$92(8':! P&(&(b%*'*,(W!
K>;!XY]:!
!
GVC 365   COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY                   3 credits 
")0.-#()!',%)1!*-!,/(!%'(!$3!#$2$&!*-!+/$,$4&.+/1:!;$$&)*-.,()!6$&R!
6*,/! #(&,.*-! $,/(&! .&,! .-)! 3.'/*$-! #2.''('! *'! &(b%*&():! H.9! 3((W! e[Y:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!K>;!Zg]:!
 
GVC 370   CORPORATE ID                    3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!.22$6'!',%)(-,'!,$!&('(.&#/!.-)!)(0(2$+!)('*4-!(2(8(-,'!,/.,!
*)(-,*31! .-)! .)0(&,*'(! .! #$&+$&.,*$-! $&! 9%'*-('':! H$4$E,&.)(8.&R'7!
#$&+$&.,(!#$22.,(&.27!%-*3$&8'!.-)!0(/*#2(!*)(-,*3*#.,*$-!.&(!(L+2$&()!.-)!
&('(.&#/():! "22! +&$a(#,'! .&(! #.&&*()! ,/&$%4/! ,$! 3*-.2! +$&,3$2*$! b%.2*,1:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!K>;!ZZY!$&!+(&8*''*$-!$3!*-',&%#,$&:!
!
GVC 375   HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY                   3 credits 
"! #/&$-$2$4*#.2! '%&0(1! $3! +/$,$4&.+/1! 3&$8! ,/(! (.&21! ,(#/-*#.2!
)(0(2$+8(-,'! ,$! #$-,(8+$&.&1! )*4*,.2! *8.4*-4! 6*,/! (8+/.'*'! $-!
#$-#(+,%.2!.-)!,/(8.,*#!.'+(#,'7!.'!6(22!.'!,/(!*8+.#,!$-!'$#*(,1:!
!
GVC 380   THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN                   3 credits 
C(0(2$+8(-,! $3! 9.'*#! 'R*22'! 3$&! 9%*2)*-4! ,/&((U)*8(-'*$-.27! #$-#(+,%.2!
.-)!+&('(-,.,*$-!8$)(2'!$3!+&$)%#,'7!3%&-*,%&(!.-)!9%*2)*-4':!
!
GVC 385   HISTORY OF ANIMATION                   3 credits 











GVC 395 VISUAL COMMUNICATION THEORY                  3 credits!
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L+2$&('!,/(! 2.-4%.4(!$3!0*'%.2!#$88%-*#.,*$-!.-)!,/($&*('!
$3!+(&#(+,*$-!.-)!.,,(-,*$-!.'!.++2*()!,$!+&*-,!.-)!(2(#,&$-*#!3$&8': 
GVC 399  ISSUES IN GRAPHIC AND VISUAL COMMUNICATION      3 credits 




GVC 430   GRAPHICS PRACTICUM                   3 credits 





GVC 440   GRAPHIC DESIGN PRODUCTION                   3 credits 
O/*'! #.+',$-(! #$%&'(! (-/.-#('! R-$62()4(! 4.*-()! *-! (.&2*(&!
,(#/-$2$41!.-)!)('*4-!#$%&'(':!N''%('!'%#/!.'!+&(U+&(''!.-)!+&*-,*-4!
.&(! .))&(''():! =,%)(-,'! .,,(-)! .! 3*(2)! ,&*+! ,$! .! 2$#.2! +&*-,(&! .-)!
'(&0*#(!9%&(.%:!N-!.))*,*$-!,$!.!&(b%*&()!+.#R.4*-4!'$2%,*$-7!',%)(-,'!
/.0(! .-! $++$&,%-*,1! ,$! +&$+$'(! *-)*0*)%.2! +&$a(#,':! H.9! 3((W! e[Y:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4!$&!+(&8*''*$-!$3!*-',&%#,$&:!
!
GVC 445   APPLIED PHOTOGRAPHY                   3 credits 
O/(! .++2*#.,*$-! $3! +/$,$4&.+/*#! +&*-#*+2('! *-! ',%)*$! .-)! $-U'*,(!
'(,,*-4':! =,%)(-,'! %,*2*f(! 4&.+/*#! (2(8(-,'! *-! ,/(! +&(+.&.,*$-! $3!
)*4*,.2!*8.4(&1:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!K>;!Zg]:!
!!
GVC 450   ADVANCED GRAPHIC DESIGN                   3 credits 
C('*4-!.'!*,!&(2.,('!,$!0*'%.2!#$88%-*#.,*$-:!O1+$4&.+/17!'189$27!*8.4(!
.-)! 0*'%.2! $&4.-*f.,*$-! .&(! #$-'*)(&()! *-! ,/(! #$-,(L,! $3! #$-,(8+$&.&1!
+&.#,*#(:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!K>;![`Y!$&!+(&8*''*$-!$3!*-',&%#,$&:!
!
GVC 455   ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY                   3 credits 
")0.-#()!',%)1!$3!+/$,$4&.+/1!.'!.-!.&,!3$&85!*-#2%)('!%'(!$3!#$2$&!
*-! +/$,$4&.+/17! (L+(&*8(-,.,*$-! *-! #$8+$'*,*$-! .-)! ,(#/-*b%('! *-!
2.&4(!3$&8.,!+&*-,*-4:!H.9!3((W!e[Y:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!K>;!Zg]:!
 
GVC 460   ADVANCED TYPOGRAPHY                   3 credits 
")0.-#()!',%)1!$3!,1+$4&.+/1:!=,%)(-,'!)(0(2$+!.!8$&(!#$8+&(/(-'*0(!
%-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! ,/(! 0*'%.2! 2.-4%.4(! .-)! &/1,/8! $3! ,1+$4&.+/*#!
',&%#,%&(!.-)!3$&8:!<$#%'!*'!+2.#()!$-!#%&&(-,!,1+$4&.+/*#!)('*4-!,&(-)'!
*-! 9$,/! ,/(! 3*-(! .&,! .-)! #$88(&#*.2! )('*4-! 3*(2)':! O/*'! #$%&'(! *'!




GVC 480   VISUAL COMMUNICATION SEMINAR                  4 credits 
"!#.+',$-(!#$%&'(!)('*4-()!,$!.''(''!,/(!)(4&((!,$!6/*#/!,/(!',%)(-,!
/.'!.''*8*2.,()!,/(!R-$62()4(!.-)!*-3$&8.,*$-!$3!+&(#()*-4!#$%&'(':!
O/*'! *'! )$-(! ,/&$%4/! )*'#%''*$-7! +.+(&'7! (''.17! (L.8'! .-)! 4&$%+!
#&*,*b%('!$3!6$&RU,$U).,(:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
!
GVC 485   INTERNSHIP                    3 credits 
A-)(&!,/(!)*&(#,*$-!$3!,/(!K&.+/*#!.-)!>*'%.2!;$88%-*#.,*$-!3.#%2,17!
,/(!',%)(-,!/.'!,/(!$++$&,%-*,1!,$!+%&'%(!(L+(&*(-#(!6*,/!+&.#,*#*-4!
+&$3(''*$-.2':! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! P(&8*''*$-! $3! #$22(4(! *-,(&-'/*+! 2*.*'$-!
.-)E$&!#$22(4(!.++&$0.27!Z:]!$&!/*4/(&!KP"!.-)!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
!
GVC 490   PORTFOLIO AND EXHIBITION                   3 credits 
"! #.+',$-(! #$%&'(! ,/.,! .''(''('! .-)! (-/.-#('! (.#/! ',%)(-,c'!
+$&,3$2*$:! "'! .! 4&$%+7! ,/(! ',%)(-,'! )(8$-',&.,(! ,/(*&! .9*2*,1! ,$!
#$22.9$&.,(! 91! )('*4-*-4! .-)! 8$%-,*-4! .-! (L/*9*,*$-! $3! ,/(*&! 9(',!
6$&R:! <$&! 4&.)%.,*-4! '(-*$&'! *-! ,/(! K&.+/*#! .-)! >*'%.2!
;$88%-*#.,*$-!+&$4&.8:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
!
GVC 493   PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(!+&(+.&('! ',%)(-,'! 3$&! (8+2$18(-,! *-! ,/(!+&$3(''*$-'!$3!
4&.+/*#! )('*4-7! +/$,$4&.+/17! .-)! #$8+%,(&! .-*8.,*$-:! d$&R*-4! *-!
'8.22! 4&$%+'7! ',%)(-,'! )('*4-7! +&(+.&(! .-)! +&('(-,! +$&,3$2*$'! .-)!
&('%8(':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
 
GVC 499   MAJOR THESIS                    4 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!+&$0*)('!.-!$++$&,%-*,1!3$&!',%)(-,'!,$!#&(.,(!.!9$)1!$3!
6$&R! *-! 6/*#/! +(&'$-.2! *8.4(&17! #$-#(+,! .-)! ,(#/-*b%(! .&(!
'%##(''3%221!*-,(4&.,():!N-#2%)('!.!6&*,,(-!)('#&*+,*$-!$3!,/(!',%)(-,c'!
+(&'$-.2! .(',/(,*#:! <$&! 4&.)%.,*-4! '(-*$&'! *-! ,/(!K&.+/*#! .-)!>*'%.2!
;$88%-*#.,*$-!+&$4&.8:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4: 
 
HA 100   INTRODUCTION TO HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM           3 credits 
;$0(&'! ,/(!4&$6,/!.-)!+&$4&(''!$3! ,/(!/$'+*,.2*,1! *-)%',&1!.-)!/$6!
/$'+*,.2*,1! .-)! ,$%&*'8! 9%'*-(''('! .&(! $&4.-*f()7! 3*-.-#()! .-)!
$+(&.,():!O/(!*-)%',&1c'!$++$&,%-*,*('!.-)!3%,%&(!,&(-)'!.&(!',&(''():!
!
HA 125   INTRODUCTION TO SPORTS AND   




HA 140   FRONT OFFICE OPERATIONS                   3 credits 
O/*'! ',%)1! $3! 3&$-,! $33*#(! +&$#()%&('! .-)! $+(&.,*$-'! *-#2%)('!
*)(-,*3*#.,*$-!.-)!)%,*('!$3!,/(!3&$-,!$33*#(!',.337!4%(',!&(2.,*$-'7!3&$-,!
$33*#(! '.2('8.-'/*+7! &$$8! +&$#()%&('! .-)! /.-)2*-4! $3! #.'/E#&()*,!
,&.-'.#,*$-':!
 
HA 163   HOSPITALITY EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT                  3 credits 
P&('(-,'!.!3&.8(6$&R!3$&!,&.*-*-4!.-)!#$.#/*-47!,&.*-*-4!3$&!+$'*,*0(!
&('%2,'7! ,.'R! .-)! a$9!)(0(2$+8(-,7! /$6! ,$!/*&(! ,&.*-.92(! (8+2$1(('7!
*-)*0*)%.2! .-)! 4&$%+! ,&.*-*-4! 8(,/$)'7! /$6! ,$! )(0(2$+! ,&.*-*-4!
+&$4&.8'7!.,,*,%)(!.-)!8$,*0.,*$-7!#$.#/*-4!.-)!#$%-'(2*-4:!!
!
HA 218   SPORTS SKILLS I: GOLF                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(! 3$#%'('!$-! ,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!8(,/$)'7! ,(#/-*b%('!.-)!




HA 231   HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION        3 credits 
BL.8*-('! ,/(! 'R*22'! '+(#*3*#! ,$! 8.-.4*-4! $+(&.,*$-':! N-#2%)('!
8.-.4(8(-,! &('+$-'*9*2*,*('7! $+(&.,*$-.2! &('+$-'*9*2*,*('! .-)! ,/(!
+(&'$-.2!.-)!+&$3(''*$-.2!)(8.-)'!$3!8.-.4(8(-,: 
 
HA 250   GOLF SEMINAR I                    3 credits 
F(2(0.-,!,$+*#'!&(2.,()!,$!,/(!8.-.4(8(-,!.-)!$+(&.,*$-!$3!)*33(&(-,!
,1+('!$3! 4$23! 3.#*2*,*('!6*22! 9(!)*'#%''():!O&(-)'! .-)!.)0.-#('! *-! ,/(!
'+$&,!6*22!9(!(8+/.'*f():!H.9!3((W!e]Y:!
!
HA 261   FOOD SERVICE OPERATIONS II                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! ,$! ,(.#/! ,/(! ',%)(-,! ,/(! +&*-#*+2('! $3!8(-%!
+2.--*-4!.-)!)('*4-!*-!0.&*$%'!,1+('!$3!3$$)!'(&0*#(!$+(&.,*$-':!
!
HA 263   FOOD SERVICE OPERATIONS III                   3 credits 
@(0(&.4(! 8.-.4(8(-,! '1',(8'! 6*22! 9(! #$0(&()! *-! ,/*'! .)0.-#()!




HA 271   HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY HUMAN RELATIONS                 3 credits 
<$#%'('!$-!,/(!,&.-'*,*$-!$3!(8+2$1((!,$!'%+(&0*'$&7!*-#2%)*-4!/$6!,$!
/.-)2(! )*33*#%2,! (8+2$1(('7! *8+2(8(-,! 8$,*0.,*$-.2! ,(#/-*b%('! .-)!
#$-)%#,! +(&3$&8.-#(! (0.2%.,*$-':! O/(! #$%&'(! .2'$! )('#&*9('! ,/(!
4(-(&.2! +&$#(''! $3! 8.-.4(8(-,! .-)! /$6! ,$! .#/*(0(! $&4.-*f.,*$-.2!
4$.2'! 91! +2.--*-47! $&4.-*f*-47! #$$&)*-.,*-47! ',.33*-47! )*&(#,*-47!
#$-,&$22*-4!.-)!(0.2%.,*-4!3%-#,*$-':!
!
HA 290   HOSPITALITY INTERNSHIP                   4 credits 
N-#2%)('! ZYY! /$%&'! $3! 6$&R! *-! ,/(! /$'+*,.2*,1! *-)%',&1:! O/(! 3*(2)!
(L+(&*(-#(! 6*22! 9(! .##$8+.-*()! 91! &(+$&,'7! a$%&-.2'! .-)! 3.#%2,1!









HA 300   HOTEL – SPECIAL TOPICS                   3 credits 
O/(! +%&+$'(! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'! ,$! '(2(#,! '+(#*.2! ,$+*#'! ,/.,! .&(! -$,!
#$0(&()! *-! (L*',*-4! #$%&'('! .-)! (L+$'(! ,/(! ',%)(-,'! ,$! &(#(-,!
)(0(2$+8(-,'!.-)!3%,%&(!&('(.&#/!*-!,/(!/$,(2!*-)%',&1: 
 
HA 301   RESORT – SPECIAL TOPICS                   3 credits 
O/(! +%&+$'(! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'! ,$! '(2(#,! '+(#*.2! ,$+*#'! ,/.,! .&(! -$,!
#$0(&()! *-! (L*',*-4! #$%&'('! .-)! (L+$'(! ,/(! ',%)(-,'! ,$! &(#(-,!
)(0(2$+8(-,'!.-)!3%,%&(!&('(.&#/!*-!,/(!&('$&,!*-)%',&1:!
!
HA 302   TOURISM – SPECIAL TOPICS                   3 credits 
O/(! +%&+$'(! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'! ,$! '(2(#,! '+(#*.2! ,$+*#'! ,/.,! .&(! -$,!
#$0(&()! *-! (L*',*-4! #$%&'('! .-)! (L+$'(! ',%)(-,'! ,$! &(#(-,!
)(0(2$+8(-,'!.-)!3%,%&(!&('(.&#/:!
!
HA 303   HOSPITALITY – SPECIAL TOPICS                   3 credits 
O/(! /$,(2! 3*(2)! *'! #$-',.-,21! #/.-4*-4! )%(! ,$! -(6! ,(#/-$2$41! .-)!
.0(-%('! 3$&! ,/(*&! (L+.-'*$-! .-)! 8.-.4(8(-,:! O/(! +%&+$'(! $3! ,/*'!
#$%&'(! *'! ,$! '(2(#,! '+(#*.2! ,$+*#'! ,/.,! .&(! -$,! #$0(&()! *-! (L*',*-4!
#$%&'('! .-)! (L+$'(! ,/(! ',%)(-,'! ,$! &(#(-,!)(0(2$+8(-,'! .-)! 3%,%&(!
&('(.&#/!*-!,/(!/$'+*,.2*,1!*-)%',&1:!
!
HA 304   FOOD SERVICE – SPECIAL TOPICS                  3 credits 
O/(! +%&+$'(! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'! ,$! '(2(#,! '+(#*.2! ,$+*#'! ,/.,! .&(! -$,!
#$0(&()! *-! (L*',*-4! #$%&'('! .-)! (L+$'(! ',%)(-,'! ,$! &(#(-,!
)(0(2$+8(-,'!.-)!3%,%&(!&('(.&#/!*-!,/(!3$$)!'(&0*#(!*-)%',&1:!
!
HA 306   SPORTS – SPECIAL TOPICS                   3 credits 
O/(! +%&+$'(! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'! ,$! '(2(#,! '+(#*.2! ,$+*#'! ,/.,! .&(! -$,!
#$0(&()! *-! (L*',*-4! #$%&'('! .-)! (L+$'(! ,/(! ',%)(-,'! ,$! &(#(-,!
)(0(2$+8(-,'!.-)!3%,%&(!&('(.&#/!*-!,/(!'+$&,'!*-)%',&1:!
!
HA 308   RECREATION – SPECIAL TOPICS                   3 credits 
O/(! +%&+$'(! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'! ,$! '(2(#,! '+(#*.2! ,$+*#'! ,/.,! .&(! -$,!
#$0(&()! *-! (L*',*-4! #$%&'('! .-)! (L+$'(! ,/(! ',%)(-,'! ,$! &(#(-,!
)(0(2$+8(-,'!.-)!3%,%&(!&('(.&#/!*-!,/(!&(#&(.,*$-!*-)%',&1:!
!
HA 310   HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY LAW                   3 credits 
"-! .-.21'*'! $3! ,/(! 2(4.2! .'+(#,'! $3! $+(&.,*-4! .22! ,1+('! $3! /$'+*,.2*,1!
3.#*2*,*(':!O/(!#$%&'(!(L+2.*-'!+&(#()(-,'!$3!#$88$-!2.6!.-)!',.,%,('!
&(2.,*-4! ,$! &('+$-'*9*2*,1! 3$&! 4%(','7! (8+2$1(('! .-)! +&$+(&,17!
2*8*,.,*$-! $3! 2*.9*2*,17! -(42*4(-#(! .-)! $,/(&! 2(4.2! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! 3$&!
/$,(2'7!8$,(2'7!&(',.%&.-,'!.-)!#2%9':!
 
HA 311  MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING     
FOR THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY                  3 credits 
P&('(-,'!8.-.4(&*.2!.##$%-,*-4!#$-#(+,'!.-)!(L+2.*-'!/$6!,/(1!.++21!,$!
'+(#*3*#! $+(&.,*$-'! 6*,/*-! ,/(! /$'+*,.2*,1! *-)%',&1:! N-#2%)('!
%-)(&',.-)*-4!3*-.-#*.2!',.,(8(-,'7!9%)4(,*-47!$+(&.,*$-.2!#$','7!*-,(&-.2!
#$-,&$2! .-)! +2.--*-4! #.'/! 32$6:! N-#$&+$&.,('! ,/(! 2.,(',! &(0*'*$-! ,$! ,/(!
%-*3$&8!'1',(8!$3!.##$%-,':!B8+/.'*'! *'!+2.#()!$-!,/(!-(()!3$&!.-)!%'(!
$3! ,*8(21! .-)! &(2(0.-,! *-3$&8.,*$-! .'! .! 0*,.2! ,$$2! *-! ,/(! 8.-.4(8(-,!
+&$#('':!H.9!3((W!e[Y:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!M"!ZYX!$&!";;!ZYX:!
!
HA 313   SPORTS LAW AND RISK MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! ,/(! 2(4.2! .'+(#,'! $3! .8.,(%&! .-)! +&$3(''*$-.2! '+$&,'!





HA 315   LEISURE AND TOURISM IN A DIVERSE SOCIETY            3 credits 
"-! (L+2$&.,*$-! $3! 2(*'%&(! .#,*0*,*('7! ,$%&*'8! .-)! /$'+*,.2*,1! '(&0*#('!
6*,/*-! ,/(! 8%2,*U&.#*.27! 8%2,*U#%2,%&.27! 8%2,*U(,/-*#! '$#*(,1! ,/.,! *'!
(0$20*-4! ,/&$%4/! *-#&(.'*-4! 42$9.2*f.,*$-:! O/(! #$%&'(! *-#2%)('! .!
&(0*(6! $3!8(,/$)$2$4*('! 3$&! '(&0*#*-4! +(&'$-'! 6*,/! )*'.9*2*,*('! .-)!
#$8+2*.-#(! #$-'*)(&.,*$-'! 3$&! "C"! &(b%*&(8(-,'7! .'! 6(22! .'!






HA 326   METHODS OF TEACHING SPORTS                  3 credits 
"! +&$3(''*$-.2! '+$&,'! 8.-.4(8(-,! *-,(-'*0(! #$%&'(! #$0(&*-4! ,/(!
,(#/-*b%('! .-)!8(,/$)'! $3! ,(.#/*-4! '+$&,'! '%#/! .'! 4$237! ,(--*'! .-)!
9.'(9.22:!
 
HA 331   HOSPITALITY STUDY TOURS               3–9 credits 
D-U'*,(! (L+(&*(-#(! .,! /$'+*,.2*,1! 9%'*-(''('! 3$&! .-! (0.2%.,*$-! $3! .!
)$8(',*#! +&$+(&,1:! ?.-.4(8(-,! +&$#()%&('7! #$-#(+,'! .-)! ',12('! $3!
$+(&.,*$-!6*22!9(!'#&%,*-*f():!
!
HA 332   INTERNATIONAL STUDY TOURS               3–9 credits 
D-U'*,(! (L+(&*(-#(! .,! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! /$'+*,.2*,1! 9%'*-(''('! 3$&! .!
#$8+.&.,*0(! (0.2%.,*$-! $3! .! )$8(',*#! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! +&$+(&,1:!
?.-.4(8(-,! +&$#()%&('7! #$-#(+,'! .-)! ',12('! $3! $+(&.,*$-! 6*22! 9(!
'#&%,*-*f():!
 
HA 338   CONCESSIONS MANAGEMENT                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! 3$$)! .-)! 9(0(&.4(! #$-#(''*$-! $+(&.,*$-'!
6*,/*-! ,/(! '+$&,! .-)! &(#&(.,*$-! *-)%',&1! *-! .! 0.&*(,1! $3! 0(-%(':!
<$#%'('! $-! 2$4*',*#.27! *-0(-,$&17! 3*-.-#*.27! #.'/! #$-,&$2! .-)! /%8.-!
&('$%&#(':!
!
HA 343   FOOD SERVICE PURCHASING                   3 credits 
C('#&*9('! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! .-)! *8+2(8(-,.,*$-! $3! .-! (33(#,*0(!
/$'+*,.2*,1! +%&#/.'*-4! +&$4&.87! 3$#%'*-4! $-! ,/(! &$2(! $3! ,/(!
+%&#/.'*-4! )(+.&,8(-,! .-)! ,/(! 9%1(&7! 4(-(&.,*$-! $3! '+(#*3*#.,*$-'!
.-)!,/(!%'(!$3!3$&8'!.-)!#$-,&$2!,(#/-*b%(':!
!
HA 345  FOOD PRODUCTION                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! '(&0(! .'! .-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! 3$$)! +&$)%#,*$-!
,(#/-*b%('! .-)!6*22! *-#2%)(W!+&$#(''*-4!$3!8(.,'7! ',$#R'! .-)! '.%#('7!
#$-,*-(-,.2! #%*'*-(! .-)! &(4*$-.2! #%*'*-('! $3!"8(&*#.:! H.9!<((W! eXYY:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!M"!XYY:!
!





HA 348   FOOD AND BEVERAGE COST CONTROLS                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! *-#2%)(! .! ,/$&$%4/! .-.21'*'! $3! 3$$)7! 9(0(&.4(! .-)!
2.9$&! #$',! #$-,&$2! ,(#/-*b%('! 3&$8! .! 8.-.4(8(-,! +(&'+(#,*0(:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!M"!ZYX:!
 
HA 349   FOOD AND BEVERAGE MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
<$$)! .-)! 9(0(&.4(! 8.-.4(8(-,! 6*22! 9(! (L+2.*-()! ,/&$%4/! ,/(!
3$22$6*-4! .&(.'W! )*-*-4! &$$8! 8.-.4(8(-,7! 9(0(&.4(! 8.-.4(8(-,7!
',$&(&$$8!8.-.4(8(-,7!-%,&*,*$-.2!.-.21'*'!.-)!8(-%!+2.--*-4:!
 
HA 350   MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS   
 FOR THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY                  3 credits 
;$0(&'! .)0.-#()! ,$+*#'! '%#/! .'! #$8+%,(&! '1',(8! 3(.'*9*2*,1! ',%)*('7!
)('*4-*-4! .! #$8+%,(&! '1',(8! .-)! .-! *-U)(+,/! ',%)1! $3! 2$)4*-4! .-)!
&('$&,! P&$+(&,1! ?.-.4(8(-,! =1',(8'! TP?=V:! P?=! 3&$-,! $33*#(7! P?=!
9.#R!$33*#(!.-)!P?=!*-,(&3.#('!6*22!9(!',&(''():!H.9!3((W!e[Y:!
 
HA 353   HOSPITALITY SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!)('*4-()!,$!+&$0*)(!,/(!.)0.-#()U',.-)*-4!',%)(-,!,/(!




HA 355   CUSTOMER SERVICE                    3 credits 
"-! (8+/.'*'! $-! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! #$8+.-1! +$2*#*('! .-)! ',&.,(4*('!
+(&,.*-*-4!,$!,/(!(L(#%,*$-!$3!4$$)!#%',$8(&!'(&0*#(:!N,!.2'$!+&$0*)('!,/(!
,(#/-*b%('! .-)! 8(,/$)'! ,$! ,&.*-! +(&'$--(2! *-! ,/(! *8+2(8(-,.,*$-! $3!




HA 358   HOSPITALITY LABOR RELATIONS                  3 credits 
O$+*#'! *-#2%)(! /*',$&1! $3! $&4.-*f()! 2.9$&7! %-*$-! $&4.-*f*-4!






%-*$-! 8.-.4(8(-,! &(2.,*$-':! ;.'(! ',%)*('! .-)! &$2(! +2.1*-4! .&(!
*-,(4&.2!+.&,'!$3!,/(!#$%&'(:!
 
HA 360   METHODS/MATERIALS OF TEACHING GOLF                  3 credits 
"! +&$3(''*$-.2! 4$23! 8.-.4(8(-,! *-,(-'*0(! #$%&'(! #$0(&*-4! ,/(!
,(#/-*b%('!$3!,(.#/*-4!4$23:!H.9!3((W!e]Y:!
!
HA 370   GROUP AND CONVENTION MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
C(3*-('! ,/(! '#$+(! .-)! 0.&*$%'! '(48(-,'! $3! ,/(! #$-0(-,*$-! 8.&R(,:!
BL+2.*-'!6/.,!*'!&(b%*&()!,$!8((,!,/(!*-)*0*)%.2!-(()'!$3!+.,&$-'!.-)!
(L+2$&('!8(,/$)'! .-)! ,(#/-*b%('! ,/.,! 2(.)! ,$! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! .-)!
*8+2(8(-,.,*$-!$3!8$&(!#$8+(,*,*0(!'(&0*#(:!
 
HA 376   SPORTS MARKETING                    3 credits 
O/(! #$-,&.',! .-)! #$8+.&*'$-! $3! 9.'*#! 8.&R(,*-4! #$-#(+,'! .'! ,/(1!
&(2.,(! ,$! .8.,(%&! .-)! +&$3(''*$-.2! '+$&,':! N-#2%)('! +&$8$,*$-! .-)!
+%92*#! &(2.,*$-'7! ',&.,(4*#! 8.&R(,*-4! +2.--*-47! #$-'%8(&! 9(/.0*$&7!




HA 380   WORLD TOURIST ATTRACTIONS                   3 credits 
"! 4($4&.+/*#.27! '$#*.27! #%2,%&.27! +$2*,*#.2! .-)! (#$-$8*#! .-.21'*'! $3! ,/(!





HA 385   TOURISM PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT                  3 credits 
"! )(,.*2()! .-.21'*'! $3! ,/(! *88(-'(! +&$+$&,*$-'! $3! 6$&2)! ,$%&*'87!
'+.--*-4! ,/(! +&$#(''('! $3! 2$-4U&.-4(! +2.--*-4! .-)! 8.-.4(8(-,!
',&.,(4*('! ,/.,! (-'%&(! ,$%&*'8c'! +&$+(&! )(0(2$+8(-,! 6*,/*-! ,/(!




HA 390  HOSPITALITY INTERNSHIP                  4 credits 
N-#2%)('!ZYY!/$%&'!$3!3*(2)!6$&R!*-!,/(!/$'+*,.2*,1!*-)%',&1:!O/(!3*(2)!
(L+(&*(-#(! 6*22! 9(! .##$8+.-*()! 91! &(.)*-4'7! &(+$&,'7! a$%&-.2'! .-)!
3.#%2,1! #$-3(&(-#(':! P&(&(b%*'*,('W! P(&8*''*$-! $3! #$22(4(! *-,(&-'/*+!
2*.*'$-7!Z:]!#%8%2.,*0(!KP"!*-!8.a$&!.-)E$&!)(+.&,8(-,.2!.++&$0.2:!
 
HA 410   HOSPITALITY LEADERSHIP AND SUPERVISION              3 credits 
"-!*-#*)(-,!.++&$.#/!*'!%'()!,$!+&$0*)(!.!#&$''U'(#,*$-!$3!'%+(&0*'$&1!
'*,%.,*$-'!,/.,!/.0(!3.#()!/$'+*,.2*,1!8.-.4(8(-,:!B8+/.'*'!*'!4*0(-!
,$! +.&,*#%2.&! '*,%.,*$-'! *-0$20*-4! 2(.)(&'/*+! )(0(2$+8(-,7! (,/*#.2!
9(/.0*$&!.-)!'$#*.2!&('+$-'*9*2*,1:!
 
HA 413   POLICY & ETHICS IN SPORTS                   3 credits 
"!#&*,*b%(!$3!(L*',*-4!+$2*#*('! 3$&!8.-.4*-4!'+$&,'!$&4.-*f.,*$-'!.-)!
)(0(2$+8(-,! $3! .-! (,/*#.2! #$8+.''! ,$! .''*',! ',%)(-,'! ,$! 4%*)(! ,/(8!
,/&$%4/! ,/(! 0.&*$%'! #/.22(-4('! 3.#()! *-! ,/(! '+$&,*-4! *-)%',&1:! O/(!
#$%&'(! 6*22! .-.21f(! *''%('! &(2.,()! ,$! '+$&,'! 8$&.2*,17! *-#2%)*-4!
6$&2)6*)(!'$#*$2$4*#.2!*-32%(-#('!.-)!+/*2$'$+/*#.2!+&*-#*+2(':!
!
HA 414   ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT   
 IN PROFESSIONAL SPORTS                   3 credits 
"-!(L+2$&.,*$-!$3! ,/(! 3%-).8(-,.2'!$3!8.-.4*-4!+&$3(''*$-.2!'+$&,'7!
*-#2%)*-4! $&4.-*f.,*$-.2! ',&%#,%&(! $3! 2(.4%(U9.'()! .-)! *-)*0*)%.2!
'+$&,':! O/(! #$%&'(! *-#2%)('! .-! $0(&0*(6! $3! $6-(&'/*+7! 3&.-#/*'(!
$+(&.,*$-'7! 4$0(&-.-#(7! 9&$.)#.',*-47! 2.9$&E8.-.4(8(-,! &(2.,*$-'7!
2*#(-'*-4!.-)!'+$-'$&'/*+:!
 
HA 415   ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT IN  
AMATEUR AND INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS                  3 credits 
N-0(',*4.,*$-! $3! ,/(! '+(#*3*#! *''%('! 3.#*-4! *-,(&#$22(4*.,(7! .8.,(%&! .-)!
D218+*#!.,/2(,*#':!O/(!#$%&'(!*-#2%)('!.-!*-U)(+,/!(L.8*-.,*$-!$3!J;""!
',&%#,%&(7! 8.-.4(8(-,! .-)! &%2('! #$8+2*.-#(5! .-! $0(&0*(6! $3! D218+*#!





HA 416   SPORTS AND RECREATION FACILITIES                  3 credits 




HA 426  HEALTH FACILITIES                    3 credits 
O/(! ',%)1! $3! .)8*-*',&.,*0(! ,/($&17! &('+$-'*9*2*,*('7! +(&'$--(2!
'%+(&0*'*$-! .-)! $+(&.,*$-.2! 3%-#,*$-'! $3! .! /(.2,/! 3.#*2*,1! 8.-.4(&:!
P&$4&.8'!.-)!(b%*+8(-,!%,*2*f()!*-!,/(!3.#*2*,1!6*22!9(!',%)*()!*-!)(+,/:!
 
HA 427   FACILITY PLANNING, DESIGN & MANAGEMENT             3 credits 
O/(! #%2,%&.2! *8+$&,.-#(! $3! /$,(2! )('*4-! /.'! -(0(&! 9((-! 4&(.,(&7!
9(#$8*-4! ,/(!8*&&$&! 3$&! #$-'%8(&!.'+*&.,*$-'!.-)! ,/(!+*0$,.2!+$*-,!
3$&!*--$0.,*$-!*-!.&#/*,(#,%&(!.-)!)('*4-:!d*,/!.!9%&4($-*-4!*-,(&(',!





HA 428   EVENT AND CONFERENCE MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
"-! .)0.-#()! *-0(',*4.,*$-! $3! ,/(! 2$4*',*#'! .-)! 8.-.4(&*.2!
#$-'*)(&.,*$-'!*-0$20()!6*,/!,/(!'$#*.2!3%-#,*$-7!8((,*-47!#$-3(&(-#(!
.-)! #$-0(-,*$-! .'+(#,'! $3! /$,(2! .-)! &('$&,! $+(&.,*$-':! =,%)*('! .&(!
3$#%'()! $-! +2.--*-47! (L(#%,*-4! .-)! .-.21f*-4! ,/(! '%##(''! $3! (0(-,'7!
*-#2%)*-4!$-U+&(8*'(!#.,(&*-4!.-)!9.-b%(,':!
!!
HA 429   REVENUE MANAGEMENT                   3 credits 
"-! *-U)(+,/! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! #$-#(+,! .-)! +&.#,*#(! $3! &(0(-%(!8.-.4(8(-,7!
*-0(',*4.,*-4! ,/(! #$8+&(/(-'*0(! .++2*#.,*$-'! %,*2*f()! *-! ,/(! 9&$.)!
'+(#,&%8! $3! /$'+*,.2*,1! $&4.-*f.,*$-':! O/*'! #$%&'(! +&$0*)('! *-'*4/,! .-)!
%-)(&',.-)*-4! $-! ,/(! *-,(4&.,*$-! $3! &(0(-%(! 8.-.4(8(-,! )(#*'*$-!
8.R*-4!.-)!*,'!&(2.,*$-!,$!+&$3*,!#(-,(&'!.-)!$+(&.,*-4!)(+.&,8(-,':!
!
HA 437   SPA CUISINE                    3 credits 
BL+2$&('! 8(-%! +2.--*-47! &(#*+(! )(0(2$+8(-,! .-)! 3$$)! +&$)%#,*$-!
'%*,.92(! 3$&! ,/(! '+.! $9a(#,*0('! $3! /(.2,/1! 2*3(! ',12(':! J%,&*,*$-! .-)!
6(22-(''!6*22!9(!(8+/.'*f():!
!
HA 438   SPA OPERATIONS AND SERVICES MANAGEMENT         3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!.!',%)1!*-!,/(!#.,(4$&*('!$3!'+.'7!.8(-*,*('7!$+(&.,*$-'7!
8.&R(,*-4!.-)!8.-.4(8(-,:!=,%)*('!)*33(&(-#('!9(,6((-!&('$&,!'+.'7!
.8(-*,1! '+.'7! ).1! '+.'7! .-)! )(',*-.,*$-! '+.'! .-)! /$6!8.-.4(8(-,!




HA 445   ADVANCED FOOD PRODUCTION                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! +&$0*)(! .)0.-#()! 3$$)! +&$)%#,*$-! .-.21'*'! *-! ,/(!
.&(.'!$3!b%.-,*,1!3$$)!+&$)%#,*$-7!/(.2,/!#$-'#*$%'!#%*'*-(!.-)!K.&)(!
?.-4(&:!H.9!3((W!eXYY:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!M"![\]:!
HA 446   SPORTS AND RECREATION SEMINAR                  3 credits 




HA 447   INTERNATIONAL BAKING AND PASTRY                  3 credits 
"! 42$9.2! '%&0(1! $3! ,/(! .&,! .-)! '#*(-#(! $3! 9.R*-4! .-)! +.',&1!
+&$)%#,*$-:! O$+*#'! *-#2%)(W! 9&(.)'! .-)! &$22'7! <&(-#/! +.',&*('7! #.R('7!
,$&,('!.-)!$,/(&!*-,(&-.,*$-.2!+.',&*(':!
 









HA 456   RESORT MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS                  3 credits 
N-0(',*4.,('! ,/(! ',&%#,%&(! .-)! 2$4*',*#'! *-0$20()! *-! ,/(! $+(&.,*$-! $3!
/$'+*,.2*,1!3.#*2*,*('!*-#2%)*-4!&('$&,'7!0.#.,*$-U$6-(&'/*+!+&$+(&,*('7!






(-4*-((&*-4! .-)! 8.*-,(-.-#(! )(+.&,8(-,'7! &(0*(6'! (-0*&$-8(-,.2!
*''%('7! &(-$0.,*$-! #$-'*)(&.,*$-'7! 9%*2)*-4! $+(&.,*$-! '1',(8'7!
&('$%&#(!8.-.4(8(-,!.-)!/$%'(R((+*-4!$+(&.,*$-':!
 
HA 457   PRINCIPLES OF VACATION OWNERSHIP                  3 credits 
N-,&$)%#('! ,/(! ,*8(U'/.&(! .-)! 0.#.,*$-! $6-(&'/*+! *-)%',&1! .-)! ,/(!
*''%('! #%&&(-,21! .33(#,*-4! ,/.,! '(#,$&! $3! /$'+*,.2*,1:! ?.-.4(8(-,!
'R*22'7! ,$$2'! .-)! ,(#/-*b%('! 6*22! 9(! (L.8*-()! .'! ,/(1! &(2.,(! ,$! ,/(!
'%##(''3%2! ',&.,(4*#! 8.-.4(8(-,! $3! 0.#.,*$-! $6-(&'/*+! +&$+(&,*(':!
O/(! #$%&'(! *-#2%)('! *-0(',*4.,*$-! $3! 2(4*'2.,*$-7! 2(4.2! ',&%#,%&(7!
)(0(2$+8(-,7! +&$4&.8! )('*4-7! 3*-.-#(7! $6-(&! '(&0*#('7! 8.&R(,*-47!
'.2('!.-)!+&$+(&,1!8.-.4(8(-,!#$-#(&-'!*-!0.#.,*$-!$6-(&'/*+:!
!
HA 458   MARKETING STRATEGIES FOR  
 VACATION OWNERSHIP                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!9%*2)'!%+$-!,/(!3%-).8(-,.2!+&*-#*+2('!$3!8.&R(,*-4!.-)!
*-0(',*4.,('!,/(!)*33(&(-#('!*-!.++2*#.,*$-!6/(-!)(,(&8*-*-4!9%'*-(''!
)(0(2$+8(-,! ',&.,(4*('! ,/.,! .&(! 3$#%'()! 6*,/*-! ,/(! 0.#.,*$-!
$6-(&'/*+! '(#,$&:! N-#2%)('! +&$)%#,! )('*4-7! +&*#*-4! 8$)(2'7!
)*',&*9%,*$-! 8(,/$)$2$4*('! .-)! +&$8$,*$-.2! +&$4&.88*-45! 6*,/!




HA 459  INVENTORY MANAGEMENT FOR  
VACATION OWNERSHIP                   3 credits 
BL.8*-('!,/(!'1',(8'!%,*2*f()!*-!,/(!,*8(U'/.&(7!0.#.,*$-!$6-(&'/*+7!
#$-)$U/$,(27! /$,(2U#$-)$! .-)! 3&.#,*$-.2! '(#,$&'! $3! ,/(! /$'+*,.2*,1!
*-)%',&1! 3$&! $6-(&! (L#/.-4('7! *-0(-,$&1! %,*2*f.,*$-7! (2(#,&$-*#!




',%)*('! 6*,/! (L.8+2('! $3! /$6! 2(.)(&'! *-! ,/(! *-)%',&1! #$-,&$2! .-)!
$+,*8*f(!*-0(-,$&1!&('$%&#(':!
!
HA 460   GOLF SEMINAR II                    3 credits 
"!#$-,*-%.,*$-!$3!M"!Z]Y:!H.9!3((!e]Y:!
!
HA 481   HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY SEMINAR                  3 credits 
O/*'! #.+',$-(! #$%&'(! 6*22! *-#2%)(! #%&&(-,! *''%('! *-! +(&'$-.2! .-)!
+&$3(''*$-.2!)(0(2$+8(-,!3$&!,/(!/$'+*,.2*,1!8.-.4(&:!O$+*#'!*-#2%)(!
(,/*#'7! +&*-#*+2(U#(-,(&()! 2*0*-47! .-)! '*,%.,*$-.2! 2(.)(&'/*+:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4!$&!#$-'(-,!$3!*-',&%#,$&:!
!
HA 484   DEVELOPMENT OF RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS  
 AND LEISURE ACTIVITIES                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *-0(',*4.,('! ,/(! ,/($&1! .-)! ,(#/-*b%('! *-0$20()! *-!
)(0(2$+*-4! +&$4&.88()! &(#&(.,*$-.2! .-)! 2(*'%&(! .#,*0*,*(':! N-#2%)('!
-(()'! .''(''8(-,7! 4$.2! .-)! $9a(#,*0(! '(,,*-47! +&$4&.8! )('*4-7!
$&4.-*f.,*$-7!8.-.4(8(-,7!2$4*',*#'!.-)!)(+2$18(-,:!
!
HA 485   TURF AND LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
@.'*#! #.&(! .-)! 8.*-,(-.-#(! $3! 3*-(! ,%&3! 4&.''7! ,&(('7! '/&%9'! .-)!
$&-.8(-,.2!+2.-,'!%'()!$-!4$23!#$%&'(':!
 
HA 487   TOURISM SEMINAR                    3 credits 




HA 488   CLUB & SPA MARKETING AND  
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT                   3 credits 
"!&(0*(6!$3! ,/(!8.&R(,*-4!.-)!9%'*-(''!)(0(2$+8(-,!+&*-#*+2('!.-)!
.++&$.#/('! ,/.,! .&(! %-*b%(! ,$! #2%9! .-)! '+.! 9%'*-(''(':! O/*'! #$%&'(!
.2'$! .))&(''('! ,/(! *8+$&,.-#(!$3! '.2('! *-!)(0(2$+*-4!+&$3*,.92(! #2%9!
.-)! '+.! +.,&$-.4(7! *-#2%)*-4! '(22*-4! &(,.*2! *,(8'! .-)! ,.-4(-,*.2!
8(&#/.-)*'(7! (L+(&*(-#('! .-)! '(&0*#('! ,/.,! .&(! *-,(4&.2! ,$! ,/('(!
(',.92*'/8(-,':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!?QO!Z]Y:!
!
HA 490   HOSPITALITY INTERNSHIP                   3 credits 
N-#2%)('!X]Y!/$%&'!$3!3*(2)!6$&R!*-!,/(!/$'+*,.2*,1!*-)%',&1:!O/(!3*(2)!
(L+(&*(-#(! 6*22! 9(! .##$8+.-*()! 91! &(.)*-4'7! &(+$&,'7! a$%&-.2'! .-)!
3.#%2,1! #$-3(&(-#(':! P&(&(b%*'*,('W! P(&8*''*$-! $3! #$22(4(! *-,(&-'/*+!
2*.*'$-7!Z:]!#%8%2.,*0(!KP"!*-!8.a$&!.-)E$&!)(+.&,8(-,.2!.++&$0.2:!
 
HA 491   ADVANCED INTERNSHIP IN VACATION OWNERSHIP      4 credits 
"3,(&! #$8+2(,*-4! .-)! )$#%8(-,*-4! gYY! /$%&'! $3! &(2.,()! *-,(&-'/*+!
(L+(&*(-#(! .-)! /$2)*-4! '(-*$&! ',.,%'7! ',%)(-,'! 8%',! #$8+2(,(! .-!
.))*,*$-.2! ZYY! /$%&'! $3! '%+(&0*'()! 6$&R! (L+(&*(-#(! 6*,/! .-!
.++&$0()! +&$a(#,! *-! 0.#.,*$-! $6-(&'/*+! )%&*-4! 6/*#/! 8.-.4(&*.2!
(L+$'%&('! .&(! &(b%*&():! ?*-*8%8! Z:Y! KP"! .-)! #$-'(-,! $3! .)0*'$&!
&(b%*&()!,$!&(4*',(&!3$&!,/(!#$%&'(:!
!
HA 492   ADVANCED INTERNSHIP IN SPA MANAGEMENT             4 credits 
"3,(&! #$8+2(,*-4! .-)! )$#%8(-,*-4! gYY! /$%&'! $3! &(2.,()! *-,(&-'/*+!
(L+(&*(-#(! .-)! /$2)*-4! '(-*$&! ',.,%'7! ',%)(-,'! 8%',! #$8+2(,(! .-!
.))*,*$-.2! ZYY! /$%&'! $3! '%+(&0*'()! 6$&R! (L+(&*(-#(! 6*,/! .-!
.++&$0()! +&$a(#,! *-! '+.! 8.-.4(8(-,! )%&*-4! 6/*#/! 8.-.4(&*.2!
(L+$'%&('! .&(! &(b%*&():! ?*-*8%8! Z:Y! KP"! .-)! #$-'(-,! $3! .)0*'$&!
&(b%*&()!,$!&(4*',(&!3$&!,/(!#$%&'(:!
!
HA 493   ADVANCED INTERNSHIP    
 IN RESORT & HOTEL MANAGEMENT                  4 credits 
"3,(&! #$8+2(,*-4! .-)! )$#%8(-,*-4! gYY! /$%&'! $3! &(2.,()! *-,(&-'/*+!
(L+(&*(-#(! .-)! /$2)*-4! '(-*$&! ',.,%'7! ',%)(-,'! 8%',! #$8+2(,(! .-!
.))*,*$-.2! ZYY! /$%&'! $3! '%+(&0*'()! 6$&R! (L+(&*(-#(! 6*,/! .-!




HA 494   ADVANCED INTERNSHIP    
 IN SPORTS & RECREATION MANAGEMENT                  4 credits 
"3,(&! #$8+2(,*-4! .-)! )$#%8(-,*-4! gYY! /$%&'! $3! &(2.,()! *-,(&-'/*+!
(L+(&*(-#(! .-)! /$2)*-4! '(-*$&! ',.,%'7! ',%)(-,'! 8%',! #$8+2(,(! .-!









HA 496   ADVANCED INTERNSHIP IN CLUB MANAGEMENT          4 credits 
"3,(&! #$8+2(,*-4! .-)! )$#%8(-,*-4! gYY! /$%&'! $3! &(2.,()! *-,(&-'/*+!
(L+(&*(-#(! .-)! /$2)*-4! '(-*$&! ',.,%'7! ',%)(-,'! 8%',! #$8+2(,(! .-!
.))*,*$-.2! ZYY! /$%&'! $3! '%+(&0*'()! 6$&R! (L+(&*(-#(! 6*,/! .-!
.++&$0()! +&$a(#,! *-! #2%9! 8.-.4(8(-,! )%&*-4! 6/*#/! 8.-.4(&*.2!
(L+$'%&('! .&(! &(b%*&():! ?*-*8%8! Z:Y! KP"! .-)! #$-'(-,! $3! .)0*'$&!
&(b%*&()!,$!&(4*',(&!3$&!,/(!#$%&'(:!
!




HA 525   FOOD SERVICE ADMINISTRATION                  3 credits 
<$$)! '(&0*#(! '1',(8'! .-)! $+(&.,*$-':! ;$-,&$2'! .-)! 3*-.-#*.2!
8.-.4(8(-,!$3!(33*#*(-,!3$$)!'(&0*#(!$+(&.,*$-':!
 
HA 530   RESORT DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT                 3 credits 
P&*-#*+2('! $3! &('$&,! 8.-.4(8(-,! 6*,/! +.&,*#%2.&! &(3(&(-#(! ,$! ,/(!
'$#*.27! (#$-$8*#! .-)! (-0*&$-8(-,.2! *''%('! *-0$20()! *-! &('$&,!
)(0(2$+8(-,!.-)!8.-.4(8(-,:!
 
HA 550   HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT EDUCATION                  3 credits 
"-! $0(&0*(6! $3! ()%#.,*$-.2! &('(.&#/7! #%&&*#%2%8! )(0(2$+8(-,! .-)!
,/(!&$2(!$3!,/(!3.#%2,1!8(89(&!*-!/$'+*,.2*,1!8.-.4(8(-,!()%#.,*$-:!
!
HA 555   FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT                   3 credits 
"-! $0(&0*(6! $3! 2$-4U! .-)! '/$&,U,(&8! 3*-.-#*.2! 8.-.4(8(-,! *-! ,/(!










HA 570   HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT    
AND LABOR RELATIONS                   3 credits 
;$8+&(/(-'*0(! $0(&0*(6! $3! +(&'$--(2! +&.#,*#('! .-)! 2.9$&! &(2.,*$-'!
*-#2%)*-4! /%8.-! &('$%&#(! +2.--*-47! "C"7! ',.33*-47! +(&3$&8.-#(!
.++&.*'.27! 2(.)(&'/*+! ',%)*('7! 2.9$&U8.-.4(8(-,! &(2.,*$-'! .-)!
#$22(#,*0(!9.&4.*-*-4:!H(.)(&'/*+!',%)*('!.&(!/*4/2*4/,():!
!
HA 575   SERVICE MANAGEMENT                   3 credits 
"-! *-,(4&.,()! .++&$.#/! ,$! ,/(! 8.&R(,*-47! $+(&.,*$-.2! .-)! /%8.-!
.'+(#,'! $3! 8.-.4*-4! .! '(&0*#(! 9%'*-('':! ;.'(! ',%)*('! $3! '(&0*#(!
9%'*-(''('!+&$0*)(!,/(!8.a$&!3$#%'!3$&!'(&0*#(!8.-.4(8(-,!.-.21'*':!
!
HA 597   INDEPENDENT STUDY IN  
 HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT               1–3 credits 
D++$&,%-*,*('! ,$! (L+2$&(! 9$,/! #.&((&! )*&(#,*$-'! .-)! .&(.'! $3!
*-)*0*)%.2!*-,(&(',:!
!
HA 665   GRADUATE PROJECT IN  
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT                   3 credits 
O/(! +&$a(#,! *'! )(0(2$+()! *-! .-! .&(.! $3! +&$3(''*$-.2! *-,(&(',! .-)!




HA 670   SPECIAL TOPICS IN HOSPITALITY                  3 credits 
"-.21'*'! $3! '+(#*.2! ,$+*#'! $3! #%&&(-,! *-,(&(',! ,/.,! &(32(#,! ,/(! 2.,(',!
)(0(2$+8(-,'!$&!#%&&(-,!,&(-)'!*-!,/(!*-)%',&1:!
!
HIS 111   WESTERN CIVILIZATION I                   3 credits 
"-!(L.8*-.,*$-!$3!,/(!'*4-*3*#.-,!,&(-)'!.-)!*-32%(-#('!$3!,/(!K&((R7!
F$8.-7! B.&21! ;/&*',*.-7! @1f.-,*-(7! N'2.8*#7! ?()*(0.2! .-)! J$-U
d(',(&-!#*0*2*f.,*$-':!"2'$!*-#2%)('!,/(!F(-.*''.-#(!.-)!F(3$&8.,*$-:!
!
HIS 112   WESTERN CIVILIZATION II                   3 credits 
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! ,/(! '$#*.27! +$2*,*#.27! (#$-$8*#7! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! .-)!
#%2,%&.2!(0(-,'!3&$8!,/(!B%&$+(.-!F(-.*''.-#(!,$!,/(!<*&',!d$&2)!d.&:!
!
HIS 113   20TH CENTURY WORLD                   3 credits 
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! '*4-*3*#.-,! ,&(-)'! .-)! (0(-,'! 3&$8! X`[Y! ,$! ,/(!
+&('(-,!%'*-4!#$8+.&.,*0(!+(&'+(#,*0(':!
 
HIS 221   AMERICAN HISTORY I*                   3 credits 
"!4(-(&.2! (L.8*-.,*$-!$3! ,/(! '$#*.27!+$2*,*#.27! #%2,%&.27! .-)!(#$-$8*#!
/*',$&1!$3!,/(!A-*,()!=,.,('!3&$8!,/(!iJ(6!d$&2)j!,$!,/(!;*0*2!d.&:!!
 
HIS 222   AMERICAN HISTORY II                   3 credits 




HIS 225   UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT                   3 credits 
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! ,/(! ;$-',*,%,*$-5! 3$%-).,*$-'! $3! +$2*,*#.2! +$6(&5!
-.,*$-.2!+.&,*('5! ,/(!(L(#%,*0(7! 2(4*'2.,*0(!.-)! a%)*#*.2! 3%-#,*$-'5!.-)!
,/(! *8+.#,! $3! 4$0(&-8(-,! +$2*#*('! $-! -.,*$-.2! .-)! *-,(&-.,*$-.2!
*''%(':!;&$''U2*',()!6*,/!NFP=!ZZ]:!
!
HIS 230   SOCIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY   
 OF THE UNITED STATES                   3 credits 
"! ,$+*#.2! .++&$.#/! ,$! R(1! +$2*,*#.2! .-)! '$#*.2! (0(-,'! ,/.,! /.0(! .-!
*8+.#,!$-!"8(&*#.-!#%2,%&(:!
 
HIS 240   AMERICAN SOCIETY SINCE 1945                   3 credits 





HIS 320   LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY                   3 credits 
"-!(L.8*-.,*$-!$3! *-,(&-.,*$-.27!'$#*.27!(#$-$8*#!.-)!+$2*,*#.2! 2*3(!$3!
H.,*-! "8(&*#.! 3&$8! ,/(! +(&'+(#,*0(! $3! '(2(#,()! #$%-,&*('! .'!6(22! .'!
&(4*$-':! B8+/.'*'! 4*0(-! ,$! ,/(! &$2(! $3! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! $&4.-*f.,*$-'7!
&(4*$-.2*'8!.-)! ,/(! ,&(-)! ,$6.&)!(#$-$8*#! *-,(4&.,*$-:!;&$''U2*',()!
6*,/!NFP=![ZY:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!NFP=!X]Y!$&!NFP=!Z]Y:!





6*22! (L+2$&(! ,/(! /*',$&1! $3! 8.-.4(&*.2! 9(/.0*$&! .-)! (,/*#'! *-!
"8(&*#.-!9%'*-('':!
!
HIS 360   THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE THROUGH FILM                3 credits 




HIS 481   SEMINAR IN HISTORICAL STUDIES: THE HOLOCAUST  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(!6*22! (L.8*-(!M*,2(&c'! .-,*U=(8*,*#! +$2*#*('! .-)!+&.#,*#('7!
,/(*&! #.%'.,*0(! 3.#,$&'! .-)! ,/(*&! *8+2*#.,*$-'! .'! .-! (L.8+2(! $3! ,/(!
(33(#,!$3!+&(a%)*#(:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!G%-*$&!$&!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
 
HIS 482   HISTORY SEMINAR                    3 credits 
"! '(&*('! $3! .-.21'('! .-)! )*'#%''*$-'! $3! #$-,(8+$&.&1! +&$92(8'! *-!
+$2*,*#.2! '#*(-#(:! N-)*0*)%.2! ',%)(-,! &('(.&#/! .-)! &(+$&,'! .&(!
&(b%*&():!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
!
HNR 295   HONORS SEMINAR I                      1 credit 
D+(-! ,$! '$+/$8$&('! .-)! .9$0(! 6/$! 8((,! #(&,.*-! .#.)(8*#! .0(&.4(!
',.-).&)'7! 91! &(#$88(-).,*$-! .-)! *-0*,.,*$-! $3! .! 3.#%2,1! /$-$&'!
#$88*,,((:!=+(#*.2! ,$+*#'! ,$!9(!#$0(&()!6*22!9(!'(2(#,()!91! ,/(!',%)(-,'!
*-0$20()!.-)!,(.8U,.%4/,!91!3.#%2,1:!B-&$228(-,!2*8*,()!,$!X]!',%)(-,':!
!
HNR 395   HONORS SEMINAR II                      1 credit 
D+(-!,$!'(-*$&'!6/$!/.0(!#$8+2(,()!MJF!Z`]!.-)!#$-,*-%(!,$!8((,!
,/(! &(b%*'*,(! .#.)(8*#! .0(&.4(! ',.-).&)':! D,/(&! $+(-*-4'! .&(! 3*22()!




HNR 495   HONORS SEMINAR III                      1 credit 
D+(-!,$!'(-*$&'!6/$!/.0(!#$8+2(,()!MJF![`]!.-)!#$-,*-%(!,$!8((,!
,/(! &(b%*'*,(! .#.)(8*#! .0(&.4(! ',.-).&)':! D,/(&! $+(-*-4'! .&(! 3*22()!




HS 100   INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN SERVICES I                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! '%&0(1'! .-)! )*'#%''('! ,/(! ,/($&(,*#.2! #$-#(+,'! .-)!
+&*-#*+2('!%+$-!6/*#/!,/(!/%8.-!'(&0*#(!3*(2)!$+(&.,(':!=,%)(-,'!0*'*,!
.4(-#*('! .-)! /%8.-! '(&0*#(! $&4.-*f.,*$-'! ,$! $9'(&0(! #$88%-*,1!
'(,,*-4':!O/(1!6*22!4.*-!.!9.'*#!R-$62()4(!$3!,/(!/%8.-!'(&0*#(!3*(2): 
 
HS 150   INTRODUCTION TO LEADERSHIP                   3 credits 
O/(! #$%&'(! *-,&$)%#('! ',%)(-,'! ,$! ,/(! 9.'*#! +&*-#*+2('! $3!
#$-,(8+$&.&1! 8.-.4(8(-,! .-)! 2(.)(&'/*+! ',12('7! )*33(&(-,*.,('!




HS 200   INTERPERSONAL PROCESS IN HUMAN SERVICES         3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!6*22! 3$#%'!$-!.''(''8(-,!.-)! *-,(&0(-,*$-!'R*22'!6*,/!.-!
(8+/.'*'! $-! ,/(! ,/($&*('! .-)! 'R*22'! #$88$-21! %'()! 6/(-! 6$&R*-4!
6*,/!3.8*2*('7!4&$%+'7!.-)!$&4.-*f.,*$-':!O/(!)(0(2$+8(-,.2!,/($&*('!
$3!/%8.-!9(/.0*$&!6*22!9(!)*'#%''()7!2(.)*-4!,$!.-!(L.8*-.,*$-!$3!,/(!
&.-4(! $3! #$4-*,*0(U9(/.0*$&.2! *-,(&0(-,*$-'! #$88$-21! %'()! 91!
/%8.-! '(&0*#(! 6$&R(&':! "-! (8+/.'*'! 6*22! 9(! +2.#()! $-! ,/(!
*8+$&,.-#(! $3! ,/(! *-,(&.#,*$-! 9(,6((-! /(2+(&! .-)! #2*(-,! .-)! ,/(!
%,*2*f.,*$-!$3!,/(!/(2+*-4!&(2.,*$-'/*+!.'!.-!.4(-,!$3!#/.-4(:!
!
HS 240   HELPING IN HUMAN SERVICES                   3 credits 











HS 255   HUMAN SERVICE ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS              3 credits 
O/(!)1-.8*#'!$3!/%8.-!'(&0*#(!$&4.-*f.,*$-'!*-!&(2.,*$-!,$!$,/(&!/%8.-!
'(&0*#(! '1',(8':! B8+/.'*'! $-! R-$62()4(! $3! 3.#,$&'! ,/.,! *-32%(-#(!




HS 301   HUMAN SERVICE PROFESSIONALS AS ADVOCATES     3 credits 
=,%)(-,'! 6*22! (L+2$&(! .! &.-4(! $3! #$-,(8+$&.&1! '$#*.2! +&$92(8'!
#$88$-21! (-#$%-,(&()! 91! ,/(! /%8.-! '(&0*#(! +&$3(''*$-.2:! O/(!
/*',$&1! $3! .++2*#.92(! '$#*.2! 6(23.&(! +$2*#*('! .-)! +&$4&.8'! 6*22! 9(!
)*'#%''()7! .'! 6*22! ,/(! &$2(! $3! ,/(! /%8.-! '(&0*#(! 6$&R(&! *-! #2*(-,!





HS 320   COMPARATIVE EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES     3 credits 
O/(! ()%#.,*$-.2! .-)! /%8.-! '(&0*#(! '1',(8'! $3! '(2(#,()! )(0(2$+()!
.-)!)(0(2$+*-4!#$%-,&*('!',%)*()!*-!#&$''U#%2,%&.2!+(&'+(#,*0(:!
!
HS 325   GROUPWORK & FAMILY SYSTEMS                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(! *'!)('*4-()!,$!+&$0*)(!',%)(-,'!6*,/! ,/(! ,/($&*('7!'R*22'!.-)!






HS 330   THE POLITICS OF AMERICAN EDUCATION   
 AND HUMAN SERVICES                   3 credits 




HS 340   PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT    
 FOR HUMAN SERVICE PROFESSIONALS                  3 credits 
O/(! ',%)(-,! 6*22! 9(! (-#$%&.4()! ,$! )(0(2$+! '(23U.6.&(-(''! .-)! .!
+(&'$-.2! /(2+*-4! +/*2$'$+/1:! =,%)(-,'! 6*22! (L.8*-(! /$6! ,/(*&! $6-!
+(&'$-.2! .-)! +&$3(''*$-.2! 0.2%('7! .,,*,%)('7! 9(2*(3'7! .-)! (L+(&*(-#('!
.33(#,! ,/(*&!6$&R!6*,/!#2*(-,':!"2'$7! ',%)(-,'!6*22! *-#&(.'(!'(-'*,*0*,1!
,$!)*0(&'*,1!*''%(':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!M=!XYY: 
 
HS 355   THE ADMINISTRATION OF CHANGE                                  3 credits 




HS 360   ASSESSMENT AND INTERVIEWING   
 IN THE HUMAN SERVICES                   3 credits 
=,%)(-,'!6*22!&(0*(6!,/(!+'1#/$2$4*#.27!)(0(2$+8(-,.27!'$#*.27!9(/.0*$&.2!
.-)! '1',(8'! ,/($&*('! ,/.,! /(2+! ,$! %-)(&',.-)! /%8.-! 9(/.0*$&:! d*,/! .!
3$#%'! $-! *-,(&0*(6*-47! (-4.4(8(-,! .-)! .''(''8(-,! 'R*22'7! ',%)(-,'! 6*22!
2(.&-! ,$! 4.,/(&! *-3$&8.,*$-7! .''(''! #2*(-,! +&$92(8'! .-)! 9(/.0*$&'! .-)!
*)(-,*31! #2*(-,! ',&(-4,/':! ?%2,*)*'#*+2*-.&1! ,(.8! +.&,*#*+.,*$-! 6*22! 9(!
)*'#%''():!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!M=!XYY:!
!
HS 370   PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION   
 IN HUMAN SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS                  3 credits 
O/(! R-$62()4(! .-)! 'R*22'! *-0$20()! *-! +2.--*-47! 8.-.4(8(-,! .-)!
(0.2%.,*$-! $3! +&$4&.8'! *-! ,/(! /%8.-! '(&0*#(':! O/(! +&$92(8U'$20*-4!
+&$#(''!.-)!)(#*'*$-U8.R*-4!.&(!(8+/.'*f():!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!M=!Z]]:!
!
HS 400   LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOR                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! ,$! +&$0*)(! ',%)(-,'! ,/(! $++$&,%-*,1! ,$!
'*8%2.,(! ,/(! +$'*,*$-! $3! .! /%8.-! '(&0*#(! .)8*-*',&.,$&! .-)! .''%8(!
,/(! 2(.)(&'/*+! $3! .! ,1+*#.2! .4(-#1:! O/(! #$-,(-,! *'! )(0(2$+()! .&$%-)!
,/(!%'(!$3!'*8%2.,()!8.,(&*.2'!.-)!3$#%'('!$-!,/(! *-)*0*)%.2!',%)(-,!
.-)!/*'E/(&!.++&$.#/!,$!&(.2*',*#!+&$92(8'!.-)!'*,%.,*$-'!3.#()!91!.!
/%8.-! '(&0*#(! .)8*-*',&.,$&:! O/('(! &('+$-'('! .&(! ,/(! 9.'*'! 3$&! ,/(!
',%)(-,c'! '(23U(L.8*-.,*$-! $3! /*'E/(&! .)8*-*',&.,*0(! 9(/.0*$&! .-)!
(-.92(! /*8E/(&! ,$! #.+*,.2*f(! %+$-! ',&(-4,/'! .-)! .8(2*$&.,(!
6(.R-(''(':!
HS 410   CASE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES                  3 credits 
=(&0*#(! +2.--*-4! .-)! (0.2%.,*$-7! #.'(! )$#%8(-,.,*$-! .-)! #.'(!
8.-.4(8(-,! 'R*22'! 6*22! 9(! (8+/.'*f()7! .'! 6*22! ,/(! &$2(! $3!
#$22.9$&.,*$-! *-! .-! *-,(&U)*'#*+2*-.&1! '(,,*-4:! O/(! #$%&'(! 6*22! .2'$!
#$0(&! 9.'*#! #$4-*,*0(U9(/.0*$&.2! .-)! (33(#,*0(! /(2+*-4! ',&.,(4*('7!
#&*'*'! *-,(&0(-,*$-7! +&$92(8U'$20*-4! ,(#/-*b%('! .-)! &(3(&&.2! ,$!
#$88%-*,1! &('$%&#('! .-)! $,/(&! +&$3(''*$-.2! /(2+(&':! P&(&(b%*'*,('W!
M=!XYY7!M=![gY:!
 
HS 420   ETHICAL AND LEGAL ISSUES IN HUMAN SERVICES      3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! 3$#%'! $-! .! &.-4(! $3! (,/*#.27! 2(4.2! .-)! +&$3(''*$-.2!
*''%('! 3.#*-4! ,/(! )*0(&'(! )*'#*+2*-('! $3! ,/(! /(2+*-4! +&$3(''*$-':!
C('*4-()!,$!,(.#/!.!+&$#(''!$3!(,/*#.2!)(#*'*$-U8.R*-4!.-)!,$!*-#&(.'(!
.6.&(-(''! $3! ,/(! #$8+2(L*,*('! $3! /(2+*-47! ',%)(-,'! 6*22! #&*,*#.221!
(L.8*-(! (,/*#.2! )*2(88.'! .-)! 0.&*$%'! +&$3(''*$-.2! (,/*#.2! #$)('! .'!
,/(1! 2(.&-! .9$%,! #$-3*)(-,*.2*,17! #2*(-,! &(#$&)'7! 2(4.2! )$#%8(-,'7!
(,/*#.2! ',.-).&)'7! &(4%2.,$&1! ',.,%,('7! +&$3(''*$-.2! 9$%-).&*('! .-)!
+&(+.&.,*$-!3$&!#$%&,!,(',*8$-1:!
!
HS 450   HUMAN SERVICES INTERNSHIP I                   3 credits 
=,%)(-,'! 6*22! '+(-)! ZY! /$%&'! +(&! 6((R! *-! .-! *-,(&-'/*+! '*,%.,*$-!
6*,/*-!.!/%8.-!'(&0*#(!$&4.-*f.,*$-:!O/*'! *-,(&-'/*+!6*22!9(!$33(&()!
#$-#%&&(-,21! 6*,/! 6((R21! '(8*-.&! '(''*$-':! =(8*-.&! '(''*$-'! 6*22!
.22$6! ',%)(-,'! ,$!)*'#%''! ,/(*&! (L+(&*(-#('! .-)!6*22! '%++2(8(-,! ,/(!
3*(2)6$&R!6*,/!+&.#,*#.2!.++2*#.,*$-!$3!#%&&(-,!,/($&*('!.-)!&('(.&#/!




HS 475   HUMAN SERVICES SENIOR INTERNSHIP                  3 credits 
=,%)(-,'!6*22!'+(-)!.!8*-*8%8!$3!ZY!/$%&'!+(&!6((R!*-!.-!*-,(&-'/*+!
6*,/*-!.!/%8.-!'(&0*#(!$&4.-*f.,*$-!$&!'(,,*-4!,/.,!*'!#$-'*',(-,!6*,/!
,/(! ',%)(-,c'! *-,(&(',':! =,%)(-,'! .&(! &(b%*&()! ,$! .,,(-)! 6((R21!
'(8*-.&'! .-)! ,$! #$8+2(,(! .! '(-*$&! +.+(&! ,/.,! 6*22! *-#2%)(! .!
)('#&*+,*$-! .-)! *-U)(+,/! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! ',%)(-,c'! *-,(&-'/*+! '(,,*-4:!
=,%)(-,'! 8%',! +&$0*)(! ,/(*&! $6-! ,&.-'+$&,.,*$-! ,$! ,/(! $33U#.8+%'!
*-,(&-'/*+!2$#.,*$-:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!M=!\]Y:!
 
HS 482   HUMAN SERVICES SENIOR SEMINAR                  3 credits 
O/*'! '(8*-.&! 6*22! $33(&! .! ',%)1! $3! '(2(#,()! *''%('! .-)! '+(#*.2*f()!
,$+*#'! *-! ,/(! 3*(2)! $3! /%8.-! '(&0*#(':! C('*4-()! 3$&! '(-*$&'7! ,/(!
'(8*-.&! 6*22! /(2+! +&(+.&(! ',%)(-,'! 3$&! (-,&.-#(! 2(0(2! (8+2$18(-,!
+$'*,*$-':! N-,(&0*(6*-4! ,(#/-*b%('! 6*22! 9(! (L+2$&()7! .-)! .! 6&*,,(-!
&('%8(! .-)! 6$&R! +$&,3$2*$! 6*22! 9(! )('*4-()! 91! (.#/! ',%)(-,:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
!
HUM 101   ART APPRECIATION                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! #$-#(-,&.,(! $-! '+(#*3*#! 6$&R'! $3! .&,7! 6/*#/! .&(!
(L+&(''*$-'!$3!,/(!#%2,%&.2!0.2%('!/(2)!91!+($+2(!3&$8!-.,*$-'!.&$%-)!
,/(!6$&2):!d/*2(!,/(!3$#%'!$3!,/(!#$%&'(!*'!$-!.&,*',*#!8$-%8(-,'!.-)!
6$&R'7! ,/(1! #.--$,! 9(! ,/$&$%4/21! #$8+&(/(-)()!6*,/$%,! *-#2%)*-4!
8.,(&*.2!.9$%,!,/(!/*',$&*#.2!(0(-,'7!+/*2$'$+/1!.-)!*-,(22(#,%.2!*)(.'!
,/.,!*-'+*&()!,/('(!6$&R':!O/(!4$.2!$3!,/*'!#$%&'(!*'!,$!(-.92(!',%)(-,'!
,$! *-#&(.'(! ,/(*&! .6.&(-(''! ,/&$%4/! ,/(! ',%)1!$3! .&,! $3! ,/(! &*#/!.-)!
0.',!-%89(&'!$3!#%2,%&('!,/.,!/.0(!.-)!#%&&(-,21!8.R(!%+!$%&!42$9.2!
6$&2):! N,! .2'$! 6*22! '/$6! /$6! ,/('(! #%2,%&('! /.0(! *-,(&.#,()! .-)!
#$-,&*9%,()!,$!,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!/%8.-!#*0*2*f.,*$-:!
!
HUM 102   MUSIC APPRECIATION                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! $33(&'! .-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! 6$-)&$%'! %-*0(&'.2!
2.-4%.4(!$3!8%'*#:!O/&$%4/!,/(!',%)1!$3!9$,/!&(#$&)*-4'!.-)!2*0(7!*-U
#2.''! +(&3$&8.-#('7! ',%)(-,'! 6*22! 4.*-! 3.8*2*.&*,1! 6*,/! ,/(!
3%-).8(-,.2! 3$&8'! $3! *-',&%8(-,.27! '18+/$-*#7! #/.89(&! .-)! 0$#.2!
#$8+$'*,*$-'7! 3&$8! ,/(! (.&21! F(-.*''.-#(! +(&*$)! ,/&$%4/! ,/(! 9*&,/!
.-)! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! a.ff! ,$! #$-,(8+$&.&1! #$88(&#*.2! 3$&8':!
P&$8*-(-,! 8%'*#.2! #/.&.#,(&*',*#'7! +&.#,*#.2! ,(&8*-$2$41! .-)!
*-32%(-,*.2! 8%'*#*.-'! .&(! '+$,2*4/,()! 3&$8! ',12('! *-#2%)*-47! 9%,! -$,!
2*8*,()! ,$7! ,/(! @.&$b%(7! ;2.''*#.27! &$8.-,*#7! 92%('7! a.ff7! ,/(.,(&! .-)!
3*28! 4(-&('7! .'! ',%)(-,'! 4.*-! ,/(! *-,(22(#,%.2! .-)! /*',$&*#.2!









HUM 104   DANCE APPRECIATION                   3 credits 
O/*'! *'! .! +(&3$&8.-#(! #$%&'(! ,/.,! .2'$! *-,&$)%#('! ',%)(-,'! ,$! ,/(!
',%)1! $3! ).-#(! ,(#/-*b%('7! #&*,*#*'8! .-)! .++&(#*.,*$-:! =,%)(-,'!
(L+2$&(!#2.''*#.2!.-)!#$-,(8+$&.&1!).-#(!0$#.9%2.&1:!
 
HUM 107   WORLD PHILOSOPHY                    3 credits  
O/*'!#$%&'(!*-,&$)%#('!',%)(-,'!,$!+/*2$'$+/*#.2!,/*-R*-4!91!(L+$'*-4!
,/(8! ,$! ,/(!9.'*#!/%8.-!b%(',*$-'! ,/.,! #/.&.#,(&*f(! ,/(!+/*2$'$+/1!
$3!.22! #%2,%&(':!B8+/.'*f*-4! ,/(!&(2(0.-#(!$3!+/*2$'$+/1! ,$!(0(&1).1!




/*',$&*#.27! #%2,%&.2! .-)! 4($4&.+/*#! #$-,(L,! ,$! &(0(.2! /$6! 8%#/! $3!
6/.,!6(!R-$6!.9$%,! ,/('(! #%2,%&('! *'! 4$0(&-()!91! ',(&($,1+('! .-)!
8*'2(.)*-4! )*',$&,*$-':! ;2.''*#! ,/(8('! $3! ,/(!d(',(&-! +/*2$'$+/*#.2!
,&.)*,*$-! 6*22! 9(! .))&(''()7! 6/*2(! ',&(''*-4! ,/(! %-*0(&'.2*,1! $3! ,/(!
'(.&#/!3$&!8(.-*-4!*-!2*3(!,/.,!)&*0('!.22!+/*2$'$+/*#.2!&(32(#,*$-:!
!
HUM 201   LOGIC                     3 credits 
"-!(2(8(-,.&1!#$%&'(!*-!,/(!+&*-#*+2('!.-)!+&$92(8'!$3!#&*,*#.2!,/*-R*-4:!
O/(!&(2.,*$-!9(,6((-!2.-4%.4(!.-)!&(.'$-*-47!)*33(&(-,!%'('!$3!2.-4%.4(!
.-)! +&$92(8'! $3! 8(.-*-4! .&(! (8+/.'*f()! *-! ,/(! #$-,(L,! $3! &(.2U6$&2)!









6(22! ,/(! .-#*(-,! #*0*2*f.,*$-'! $3! ,/(! J(.&! B.',7! B41+,7! K&((#(7! N-)*.7!
P.R*',.-7! ;/*-.7! G.+.-7!F$8(!.-)! ,/(! N'2.8*#!6$&2)!6*22! 9(! #$0(&():!
BL+2$&*-4! ,/(! $&*4*-'! $3! ,/(! &*#/! #%2,%&.2! ,&.)*,*$-'! ,/.,! *-3$&8! $%&!
6$&2)!6*22! 4*0(! ',%)(-,'! .! 4&(.,(&! .6.&(-(''! $3! /$6! ,/('(! #%2,%&('!
/.0(! *-,(&.#,()! .-)! #$-,&*9%,()! ,$! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! /%8.-!
#*0*2*f.,*$-!*-!$%&!42$9.2!'$#*(,1:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!MA?!XYX!$&!MA?!X_Y:!
 
HUM 204   RENAISSANCE TO MODERN ART HISTORY                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L.8*-('!'+(#*3*#!6$&R'!$3!.&,!)%&*-4!,/(!?()*(0.2!+(&*$)!,$!
,/(!X`,/!#(-,%&1! 3&$8!.!0.&*(,1!$3! #%2,%&.2! ,&.)*,*$-'!.&$%-)! ,/(!6$&2):!
K$,/*#7! F(-.*''.-#(7! M%8.-*',7! ?.--(&*',7! @.&$b%(7! J.,*0(! "8(&*#.-7!
D#(.-*#7! J($#2.''*#.2! .-)! N8+&(''*$-*',! .&,*',*#! 6$&R'! .-)! 8$-%8(-,'!
6*22! 9(! ',%)*():! O/&$%4/! (L+2$&.,*$-! $3! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! .&,! )%&*-4!
,/('(! R(1! /*',$&*#.2! +(&*$)'7! ',%)(-,'! 6*22! 4.*-! *-'*4/,! *-,$! ,/(! &*#/!
#%2,%&('!,/.,!#$8+&*'(!,/(!6$&2):!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!MA?!XYX!$&!MA?!X_Y:!
!
HUM 210   ART IN CHINA AND THE PACIFIC RIM                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L+$'('!,/(!',%)(-,!,$!.!)((+(&!.6.&(-(''!$3!;/*-('(!#%2,%&(!
,/&$%4/!.-!*-,(&)*'#*+2*-.&1!.++&$.#/!,/.,!)&.6'!$-!,/(!8.*-!(8+/.'('!
*-! ,/(! /%8.-*,*('! $3! /*',$&17! .&,7! 8%'*#7! 2.-4%.4(! .-)! 2*,(&.,%&(:!
;$-'*)(&.,*$-!$3!6$&2)0*(6!.-)! *)($2$41! *-!;/*-.c'! &(2.,*$-'/*+! ,$!+.',!
.-)!#$-,(8+$&.&1!42$9.2!*''%('7!.'!6(22!.'!;/*-('(!*-32%(-#(!$-!#$%-,&*('!
#$-'*)(&()! *-! O/(! P.#*3*#! F*87! 6*22! '(&0(! .'! .-! *-,(4&.2! ,/(8(! $3! ,/(!
#$%&'(:! O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! (-#$8+.''! (L+2$&.,*$-! $3! P.#*3*#! F*8! .&,! .-)!
#%2,%&('7! *-#2%)*-4! G.+.-7! N-)*.7! N-)$-('*.7! .-)! Q$&(.7! .'! 6(22! .'! ,/(!
*-32%(-#('!$3!@%))/*',!.&,!.-)!*)($2$41:!
!
HUM 211   ASIAN PHILOSOPHY                    3 credits 
O/(!#$%&'(!*-,&$)%#('!',%)(-,'!,$!,/(!)((+21!&$$,()!,&.)*,*$-'!$3!,/$%4/,!
,/.,!*-3$&8!,/(!9(2*(3!'1',(8'!$3!#$-,(8+$&.&1!"'*.:!P.&,*#%2.&!.,,(-,*$-!
6*22! 9(! +.*)! ,$! ,/(! *-32%(-#(! $3! ,/('(! ,&.)*,*$-'! $-! #%&&(-,! #%2,%&.2!
+&.#,*#(':!O/(8('!.))&(''()!6*22! *-#2%)(!,/(! *-)*0*)%.2c'!&(2.,*$-'/*+!,$!
-.,%&(7! ,/(! (L*',(-#(! $3! (0*2! *-! ,/(! 6$&2)7! &(2.,*$-'! 9(,6((-! /%8.-'7!





HUM 221   INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY                   3 credits 
N-!,/(!'+*&*,!$3!d*22*.8!G.8('c!9(2*(3!,/.,!+/*2$'$+/1!i*'!-$,!.!,(#/-*#.2!
8.,,(&7! 9%,! $%&!8$&(! $&! 2(''! )%89! '(-'(! $3! 6/.,! 2*3(! /$-(',21! .-)!
)((+21! 8(.-'7j! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *-,&$)%#('! ',%)(-,'! ,$! ,/(! +&.#,*#(! $3!
+/*2$'$+/1! .'! .!6.1!$3! 2*3(7! &.,/(&! ,/.-! .! 3*(2)! $3! .9',&.#,! &(32(#,*$-!
.##(''*92(!$-21! ,$!(L+(&,':! =,%)(-,'!6*22! &(.)!)*0(&'(!6$&R'!91!9$,/!
,/(! #2.''*#.2! 4&(.,'! .-)! #$-,(8+$&.&1! ,/*-R(&'! .'! ,/(1! &(32(#,! %+$-!
*''%('! $3! ,&%,/7! R-$62()4(7! &(.2*,17! (,/*#'7! '(23/$$)7! &(2*4*$-7! .-)!
+$2*,*#'!.-)!,/(*&!9(.&*-4!$-!$%&!*-)*0*)%.2!2*0(':!
!





,&.)*,*$-'! .'! 2*0*-4:! N,! 6*22! *-0*,(! ',%)(-,'! ,$! (-,(&! *-,$! )*.2$4%(! 6*,/!
,/(87! $9'(&0(! ,/(8! *-! ,/(*&! %-*b%(! #%2,%&.2! #$-,(L,'7! .-)! %2,*8.,(21! ,$!
2(.&-!/$6!,/(1!(-&*#/!.-)!#/.22(-4(!$%&!2*0(':!
!
HUM 300   GREAT ISSUES                    3 credits 





)*'#%''! b%(',*$-'! $3! a%',*#(5! &(2.,*$-! ,$! 4$0(&-8(-,5! 6(.2,/! .-)!
+$0(&,15!.-)!,/(!-.,%&(!$3!8*-):!N-b%*&*-4!*-,$!*''%('!$3!3.*,/7!8$&.2'7!
2*9(&,17!(b%.2*,17!3(8*-*'8!.-)!#%2,%&(7!=,%)(-,'!6*22!6$&R!,$!4(-(&.,(!
*-'*4/,'! *-,$! ,/(! 3%-).8(-,.2! *''%('! $3! /%8.-! (L*',(-#(7! .'!6(22! .'!
,/(*&!$6-!2*0(':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!G%-*$&!$&!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
!




8.R('! #&(.,*0(! *-)*0*)%.2'! #&(.,*0(:! O/(*&! *-'*4/,'! *-,$! ,/(! +&$#(''! $3!
#&(.,*0(!,/*-R*-4!6*22!+&$0*)(!.!6*-)$6!*-,$!',%)(-,'c!$6-!8*-)'7!.'!,/(1!
&(32(#,!$-!'%#/! *''%('!.'! ,/(!-.,%&(!$3! ,/(!#&(.,*0(!+&$#(''7!6/(&(! *)(.'!
#$8(! 3&$87! ,/(! &$2(! $3! )&(.8'! .-)! ,/(! %-#$-'#*$%'! *-! #&(.,*0*,17! ,/(!
&(2.,*$-! $3! #&(.,*0(! *-)*0*)%.2'! ,$! '$#*(,17! .-)! ,/(! *)(.! $3! +(&'$-.2!
*)(-,*,1!.-)!',12(:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!G%-*$&!$&!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
!
HUM 302   ETHICS                     3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! .++&$.#/('! ,/(! ',%)1! $3! (,/*#'! 3&$8! .! +/*2$'$+/*#.2!
+(&'+(#,*0(:! "3,(&! (L.8*-*-4! ,/(! 3$%&! 8.a$&! +/*2$'$+/*#.2! '#/$$2'! $3!
(,/*#.2! ,/$%4/,W! 0*&,%(! (,/*#'7! )($-,$2$4*#.2! (,/*#'7! %,*2*,.&*.-*'8! .-)!





HUM 315   MODERN ART HISTORY   
 POST-IMPRESSIONISM TO 1945                   3 credits 
<&$8!,/(!P$',UN8+&(''*$-*','! ,$! ,/(!"9',&.#,!BL+&(''*$-*','7! ,/*'!#$%&'(!
(L+2$&('!ZY,/!#(-,%&1!0*'%.2!.&,':!C(#.)(!91!)(#.)(7!,/*'!(L+2$&.,*$-!6*22!
,&.#(! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! .&#/*,(#,%&(7! +.*-,*-47! '#%2+,%&(7! .-)!
+/$,$4&.+/1!3&$8!Xh`Y!,$!8$)(&-!).1:!;2$'(!.,,(-,*$-!6*22!9(!+.*)!,$!,/(!
/*',$&*#.27! '$#*.2! .-)! *-,(22(#,%.2! #$-,(L,'! ,/.,! '%++$&,()! (.#/! #&(.,*0(!
'#/$$2!$3!.&,:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!MA?!XYX!$&!MA?!X_Y:!
!
HUM 320   THE CLASSICS                    3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*-,&$)%#('!',%)(-,'!,$!,/(!#2.''*#'!$3!.-#*(-,!K&((#(!.-)!
F$8(:! O/&$%4/! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! 4&(.,! 6$&R'! +&$)%#()! 91! ,/('(!
#*0*2*f.,*$-'7!',%)(-,'!6*22!4.*-!*-'*4/,!*-,$!,/(*&!$6-!'$#*(,17!.'!6(22!






HUM 330   PHILOSOPHY AND FILM                   3 credits 










+/*2$'$+/*#.2! *)(.'! $3! 6/*#/! ,/(1! .&(! .-! (L+&(''*$-:! =,%)(-,'! 6*22!
',%)1! ,/(! *)(.'! $3! P2.,$7! C('#.&,('7! M$99('7! J*(,f'#/(! .-)! <&(%)7!
.8$-4!$,/(&'7!.'!,/(1!#$-,(8+2.,(!#2.''*#!+/*2$'$+/*#.2!,/(8('!.9$%,!
,&%,/! .-)! &(.2*,17! ,/(! 2*8*,'! $3! R-$62()4(7! ,/(! -.,%&(! $3! /%8.-!
#$-'#*$%'-(''7! .-)! ,*8(2(''! *''%('! $3! (,/*#'7! K$)! .-)! &(2*4*$-:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!G%-*$&!$&!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
!
HUM 340  PHILOSOPHY AND POPULAR CULTURE                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! ,$! ,(.#/! ',%)(-,'! ,/.,! ,/(&(! *'! 8$&(! ,$!
+/*2$'$+/1! ,/.-! ,/(! ',%)1! $3! )%',17! $2)! +/*2$'$+/*#.2! ,(L,':!
P/*2$'$+/1!*'!.9$%,!2*3(!^!.9$%,!2*0*-4!.-!(L.8*-()!2*3(!.-)!.)$+,*-4!.!
#&*,*#.27! &(32(#,*0(! ',.-#(! ,$6.&)! $-(c'! '$#*.2! .-)! #%2,%&.2!
(-0*&$-8(-,:! F.,/(&! ,/.-! '*8+21! 2(.&-! .9$%,! +/*2$'$+/1! .-)!
+/*2$'$+/(&'7!*-!,/*'!#2.''!',%)(-,'!6*22!2(.&-!,$!,/*-R!+/*2$'$+/*#.221!
,/(8'(20('!91!&(32(#,*-4!$-!,/(!*)(.'!,/.,!(L*',!6*,/*-!3.8*2*.&!3$&8'!
$3! #$-,(8+$&.&1! #%2,%&(7! *-#2%)*-4! 3*28'7! ,(2(0*'*$-7! 8%'*#7! .&,! .-)!
+$2*,*#':! =,%)(-,'!6*22! &(.)!#$-,(8+$&.&1! ,/*-R(&'!6&*,*-4!.9$%,! ,/(!
+/*2$'$+/1!9(/*-)!&(#(-,! 3*28'7! &.+!8%'*#!.-)!/*+U/$+!#%2,%&(7!?O>!
.-)! ,/(! #%2,! $3! +(&'$-.2*,17! +$+! .&,! .-)! ,/(! 2(0(2*-4! $3! ,/(! )*0*)(!
9(,6((-! 8.''! #%2,%&(! .-)! .0.-,U4.&)(! .&,7! .-)! ,/(! &$2(! $3! ,$).1c'!
1$%,/!*-!+$2*,*#':!"3,(&!&(.)*-4!#$-,(8+$&.&1!.&,*#2('!$-!(.#/!$3!,/('(!
,$+*#'7! ',%)(-,'!6*22! 0*(6! $&! 2*',(-! ,$! ,/(! 3*28'! $&!8%'*#! $&! .&,! .-)!
%-)(&,.R(!&(32(#,*$-'!$3!,/(*&!$6-:!
!
HUM 350   AMERICAN PHILOSOPHY                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L+2$&('!,/(!,&.)*,*$-!$3!*)(.'!*-!"8(&*#.:!O/(!3$#.2!+$*-,!
$3! ,/(! #$%&'(!6*22! 9(! "8(&*#.c'!8$',! )*',*-#,*0(! #$-,&*9%,*$-! ,$! ,/(!
,&.)*,*$-!$3!+/*2$'$+/17!,/(!+/*2$'$+/1!$3!+&.48.,*'8:!S(,!"8(&*#.c'!
.,,(8+,! ,$! (L+&(''! *,'(23! +/*2$'$+/*#.221! .''%8()! 8.-1! 3$&8':!!
=$%&#('! 6*22! 9(! 0.&*()! .'! 6(! ,&.#(! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! #$88$-!
,/(8('! *-! ,/(! (.&21! &(2*4*$%'! ,/$%4/,! $3! ,/(! P%&*,.-'7! ,/(! "8(&*#.-!
B-2*4/,(-8(-,! .-)! ,/(! +/*2$'$+/1! $3! ,/(! 3$%-)*-47!
O&.-'#(-)(-,.2*'8! .-)! ,/(! &*'(! $3! )(8$#&.,*#! *-)*0*)%.2*,17! ,/(!
.9$2*,*$-*',! 8$0(8(-,! .-)! 6$8(-c'! &*4/,'! .-)! +&.48.,*'8! *,'(23:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!G%-*$&!$&!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
!
HUM 390   LIBERAL ARTS INTERNSHIP               3–6 credits 
D++$&,%-*,1! 3$&! H*9(&.2! "&,'! 8.a$&'! ,$! 4.*-! $-U,/(Ua$9! (L+(&*(-#(!
,/&$%4/!.-!*-,(&-'/*+!+2.#(8(-,:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!")0*'$&E)(.-!+(&8*''*$-:!
!
HUM 410   GREAT BOOKS                    3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! '$8(! $3! ,/(! '(8*-.2!6$&R'! $3! 2*,(&.,%&(! 9$,/! 3*#,*$-! .-)!
-$-3*#,*$-! 3&$8!6&*,(&'!.&$%-)!,/(!6$&2):!O/(!#$%&'(!(L+2$&('! ,/(*&!
'*4-*3*#.-#(7! )(+,/! .-)! ,/(! )(4&((! ,$! 6/*#/! ,/(1! +&$0*)(! ,/(!
#/.22(-4(! ,$! &(32(#,! %+$-!/%8.-! (L+(&*(-#(:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W!MA?!XYY!
$&!G%-*$&!$&!=(-*$&!',.-)*-4:!
 
HUM 411   ART HISTORY: 1945 TO THE PRESENT                  3 credits 
<&$8! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! "9',&.#,! BL+&(''*$-*'8! ,/&$%4/!
P$',8$)(&-*'8:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!MA?!ZY[!$&!ZY\:!
!
HUM 490   LIBERAL ARTS SEMINAR                   3 credits 
"!#.+',$-(!'(-*$&!#$%&'(:!!
!
HUM 495, 496, 497   INTERNATIONAL STUDIES  
  IN ART AND HUMANITIES              3–9 credits 
N-,(&-.,*$-.2!',%)*('!.9&$.)!*-!2.-4%.4('7!.&,'7!.-)!#%2,%&('!$3!3$&(*4-!
-.,*$-'! .-)! '$#*(,*('7! ',&(''*-4! ,/(! %-*b%(! (L+(&*(-#(! $3! ',%)1! *-! .!
3$&(*4-! #$%-,&1! .-)! )*&(#,! (L+(&*(-#(! $3! .-$,/(&! #%2,%&(:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!P(&8*''*$-!$3!.)0*'$&E)(.-:!
!
INB 390  GLOBAL BUSINESS ENTERPRISE                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(! *'!.-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$!)$*-4!9%'*-(''! *-! ,/(!42$9.2!.&(-.:!
B8+/.'*'! 6*22! 9(! +2.#()! $-! ,/(! *8+$&,.-#(! $3! %-)(&',.-)*-4! .-)!
.++&(#*.,*-4! /$',! #$%-,&1! #%2,%&(!.'! .! R(1! 3$&! '%##(''3%2! 9%'*-(''!
(-)(.0$&':! "&(.'! '%#/! .'! (#$-$8*#! .-.21'('7! +$2*,*#.2E2(4.2!
.''(''8(-,'! .-)! 8.&R(,! &('(.&#/! 6*22! 9(! .++2*()! ,$! *-,(&-.,*$-.2!





INB 391   COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! +&$0*)('! .-! $0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(! $++$&,%-*,*('! .-)! #/.22(-4('!
&(2(0.-,! ,$! ,/(! #$-)%#,! $3! 9%'*-(''! *-! )*''*8*2.&! (#$-$8*#! '1',(8':!
=,%)(-,'! 6*22! #$8+.&(! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! 9%'*-(''! .'! *,! *'! #/.&.#,(&*',*#.221!
.33(#,()! 91! )*33(&*-4! -.,*$-.2! (#$-$8*#! .-)! +$2*,*#.2! +/*2$'$+/*('7!
+.,,(&-'! $&! 4$0(&-8(-,U9%'*-(''! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! .-)! ',&.,(4*('! 3$&!
(#$-$8*#!)(0(2$+8(-,:!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!@A=!X_X7!@A=!ZXY!.-)!NJ@![`Y:!
!
INB 393   INTERNATIONAL MONETARY RELATIONS                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!)('*4-()!,$!(L+$'(!,/(!',%)(-,!,$!,/(!6$&R*-4'!$3!,/(!
*-,(&-.,*$-.2! 3*-.-#*.2! 8.-.4(8(-,! (-0*&$-8(-,7! 3$&(*4-! (L#/.-4(!




INB 491  MULTINATIONAL CORPORATION –   
 EVOLUTION AND CURRENT ISSUES                  3 credits 
=,%)(-,'! 6*22! .-.21f(! ,/(! (33(#,'! $3! #%&&(-,21! (8(&4*-4! *''%('! $-!
)(0(2$+*-4! $&! )(3(-)*-4! #$8+(,*,*0(! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! 9%'*-(''!
+(&3$&8.-#(:! O/&$%4/! ,/(! *-,(4&.,*0(! (L(&#*'(! $3! ,/($&17! #$-#(+,'!
.-)! ,$$2'! .#b%*&()! *-! ,/(*&! +&*$&! #$%&'('7! ',%)(-,'!6*22! )(8$-',&.,(!
,/(*&! .9*2*,1! ,$! .++21! ,/.,! 9&$.)! 3$%-).,*$-! $3! R-$62()4(! ,$! ,/(!
3$&8%2.,*$-!$3!',&.,(4*('!.-)!,.#,*#'!'+(#*3*#!,$!,/(!#/.-4*-4!'#(-.&*$'!
#/.&.#,(&*',*#! $3! ,/(! #$-',.-,21! 32%*)! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! 9%'*-(''!
(-0*&$-8(-,:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! NJ@! [`Y! $&! +(&8*''*$-! $3! *-',&%#,$&:!
D33(&()W!=+&*-4:!
!
INB 492   LEGAL ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS          3 credits 
"! '%&0(1! $3! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! 2.6'7! &(4%2.,*$-'! .-)! #$)('7! .'! 6(22! .'!
*-,(&-.,*$-.2! *-',*,%,*$-'! &('+$-'*92(! 3$&! &(4%2.,*-4! *-,(&#$%&'(!
.8$-4! -.,*$-':! M*',$&*#.2! 3$%-).,*$-'! 6*22! 9(! +&('(-,()! .2$-4! 6*,/!
#$-,(8+$&.&1! *''%('! .-)! )*2(88.'! ,/.,! 3.#(! ,/(! iK2$9.2! >*22.4(:j!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!@A=![_Z!.-)!NJ@![`Y:!!
!
INB 495   INTERNATIONAL STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM                 6 credits 
"!3$%&U!,$!3*0(U8$-,/!*-,(&-'/*+!*-!,/(!',%)(-,c'!.&(.!$3!',%)1!6*22!9(!
#$-)%#,()!,/&$%4/!.!+.&,-(&!%-*0(&'*,1!$&!#$22(4(:!O/(!=,%)1!"9&$.)!
P&$4&.8! 6*22! $33(&! 2.-4%.4(! .-)! $,/(&! .++&$+&*.,(! .&(.! ',%)1!
#$%&'('7!.2$-4!6*,/!2*0*-4!.##$88$).,*$-'7!.-)7!6/(&(!+$''*92(7!6$&R!
.''*4-8(-,'! *-! 2$#.2! #$88%-*,1! 9%'*-(''(':! O/(! =,%)1! "9&$.)!
P&$4&.8!*'!8(-,$&()!91!.!9%'*-(''!3.#%2,1!8(89(&:!O/*'!(L+(&*(-#(!
+&$0*)('!,/(!$++$&,%-*,1! 3$&!,/(!',%)(-,!,$! 2*0(!.-)!)(0(2$+!'$#*.221!
.-)! .#.)(8*#.221! *-! .-$,/(&! #$%-,&1:! P.&,*#*+.,*$-! *-! ,/(! =,%)1!




INB 496   INTERNATIONAL STUDY ABROAD IN BUSINESS         3–9 credits 
N-,(&-.,*$-.2! ',%)*('! .9&$.)! *-! 9%'*-(''! ',&(''('! ,/(! %-*b%(!
(L+(&*(-#(!$3!',%)1!*-!3$&(*4-!#$%-,&*('!.-)!)*&(#,!#$-,.#,!6*,/!$,/(&!
#%2,%&(':! =,%)(-,'! 6*22! .#b%*&(! R-$62()4(! *-! 0.&*$%'! 3.#(,'! $3!
*-,(&-.,*$-.2!9%'*-(''!*-!,/(!#$-,(L,!$3!(-0*&$-8(-,.2!3$&#('7!'%#/!.'!
'$#*.27! +$2*,*#.2! .-)! (#$-$8*#:! =,%)*('! .9&$.)! *-! 9%'*-(''! 8.1!
.##%8%2.,(!%+!,$!-*-(!#&()*,'7!)(+(-)*-4!$-!,/(!-.,%&(!.-)!'#$+(!$3!
,/(! +&$a(#,7!6*,/! X]! #$-,.#,! /$%&'! $3! *-',&%#,*$-! -(#(''.&1! 3$&! (.#/!
/$%&! $3! #&()*,! (.&-():! =,%)(-,'! #$-'*)(&*-4! (-&$228(-,! *-!
*-,(&-.,*$-.2!',%)*('! *-!9%'*-(''!'/$%2)!+2.-!6*,/! ,/(*&!.)0*'$&!/$6!
'%#/! #&()*,'! (.&-()! .&(! ,$! 9(! .++2*()! 9(3$&(! &(4*',&.,*$-:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!P(&8*''*$-!$3!.)0*'$&!$&!)(.-:!
!
INT 390   INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIP               3–6 credits 
D++$&,%-*,1! 3$&! ',%)(-,'! +.&,*#*+.,*-4! *-! H1--! A-*0(&'*,1c'!
N-,(&-.,*$-.2! N-,(&-'/*+! P&$4&.8! ,$! 4.*-! $-U,/(Ua$9! (L+(&*(-#(!
,/&$%4/! .-! *-,(&-'/*+! +2.#(8(-,:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! ")0*'$&! $&! )(.-!
+(&8*''*$-: 
 
IRPS 150   INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS          3 credits 
N-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! N-,(&-.,*$-.2! F(2.,*$-'! ',&(''('! ,/(! )1-.8*#'! $3!
+$2*,*#'!T6/$!4(,'!6/.,V!*-!.!42$9.2!#$-,(L,:!<(.,%&*-4!,/(!+.&,*#*+.-,'!
.-)! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! ,/.,! #/.&.#,(&*f(! ,/$'(! )1-.8*#'7! ,/*'! #$%&'(!
(L+2$&('! ,/(! #$-#(+,%.2! .-)! +&.#,*#.2! .'+(#,'! $3! i,&.)*,*$-.2j!








#$-#(&-'n42$9.2*f.,*$-7! /%8.-! &*4/,'! .-)! ,/(! (-0*&$-8(-,7! .8$-4!
$,/(&'n.&(! #$0(&()! *-! .! 42$9.27! .'! 6(22! .'! #$8+.&.,*0(7! #$-,(L,! *-!
$&)(&!,$!*-0(',*4.,(!#%&&(-,!.-)!3%,%&(!42$9.2!+$2*,*#.2!#/.22(-4(':!
!
IRPS 220   GLOBAL HUMAN RIGHTS                   3 credits 
K2$9.2!M%8.-!F*4/,'!3$#%'('!$-!,/(!+$2*,*#.2!.'+(#,'!$3!/%8.-!&*4/,'!
*-! .! -%89(&! $3! #$-,(L,'W! ,/($&(,*#.2E+/*2$'$+/*#.27! 2(4.2! .-)! +%92*#!
+$2*#1:! >.&*$%'! 4($4&.+/*#! &(4*$-'! .&(! ',%)*()! ,$! /*4/2*4/,! '+(#*3*#!
#.'('! $3! /%8.-! &*4/,'! +&$,(#,*$-! .-)! 0*$2.,*$-':! @$,/!d(',(&-! .-)!
-$-Ud(',(&-! +(&#(+,*$-'! $3! /%8.-! &*4/,'! 3$&8! ,/(! #$-,(L,! 3$&!
(L+2$&*-4! ,$+*#'! +(&,.*-*-4! ,$! -.,%&.2! &*4/,'7!
(#$-$8*#E'$#*.2E#%2,%&.2! &*4/,'7! #*0*2E+$2*,*#.2! &*4/,'7! *-)*0*)%.2! .-)!
#$22(#,*0(! &*4/,'! .-)! ,/(! )(9.,(! 9(,6((-! #%2,%&.2! &(2.,*0*'8! .-)!
%-*0(&'.2!/%8.-!&*4/,':!O/*'!#$%&'(!.2'$!'%&0(1'7! ,/&$%4/!,/(!%'(!$3!
)$#%8(-,.&*('! .-)! 8$0*('7! '$8(! $3! ,/(! 8$',! #&*,*#.2! .-)!
#$-,&$0(&'*.2! /%8.-! &*4/,'! T(:4:! '(23U)(,(&8*-.,*$-7!
4(-$#*)(E(,/-$#*)(7!6$8(-c'!.-)!#/*2)&(-c'! &*4/,'!.-)! 2.9$&!&*4/,'V!
.-)! ,/(! &(2(0.-,! 8(#/.-*'8'! .-)! *-',*,%,*$-'! 3$&! ,/(! '%##(''3%2!
*8+2(8(-,.,*$-! $3! /%8.-! &*4/,'! -$&8'7! ',.-).&)'! .-)! +&.#,*#(':!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!NFP=!X]Y:!
!
IRPS 225   UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT                   3 credits 
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! ,/(! A:=:! ;$-',*,%,*$-7! 3$%-).,*$-'! $3! +$2*,*#.2!
+$6(&7! -.,*$-.2! +.&,*('7! ,/(! (L(#%,*0(7! 2(4*'2.,*0(! .-)! a%)*#*.2!
3%-#,*$-'7! .-)! ,/(! *8+.#,! $3! 4$0(&-8(-,! +$2*#*('! $-! -.,*$-.2! .-)!
*-,(&-.,*$-.2!*''%(':!;&$''U2*',()!6*,/!MN=!Z]]:!
!
IRPS 250   CONTEMPORARY GEOPOLITICAL AFFAIRS                  3 credits 
;$-,(8+$&.&1!K($+$2*,*#.2!"33.*&'!*-,&$)%#('!',%)(-,'!,$!,/(!*-,(&+2.1!$3!
4($4&.+/1! 6*,/! +$2*,*#.2! .-)! #%2,%&.2! )1-.8*#':! d*,/! .-! (8+/.'*'! $-!
#%&&(-,!(0(-,'7!,/(!#$%&'(!(L+2$&('!0.&*$%'!*''%('!&(2(0.-,!3$&!(.#/!$3!,/(!
)*0(&'(! &(4*$-'! .-)! '%9&(4*$-'! $3! ,/(!6$&2):! =(0(&.2! &(2.,()! ,$+*#'! .&(!
#$-'*)(&()7!3$&!(L.8+2(W!,/(!)(4&((!$3!%-*,1!$&!3&.48(-,.,*$-!6*,/*-!,/(!
&(4*$-E'%9&(4*$-7!,/(!&$2(!$3!&(2*4*$-7!(#$-$8*#!)1-.8*#'!.-)!,/(!-.,%&(!
$3! &(4*$-.2! #/.-4(':! O/(! 3$&8.,! $3! ,/(! #$%&'(! *-#2%)('! 2(#,%&('7! #2.''!
)*'#%''*$-'7!*-,(&.#,*0(!(L(&#*'('!.-)!0*)($':!
!
IRPS 305   INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION(S)                  3 credits 
O/(!N-,(&-.,*$-.2!D&4.-*f.,*$-T'V!#$%&'(!9(4*-'!6*,/!.!#$-'*)(&.,*$-!
$3! 3%-).8(-,.2! *''%('!$3!42$9.2!4$0(&-.-#(!91!(L+2$&*-4!,/(!6.1'! *-!
6/*#/! ,/(! +.&,*#*+.-,'! *-! 42$9.2! .33.*&'! $&4.-*f(! ,/(8'(20(':!
C*'#%''()!.&(!,/(!,/&((!+&*8.&1!,1+('!$3!*-,(&-.,*$-.2!$&4.-*f.,*$-'!^!
*-,(&4$0(&-8(-,.27! -$-4$0(&-8(-,.2! .-)! ,&.-'-.,*$-.2! ^! .-)!
&(4*8(':!I%(',*$-'!+(&,.*-*-4!,$!,/(*&!',&%#,%&('7!3%-#,*$-'7!.#,*0*,*('!
.-)!&(2(0.-#(!3$&!42$9.2!.33.*&'!.&(!#$-'*)(&():!D3!+.&,*#%2.&! *-,(&(',!
.&(! ,/(! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! 9(,6((-! +$2*,*#.2E'(#%&*,17! (#$-$8*#! .-)!
'$#*.2E/%8.-*,.&*.-! $&4.-*f.,*$-'5! 9(,6((-! 42$9.2! .-)! &(4*$-.2!
$&4.-*f.,*$-'! .-)7! 3*-.2217! 9(,6((-! '*-42(! .-)! 8%2,*+%&+$'(!




IRPS 310   INTERNATIONAL LAW                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L+2$&('! ,/(! /*',$&*#.2! &$$,'! $3! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! 2.67! *,'!
0.&*$%'! ,/($&(,*#.2! 3$%-).,*$-'!.-)! '$%&#(':! =+(#*3*#! .&(.'!$3! 2.6! ,$!
9(! ',%)*()! *-#2%)(!/%8.-! &*4/,'7! 2.6!$3! ,/(! '(.7! (-0*&$-8(-,.2! 2.67!
,/(!%'(!$3!3$&#(E6.&3.&(!.-)!*-,(&-.,*$-.2!#&*8*-.2! 2.6:!C(3*-*-4!,/(!
2(4.2! #$-#(+,'! $3! '$0(&(*4-,17! *-,(&0(-,*$-7! a%&*')*#,*$-7! &(#$4-*,*$-!
.-)!,(&&*,$&*.2*,1!T.8$-4!$,/(&'V!+(&8*,'!.!,/$&$%4/!#$-'*)(&.,*$-!$3!
,/(*&!,/($&(,*#.2!.-)!+&.#,*#.2!*8+2*#.,*$-':!"-!N-,(&-.,*$-.2!;$%&,!$3!
G%',*#(! '*8%2.,*$-! (L(&#*'(! +&$0*)('! ,/(! $++$&,%-*,1! 3$&! ',%)(-,'! ,$!
i+&.#,*#(j! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! 2.6:! ;$%&'(! 4$.2'! (-#$8+.''! 'R*22! '(,!
)(0(2$+8(-,! *-#2%)*-4! 6&*,*-4E()*,*-47! &(.)*-4! #$8+&(/(-'*$-E!
*-,(&+&(,.,*$-7! #&*,*#.2! ,/*-R*-4E.-.21'*'! .-)! $&.2! +&('(-,.,*$-:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!NFP=!X]Y:!
!
IRPS 315   AFRICAN HISTORY AND POLITICS                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! .! '%&0(1! $3! ,/(! (0(-,'! .-)! +&$#(''('! 2(.)*-4! ,$! ,/(!
#$2$-*f.,*$-! $3! "3&*#.! .-)! '%9'(b%(-,! #/.-4('! *-! "3&*#.-! '$#*(,*('!
%-)(&! #$2$-*.2! &%2(! .-)! *-)(+(-)(-#(:! "3&*#.-! M*',$&1! .-)! P$2*,*#'!




)(#$2$-*f.,*$-! .-)! ,/(! +&$92(8'! $3! *-)(+(-)(-#(! *-! .-!
*-,(&)(+(-)(-,! 6$&2)! .&(! (L+2$&()! *-! ,/(! #$-,(L,! $3! #$-,(8+$&.&1!
+$2*,*#.2! )1-.8*#':! O/(8('! *-#2%)(! )(8$#&.,*f.,*$-7! 4$0(&-.-#(7!
)(0(2$+8(-,!.-)!&(4*$-.2!#$$+(&.,*$-:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!NFP=!X]Y!$&!Z]Y:!
!
IRPS 320   LATIN AMERICAN POLITICS AND HISTORY                  3 credits 
H.,*-! "8(&*#.-!M*',$&1! .-)! P$2*,*#'! 9(4*-'!6*,/! .-! $0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(!
/*',$&*#.2! #/.&.#,(&*',*#'! $3! ,/(! ;.&*99(.-7! ;(-,&.2! .-)! =$%,/!
"8(&*#.-! &(4*$-':! O/(! #$%&'(! ,/(-! (L.8*-('! +$2*,*#.2! ',.9*2*,17!
)(8$#&.,*f.,*$-7!)(0(2$+8(-,!+$2*#*('!.-)!,/(!*8+.#,!$3!#*0*2U8*2*,.&1!
&(2.,*$-':! ;$-'*)(&.,*$-! *'! 4*0(-! ,$! ,/(! &$2(! $3! *-,(&-.,*$-.2!
$&4.-*f.,*$-'7! &(4*$-.2*'8! .-)! (#$-$8*#! *-,(4&.,*$-:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W!
NFP=!X]Y!$&!Z]Y:!;&$''U2*',()!6*,/!MN=![ZY:!
!
IRPS 325   INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMACY                   3 credits 
O/(!(0$2%,*$-!$3!8$)(&-!)*+2$8.#1!$0(&!,/(!2.',!,6$!#(-,%&*('!6*22!9(!
(L.8*-():! ;/.-4('! *-! ',&.,(4*('7! ,(#/-*b%('! .-)! )*',*-#,*$-'! *-!
)*+2$8.,*#! 4$.2'! 6*22! 9(! .-.21f()7! +.&,*#%2.&21! *-! ,(&8'! $3! #%2,%&.27!
/*',$&*#.2!.-)!-.,*$-.2!#$-,(L,':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!NFP=!X]Y!.-)!Z]Y:!
!
IRPS 330   POLITICS OF DEVELOPMENT                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! )*0(&4(-,! (L+2.-.,*$-'! 3$&! )(0(2$+8(-,! .-)!
%-)(&)(0(2$+8(-,:! B8+/.'*f()! .&(! ,/(! #$-#(+,'! .-)! ,/($&*('! ,/.,!
/*4/2*4/,! ,/(! +$2*,*#.2! +&$#(''! .-)! +$2*,*#.2! .#,$&'! *-0$20()! *-! ,/(!
+$2*,*#'!$3!)(0(2$+8(-,:!",,(-,*$-!*'!4*0(-!,$!,/(!&$2(!$3!*-,(&-.,*$-.2!
+$2*,*#.2! .-)! (#$-$8*#! $&4.-*f.,*$-'! *-! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! +&$#('':!
d/(&(! .++&$+&*.,(7! #$%-,&1! ',%)*('! .&(! (L.8*-()! ,$! *22%',&.,(!
,/($&(,*#.2!)*8(-'*$-':!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!NFP=!X]Y!.-)!NFP=!Z]Y:!
!
IRPS 335   MIDDLE EAST HISTORY AND POLITICS                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! '%&0(1'! ,/(!+$2*,*#.27!/*',$&*#.2!.-)!#%2,%&.2!)1-.8*#'!$3!
,/(! ?*))2(! B.',! +&*8.&*21! '*-#(! ,/(! X`ZY':! P.&,*#%2.&! .,,(-,*$-! *'!
4*0(-! ,$! ,/(! ,$+*#'! $3! .&8()! #$-32*#,7! +$2*,*#.2! ',.9*2*,17! 4$0(&-.-#(7!
&(4*$-.2*'8! .-)! #%&&(-,! *-,(&',.,(! &(2.,*$-':! O$+*#'! .))&(''()!
*-#2%)(! ,/(! *8+.#,! $3! +(&'$-.2! 2(.)(&'/*+! ',12('7! ,/(! N'&.(2*U
P.2(',*-*.-! #$-32*#,! .-)! -.,%&.2! &('$%&#(! )*2(88.'! &(2(0.-,! ,$!
&(4*$-.2!.33.*&':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!NFP=!X]Y!$&!Z]Y:!
!
IRPS 340   EUROPEAN POLITICS AND HISTORY                  3 credits 
@(4*--*-4! 6*,/! .! '%&0(1! $3! ,/(! +&*-#*+.2! /*',$&*#.2! )1-.8*#'! $3!
B%&$+(7! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *-,&$)%#('! ',%)(-,'! ,$! ,/(! +$2*,*#.27! '$#*.27!
(#$-$8*#! .-)! #%2,%&.2! .,,&*9%,('! $3! ,/(! #$-,*-(-,:! O$+*#'! #$0(&()!
*-#2%)(! ,/(! *8+.#,! $3! ,/(! ddN7! ddNN! .-)! ,/(! ;$2)! d.&7! &(4*$-.2!
(#$-$8*#! .-)! +$2*,*#.2! *-,(4&.,*$-7! *88*4&.,*$-! .-)! #$-32*#,!
&('$2%,*$-:! O/(! .&(.! 3&$8! N#(2.-)! ,$! O%&R(1! .-)! P$&,%4.2! ,$! ,/(!
F%''*.-! <()(&.,*$-! +&$0*)('! ,/(! 4($4&.+/*#! '#$+(! $3! ,/(! #$%&'(:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!NFP=!X]Y!$&!Z]Y:!
 
IRPS 350   COMPARATIVE POLITICS                   3 credits 
@1! ,.R*-4! .! &(4*$-.2! .++&$.#/! ,/.,! /*4/2*4/,'! #%2,%&.27! /*',$&*#.27!
(#$-$8*#! .-)!+$2*,*#.2! 3(.,%&('! #$88$-! ,$! .22! $&!8$',! $3! ,/(! ',.,('!
6*,/*-!.! 4*0(-!4($4&.+/*#! .&(.7! ,/*'! #$%&'(!/(2+'! ',%)(-,'!.#b%*&(!.!
,/($&(,*#.2!.-)!.-.21,*#.2!',&%#,%&(!*-!6/*#/!,$!.++&$.#/!,/(!',%)1!$3!
#$8+.&.,*0(! 4$0(&-8(-,':! O/(! #$%&'(! +&$0*)('! ,/(! 9.'*'! 3$&!
#$8+.&*'$-! 9(,6((-! .-)! .8$-4! ',.,('7! .-)! .#&$''! &(4*$-.2!
9$%-).&*(':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!NFP=!X]Y!$&!NFP=!Z]Y:!
!
IRPS 360   POLITICS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES                  3 credits 
O/(! P$2*,*#'! $3! N-)*4(-$%'! P($+2('! #$%&'(! #$-#(-,&.,('! $-! ,/(!
*-,(&.#,*$-'! 9(,6((-! *-)*4(-$%'! .-)! -$-U*-)*4(-$%'! +.&,*#*+.-,'! *-!
42$9.2!&(2.,*$-':!K&$%-)()! *-! *-,(&-.,*$-.2E42$9.2!&(2.,*$-'! ,/($&*('7! ,/(!
#$%&'(c'! %-)(&21*-4! +&(8*'(! *'! ,/.,! .9$&*4*-.2E*-)*4(-$%'! +($+2('! .&(!
)*',*-#,! #$88%-*,*('! 6/*#/! (L(&#*'(! '$8(! 3$&8! $3! '(23U)(,(&8*-.,*$-7!
'$0(&(*4-,1!$&!.%,$-$81:!d/*2(!&(3(&(-#*-4!/*',$&*#.2!(0(-,'7!,/*'!#$%&'(!
3$#%'('!$-!#$-,(8+$&.&1! *-)*4(-$%'!+($+2('c!+$2*,*#.2!.#,*0*,1!+&*8.&*21!
*-! &(4*$-.2! .-)! 42$9.2! #$-,(L,':! ;$-'*)(&.92(! .,,(-,*$-! *'! 4*0(-! ,$! ,/(!
8(#/.-*'8'!,/&$%4/!6/*#/!*-)*4(-$%'!+($+2('!+%&'%(!,/(*&!+/1'*#.2!.-)!
#%2,%&.2! '%&0*0.27! *-#2%)*-4! ,/(*&! )*'#$%&'('! 6*,/! ',.,('7! ,/(! A-*,()!
J.,*$-'7! &(4*$-.2! $&4.-*f.,*$-'! '%#/! .'! ,/(! B%&$+(.-! A-*$-! .-)! -$-U
4$0(&-8(-,.2! $&4.-*f.,*$-':! ;$%&'(! 4$.2'! (-#$8+.''! 'R*22! '(,!






#$8+&(/(-'*$-E*-,(&+&(,.,*$-7! #&*,*#.2! ,/*-R*-4E.-.21'*'! .-)! +&$92(8U
'$20*-4:!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!NFP=!X]Y!.-)!Z]Y:!
 
IRPS 365   INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE IN THE MAJOR                3 credits 
O/*'! *-,(&-.,*$-.2!',%)1!.9&$.)!$++$&,%-*,1! *'! ,1+*#.221!$-(!6((R! *-!
2(-4,/!.-)!/$',()!91!,/(!#$22(4(!*-!6/*#/!,/(!',%)(-,!*'!8.a$&*-4:!
 
IRPS 365   ALTERNATIVE FOR INTERNATIONAL   
 EXPERIENCE IN THE MAJOR                   3 credits 
=,.33()! 91! 0.&*$%'! 3.#%2,17! ,/*'! #$%&'(! 3$#%'('! $-! .! 0.&*(,1! $3! ,$+*#'!






IRPS 375   WOMEN AND POLITICS                   3 credits 
N-! (L+2$&*-4! 6/.,! #$-',*,%,('! +$2*,*#.2! +.&,*#*+.,*$-! .-)! .#,*0*,17!
d$8(-! .-)! P$2*,*#'! 9(4*-'! 6*,/! .! 9&*(3! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! 3(8*-*',!
,/($&*('7! 3(8*-*'8'! .-)! ,/(*&! #%&&(-,! .++2*#.,*$-'! *-! d(',(&-! .-)!
-$-Ud(',(&-!'$#*(,*(':!O/*'!*'!3$22$6()!91!.!#$-'*)(&.,*$-!$3!6$8(-!
.-)! +$2*,*#'! *-! ,/&((! .&(.'! ^! 4&.''&$$,'7! *-,(&-.,*$-.2E42$9.2! .&(-.'!
.-)! -.,*$-.2! 2(.)(&'/*+! ^! .-)! ,/(! *8+.#,! $3! 6$8(-c'! .#,*0*,*('! $-!
8(-! .-)! 6$8(-! *-! ,/('(! #$-,(L,':! ?$,*0.,*-4! 3.#,$&'! '%#/! .'!
)(0(2$+8(-,7!'(#%&*,17!.&8()!#$-32*#,!.-)!(#$-$8*#!',.9*2*,1!3$&8!,/(!
9.#R4&$%-)! .-)! .&(! (L+2*#*,21! +&$9()! 6/*2(! (L.8*-*-4! 6$8(-c'!
+$2*,*#.2! +.&,*#*+.,*$-:! O/(! $%,#$8('! .-)! #$-'(b%(-#('! $3! +$2*,*#.2!
)(#*'*$-!8.R*-47!8(,/$)'7!',&.,(4*('!.-)!,.#,*#'!3$&!6$8(-!.&(!.2'$!.!
#$&-(&',$-(! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(:! O/%'7! 6$8(-! *-! ,/(! &$2('! $3! +&$.#,*0(!
+$2*#1U8.R(&'! .-)! +.''*0(! +$2*#1U&(#*+*(-,'! .&(! #$-'*)(&():! ;$%&'(!




IRPS 380   THEORIES OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! .! 6*)(! &.-4(! $3! ,/($&*('! .-)! +(&'+(#,*0('!
6/*#/! $33(&! )*0(&4(-,! (L+2.-.,*$-'! 3$&! ,/(! 0.&*$%'! '*,%.,*$-'! .-)!
(0(-,'! *-! ,/(! 42$9.2! .&(-.:! N-! )$*-4! '$7! O/($&*('! $3! N-,(&-.,*$-.2!
F(2.,*$-'! )*',*-4%*'/('! 9(,6((-! ,/($&1! .-)! *)($2$41:! B.#/! $3! '*L!
,/($&(,*#.2! +(&'+(#,*0('nN)(.2*'87! F(.2*'87!J($UF(.2*'87! P2%&.2*'87!
K2$9.2*'8!.-)!<(8*-*'8n.&(! #$8+.&()! .-)! #$-,&.',()! *-! ,(&8'!$3!
,/(*&! )('#&*+,*0(! .-)! +&('#&*+,*0(! (2(8(-,':! ;$&(! #$-#(+,'! '%#/! .'!
+$6(&7! '$0(&(*4-,17! +&*8.&1! .#,$&'! .-)! *-,(&)(+(-)(-#(! 3$&8! ,/(!
9.'*'!$3!,/*'!#$8+.&*'$-:!N-!.))*,*$-7!,/(!2(0(2!$3!.-.21'*'!&(2*()!$-!91!
(.#/! ,/($&1n*-)*0*)%.2'7! '%9U',.,(! %-*,'7! ',.,('7! &(4*$-'! $&! ,/(!
6$&2)n*'! .))&(''()! *-! (L+2.*-*-4! 42$9.2! +.&,*#*+.-,'! .-)! ,/(*&!
.#,*$-':! ;$%&'(! 4$.2'! (-#$8+.''! 'R*22! '(,! )(0(2$+8(-,! *-#2%)*-4!
6&*,*-4E()*,*-47! &(.)*-4! #$8+&(/(-'*$-E! *-,(&+&(,.,*$-! .-)! #&*,*#.2!
,/*-R*-4E.-.21'*':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!NFP=!X]Y:!
!
IRPS 385   GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS                  3 credits 
K2$9.2! B-0*&$-8(-,.2! P$2*,*#'! *'! +&(8*'()! $-! ,/(! *-,(&#$--(#,()-(''! $3!
,/(! 42$9.2! +/1'*#.2! (-0*&$-8(-,! .-)! /%8.-! '$#*(,1:! O/(! #2$'(! ,*('!
9(,6((-! (-0*&$-8(-,.2! b%.2*,1! .-)! /%8.-!6(22U9(*-4! .&(! .! +.&,! $3! ,/(!
+$2*,*#.2!)(#*'*$-!8.R*-4!+&$#(''!&(4.&)*-4!42$9.2!&('$%&#(!)*',&*9%,*$-:!
O/*'! #$%&'(7! 6/*2(! &(3(&(-#*-4! ,/(! '#*(-,*3*#! .'+(#,'! $3! (-0*&$-8(-,.2!
)1-.8*#'7! #$-#(-,&.,('!$-!/$6! ,/(!42$9.2! #$88%-*,1!8*4/,! &('+$-)! ,$!
%&4(-,! (-0*&$-8(-,.2! +&$92(8'! *-! .! +$2*,*#.2217! (#$-$8*#.221! .-)!
#%2,%&.221! )*0*)()! 6$&2):! N''%('! '%#/! .'! )(3$&(',.,*$-7! &('$%&#(!
8.-.4(8(-,7! )('(&,*3*#.,*$-7! '%',.*-.92(! )(0(2$+8(-,! .-)! 9*$)*0(&'*,1!
.&(! (L.8*-():! O/(! +&$#(''('! 3$&! #$-#(*0*-47! -(4$,*.,*-47! 3*-.2*f*-4! .-)!
*8+2(8(-,*-4! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! (-0*&$-8(-,.2! .4&((8(-,'! .&(! #$-'*)(&():!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!NFP=!X]Y!$&!Z]Y:!
!
IRPS 395   ASIAN POLITICS AND HISTORY                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *-,&$)%#('! ',%)(-,'! ,$! ,/(! )*0(&'(! /*',$&*('! $3! "'*.! .-)!
,/(*&!*8+.#,!$-!#$-,(8+$&.&1!+$2*,*#.27!'$#*.27!#%2,%&.2!.-)!(#$-$8*#!
#/.&.#,(&*',*#'! $3! ,/(! &(4*$-:! "8$-4! ,/(! '%9a(#,'! ',%)*()! .&(! .&8()!
#$-32*#,7!#$-'(b%(-#('!$3!)(0(2$+8(-,!',&.,(4*('7!)(#$2$-*f.,*$-!.-)!
+$2*,*#.2! ',.9*2*,1:! N-! .))*,*$-7! (L+2$&*-4! ,/(! *-32%(-#(! $3! '+(#*3*#!
#$%-,&*('n'%#/! .'! G.+.-7! ;/*-.! .-)! N-)*.n$-! &(4*$-.2! &(2.,*$-'!
#$8+2(8(-,'!,/(!,/(8.,*#!8.,(&*.2:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!NFP=!X]Y!$&!Z]Y:!
!
IRPS 403   GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS OF CHINA                  3 credits 
O/(!ZX',!#(-,%&1!/.'!9((-!)('*4-.,()!.'!,/(!i;/*-('(!;(-,%&1:j!S(,7!(0(-!
6*,/!(L+.-)()!R-$62()4(!$3!.-)!*-,(&.#,*$-!6*,/!;/*-.7!,/(!3%-#,*$-*-4!
$3! ,/(!+$2*,*#.2! '1',(8! &(8.*-'! .-! (-*48.:!O/*'! #$%&'(! .*8'! ,$! %-#$0(&!




IRPS 420   ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT  
 OF THE EUROPEAN UNION                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!%-)(&,.R('!.-!(L.8*-.,*$-!$3! ,/(!#*&#%8',.-#('! 2(.)*-4!
,$!,/(!#&(.,*$-!$3!,/(!B%&$+(.-!(#$-$8*#!#$88%-*,1!.-)!*,'!(0(-,%.2!
8(,.8$&+/$'*'! *-,$! ,/(! B%&$+(.-! A-*$-:! N,! #$-'*)(&'! ,/(!
#$-'(b%(-#('! $3! ,/(! ;$2)! d.&! .-)! ,/(! A-*,()! =,.,('c! )(#*'*$-! ,$!
+&$8$,(! B%&$+(.-! *-,(4&.,*$-:! D3! '+(#*.2! *-,(&(',! 6*22! 9(! @&*,*'/7!
<&(-#/! .-)! K(&8.-! .,,*,%)('! .-)! ,/(! +$2*#*('! $3! ,/(! @(-(2%L!




IRPS 465   LAND-BASED INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE                  4 credits 
O/*'!)$8(',*#!,&.0(2!(L+(&*(-#(!6*,/!.-!*-,(&-.,*$-.2!3$#%'!*'!$33(&()!
3$&! ,/$'(! %-.92(! ,$! ',%)1! .9&$.)! .-)! #$8+2(,(! ,/(! N-,(&-.,*$-.2!
BL+(&*(-#(!TNFP=!XYY!.-)!NFP=![g]V!&(b%*&(8(-,:!
 
IRPS 465   COMBINED INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE                  4 credits 
"-!$-2*-(! .2,(&-.,*0(! 3$&! ,/$'(! ',%)(-,'! %-.92(! ,$! #$8+2(,(! .! ',%)1!
,$%&! .-)! ,/(! N-,(&-.,*$-.2! BL+(&*(-#(! TNFP=! XYY! .-)! NFP=! [g]V!
&(b%*&(8(-,':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!P(&8*''*$-!$3!,/(!)(.-:!
!
IRPS 470   UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY                  3 credits 
O/(! +%&+$'(! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'! ,$! *22%',&.,(! /$6! ,/(! A-*,()! =,.,('!
8.R('!*,'!3$&(*4-!+$2*#*('!*-!,/(!+$',U;$2)!d.&!6$&2):!O/(!(-)*-4'!$3!
,/(!9*+$2.&!'%+(&+$6(&!#$-3&$-,.,*$-'!9(,6((-!,/(!A-*,()!=,.,('!.-)!
,/(!=$0*(,!A-*$-7! 4&$6*-4!42$9.2! *-,(&)(+(-)(-#(7! ,/(! &*'(!$3! (,/-*#!





IRPS 471   THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY                   3 credits 
C*'#%''*$-! $3! +&('*)(-,*.2! +$6(&! .-)! 3%-#,*$-'7! &(2.,*$-'/*+! 6*,/!
;$-4&(''7!+$2*,*#.2!+.&,1! *-0$20(8(-,7!+%92*#!+(&'$-.2*,1!.-)! 2(.)(&'/*+:!
=(2(#,()!+&('*)(-,'!.&(!%'()!.'!(L.8+2(':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!NFP=!ZZ]:!
IRPS 475   CONTEMPORARY ISSUES  
 IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L+2$&('! ,/(! #$8+2(L*,*('! .-)! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! 9(,6((-! .!
6*)(! &.-4(! $3! #$-,(8+$&.&1! *''%('! *-! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! .-)! 42$9.2!
&(2.,*$-':!O$+*#'!'%#/!.'!#$-32*#,!&('$2%,*$-7!/%8.-!&*4/,'7!,(&&$&*'87!
,/(! (-0*&$-8(-,! .-)! )(0(2$+8(-,! .&(! ',%)*()! *-! ,/(! #$-,(L,! $3!
(L*',*-4!.-)!&(#(-,!(0(-,':!P&(&(b%*'*,('W!NFP=!X]Y!.-)!Z]Y:!
!








IRPS 495   SPECIAL PROJECTS/INTERNSHIPS              3–9 credits 
D33(&'! $++$&,%-*,*('! 3$&! ',%)(-,'! ,$! ',%)1! .9&$.)! $&! +%&'%(!
*-,(&-'/*+'! .,! $,/(&! *-',*,%,*$-'! *-! ,/(! +%92*#! $&! +&*0.,(! '(#,$&':!
=+(#*.2! P&$a(#,'EN-,(&-'/*+! *'! 8$-*,$&()! 91! .-! N-,(&-.,*$-.2!
F(2.,*$-'! 3.#%2,1! 8(89(&! $&! ,/(! *-,(&-'/*+! )*&(#,$&:! P&(&(b%*'*,('W!
P(&8*''*$-!$3!#$22(4(!*-,(&-'/*+!2*.*'$-7!Z:]!#%8%2.,*0(!KP"!*-!8.a$&!
.-)E$&! )(+.&,8(-,.2! .++&$0.27! #$8+2(,*$-! $3! XZ! #&()*,! /$%&'! *-!
N-,(&-.,*$-.2! F(2.,*$-'! $&! P$2*,*#.2! =#*(-#(! #$%&'('! .-)! .++&$0.2! $3!














LAN 100 FRENCH I                                        3 credits 
@(4*--*-4! #$%&'(! *-! 6/*#/! 2*',(-*-47! '+(.R*-47! &(.)*-4! .-)! 6&*,*-4!
6*22! 9(! *-,&$)%#():! @.'*#! 4&.88.&! .-)! 0$#.9%2.&1:! =%++2(8(-,.2!
.%)*$0*'%.2!8.,(&*.2'!%,*2*f():!
!
LAN 110 SPANISH I                                        3 credits 
@(4*--*-4! #$%&'(! *-! 6/*#/! 2*',(-*-47! '+(.R*-47! &(.)*-4! .-)! 6&*,*-4!
6*22! 9(! *-,&$)%#():! @.'*#! 4&.88.&! .-)! 0$#.9%2.&1:! =%++2(8(-,.2!
.%)*$0*'%.2!8.,(&*.2'!%,*2*f():!
!
LAN 120 GERMAN I                                        3 credits 
@(4*--*-4! #$%&'(! *-! 6/*#/! 2*',(-*-47! '+(.R*-47! &(.)*-4! .-)! 6&*,*-4!
6*22! 9(! *-,&$)%#():! @.'*#! 4&.88.&! .-)! 0$#.9%2.&1:! =%++2(8(-,.2!
.%)*$0*'%.2!8.,(&*.2'!%,*2*f():!
!
LAN 130 JAPANESE I                                       3 credits 
@(4*--*-4! #$%&'(! *-! 6/*#/! 2*',(-*-47! '+(.R*-47! &(.)*-4! .-)! 6&*,*-4!
6*22! 9(! *-,&$)%#():! @.'*#! 4&.88.&! .-)! 0$#.9%2.&1:! =%++2(8(-,.2!
.%)*$0*'%.2!8.,(&*.2'!%,*2*f():!
 




















LAN 303  FRENCH III                                        3 credits 




LAN 312 SPANISH III                                       3 credits 




LAN 320 CUENTOS CONTEMPORARIOS   
 (CONTEMPORARY SHORT STORIES)                  3 credits 
O/*'!2*,(&.,%&(!#$%&'(!3$#%'('!$-!&(.)*-4!.-)!.-.21'*'!$3!=+.-*'/!.-)!
H.,*-! "8(&*#.-! #$-,(8+$&.&1! '/$&,! ',$&*(':! =,%)(-,'! )(0(2$+! .-!
.++&(#*.,*$-!$3!#&*,*#.2!,/*-R*-4!'R*22'!'%#/!.'!.-.21'*'7! a%)48(-,!.-)!
R-$62()4(! $3! ,/(! '$#*$#%2,%&.2! .'+(#,! $3! =+.*-! .-)! H.,*-! "8(&*#.:!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!H"J![XZ7!CBHB!*-*,*.27!+2.#(8(-,!(L.8:!
!
LAN 330 JAPANESE III                                       3 credits 




LAN 401 FRENCH IV                                        3 credits 
B8+/.'*'!$-!32%(-#1!*-!9$,/!'+(.R*-4!.-)!#$8+$'*,*$-:!BL+2$&('!,/(!




LAN 410 SPANISH IV                                       3 credits 
B8+/.'*'!$-!32%(-#1!*-!9$,/!'+(.R*-4!.-)!#$8+$'*,*$-:!BL+2$&('!,/(!




LAN 431 JAPANESE IV                                       3 credits 
B8+/.'*'!$-!32%(-#1!*-!9$,/!'+(.R*-4!.-)!#$8+$'*,*$-:!BL+2$&('!,/(!
/*',$&17! 4($4&.+/1! .-)! #%2,%&(! $3! G.+.-:! @%'*-(''! 2.-4%.4(! *'! .-!
*-,(4&.2!+.&,!$3!,/*'!#$%&'(:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!H"J![[Y!$&!+2.#(8(-,!(L.8:!
!
LDR 301   LEADERSHIP THEORY AND APPLICATION                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(!6*22! 3$#%'! $-! ,/(!8%2,*)*'#*+2*-.&1! -.,%&(! $3! 2(.)(&'/*+!
',%)*(':! N,!6*22!(-.92(!,/(!',%)(-,!,$!)(0(2$+!/*'E/(&!$6-!2(.)(&'/*+!
+$,(-,*.2! ,/&$%4/!9$,/! ,/($&1! .-)!+&.#,*#(:! P&(&(b%*'*,('W!?*-*8%8!
#%8%2.,*0(!KP"!$3!.![:Y!.-)!.!8*-*8%8!\]!#&()*,!/$%&':!
!
MAT 110   COLLEGE ALGEBRA                    3 credits 
O$+*#'! *-#2%)(! 2*-(.&! .-)! b%.)&.,*#! 3%-#,*$-'7! +$21-$8*.2! 3%-#,*$-'7!
&.,*$-.2! 3%-#,*$-'7! (L+$-(-,*.2! .-)! 2$4.&*,/8*#! 3%-#,*$-'7! '1',(8'!$3!
(b%.,*$-'!.-)!*-(b%.2*,*('7!8.,&*#('!.-)!)(,(&8*-.-,':!!
 
MAT 117   PRE-CALCULUS                    3 credits 
O/(!#$%&'(!#$0(&'!.)0.-#()!.24(9&.!,$+*#'!'%#/!.'!(L,(-'*0(!.-.21'('!
$3! )*33(&(-,! R*-)'! $3! 3%-#,*$-'7! (b%.,*$-'! .-)! '1',(8'! $3! (b%.,*$-':!
",,(-,*$-!*'!+.*)!,$!+&$92(8!'$20*-4!,(#/-*b%('!.-)!+&$+(&!4&.+/*-4!
$3! 3%-#,*$-':! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! P(&8*''*$-! 3&$8! ,/(! ?.,/(8.,*#'!
;$$&)*-.,$&:!
!
MAT 204   FINITE MATHEMATICS AND GEOMETRY                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! #$0(&'! .! 0.&*(,1! $3! #$-,(8+$&.&1! .&(.'! *-!8.,/(8.,*#'!





,/('(! ,$+*#'! *-,$! #%&&*#%2.!.,!0.&*$%'! 2(0(2'! *-! ,/(!()%#.,*$-! '1',(8:!
D33(&()W!=+&*-4:!J$!+&(&(b%*'*,(:!
 
MAT 210   CALCULUS I*                    4 credits 
"! 3*&',! #$%&'(! *-! #.2#%2%'! #$0(&*-4! )*33(&(-,*.,*$-! $3! .24(9&.*#! .-)!
,&*4$-$8(,&*#! 3%-#,*$-'7! 2$4.&*,/8*#! .-)! (L+$-(-,*.2! 3%-#,*$-'! .-)!
.++2*#.,*$-'! ,$! 4($8(,&17! '*8+2(! +/1'*#'! +/(-$8(-.! .-)! 9%'*-(''!
(#$-$8*#':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!?"O!XX_:!
 
MAT 211   CALCULUS II*                    4 credits 




MAT 215   TRIGONOMETRY WITH ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY           4 credits 
O$+*#'!*-#2%)(!3%-#,*$-'!.-)!4&.+/'7!,&*4$-$8(,&*#!3%-#,*$-'7!,/(!%-*,!
#*&#2(7! 4&.+/'! $3! ,&*4$-$8(,&*#! 3%-#,*$-'7! .-.21,*#! ,&*4$-$8(,&17!
$92*b%(! ,&*.-42('! 6*,/! +$+%2.&! #$$&)*-.,('7! .-.21,*#! 4($8(,&17!
#$8+2(L! -%89(&'! .-)! 0(#,$&':! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! P(&8*''*$-! 3&$8! ,/(!
?.,/(8.,*#'!;$$&)*-.,$&:!D33(&()W!=+&*-4!$3!$))U-%89(&()!1(.&':!
!
MAT 221   PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS                   3 credits 
"! #$%&'(! )('*4-()! ,$! *-,&$)%#(! ,/(! 8(,/$)'! $3! +&$9.9*2*,1! .-)!
',.,*',*#':! O$+*#'! *-#2%)(! 2.6'! $3! 2.&4(! -%89(&'7! )*'#&(,(! .-)!
#$-,*-%$%'!)*',&*9%,*$-'7!.-)!'%8'!$3!&.-)$8!0.&*.92(':!?.,/!#&()*,!
6*22! -$,! 9(! .6.&)()! 3$&! 9$,/! ?"O! ZZX! .-)! @A=! [ZZ:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W!
;?=!ZYY!;$8+%,(&!"++2*#.,*$-':!D33(&()W!<.227!=+&*-4:!
!
MAT 310   LINEAR ALGEBRA*                    3 credits 
O/(! ',%)1! $3! 0(#,$&! '+.#('7! 2*-(.&! ,&.-'3$&8.,*$-'7! 8.,&*#('7!
.++2*#.,*$-'! *-! .-.21'*'! $3! '1',(8'! $3! 2*-(.&! (b%.,*$-'7! .-)!
B*4(-0.2%('! .-)! B*4(-0(#,$&':! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! P(&8*''*$-! 3&$8! ,/(!
?.,/(8.,*#'!;$$&)*-.,$&:!
 
MAT 320   METHODS OF CALCULUS                   4 credits 







'#*(-#(! 8.a$&':! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! ?"O! XXY! $&! CIF! XYY! $&! P(&8*''*$-!
3&$8!,/(!?.,/(8.,*#'!;$$&)*-.,$&:!D33(&()W!<.227!=+&*-4:!
 
MAT 321   STATISTICAL APPLICATIONS*                   3 credits 
"! #$%&'(! )('*4-()! ,$! (8+/.'*f(! ,/(! .++2*#.,*$-'! $3! ',.,*',*#'7!
*-#2%)*-4! )*'#&(,(! .-)! #$-,*-%$%'! )*',&*9%,*$-'7! '%8'! $3! &.-)$8!




MBA 500   QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN BUSINESS                  3 credits 
"!'%&0(1!$3!b%.-,*,.,*0(!8(,/$)'!%'()!*-!9%'*-(''!.-.21'*'!*-#2%)*-4!
$+,*8*f.,*$-7! 8.,&*L! .24(9&.7! 2*-(.&! +&$4&.88*-47! %'(! $3! (L+$-(-,'!
.-)! 2$4.&*,/8'7! )*33(&(-,*.2! #.2#%2%'7! .-)! $,/(&! .++&$+&*.,(!
b%.-,*,.,*0(!,(#/-*b%(':!!!
 
MBA 501   MANAGERIAL WRITING AND COMMUNICATION              3 credits 
"!0.&*(,1!$3!#2.''&$$8!(L(&#*'('!*-!6&*,*-47!+&('(-,.,*$-'7!$-(U$-U$-(!




MBA 502   MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS                   3 credits 
"++2*#.,*$-! $3! (#$-$8*#! ,/($&1! ,$! ,/(! )(#*'*$-! 8.R*-4! +&$#(''! $3!
8.-.4(&'! ,$! .#/*(0(! ,/(! $&4.-*f.,*$-.2! $9a(#,*0(! $3!8.L*8*f*-4! ,/(!
0.2%(!$3!,/(!(-,(&+&*'(:!O$+*#'!*-#2%)(!8*#&$(#$-$8*#'!)*'#%''*$-'!$3!




MBA 504   SURVEY OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE                  3 credits 
"-!*-,&$)%#,*$-!,$!.-)!$0(&0*(6!$3!3*-.-#*.2!.##$%-,*-4!.-)!*,'!&$2(!*-!





MBA 600   LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT   
 OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS                   3 credits 
N-,&$)%#('! ',%)(-,'! ,$! 2(.)*-4! ,/*-R(&'! *-! 9%'*-(''! ,$).1! .-)! ,$!
*-32%(-,*.2!,/($&*('!.-)!.++&$.#/('!,$!#$-,(8+$&.&1!9%'*-(''!*''%(':!
D&4.-*f.,*$-.2! ',12('7! *--$0.,*$-! .-)! #/.-4(7! 42$9.2*f.,*$-! .-)!
,(#/-$2$41!.&(!.8$-4!,/(!*''%('!.-.21f()!,$!)(,(&8*-(!9(',!+&.#,*#('!




MBA 605   MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCES                   3 credits 
"! #$8+&(/(-'*0(! ',%)1! $3! /%8.-! &('$%&#(! 8.-.4(8(-,! *-! ,/(!
#$&+$&.,(! (-0*&$-8(-,5! '+(#*.2! (8+/.'*'! $-! ,$+*#'! (-#$8+.''*-4!
+2.--*-47! &(#&%*,8(-,7! ,&.*-*-4! .-)! )(0(2$+8(-,7! .++&.*'*-4!




MBA 610   LEGAL, ETHICAL, AND SOCIAL ISSUES OF BUSINESS   3 credits 
"-! .)0.-#()! .-.21'*'! $3! 2(4.2! *''%('! .33(#,*-4! $&4.-*f.,*$-'7! ,/*'!
#$%&'(! (L.8*-('! #$88$-! 2.65! 3()(&.27! ',.,(! .-)! 2$#.2! ',.,%,('5!
#$&+$&.,(! ',&%#,%&(! .-)! 2(4.2! 2*.9*2*,*('! .33(#,*-4! $&4.-*f.,*$-':!














MBA 621   INTERNATIONAL MARKETING                   3 credits 





MBA 625   INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS               3 credits 
N-,(4&.,*$-! $3! (0(&1! 3$&8! $3! #$88%-*#.,*$-! ,$! )(2*0(&! ,/(! '.8(!





MBA 628   SPECIAL TOPICS IN MARKETING                   3 credits 
;$0(&'! #%&&(-,! $&! 2(.)*-4U()4(! ,$+*#'! *-! ,/(!8.&R(,*-4! 3*(2):! O$+*#'!
8.1! *-#2%)(! 9&.-)! .''(,! 8.-.4(8(-,7! -(6! +&$)%#,! )(0(2$+8(-,7!
8.&R(,*-4! &('(.&#/7! .)0(&,*'*-4! 8.-.4(8(-,7! 9%'*-(''U,$U9%'*-(''!
8.&R(,*-4!$&!8%2,*#%2,%&.2!8.&R(,*-4:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!?@"!gZY:!
!
MBA 630   MANAGING TECHNOLOGY    
 FOR BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION                  3 credits 
"-!(L.8*-.,*$-!$3!R(1!8.-.4(8(-,!#/.22(-4('!*-!9%*2)*-4!.-)!%'*-4!
*-3$&8.,*$-! '1',(8'7! *-#2%)*-4! %-)(&',.-)*-4! '1',(8! &(b%*&(8(-,'!
3$&! ,/(!(-0*&$-8(-,! *-!6/*#/! ,/(!$&4.-*f.,*$-!$+(&.,('5! #&(.,*-4!.-!
*-3$&8.,*$-! .&#/*,(#,%&(! ,$! '%++$&,! $&4.-*f.,*$-.2! 4$.2'5! .-)!
)('*4-*-4! '1',(8'! ,/.,! 8.-.4(&'! #.-! #$-,&$2! .-)! %-)(&',.-)! *-! .!
'$#*.221!.-)!(,/*#.221!&('+$-'*92(!8.--(&:!
 
MBA 640   MANAGING FOR FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY              3 credits 
"##$%-,*-4! .'! .! 8.-.4(&*.2! ,$$2! 3$&! 9%'*-(''! ',&.,(41! .-)!
*8+2(8(-,.,*$-:!Q(1!,$+*#'!*-#2%)(!#%',$8(&!'.,*'3.#,*$-7!,$,.2!0.2%(U
#/.*-! .-.21'*'7! #$-,*-%$%'! *8+&$0(8(-,! .-)! +2.--*-4! .-)! #$-,&$2!
,(#/-*b%('!2*-R()!,$!R(1!'%##(''!3.#,$&':!
!
MBA 645   MANAGING FOR FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE                  3 credits 
"-!.-.21'*'!.-)!#$8+.&*'$-!$3!,/(!0.&*$%'!,(#/-*b%('!,/.,!.*)!*-!,/(!
)(#*'*$-U8.R*-4!+&$#('':!?.a$&!,/(8('!',&(''()!*-#2%)(!'/.&(/$2)(&!
6(.2,/! 8.L*8*f.,*$-7! #.'/! 32$6! 8.-.4(8(-,7! ,/(! *-,(&-.,*$-.2!
.'+(#,'! $3! 3*-.-#*.2! 8.-.4(8(-,! .-)! ,/(! ',.-).&)'! $3! (,/*#.2!
9(/.0*$&!.)$+,()!91!8.-.4(&':!!
!
MBA 646   MEASURING AND MANAGING VALUE                  3 credits 
"++2*#.,*$-!$3!3*-.-#*.2!,/($&1!.-)!8$)(2'!,$!0.2%*-4!#$8+.-*('!.-)!
*-0(',8(-,!+&$a(#,':!O$+*#'!*-#2%)(!0.2%.,*$-!,(#/-*b%('7!3$&(#.',*-4!
.-)! .-.21'*'! $3! 3*-.-#*.2! ',.,(8(-,'7! (',*8.,*$-! $3! *-#&(8(-,.2! #.'/!
32$6'7! )(,(&8*-.,*$-! $3! #$',! $3! #.+*,.27! 0.2%.,*$-! $3! +&$a(#,'! .-)!
#$8+.-*('7! .-)! 0.2%.,*$-! 3$&! 8(&4(&'! .-)! .#b%*'*,*$-':! >.2%.,*$-!
,(#/-*b%('!,.%4/,! *-!,/*'!#$%&'(! *-#2%)(W!;.+*,.2!"''(,!P&*#*-4!?$)(2!
T;"P?V7! "&9*,&.4(! P&*#*-4! O/($&1! T"POV7! (b%*,1! 0.2%.,*$-! 8$)(2'7!




MBA 647   PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!.#b%.*-,'!',%)(-,'!6*,/!8$)(&-!+&.#,*#('!$3!0.2%*-4!3*-.-#*.2!
'(#%&*,*('!.-)!8.-.4*-4!*-0(',8(-,!+$&,3$2*$':!O$+*#'!*-#2%)(W!'(#%&*,*('!
.-)! #.+*,.2!8.&R(,'7! +$&,3$2*$! $+,*8*f.,*$-!8(,/$)'7! .''(,!8.-.4(8(-,!
.-)! .22$#.,*$-! ',&.,(4*('! 3$&! *-',*,%,*$-.2! .-)! *-)*0*)%.2! *-0(',$&'7!
)$8(',*#!.-)!*-,(&-.,*$-.2!+$&,3$2*$!8.-.4(8(-,7!&*'R!8.-.4(8(-,!.-)!
+(&3$&8.-#(! 8(.'%&(8(-,! ,(#/-*b%('7! .-)! (33*#*(-,! 8.&R(,! (b%*,1!
0.2%.,*$-':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!?@"!g\]:!
!
MBA 648   DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! ,$! *-,&$)%#(! ',%)(-,'! ,$! ,/(! #$-#(+,'7!
',&.,(4*('! .-)! ,.#,*#.2! (33$&,'! 8.-.4(&'! .-)! (L(#%,*0('! -(()! ,$!
'%##(''3%221! +2.-! .-)! (L(#%,(! 42$9.2! )(0(2$+8(-,! (33$&,':! O$+*#'!
#$0(&()! *-! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *-#2%)(! .! ,/&$%4/! &(0*(6! $3! ,/(! 0.&*$%'!
#$&+$&.,(!)(0(2$+8(-,!',&.,(4*('!.0.*2.92(! ,$!#$8+.-*('!6.-,*-4! ,$!
&((0.2%.,(7! (L+.-)! $&! &(',&%#,%&(! ,/(*&! $+(&.,*$-':! "8$-4! ,/(!
'+(#*3*#! .&(.'! #$0(&()! .&(W! K&((-3*(2)! (L+.-'*$-7! ',&.,(4*#! .22*.-#('7!








MBA 650   OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT                   3 credits 
"!#$8+&(/(-'*0(!.-.21'*'!.-)!#$8+.&*'$-!$3! ,/(!0.&*$%'! ,(#/-*b%('!
,/.,! #.-! *-#&(.'(! +&$)%#,*0*,1! 3$&! 8.-%3.#,%&*-4! .-)! '(&0*#(!
$+(&.,*$-':! P&$0*)('! .-! $++$&,%-*,1! ,$! .''(''! ,/(! 8(,/$)'! %'()! *-!
',&*0*-4!3$&!2$-4U,(&8!',&(-4,/!.-)!4&$6,/!*-!(#$-$8*#!(-,(&+&*'(':!
 
MBA 660   INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS STUDIES ABROAD              3 credits 
N-,(&-.,*$-.2!@%'*-(''!=,%)*('!"9&$.)!',&(''('!,/(!%-*b%(!(L+(&*(-#(!
$3! ',%)1! *-! 3$&(*4-! #$%-,&*('! .-)! )*&(#,! #$-,.#,!6*,/! $,/(&! #%2,%&(':!
=,%)(-,'! 6*22! .#b%*&(! R-$62()4(! *-! 0.&*$%'! 3.#(,'! $3! *-,(&-.,*$-.2!





MBA 661   INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INVESTMENT                  3 credits 
O/*'! .-.21'*'! $3! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! ,&.)(! .-)! *-0(',8(-,! 3&$8! ,/(!
+(&'+(#,*0(! $3! 42$9.2*f.,*$-! 3$#%'('! $-! ,/(! ,&.)*,*$-.2! ,/($&*('! $3!




MBA 665   INTERNATIONAL FINANCE                   3 credits 
D0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(! ,$$2'! T(:4:! /()4*-47! '6.+'7! #$%-,(&! ,&.)(V! .-)!




MBA 668   SPECIAL TOPICS IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS            3 credits 




MBA 671   AVIATION ORGANIZATION OPERATION                  3 credits 
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! $&4.-*f.,*$-.2! '1',(8'! .-)! 8.-.4(8(-,! *-! ,/(!
.0*.,*$-!*-)%',&1:!O/(!(8+/.'*'!*'!$-!)(0(2$+8(-,!.-)!*-,(4&.,*$-!$3!
(33(#,*0(! 6$&R! (2(8(-,'7! .'! 6(22! .'! ,/(! 0.&1*-4! +(&'$--(2! #$-#(&-'!
,/.,! 8%',! 9(! &('$20()! 3$&! '%##(''3%2! 2(.)(&'/*+! *-! ,/(! .0*.,*$-!
*-)%',&1:! O$+*#'! +&$0*)(! *-'*4/,'! *-,$! 9(/.0*$&7! ',&%#,%&(7! .%,/$&*,17!




MBA 675   AIRPORT OPERATIONS                   3 credits 
<$#%'('! $-! +&(+.&.,*$-! 3$&! ,/(! "8(&*#.-! "''$#*.,*$-! $3! "*&+$&,!
BL(#%,*0('! T"""BV! ;(&,*3*()! ?(89(&! )('*4-.,*$-:! N,! *'! .! ',%)1! $3!
8.-.4(8(-,! .-)! &(4%2.,$&1! *''%('! &(2(0.-,! ,$! .*&+$&,! 8.-.4(8(-,!
(-.92*-4! ,/(! ',%)(-,! ,$! +(&3$&8! .'! .! 2(.)(&! *-! ,/(! .*&+$&,! .-)! .0*.,*$-!
(-0*&$-8(-,:! O/('(! ',%)*('! 6*22! (-#$8+.''! .22! .'+(#,'! $3! .*&+$&,! .-)!




MBA 678   SPECIAL TOPICS IN AVIATION MANAGEMENT                3 credits 
H(#,%&('! .-)! '(8*-.&'! $-! .)0.-#()! '(2(#,()! ,$+*#'! *-! "0*.,*$-!
?.-.4(8(-,!'%#/!.'!.*&+$&,!'(#%&*,17!(33(#,'!$3!,(&&$&*'8!$-!.0*.,*$-7!
(33(#,'!$3!*-#&(.'()!'+(#*.2!%'(!.*&'+.#(!$-!,/(!-.,*$-.2!.*&6.1!'1',(8!




MBA 690   STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT SEMINAR                  3 credits 
O/*'! #.+',$-(! '(8*-.&! 3$&! ,/(! ?:@:":! +&$4&.8! &(b%*&('! ,/.,! ',%)(-,'!
)(8$-',&.,(!,/(*&!.9*2*,1!,$!*-,(4&.,(!.-)!.++21!,/($&1!,$!+&.#,*#(!*-!#.'(!
',%)*('! .-)! (L+(&*(-,*.2! (L(&#*'('! ,/.,! &(b%*&(! ,/(!8.',(&1! $3! ',&.,(4*#!
,/*-R*-4:! JDOBW! ?%',! 9(! #$8+2(,()! *-! ,/(! 2.',! ,(&87! $&7! 6*,/! .)0*'$&c'!
.++&$0.27!8.1!9(!#$8+2(,()!*-!,/(!-(L,U,$U2.',!,(&8!$3!',%)1:!
!
MBA 697   INDEPENDENT STUDY                 1-3 credits 









$&)(&! ,$! )(8$-',&.,(! *-,(4&.,*$-! $3! ,/($&1! 6*,/! .++2*#.,*$-! *-!
9%'*-(''! .)8*-*',&.,*$-:! O/(! +&$a(#,! *'! '%98*,,()! ,$! ,/(! 3.#%2,1!
.)0*'$&:! =,%)(-,'! .2'$! .&(! &(b%*&()! ,$!8((,! &(4%2.&21!6*,/! ,/(! 3*(2)!
'%+(&0*'$&!.-)!,/(!3.#%2,1!.)0*'$&:!
!
MKT 250   PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING                   3 credits 




MKT 260   RETAILING                     3 credits 
BL.8*-.,*$-! $3! ,/(! $&4.-*f.,*$-! .-)! $+(&.,*$-! $3! &(,.*2!
(',.92*'/8(-,':! B8+/.'*'! *'! +2.#()! $-! 8.&R%+7! +&*#*-47! ',$#R! ,%&-7!
'.2('! .-)! ',$#R! +2.--*-47! .-)! ,/(! '(22*-4! $3! '(&0*#('! .-)! 4$$)':!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!?QO!Z]Y:!
!
MKT 305   CONSUMER AND ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR             3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! #$-'%8(&! )(#*'*$-! +&$#('':! O/(! #$%&'(! 3$#%'('! $-!
#$-'%8(&! 9&.-)*-47! ,/(! +&$)%#,! .)$+,*$-! +&$#(''7! ,/(! *8+.#,! $3!
#%&&(-,!*''%('!T2(*'%&(!,*8(7!6$&R*-4!6$8(-7!.-)!,/(!(2)(&21V!.-)!,/(!
)(0(2$+8(-,! $3! 8.&R(,*-4! ',&.,(4*('! ,$! (-#$%&.4(! .! +$'*,*0(!
#$-'%8(&!&('+$-'(:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!?QO!Z]Y:!!
 
MKT 321   PROFESSIONAL SELLING AND SALES MANAGEMENT  3 credits 
"-! *-,(4&.,*0(! #$%&'(! ,/.,! *-,&$)%#('! ,/(! +&$3(''*$-.2! '.2('! +&$#(''!
6*,/!.-!(8+/.'*'!$-!'(22*-4!'R*22'!.-)!,(#/-*b%(7!.-)!,/(-!3$#%'('!$-!
,/(! 8.-.4(8(-,! $3! ,/(! '.2('! ,(.8:! O$+*#'! '%#/! .'! 3$&(#.',*-47!
&(2.,*$-'/*+! 8.-.4(8(-,7! ,(&&*,$&1! )('*4-! .-)! +&$3(''*$-.2!
+&('(-,.,*$-! )(0(2$+8(-,! .-)! )(2*0(&1! .&(! #$8+$-(-,'! $3! ,/*'!
#$%&'(:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!?QO!Z]Y:!!
!
MKT 325   FASHION ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION                  3 credits 
")0(&,*'*-47!0*'%.2!)*'+2.1!.-)!8.&R(,*-4!8(,/$)$2$41!.&(!%,*2*f()!*-!
(',.92*'/*-4!.!'.2('!+&$8$,*$-!+2.-:!=/$6'!.-)!'+(#*.2!(0(-,'!%'()!,$!
+&$8$,(! 3.'/*$-! +&$)%#,'! .&(! *-#$&+$&.,()! *-! ',%)(-,! +&$a(#,':!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!@A=!Z\Y!.-)!?QO!Z]Y:!
 
MKT 350   INTEGRATED AND ELECTRONIC    
 MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS                   3 credits 
"-! $0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(! +&$8$,*$-.2! .'+(#,! $3! ,/(! 8.&R(,*-4! 8*L7!
*-#2%)*-4! '.2('! +&$8$,*$-! .-)! +%92*#! &(2.,*$-':! B8+/.'*f()! .&(! ,/(!
*-,(&.#,*$-'! $3! ,/('(! .&(.'! *-! .)0(&,*'*-4! ',&.,(41! +2.--*-4:! "2'$!
(L.8*-()! .&(! ,/(! *-32%(-#(! $3! .)0(&,*'*-4! .-)! *,'! &('+$-'*9*2*,*('! ,$!
'$#*(,1:! ;$%&'(! +&$a(#,! &(b%*&()! *-0$20*-4! &('(.&#/7! .-.21'*'! .-)!
+&('(-,.,*$-:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!?QO!Z]Y:!!
!
MKT 370   MARKETING – SPECIAL TOPICS                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L+2$&('!)*33(&(-,!.&(.'!$3!8.&R(,*-4:!O$+*#'!8.1!*-#2%)(!




MKT 392   GLOBAL MARKETING                    3 credits 
"!',%)1!$3!8.&R(,*-4!8.-.4(8(-,!.#,*0*,*('! 3&$8!,/(!+(&'+(#,*0(!$3!
3*&8'! )$*-4! 9%'*-(''! .#&$''! -.,*$-.2! 9$%-).&*(':! B8+/.'*'! *'! %+$-!
.'+(#,'! $3! 8.&R(,*-4! ,/.,! .&(! %-*b%(! ,$! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! 9%'*-(''! .-)!
+&$92(8U'$20*-4!6*,/*-!.-!*-,(&-.,*$-.2!#$-,(L,:!;$%&'(!#$8+$-(-,'!
*-#2%)(! .! ,/($&(,*#.2! .-.21'*'! $3! ,/(! #.%'('! $3! *-,(&-.,*$-.2! ,&.)(!
*-#2%)*-4! #$8+.&.,*0(! .)0.-,.4(7! M(#R#/(&UD/2*-! ,/($&1! .-)! 8$&(!





MKT 430   MARKETING RESEARCH                   3 credits 
N-,&$)%#,*$-!,$!,/(!,(#/-*b%('!.-)!,$$2'!$3!8.&R(,!&('(.&#/!.'!.-!.*)!






8(,/$)'7! &('(.&#/! +&$a(#,! )('*4-! .-)! &('%2,'! *-,(&+&(,.,*$-:!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!?QO!Z]Y!.-)!@A=![ZZ:!!
!
MKT 444   BUSINESS MARKETING MANAGEMENT                  3 credits 
O/(! 3$#%'! *'! $-!8.-.4*-4! ,/(! $++$&,%-*,*('! .-)! #/.22(-4('! $3! 3*&8'!
,/.,! )(0(2$+7! +&$)%#(! .-)! 8.&R(,! +&$)%#,'! $&! '(&0*#('! ,$! $,/(&!
$&4.-*f.,*$-':! =,%)1! .&(.'! *-#2%)(! ,/(! 8.&R(,*-4! 8*L! .'! 6(22! .'!
9%1*-4! 9(/.0*$&7! +.&,-(&*-47! &(2.,*$-'/*+! 9%*2)*-4! .-)! 8.&R(,*-4!
-(,6$&R':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!?QO!Z]Y:!
 
MS 500   MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! ,$! (b%*+! ',%)(-,'!6*,/! ,/(! -(#(''.&17! 9.'*#!
,/($&(,*#.2!R-$62()4(7!.-.21,*#.2!'R*22'!.-)!i9(',!+&.#,*#('j!6*,/*-!,/(!
3*(2)! $3! #$-,(8+$&.&1! +%92*#! 8.-.4(8(-,! .-)! .)8*-*',&.,*$-:! @1!
&(0*(6*-4! 9$,/! ,/(! +.',! .-)! +&('(-,7! ,/(! #$%&'(!6*22! .)$+,! .! 3%,%&(!
$&*(-,.,*$-! *-! ,/(! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! ,/(! 3.#,$&'7! +(&'+(#,*0('! .-)!
,/($&*('! ,/.,! *-32%(-#(! ,/(! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! +%92*#! '(#,$&!
8.-.4(8(-,!.-)!.)8*-*',&.,*$-:!
!
MS 505   APPLIED RESEARCH METHODS                   3 credits 
"-! $0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(! 8(,/$)'! $3! *-b%*&1! 6*,/*-! ,/(! 3&.8(6$&R! $3!
.++2*()! 8.-.4(8(-,! ,/($&*(':! N-#2%)('! .! #&*,*b%(! $3! .''(''8(-,!
*''%('! *-! (L+(&*8(-,.27! b%.-,*,.,*0(U)('#&*+,*0(! .-)! (L+2$&.,$&1!




MS 510   ADMINISTRATIVE AND REGULATORY LAW                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!)('*4-()!,$!+&(+.&(!',%)(-,'!6*,/!,/(!-(#(''.&17!9.'*#!
,/($&(,*#.2! R-$62()4(! .-)! .-.21'*'! $3! &(.'$-.92(! +&*-#*+2('! $3!
$&4.-*f.,*$-.2! a%',*#(:! =,%)(-,'! 6*22! (L.8*-(! #/.&,(&'7! ',.,%,('7!
(L(#%,*0(!$&)(&'7!&(4%2.,*$-'7!$&)*-.-#('!.-)!#$)(':!@1!(L.8*-*-4!,/(!
"8(&*#.-! &(4%2.,$&1! +&$#(''! ,/&$%4/! 3()(&.27! ',.,(! .-)! 2$#.2!
&(4%2.,*$-'!.-)!.)8*-*',&.,*0(!2.67!,/(!',%)(-,!6*22!9(!.92(!,$!'/.+(!
'%9',.-,*0(! .-)! +&$#()%&.2! *''%('! #$-',&%#,*0(21! 3$&! ,/(! 2$-4U,(&8!
#*0*#!4$$)!*-!,/(!3.#(!$3!#$8+2(L*,1!.-)!+.&.)$L:!
!
MS 530   PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, PUBLIC POLICY   
 AND DEMOCRACY                    3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!)('*4-()!,$!+&(+.&(!',%)(-,'!6*,/!,/(!-(#(''.&17!9.'*#!
,/($&(,*#.2! R-$62()4(! .-)! .-.21,*#.2! 'R*22'! &(2.,()! ,$! ,/(! ',%)1! $3!
+%92*#!+$2*#1!3$&8%2.,*$-!6*,/*-!.!)(8$#&.,*#!*-',*,%,*$-.2!#$-,(L,:!@1!




MS 560   FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT                   3 credits  
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3! ,/(! 3*-.-#*.2!8.-.4(8(-,! ,(#/-*b%('! %,*2*f()! 91!
+%92*#!.4(-#*(':!O/*'! #$%&'(!#$-'*)(&'! ,/(! 3%-).8(-,.2!+&*-#*+2('!$3!
3*'#.2! .)8*-*',&.,*$-7! 9%)4(,*-47! &(0(-%(7! )(9,! .)8*-*',&.,*$-! .-)!
3%-)!8.-.4(8(-,:! =,%)(-,'! %'(! #.'(! ',%)*('! ,$! .-.21f(! /$6! +%92*#!
.4(-#*('!.&(!*8+.#,()!91!9$,/!&(0(-%(!(-/.-#(8(-,'!.-)!'/$&,3.22':!
=,%)(-,'! .2'$! 2(.&-! ,/(! 3%-).8(-,.2'! $3! 6$&R*-4! ,/&$%4/! ,/(!
9%)4(,.&1!+&$#('':!
!
MUG 297  INDEPENDENT STUDY                      1 credit 





MUG 301   BASIC CONDUCTING                    3 credits 
=,%)(-,'!6*22!',%)1!3%-).8(-,.2!#$-)%#,*-4!,(#/-*b%('!.'!(L+&(''()!
,/&$%4/! 9(.,! +.,,(&-'! .-)! (L+2$&(! ,/(! +/1'*#.2! 2.-4%.4(! $3!
#$-)%#,*-4! .'! .-! (L+&(''*0(! .-)! *22%',&.,*0(! 8()*%8:! =,%)(-,'! 6*22!
.#b%*&(! 9.'*#! '#$&(! ',%)1! 'R*22'! ,/&$%4/! .-.21'*'! $3! '(2(#,()!
8.',(&6$&R'! .-)! &(4%2.&21! #$-)%#,! .! '8.22! #2.''! (-'(892(:!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!?AO!X]X!.-)!?AO!ZYX:!
!
MUG 329   PEDAGOGY                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! '(&0('! .'! .-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! 6$&2)! $3! ,(.#/*-4:! N,!
.))&(''('!,/(!8%'*#.27!,(#/-*#.27!,/($&(,*#.2!.-)!+&.#,*#.2!#$-#(&-'!$3!
,/(! +().4$4%(:! =,%)(-,'! 6*22! )(0(2$+! ,(.#/*-4! 'R*22'! *-! ,/(! 9.'*#!
(2(8(-,'! $3! 8%'*#7! .'! 6(22! .'! .! 9&$.)! .&&.1! $3! *-',&%8(-,.2!
,(#/-*b%(':! O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! )*0*)()! *-,$! ,6$! '(#,*$-'W! $-(! 3$&! ',&*-47!
6*-)7! 9&.''! .-)! +(&#%''*$-! ',%)(-,'7! .-)! $-(! 3$&! +*.-$! ',%)(-,':!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;$-'(&0.,$&1!',%)(-,'!$-21:!
 
MUG 390   MUSIC INTERNSHIP                 1-3 credits 





MUG 597   INDEPENDENT STUDY                 1-3 credits 





MUH 300   MUSIC OF THE MEDIEVAL, RENAISSANCE   
 AND BAROQUE PERIODS                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!'(,'!,/(!8%'*#!$3!,/(!?()*(0.2!.-)!F(-.*''.-#(!+(&*$)'!*-!
,/(! #$-,(L,'! $3! ;/%&#/! .-)! #$%&,! +.,&$-.4(7! .-)! ,&.#('! ,/(!
#$--(#,*$-'!9(,6((-!8%'*#!.-)!2*,(&.,%&(7!+.*-,*-4!.-)!.&#/*,(#,%&(:!
N,!)('#&*9('! 3(.,%&('!$3!8%'*#.2! #$-',&%#,*$-!.-)!',12(! *-!'.#&()!.-)!
'(#%2.&! 0$#.2!8%'*#! .-)!).-#(!8%'*#! .,! #$%&,:!?%'*#! *-! ,/(!@.&$b%(!
+(&*$)! *-#2%)('! .22! ,/(! .'+(#,'! $3! ,/(! 6$&2)! .'! .! ',.4(7! 3&$8!
?$-,(0(&)*c'!3*&',!$+(&.!HcD&3($!,$!M.-)(2c'!$+(&.'!.-)!$&.,$&*$':!O/(!
#$%&'(! )('#&*9('! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! *-',&%8(-,.2! 3$&8'! $3! ,&*$!
'$-.,.!.-)!#$-#(&,$7!,/(!&*'(!$3!+%92*#!$+(&.!.-)!,/(!R(19$.&)!8%'*#!
$3! <&.-#$*'! ;$%+(&*-! .-)! G$/.--! =(9.',*.-! @.#/:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W!
;$-'(&0.,$&1!',%)(-,'!$&!+(&8*''*$-!$3!*-',&%#,$&:!
 
MUH 301   MUSIC OF THE CLASSICAL PERIOD                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(!6*22! &(0*(6! ,/(! B-2*4/,(-8(-,! .-)! *,'! (33(#,! $-!8%'*#.2!
',12(:!J(6!3$&8'!4.*-!+&$8*-(-#(!*-!,/*'!+(&*$)7!*-#2%)*-4!,/(!'$-.,.7!
',&*-4! b%.&,(,! .-)! '18+/$-1:! O/(! ',&*-4! b%.&,(,! 9(#$8('! ,/(!
i#$--$*''(%&c'j! 3$&87!.-)! *'!&(4.&)()!.'!,/(!8$',! *8+$&,.-,! 3$&8!$3!
#/.89(&!8%'*#:!()&*+, %&*!+! 4*0('!6.1! ,$!-(6!#$8*#! 3$&8'!$3!$+(&.7!
('+(#*.221! *-! ?$f.&,c'! $+(&.':! O/(! +*.-$! .'! ,/(! -(6! R(19$.&)!
*-',&%8(-,! 4*0('! &*'(! ,$! *8+$&,.-,! '$-.,.'! 91! M.1)-7! ?$f.&,! .-)!
(.&21! @((,/$0(-! .'! 6(22! .'! ?$f.&,c'! +*.-$! #$-#(&,$':! P&(&(b%*'*,(W!
;$-'(&0.,$&1!',%)(-,'!$&!+(&8*''*$-!$3!*-',&%#,$&:!
 
MUH 302   MUSIC OF THE ROMANTIC PERIOD                  3 credits 
@((,/$0(-c'! *-32%(-#(! $-! ,/(! X`,/! #(-,%&17! ('+(#*.221! ,/&$%4/! ,/(!
s/(&$*#c! '18+/$-*('7! /.)! .!+$6(&3%2! *-32%(-#(!$-! 2.,(&!X`,/! #(-,%&1!
#$8+$'(&':!P*.-$!8%'*#!,.R('!*--$0.,*0(!-(6!)*&(#,*$-'!*-!,/(!6$&R'!
$3!=#/%8.--7!;/$+*-!.-)!H*'f,7!6/*2(!$&#/(',&.2!8%'*#!)(0(2$+'!-(6!
)*&(#,*$-'! *-! ,/(! #$-#(&,! $0(&,%&(! .-)! '18+/$-*#! +$(8:! ;/.-4('! *-!
8%'*#.2! 2.-4%.4(! #.-! 9(! 3$%-)! *-!d.4-(&c'! $+(&.'7! 6/*#/! -$,! $-21!
*-32%(-#(!8.-1!$,/(&!#$8+$'(&'!9%,!.2'$!$0(&'/.)$6!,/(!(.&21!1(.&'!
$3! ,/(! ,6(-,*(,/! #(-,%&1:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! ;$-'(&0.,$&1! ',%)(-,'! $&!
+(&8*''*$-!$3!*-',&%#,$&:!
!
MUH 303   MUSIC OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY                  3 credits 
O/(!$9a(#,*0(!$3!,/*'!#$%&'(!*'!,$!3.8*2*.&*f(!',%)(-,'!6*,/!,/(!',12('!,/.,!
/.0(! (8(&4()! *-! ,/(!8%'*#! $3! ,/(! ZY,/! #(-,%&1:! O/(! #$%&'(!6*22! 2.&4(21!
#$-#(-,&.,(! $-! ,/(! 8.*-! #$8+$'(&'! $3! ,/(! #(-,%&1! .-)! ,/(*&! 6$&R':!
H(#,%&(! 8.,(&*.2! 6*22! .2'$! *-#2%)(! '$8(! )*'#%''*$-! $3!
'$#*$+$2*,*#.2E(#$-$8*#! 3.#,$&'! .-)! )(0(2$+8(-,'! *-! $,/(&! .&,! 3$&8'! ,$!
+&$0*)(! .! 9.#R4&$%-)! 3$&! ,/(! *-,(22(#,%.2! #2*8.,(! $3! ,/(! +(&*$):!d((R21!
2*',(-*-4! .-)! &(.)*-4! .''*4-8(-,'!6*22! 9(!8.)(! ,/&$%4/$%,! ,/(! #$%&'(:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;$-'(&0.,$&1!',%)(-,'!$&!+(&8*''*$-!$3!*-',&%#,$&:!
!
MUH 362   HISTORY OF CHAMBER MUSIC                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! ,&.#('! ,/(!(0$2%,*$-!$3! ,/(! 3$&8'!$3! #/.89(&!8%'*#! .-)!
'((R'!,$!)*'#$0(&!/$6!.-)!6/1!,/*'!(0$2%,*$-!#.8(!.9$%,:!O/&$%4/!.!
2.&4(! .8$%-,! $3! 2*',(-*-47! )*'#%''*$-! .-)! #$8+.&*'$-! $3! ',.-).&)!
6$&R'7! ',%)(-,'! 6*22! (L.8*-(! ,$+*#'! 3&$8! ,/(! /*',$&1! $3! #/.89(&!
8%'*#:! F(4%2.&! 2*',(-*-4! .-)! &(.)*-4! .''*4-8(-,'! 6*22! 9(! 8.)(!
,/&$%4/$%,! ,/(! #$%&'(:! O/*'! #$%&'(! 3%23*22'! ,/(! ?%'*#! M*',$&1E?%'*#!








MUH 363   HISTORY AND LITERATURE OF THE SYMPHONY            3 credits 
=,%)(-,'!6*22!2*',(-!,$!.-)!)*'#%''!,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!,/(!'18+/$-1!
$&#/(',&.!.'!.!8()*%8!.-)!.'!.-!.&,!3$&8:!?.',(&+*(#('!$3!,/(!8.a$&!
'18+/$-*','!6*22!9(! ',%)*()! *-!)(,.*27!6*,/! '+(#*.2! (8+/.'*'!$3! ,/(*&!





MUH 366   VOCAL REPERTOIRE                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! '(&0('! .'! .-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! 8%'*#! 3$&! ,/(! #$89*-()!
3$&#('!$3!0$*#('!.-)!*-',&%8(-,':!D-(!$9a(#,*0(!$3!,/(!#$%&'(!6*22!9(!,$!
(-&*#/! ,/(! 8%'*#*.-'/*+! .-)! 9&$.)(-! ,/(! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! (.#/!
',%)(-,! 91! (L.8*-*-4! ,/(! 0$#.2! .&,'! ,/&$%4/! &(+(&,$*&(:! F(4%2.&!
2*',(-*-4! .-)! &(.)*-4! .''*4-8(-,'! 6*22! 9(! 8.)(! ,/&$%4/$%,! ,/(!




MUH 368   AN OVERTURE TO OPERA                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!6*22!*-,&$)%#(!,/(!',%)(-,!,$!,/(!6$&2)!$3!$+(&.!0*.!',%)1!$3!
*,'! /*',$&1! .-)! 2*,(&.,%&(! T'%&0(1()! #/&$-$2$4*#.221V7! +(&3$&8.-#(!
(L#(&+,'!.-)!$+(&.'!$-!0*)($:!"))*,*$-.2217!.&*.'!.-)!$,/(&!'/$&,!(L#(&+,'!
3&$8!.!0.&*(,1!$3!',12('!6*22!9(!,&.-'#&*9()!3$&!,/(!&('+(#,*0(!*-',&%8(-,'!
$3! ',%)(-,'! *-! ,/(! #2.'':! O/('(! .&*.'! 6*22! ,/(-! 9(! +(&3$&8()! 91! ,/(!
',%)(-,'7! .-)! ,/(*&! *-,(&+&(,*0(! *-'*4/,'! .-)! '$2%,*$-'! 6*22! '(&0(! .'!
8$)(2'!3$&!#$8+.&*'$-!6*,/!.!'*-4(&c'!'$2%,*$-'!.'!&(0(.2()!*-!/*',$&*#.2!
.-)! #$-,(8+$&.&1! &(#$&)*-4':! O/*'! #$%&'(! 3%23*22'! ,/(! ?%'*#!
M*',$&1E?%'*#! O/($&1! B2(#,*0(:! D33(&()! $-! .! &$,.,*-4! 9.'*'5! -$,! (0(&1!
1(.&:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!P(&8*''*$-!$3!,/(!*-',&%#,$&:!
!
MUH 369   THE CONCERTO                    3 credits 
O/(! #$-#(&,$! *'! $-(! $3! ,/(! +&*-#*+.2! 4(-&('! $3! *-',&%8(-,.2! 8%'*#!
3$%-)! *-!d(',(&-! #2.''*#.2! 8%'*#:! N,! *'! %-*b%(! *-! ,/.,! *,! +*,'! '$2$*',!
.4.*-',! $&#/(',&.7! &.*'*-4! .22! '$&,'! $3! b%(',*$-'! .9$%,! ,/(! )1-.8*#!
9(,6((-! *-)*0*)%.2! .-)! #$22(#,*0(:! B.#/! 1(.&! ,/.,! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'!
$33(&()!*,!6*22!#$-#(-,&.,(!$-!.!'+(#*3*#!,1+(!$3!#$-#(&,$7!(:4:!#$-#(&,$'!
3$&! R(19$.&)! *-',&%8(-,'! $&! #$-#(&,$'! 3$&! ',&*-4! *-',&%8(-,':!
B8+/.'*'! 6*22! 9(! +2.#()! $-! #$8+$'(&'7! .-)! 6$&R'! 91! ,/$'(!
#$8+$'(&'7!6/$!/.0(!#$-,&*9%,()!,$!,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!,/(!'(2(#,()!
,1+(!$3!#$-#(&,$:!O/*'!#$%&'(!3%23*22'!,/(!?%'*#!M*',$&1E?%'*#!O/($&1!
(2(#,*0(! &(b%*&(8(-,:! D33(&()! $-! .! &$,.,*-4! 9.'*'7! -$,! (0(&1! 1(.&:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!P(&8*''*$-!$3!,/(!*-',&%#,$&:!
!
MUH 530   BIBLIOGRAPHY AND RESEARCH SKILLS                  3 credits 
N-! ,/*'! #$%&'(! ',%)(-,'! 6*22! 2(.&-! 9.'*#! &('(.&#/! 'R*22'7! #$8+*2(! .!




MUH 562   SEMINAR IN CHAMBER MUSIC LITERATURE                  3 credits 
=,%)(-,'!6*22! 2*',(-! ,$! .-)! )*'#%''! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! ,/(! #/.89(&!
8%'*#!.'!.!4(-&(:!?.',(&+*(#('!$3!,/(!#/.89(&!8%'*#!2*,(&.,%&(!6*22!9(!











'*4-*3*#.-#(! *-! ,/(! (0$2%,*$-! $3! 8%'*#.2! ',12(:! F(4%2.&! 2*',(-*-4! .-)!
&(.)*-4!.''*4-8(-,'!6*22!9(!8.)(!,/&$%4/$%,!,/(!#$%&'(:!O/*'!#$%&'(!
6*22!&(b%*&(!+.+(&'!.-)!*-U#2.''!+&('(-,.,*$-':!O/*'!#$%&'(!3%23*22'!$-(!
$3! ,/(! ,6$!8%'*#! /*',$&1E,/($&1! (2(#,*0('! &(b%*&()! $3!??! ',%)(-,':!
D33(&()!$-!.!&$,.,*-4!9.'*'5!-$,!(0(&1!1(.&:!!
!
MUH 566   SEMINAR IN VOCAL LITERATURE                   3 credits 
=,%)(-,'!6*22! 2*',(-!,$!.-)!)*'#%''!,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!8%'*#!6&*,,(-!
3$&!,/(!#$89*-.,*$-!$3!0$*#('!.-)!*-',&%8(-,':!?.',(&+*(#('!3&$8!,/*'!
&(+(&,$*&(! 6*22! 9(! ',%)*()! *-! )(,.*27! 6*,/! '+(#*.2! (8+/.'*'! $-! ,/(*&!
'*4-*3*#.-#(! *-! ,/(! (0$2%,*$-! $3! 8%'*#.2! ',12(:! F(4%2.&! 2*',(-*-4! .-)!
&(.)*-4!.''*4-8(-,'!6*22!9(!8.)(!,/&$%4/$%,!,/(!#$%&'(:!O/*'!#$%&'(!
6*22!&(b%*&(!+.+(&'!.-)!*-U#2.''!+&('(-,.,*$-':!O/*'!#$%&'(!3%23*22'!$-(!
$3! ,/(! ,6$!8%'*#! /*',$&1E,/($&1! (2(#,*0('! &(b%*&()! $3!??! ',%)(-,':!
D33(&()!$-!.!&$,.,*-4!9.'*'5!-$,!(0(&1!1(.&:!
 
MUH 568   SEMINAR IN OPERATIC LITERATURE                  3 credits 
=,%)(-,'!6*22!2*',(-!,$!.-)!)*'#%''!,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!$+(&.!.'!4(-&(:!
?.',(&+*(#('! 3&$8! ,/(! $+(&.,*#! &(+(&,$*&(! 6*22! 9(! ',%)*()! *-! )(,.*27!
6*,/!'+(#*.2!(8+/.'*'!$-!,/(*&!'*4-*3*#.-#(!*-!,/(!(0$2%,*$-!$3!8%'*#.2!
',12(:! F(4%2.&! 2*',(-*-4! .-)! &(.)*-4! .''*4-8(-,'! 6*22! 9(! 8.)(!
,/&$%4/$%,! ,/(! #$%&'(:! O/*'! #$%&'(!6*22! &(b%*&(! +.+(&'! .-)! *-U#2.''!
+&('(-,.,*$-':!O/*'!#$%&'(!3%23*22'!$-(!$3!,/(!,6$!8%'*#!/*',$&1E,/($&1!
(2(#,*0('! &(b%*&()! $3!?:?:! ',%)(-,':! D33(&()! $-! .! &$,.,*-4! 9.'*'5! -$,!
(0(&1!1(.&:!
!
MUH 569   SEMINAR IN CONCERTO LITERATURE                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! -$,! .! #/&$-$2$4*#.2! '%&0(1! $3! '$2$! #$-#(&,$'7! 9%,!
(L+2$&('! /$6! #$8+$'(&'! 6$&R()! $%,! ,/(! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! $3! '$2$!
*-',&%8(-,'! .-)! $&#/(',&.:! N,! 6*22! *-#2%)(! 9$,/! '$2$! #$-#(&,$'! .-)!
#$-#(&,$'! 3$&! 8$&(! ,/.-! $-(! *-',&%8(-,7! '%#/! .'! )$%92(! #$-#(&,$'!
.-)!-./-&*0!,1*.%%!:!O/(!6$&R'!$3!#$8+$'(&'!6/$!/.0(!#$-,&*9%,()!,$!
,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!,/*'!4(-&(!6*22!9(!(8+/.'*f():!O/*'!#$%&'(!3%23*22'!
$-(! $3! ,/(! ,6$! 8%'*#! /*',$&1E,/($&1! (2(#,*0('! &(b%*&()! $3! ??!
',%)(-,':!D33(&()!$-!.!&$,.,*-4!9.'*'5!-$,!(0(&1!1(.&:!
 
MUP 311   ENSEMBLE ARTS FOR PIANISTS                     1 credit 
P*.-*','!.&(!(L+$'()!,$!.!0.&*(,1!$3!*-',&%8(-,.2!.-)!0$#.2!'*,%.,*$-'7!
6*,/! ,/(! 3$#%'! $-! &(/(.&'.2E+(&3$&8.-#(! +&(+.&.,*$-! $3! 6$&R'! 3$&!
+*.-$!6*,/! $-(!$,/(&! *-',&%8(-,:! O/(! (L+(&*(-#(! 4.*-()! 3&$8! ,/('(!
#$22.9$&.,*$-'! 6*22! +&$0*)(! ,/(! 9.'*#! 'R*22'! &(b%*&()! 3$&! (-'(892(!
+2.1*-4:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!"-!.%)*,*$-!8.1!9(!&(b%*&():!
!
MUP 313–414 KEYBOARD SKILLS FOR PIANISTS I–IV                    1 credit 
=(0(&.2!(''(-,*.2!'R*22'!.&(!*-,&$)%#()!,$!,/(!+*.-*',!,/&$%4/!,/(!3$%&!
2(0(2'! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(:! B.#/! 'R*22! *'! #$-,*-%.221! )(0(2$+()! )%&*-4! ,/(!
3$%&!'(8(',(&!#%&&*#%2%8:!=R*22'! *-#2%)(!'*4/,U&(.)*-47!'#$&(U&(.)*-47!
*8+&$0*'.,*$-7!/.&8$-*#!+&$4&(''*$-'7!&(.2*f.,*$-!$3!3*4%&()!9.''!.-)!
,&.-'+$'*,*$-:! P2.#(8(-,! (L.8'! 6*22! )(,(&8*-(! ',%)(-,! 2(0(2:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!P2.#(8(-,!(L.8:!
 
MUP 325   PIANO LITERATURE                    3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!+&$0*)('!.-!$0(&0*(6!$3!'*4-*3*#.-,!+*.-$!&(+(&,$*&(!.-)!
.-!$0(&0*(6!$3!+*.-$!#/.89(&!8%'*#!2*,(&.,%&(!,/&$%4/!'*4/,U&(.)*-4!
#/.89(&! 8%'*#! &(+(&,$*&(7! #$-#(&,*7! .&,! '$-47! ,6$U+*.-$! .-)! 3$%&U
/.-)!)%(,!8%'*#7! +*.-$E',&*-4! .-)!+*.-$E6*-)!8%'*#:!O/(! #$%&'(! *'!
)('*4-()!,$! 3$',(&! *-!(.#/!',%)(-,!.!)('*&(!,$!#$-,*-%.221! *-0(',*4.,(!
.22! .'+(#,'! $3! ,/(! 0.',! +*.-$! 2*,(&.,%&(:! H*',(-*-4! ,$! &(#$&)()!
+(&3$&8.-#('!'%++2(8(-,'!,/(!',%)(-,'c!)*&(#,!#$-,.#,!,/&$%4/!'*4/,U
&(.)*-4! $3! ,/(! &(+(&,$*&(:! "''*4-8(-,'! *-#2%)(! &(.)*-4'7! 2*',(-*-4!
2*','7! '*4/,U&(.)*-47! $&.2! &(+$&,'7! *-U#2.''! +(&3$&8.-#('! .-)! (L.8':!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!P(&8*''*$-!$3!*-',&%#,$&:!D33(&()W!"'!-(()():!
 
MUP 511   ENSEMBLE ARTS FOR PIANISTS                     1 credit 
P*.-*','!.&(!(L+$'()!,$!.!0.&*(,1!$3!*-',&%8(-,.2!(-'(892(!.-)!0$#.2!
'*,%.,*$-'7! 6*,/! ,/(! 3$#%'! $-! &(/(.&'.2E+(&3$&8.-#(! +&(+.&.,*$-! $3!
6$&R'! 3$&! +*.-$! 6*,/! $-(! $,/(&! *-',&%8(-,:! O/(! (L+(&*(-#(! 4.*-()!
3&$8! ,/('(! #$22.9$&.,*$-'! 6*22! +&$0*)(! ,/(! 9.'*#! 'R*22'! &(b%*&()! 3$&!
(-'(892(!+2.1*-4:!!
!
MUR 300   JUNIOR RECITAL                      0 credit 
O/(!G%-*$&!F(#*,.2!#$-'*','!$3!.!8*-*8%8!$3!\Y!8*-%,('!$3!8%'*#:!O/(!
',%)(-,!8%',!+&('(-,!$-(!#$8+2(,(!6$&R7!.-)!$-(!'(2(#,*$-!8%',!9(!
8(8$&*f():! O/(! *-',&%#,$&! 8.1! &(b%*&(! ,/.,! .))*,*$-.2! 6$&R'! 9(!
+&('(-,()! 3&$8! 8(8$&1:! P&(&(b%*'*,('W! G%-*$&! ',.-)*-4! .-)!
*-',&%#,$&!.++&$0.2:!
!
MUR 301   PERFORMANCE FORUM                     0 credit 
"! 6((R21! 4.,/(&*-4! $3! .22! #$-'(&0.,$&1! ',%)(-,'! .-)! 3.#%2,1! 4*0(!
',%)(-,'! .-! $++$&,%-*,1! ,$! +(&3$&8! *-! .! #$-#(&,! /.22! '(,,*-4:! "22!







MUR 400   SENIOR RECITAL                      0 credit 
O/(!=(-*$&!F(#*,.2!#$-'*','!$3!.!8*-*8%8!$3!]]!8*-%,('!$3!8%'*#!.-)!
*-#2%)('! .-! *-,(&8*''*$-:! F(+(&,$*&(! '/$%2)! *-#2%)(! .! ZY,/EZX',U
#(-,%&1!6$&R7!.-)!$-21!#$8+2(,(!6$&R'!'/$%2)!9(!+&('(-,():!",!2(.',!
$-(! '(2(#,*$-! 8%',! 9(! 8(8$&*f():! O/(! *-',&%#,$&! 8.1! &(b%*&(! ,/.,!
.))*,*$-.2! 6$&R'! 9(! +&('(-,()! 3&$8! 8(8$&1:! P&(&(b%*'*,('W! =(-*$&!
',.-)*-4!.-)!*-',&%#,$&!.++&$0.2:!
 
MUR 501   PERFORMANCE FORUM                     0 credit 
"! 6((R21! 4.,/(&*-4! $3! .22! #$-'(&0.,$&1! ',%)(-,'! .-)! 3.#%2,1! 4*0(!




MUR 600   GRADUATE RECITAL                      0 credit 
O/(!K&.)%.,(!F(#*,.2! #$-'*','!$3! .!8*-*8%8!$3!gY!8*-%,('!$3!8%'*#!
.-)! *-#2%)('!.-! *-,(&8*''*$-:!F(+(&,$*&(!'/$%2)! *-#2%)(!.!ZY,/EZX',U
#(-,%&1!6$&R7!.-)!$-21!#$8+2(,(!6$&R'!'/$%2)!9(!+&('(-,():!",!2(.',!




MUS 100   ELECTIVE IN INSTRUMENTAL LESSONS                    1 credit 
O/*'!#$%&'(! *'!)('*4-()! ,$!.22$6!.-1!',%)(-,! ,$!',%)1!+&*0.,(21!6*,/!
.-! *-',&%8(-,.27! +*.-$! $&! #$8+$'*,*$-! *-',&%#,$&:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W!
"%)*,*$-!.-)!+(&8*''*$-!$3!,/(!*-',&%#,$&:!
 
MUS 131–132  SECONDARY PIANO I–II                     1 credit 
N-!,/*'!#$%&'(!*-',&%8(-,.2!8%'*#!',%)(-,'!)(0(2$+!9.'*#!'R*22'!.,!,/(!
+*.-$:! "! 0.&*(,1! $3! 'R*22'! .&(! )(0(2$+()! )%&*-4! ,/(! ,6$U'(8(',(&!
#%&&*#%2%8:!O/('(!'R*22'! *-#2%)(!'#.2('!.-)!.&+(44*$'7!)*.,$-*#! ,&*.)'!




MUS 301   APPLIED MAJOR INSTRUMENT                  4 credits 
N-! ,/*'! #$%&'(7! ',%)(-,'! ',&*0(! ,$! )(0(2$+! ,/(*&! *-)*0*)%.2! 8%'*#.2!
+(&3$&8.-#(!.9*2*,1!,$!*,'!3%22(',!+$,(-,*.27!9$,/!8%'*#.221!.-)!,(#/-*#.221:!
=,%)(-,'! &(#(*0(! ,&.*-*-4! ,/&$%4/! .! 9&$.)! 0.&*(,1! $3! &(+(&,$*&(! .-)!
)(0(2$+! *-)(+(-)(-,! ,/*-R*-4:! ! d((R21! ',%)*$! #2.''('! +&('(-,! .!
+(&3$&8.-#(! 6$&R'/$+! )(.2*-4! 6*,/! 0.&*$%'! ,$+*#'! '%#/! .'! ,(#/-*b%(7!
+(&3$&8.-#(! .-)! +().4$41:! "))*,*$-.2217! .--%.2! ',%)(-,! +&$4&(''! *'!
.''(''()! ,/&$%4/! a%&*('! .-)! 8$#R! .%)*,*$-':! =,%)(-,'! .&(! &(b%*&()! ,$!
+(&3$&8! *-! #$88%-*,1! +(&3$&8.-#(! *-,(&-'/*+'! .'! .''*4-()! 91! ,/(*&!
*-',&%#,$&:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!;$-'(&0.,$&1!@:?:!',%)(-,'!$-21:!
!
MUS 303   PRINCIPAL INSTRUMENT                   2 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!)('*4-()!,$!)(0(2$+!,/(!',%)(-,c'!8%'*#.2!.-)!,(#/-*#.2!
+(&3$&8.-#(! .9*2*,1:! =,%)(-,'! &(#(*0(! ,&.*-*-4! ,/&$%4/! '#.2('7!
.&+(44*$'7! (,%)('7! (L(&#*'('! .-)! &(+(&,$*&(! 3&$8! )*33(&(-,! 8%'*#.2!
',12(':! =,%)(-,'! ,.R(! 6((R21! *-)*0*)%.2! 2(''$-'! .-)! .,,(-)! ',%)*$!
#2.'':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!P(&8*''*$-!$3!,/(!*-',&%#,$&:!
 
MUS 311   SMALL ENSEMBLE                      1 credit 
O/(! #/.89(&! 8%'*#! +&$4&.8! 3$#%'('! $-! ,/(! +&$#(''! $3! #$8*-4!
,$4(,/(&!,$!.#/*(0(!.!'%##(''3%2!8%'*#.2!(L+(&*(-#(!6/*2(!&(#$4-*f*-4!
,/(! '%9',.-,*.2! *-)*0*)%.2! .-)! #$22(#,*0(! &('+$-'*9*2*,1! &(b%*&()! ,$!
,/.,! (-):! F(4%2.&! #$.#/*-4! .-)! &(/(.&'.2'! 3$&8! ,/(! 9.'*'! 3$&!
)(0(2$+*-4! ,/(! 'R*22! $3! 8%'*#.2! *-,(&.#,*$-:! ;/.89(&! 4&$%+'! .&(!
&(b%*&()! ,$! +(&3$&8! $-! #.8+%'! .-)! ,/&$%4/$%,! ,/(! #$88%-*,1! .'!
.''*4-()!91!,/(*&!*-',&%#,$&:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!"%)*,*$-!8.1!9(!&(b%*&():!
!!
MUS 321   LARGE ENSEMBLE                      1 credit 






MUS 501   APPLIED MUSIC-MAJOR INSTRUMENT               4-5 credits 
N-! ,/*'! #$%&'(7! ',%)(-,'! ',&*0(! ,$! )(0(2$+! ,/(*&! *-)*0*)%.2! 8%'*#.2!
+(&3$&8.-#(! .9*2*,1! ,$! *,'! 3%22(',! +$,(-,*.27! 9$,/! 8%'*#.221! .-)!
,(#/-*#.221:! =,%)(-,'! &(#(*0(! ,&.*-*-4! ,/&$%4/! .! 9&$.)! 0.&*(,1! $3!
&(+(&,$*&(!.-)!)(0(2$+!*-)(+(-)(-,!,/*-R*-4:! !d((R21!',%)*$!#2.''('!
+&('(-,!.!+(&3$&8.-#(!6$&R'/$+!)(.2*-4!6*,/!0.&*$%'!,$+*#'!'%#/!.'!
,(#/-*b%(7! +(&3$&8.-#(! .-)! +().4$41:! "))*,*$-.2217! ',%)(-,'! .&(!
&(b%*&()!,$!3%23*22!'+(#*3*#!+(&3$&8.-#(!&(b%*&(8(-,'!*-!#$-#(&,$!.-)!
#/.89(&! 8%'*#! +(&3$&8.-#(! .'! 6(22! .'! 8$#R! $&#/(',&.2! .%)*,*$-':!
=,%)(-,'! .&(! &(b%*&()! ,$! +(&3$&8! *-! #$88%-*,1! +(&3$&8.-#(!
*-,(&-'/*+'! .'! .''*4-()! 91! ,/(*&! *-',&%#,$&:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W!
;$-'(&0.,$&1!4&.)%.,(!',%)(-,'!$-21:!!
 
MUS 511   SMALL ENSEMBLE                      1 credit 
O/(! #/.89(&! 8%'*#! +&$4&.8! 3$#%'('! $-! ,/(! +&$#(''! $3! #$8*-4!
,$4(,/(&!,$!.#/*(0(!.!'%##(''3%2!8%'*#.2!(L+(&*(-#(!6/*2(!&(#$4-*f*-4!
,/(! '%9',.-,*.2! *-)*0*)%.2! .-)! #$22(#,*0(! &('+$-'*9*2*,1! &(b%*&()! ,$!
,/.,! (-):! F(4%2.&! #$.#/*-4! .-)! &(/(.&'.2'! 3$&8! ,/(! 9.'*'! 3$&!
)(0(2$+*-4! ,/(! 'R*22! $3! 8%'*#.2! *-,(&.#,*$-:! ;/.89(&! 4&$%+'! .&(!
&(b%*&()! ,$! +(&3$&8! $-! #.8+%'! .-)! ,/&$%4/$%,! ,/(! #$88%-*,1! .'!
.''*4-()!91!,/(*&!*-',&%#,$&:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!"%)*,*$-!8.1!9(!&(b%*&():!
!
MUS 521   LARGE ENSEMBLE                      1 credit 






MUT 150–251  EAR TRAINING I–IV                      1 credit 
B''(-,*.2! 'R*22'! .&(! *-,&$)%#()! ,$! 8%'*#! ',%)(-,'! ,/&$%4/! ,/(! 3$%&!
2(0(2'! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(:! B.#/! 'R*22! *'! #$-,*-%.221! )(0(2$+()! )%&*-4! ,/(!
3$%&U'(8(',(&! #%&&*#%2%8:! N-U#2.''! .#,*0*,1! 6*22! *-#2%)(! &/1,/8*#!
)&*22'7! '*4/,U'*-4*-4! (L(&#*'('! .-)! )*#,.,*$-! (L(&#*'(':! ?.,(&*.2!
#$0(&()! $0(&! ,/(! #$%&'(! $3! 3$%&! '(8(',(&'! 6*22! *-#2%)(W! )*.,$-*#!
8(2$)1! .-)! /.&8$-15! #/&$8.,*#! 8(2$)1! .-)! /.&8$-15! #/$&)!
+&$4&(''*$-'7! *-#2%)*-4! #/&$8.,*#! #/$&)'5! \U+.&,! )*#,.,*$-5!
'1-#$+.,*$-! .-)! *&&(4%2.&! '%9)*0*'*$-'5! .-)! ZY,/! #(-,%&1!8.,(&*.2':!
P2.#(8(-,! (L.8'! 6*22! )(,(&8*-(! ',%)(-,! 2(0(2:! P&(&(b%*'*,(W!
P2.#(8(-,!(L.8:!
!
MUT 200   FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC I:   
 COUNTERPOINT/ELEMENTARY HARMONY                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! )*0*)()! *-,$! ,6$!+.&,':! <*&',7! .'! .! +&(+.&.,*$-! 3$&! ,/(!
',%)1! $3! ,$-.2! /.&8$-17! ,/*'! #$%&'(!6*22! 9(! .! ',%)1! $3! ',&*#,! '+(#*('!
#$%-,(&+$*-,!*-!,6$!0$*#('!T,/&$%4/!.22!3*0(!'+(#*('V:!O/(!'(#$-)!/.23!
$3! ,/(!#$%&'(!6*22!9(4*-!,/(!',%)1!$3! ,/(!9.'*#!/.&8$-*#!8.,(&*.2'!$3!
i3%-#,*$-.2j! ,$-.2! 8%'*#! $3! ,/(! ;$88$-UP&.#,*#(! +(&*$):! O$+*#'!
#$0(&()! 6*22! *-#2%)(! ,/(! ',&%#,%&(! $3! ,&*.)'! .-)! F$8.-! J%8(&.2!
.-.21'*'5! #$-#(+,'! $3! 0$*#(U2(.)*-45! *-0(&'*$-'! $3! #/$&)'5! /.&8$-*#!
+&$4&(''*$-'! *-! 3$%&! +.&,'! 9.'()! $-! ,/(! @.#/! ;/$&.2('5! ,/(!
*8+$&,.-#(!.-)!#&(.,*$-!$3!9.''!2*-('5!,/(!/.&8$-*f.,*$-!$3!9.''!2*-('!
.-)! 3*4%&()! 9.'':! d&*,,(-! 6$&R! 6*22! #$-'*',! $3! $-(! $&! ,6$! '/$&,!
.''*4-8(-,'!+(&!6((R:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!P2.#(8(-,!(L.8:!
 
MUT 201   FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC II: ADVANCED HARMONY   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!.!#$-,*-%.,*$-!$3!,/(!',%)1!9(4%-!*-!<%-).8(-,.2'!N!$3!
,/(!9.'*#!8.,(&*.2'!$3!,$-.2!8%'*#7!%'*-4!,/(!3$%&U+.&,!i#/$&.2(!',12(j!
$3! G:! =:!@.#/!.'! ,/(!9.'*'!$3! ',%)1:!O$+*#'!6*22! *-#2%)(!#.)(-#('7!-$-U
/.&8$-*#! ,$-('7! ,&*.)'! *-! '(#$-)! *-0(&'*$-7! ,/(! ',&%#,%&(! .-)!
,&(.,8(-,! $3! '(0(-,/! #/$&)'7! ,/(! /.&8$-*f.,*$-! $3! 8(2$)*('7!
'(#$-).&1! 3%-#,*$-! #/$&)'7! 8$)%2.,*$-! .-)! #/&$8.,*#*'8:! d&*,,(-!
6$&R! 6*22! #$-'*',! $3! $-(! $&! ,6$! '/$&,! .''*4-8(-,'! +(&! 6((R:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!?AO!ZYY!$&!+2.#(8(-,!(L.8:!
!
MUT 300   FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC III: TONAL ANALYSIS          3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!#$-#(&-()!6*,/!,/(!.-.21'*'!$3!'(2(#,()!8$0(8(-,'!.-)!
#$8+2(,(! #$8+$'*,*$-'! 3&$8! ,/(! ;$88$-UP&.#,*#(! +(&*$)! $3!
3%-#,*$-.2! ,$-.2! 8%'*#! .-)! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! ,/(! -(#(''.&1!
.-.21,*#.2! 'R*22'! ,$! .#/*(0(! ,/*'! 4$.2:! O/*'! 6*22! 9(! .##$8+2*'/()! *-! .!
-%89(&!$3!6.1'W!XV!,/(!#$-,*-%()!)(0(2$+8(-,!.-)!&(3*-(8(-,!$3!,/(!
',%)(-,c'! .9*2*,1! ,$! +(&3$&8! /.&8$-*#! .-.21'*'7! .'! 9(4%-! *-!
<%-).8(-,.2'! N! .-)! NN5! ZV! ,/(! (L+.-'*$-! $3! .-.21,*#.2! ,(#/-*b%('! ,$!
*-#2%)(!.-.21'*'!$3!&/1,/87!8(,(&7!+/&.'(!',&%#,%&(7!.&,*#%2.,*$-7!(,#:5!
.-)![V!',%)1!$3!,/(!+&*-#*+.2!3$&8'!3&$8!,/(!;$88$-UP&.#,*#(!+(&*$)7!






.-.21'*'! .''*4-8(-,'! 6*22! 9(! &(b%*&():! P&(&(b%*'*,(W! ?AO! ZYX! $&!
+2.#(8(-,!(L.8:!
 
MUT 301   FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC IV:    
 TWENTIETH CENTURY THEORY                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! #$-#(&-()!6*,/! ,/(! ,/($&(,*#.2! #$-#(+,'! $3! ZY,/! #(-,%&1!







MUT 374   ADVANCED COUNTERPOINT AND FUGUE                  3 credits 
O/(! 8.*-! 4$.2'! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! 9(W! XV! ,/&$%4/! ,/(! 6&*,*-4! $3! ',&*#,!
'+(#*('! #$%-,(&+$*-,! (L(&#*'('! *-! Xh,/! #(-,%&1! ',12(! ,$! +&(+.&(! ,/(!
',%)(-,!,$!4$!$-!,$5!ZV!8$&(!.)0.-#()!',12*',*#!(L(&#*'('!(8+2$1*-4!,&%(!
Xh,/!#(-,%&1! 3$&8'7!'%#/!.'!9*-.&1! 3$&8!i).-#(j!'%*,(!8$0(8(-,'7! ,6$U!
.-)!,/&((U+.&,!*-0(-,*$-'7!#/$&.2(!+&(2%)('!.-)!3%4%('5!.-)![V!,$!)(0(2$+!
,/(! ',%)(-,c'! .9*2*,1! ,$! .-.21f(7! 9$,/! *-! ,(&8'! $3! /.&8$-1! .-)! 3$&87!
#$-,&.+%-,.2!#$8+$'*,*$-'! 3&$8!,/(!Xh,/!#(-,%&1:!O/(!#$%&'(!6*22!9(4*-!
6*,/! ',&*#,! '+(#*('! #$%-,(&+$*-,! .-)! ,/(-!8$0(! $-! ,$! ,/(! '+(#*3*#! ',12(!
.-)! ,(#/-*b%('! $3! Xh,/! #(-,%&1! #$%-,(&+$*-,:! H*',(-*-4! .''*4-8(-,'! $3!
'(2(#,()!6$&R'!91!G:!=:!@.#/!6*22!9(!&(b%*&():!O/*'!#$%&'(!3%23*22'!,/(!?%'*#!
M*',$&1E?%'*#! O/($&1! B2(#,*0(:! D33(&()! $-! .! &$,.,*-4! 9.'*'5! -$,! (0(&1!
1(.&:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!?AO![YY:!
 
MUT 375   TONAL COMPOSITION                    3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*-0$20('!,/(!*8*,.,*$-!$3!,/(!9.'*#!3$&8'!$3!,$-.2!8%'*#!$3!
,/(!;2.''*#.2!.-)!F$8.-,*#!+(&*$)'!.-)! 3$#%'('!$-!,/(! ,(#/-*b%('!$3!






MUT 377   ANALYSIS FOR MUSICAL PERFORMANCE                  3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!)(.2'!6*,/! ,/(!)(,.*2()!.-.21'*'!$3!8%'*#.2!#$8+$'*,*$-'!
6*,/! +.&,*#%2.&! (8+/.'*'! $-! ,/(! *8+2*#.,*$-'! 3$&! 8%'*#.2!
+(&3$&8.-#(:! =$8(! $3! ,/(! ,$+*#'! ,/.,! 6*22! 9(! )*'#%''()! *-#2%)(!
.&,*#%2.,*$-!.-)!+/&.'*-45! .##(-,7! &/1,/8!.-)!8(,(&5! ,/(! .-.21'*'! $3!
',&%#,%&.2!+*,#/('5!.-)!,/(!i#$&&(#,j!',12*',*#! *-,(&+&(,.,*$-:!=,%)(-,'!
6*22! 9(! &(b%*&()! ,$! 4*0(! *-U#2.''! +&('(-,.,*$-'! ,/.,! 8.1! *-#2%)(!




PSY 150   INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY                  3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! '#$+(! .-)! 8(,/$)'! $3! +'1#/$2$41! 6*,/! .! 0*(6! ,$!
%-)(&',.-)*-4! ,/(! /%8.-! $&4.-*'87! ,/(! 9.'*#! +/.'('! $3! /%8.-!
9(/.0*$&!.-)!,/(!&(2(0.-#(!$3!+'1#/$2$41!*-!#$-,(8+$&.&1!'$#*(,1:!
!
PSY 200   ORIENTATION TO THE STUDY OF PSYCHOLOGY            3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *-,&$)%#('! ',%)(-,'! ,$! ,/(! +&$3(''*$-.2! 2.-4%.4(! $3!
+'1#/$2$417!,/(!+&$,$#$2!$3!&('(.&#/!.-)!(,/*#.2!#$-)%#,!&(2.,()!,$!,/(!
3*(2):! B8+/.'*'! *'! +2.#()! $-! #.&((&! #/$*#('! .-)! ,/(! *8+$&,.-#(! $3!
%-)(&',.-)*-4!&('(.&#/!8(,/$)'!*-!+'1#/$2$41:!
!
PSY 201   THE AGING PROCESS                    3 credits 
"!',%)1!$3! ,/(!+&$#(''('!$3!.4*-4!.-)!,/(*&!9(/.0*$&.2!(33(#,'!$-! ,/(!
*-)*0*)%.2:! O$! 9(,,(&! %-)(&',.-)! ,/(! #.+.#*,*('! .-)! +$,(-,*.2! $3! ,/(!
8.,%&(7! $2)(&! +(&'$-7! ,$+*#'! ',%)*()! *-#2%)(! .4(! #/.-4('! .-)!
9*$2$4*#.2! 3%-#,*$-'7! '(-'.,*$-'7! +(&#(+,*$-7! *-,(22*4(-#(7! 2(.&-*-47!
8(8$&1!.-)!#&(.,*0*,1:!!
!
PSY 210   DEATH AND DYING                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 3$#%'('! $-! )(.,/! .'! .-! (0(-,! *-! /*',$&1:! O/(! ,$+*#'! $3!
)*'#%''*$-! *-#2%)(!#$-#(&-'!.-)! 3(.&'!$3! *22-(''!.-)!)(.,/7! 4&*(3! .-)!





PSY 225   HUMAN SEXUALITY                    3 credits 
"-.,$81! .-)!+/1'*$2$41! $3! ,/(! /%8.-! &(+&$)%#,*0(! '1',(87! /%8.-!
'(L%.2! &('+$-'(7! ,/(! &.-4(! $3! '(L%.2! 9(/.0*$&'! .-)! '$%&#('! $3!
.,,*,%)('!.-)!9(2*(3'!.9$%,!'(L%.2*,1!6*22!9(!(L+2$&()!*-!,/*'!#$%&'(:!!
!







PSY 260   PERSONALITY THEORY                   3 credits 
"!',%)1!$3!,/(!8.a$&!,/($&*('!$3!,/(!#$8+$'*,*$-!.-)!)(,(&8*-.-,'!$3!




PSY 261  CURRENT PERSPECTIVES IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE         3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L+2$&('!,/(!&$2(!$3!.2#$/$2!.-)!$,/(&!)&%4'!*-!"8(&*#.-!
'$#*(,1! ,$).1:! N,! *-#2%)('! .! /*',$&*#.2! $0(&0*(6!$3! +'1#/$.#,*0(! )&%4!
%'(!.-)!.9%'(7!,/(!#2.''*3*#.,*$-!$3!)&%4'!#%&&(-,21!*-!%'(7!2(4.2!*''%('!
&(2.,()! ,$! '%9',.-#(! .9%'(! .-)! ,/(! &('$%&#('! .0.*2.92(! 3$&! ,/(!
,&(.,8(-,!$3!.9%'(!+&$92(8':!!
!
PSY 270   HUMAN MOTIVATION                    3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! 8.a$&! ,/($&*('! T#2*-*#.2! .'! 6(22! .'! (L+(&*8(-,.2V! $3!
/%8.-! 9(/.0*$&:! O/(! ,/($&*('! (L.8*-()! *-#2%)(! +'1#/$.-.21,*#.2!
,/($&17! #$4-*,*0(U#$-'*',(-#1! ,/($&*('7! .#/*(0(8(-,! 8$,*0.,*$-!
,/($&1!.-)!.,,&*9%,*$-!,/($&1:!!
!
PSY 280   MIND BODY MEDICINE                   3 credits 
O/(! +%&+$'(! $3! ,/*'! #$%&'(! *'! ,$! .#b%*&(! .-! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! ,/(!
/%8.-!9(*-4!.'!.!6/$2(:!O/(!',%)(-,!6*22!',%)1!,/(!&(2.,*$-'/*+!$3!,/(!
9$)1!.-)!8*-)! ,/&$%4/! ,/(! *-,(4&.,*$-!$3! '%#/! '%9a(#,'! .'! .-.,$81!
.-)! +/1'*$2$417! /(.2,/! .-)! /%8.-! 9(/.0*$&:! O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! #&$''U
2*',()!.'!=;N!ZhY:!H.9!3((W!e[Y:!!
!






PSY 305   EXPRESSIVE STUDIES: DRAMA AS EXPRESSION           3 credits 
=,%)(-,'!6*22!9(!*-,&$)%#()!,$!,/(!,/($&1!.-)!,(#/-*b%(!$3!(L+&(''*0(!
+(&3$&8.-#(! 6*,/! .-! (8+/.'*'! $-! +'1#/$,/(&.+(%,*#! .-)! .(',/(,*#!
)*8(-'*$-':!=,%)(-,'!6*22!',%)1!.!)&.8.,*#!+*(#(7!(L+2$&(!,/(!,/($&1!
9(/*-)! +'1#/$)&.8.! .-)! #&(.,(! .-! $&*4*-.2! )*.2$4%(! (L+&(''*-4! .!
+'1#/$2$4*#.2!,/(8(:!!
 
PSY 310   EXPRESSIVE STUDIES: POETRY AND NARRATIVE         3 credits 
=,%)(-,'! 6*22! ',%)1! ,/(! ,/($&*('! .-)! ,(#/-*b%('! $3! 2*,(&.&1! +&$#(''!
.-)!(L+2$&(!,/(!6.1'!*-!6/*#/!+$(,&1!.-)!-.&&.,*0(!2*,(&.,%&(!&(32(#,!
,/(! .%,/$&'c! +&$#(''('! $3! (L+&(''*$-! .-)! /(.2*-4:! N-! .))*,*$-7! ,/(!
#$%&'(!6*22! *-#2%)(! .! #&(.,*0(!6&*,*-4! #$8+$-(-,! *-!6/*#/! ',%)(-,'!
+&$)%#(! ,/(*&! $6-! +$(,&17! ',$&*('! .-)! a$%&-.2'! .-)! (L.8*-(! ,/(!
)1-.8*#'!$3!(L+&(''*0(!.&,*#%2.,*$-:!!
!
PSY 315   PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS            3 credits 
O/($&1! .-)! %'(! $3! +'1#/$2$4*#.2! ,(','! $3! .9*2*,1! .-)! +(&'$-.2*,1:!
N-#2%)('!2.9$&.,$&1!'(''*$-':!!
!
PSY 349   INTRODUCTION TO APPLIED COUNSELING                  3 credits 
<$#%'! *'! $-! )(0(2$+*-4! #$%-'(2*-4! #$8+(,(-#*('! .-)! '+(#*.2*f()! 'R*22'!
.-)!,(#/-*b%('!%'()!*-!,/(!#$%-'(2*-4!+&$#(''!3$&!*-)*0*)%.2'!.-)!4&$%+':!!
!
PSY 350   FACILITATOR TRAINING COURSE                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(! *'!)('*4-()!,$!)(0(2$+W!TXV! *8+&$0()! 2*',(-*-4!'R*22'!.-)!
.-! .++&(#*.,*$-! $3! ,/(! (8$,*$-.2! 3.#,$&'! %-)(&21*-4! #$88%-*#.,*$-!
.-)! 8$,*0.,*$-! .-)7! ,/(&(3$&(7! ,$! *-#&(.'(! ,/(! +.&,*#*+.-,c'!







PSY 352   COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY                   3 credits 
P&(0(-,*$-7! &(#$4-*,*$-! .-)! 8$9*2*f.,*$-! $3! *-)*0*)%.2! .-)!
#$88%-*,1! &('$%&#('! 3$&! /(2+*-4! '$20(! +'1#/$2$4*#.2! +&$92(8':!
C*'#%''*$-! 6*,/! +'1#/$2$4*#.221! ,&.*-()! #/.-4(! .4(-,'! *-! /%8.-!
'(&0*#(!&$2(':!!
!
PSY 354   INDUSTRIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY      3 credits 
"++2*#.,*$-! $3! +'1#/$2$41! *-! 9%'*-(''! .-)! *-)%',&17! .'! 6(22! .'! *,'!
&(2(0.-#(! ,$! $&4.-*f.,*$-.2! (33(#,*0(-(''! *-! 4(-(&.2:! O/(! #$%&'(!




PSY 355   PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING                   3 credits 
"!',%)1!$3!9(/.0*$&.27!#$4-*,*0(!.-)!*-3$&8.,*$-!+&$#(''*-4!.##$%-,'!
$3!,/(!.#b%*'*,*$-7!$&4.-*f.,*$-!.-)!%,*2*f.,*$-!$3! *-3$&8.,*$-:!O$+*#'!
*-#2%)(! #2.''*#.2! #$-)*,*$-*-47! *-',&%8(-,.2! #$-)*,*$-*-47!
$9'(&0.,*$-.2!2(.&-*-4!.-)!8(8$&1:!!
!
PSY 360  SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY                   3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! +&$#(''('! %-)(&21*-4! .-)! &('%2,*-4! 3&$8! 4&$%+!
*-,(&.#,*$-':! O$+*#'! *-#2%)(! +(&'%.'*$-7! #$-3$&8*,17! .44&(''*$-7!
+&(a%)*#(7!*-,(&+(&'$-.2!(0.2%.,*$-!.-)!*-,(&+(&'$-.2!.,,&.#,*$-:!!
!
PSY 370   ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY                   3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! 8.2.).+,*0(! 9(/.0*$&! +.,,(&-'! .-)! ,/(! ,/(&.+(%,*#!
+&$#()%&('! %'()! ,$! ,&(.,! '%#/! +.,,(&-':! ?.2.).+,*0(! 9(/.0*$&!
+.,,(&-'! ,/.,! .&(! (L.8*-()! *-#2%)(! ,/(!-(%&$'('7! +'1#/$'$#*$2$4*#.2!
)*'$&)(&'7! +(&'$-.2*,1! )*'$&)(&'7! .33(#,*0(! )*'$&)(&'7! '#/*f$+/&(-*.!
.-)!+.&.-$*.:!!
!
PSY 400   PROCESS: PERSONAL GROWTH PSYCHOLOGY             3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! +(&'$-.2! 4&$6,/! .-)! 6.1'! $3! )(.2*-4! 6*,/! #/$*#('! .-)!
#/.-4('! $3! 2*3(:! F(3(&(-#('! ,$! '(0(&.2! +'1#/$2$4*#.2! )*'#*+2*-('! .&(!
%'()! .'! .! /$2*',*#! .++&$.#/! ,$! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $%&! *-)*0*)%.2*,1:! "!
'#/$2.&21! ',%)1! $3! 6.1'! $3! ,&.-'#(-)*-4! ,$6.&)! /*4/(&! 2(0(2'! $3!
+(&'$-.2*,1!*-,(4&.,*$-:!!
 
PSY 420   PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY                   3 credits 
"!',%)1!$3!,/(!+/1'*$2$4*#.2!(0(-,'!,/.,!,.R(!+2.#(!6*,/*-!,/(!/%8.-!
9$)1! 6/(-(0(&! 9(/.0*$&! $##%&':! O$+*#'! 6*22! *-#2%)(! ,/(!
-(%&$#/(8*#.2!9.'*'!$3!9(/.0*$&7!'(-'$&1!#$)*-4!.-)!+&$#(''*-47! ,/(!
-(%&.2!9.'*'!$3!(8$,*$-'7!+'1#/$2$4*#.2!)*'$&)(&'7!'2((+7!'(L7!2(.&-*-4!




PSY 440   RESEARCH AND STATISTICS IN PSYCHOLOGY              3 credits 
"!',%)1!$3!&('(.&#/!)('*4-!.-)!b%.2*,.,*0(!.-)!b%.-,*,.,*0(!8(,/$)'!
$3! ).,.! #$22(#,*$-! .-)! .-.21'*':! O/(! ',%)(-,! '(2(#,'! .-)! #.&&*('! $%,!




PSY 460   EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY                   4 credits 
F('(.&#/! )('*4-'! #$88$-21! %'()! *-! +'1#/$2$41W! $9'(&0.,*$-.27!
(L+(&*8(-,.2! .-)! b%.'*U(L+(&*8(-,.2:! =,(+'! *-! #$-)%#,*-4! &('(.&#/!
*-#2%)*-4! "P"! 3$&8.,! 3$&! 6&*,*-4! &(+$&,':! N-#2%)('!
2.9$&.,$&1E)*'#%''*$-!'(''*$-':!!
!
PSY 481  INTERNSHIP IN PSYCHOLOGY                3-6 credits 
O/(! (L+(&*(-#(! *-0$20('! .++21*-4! ,/(! R-$62()4(! .#b%*&()! *-!
+&(&(b%*'*,(!+'1#/$2$41!#$%&'('!,$!,/(!#$88%-*,1!,/&$%4/!+2.#(8(-,!
*-!.!8(-,.2!/(.2,/!#2*-*#E#$88%-*,1!'(&0*#(!.4(-#1:!=%+(&0*'*$-!$-U
'*,(! .-)! 91! +&.#,*#%8! '%+(&0*'$&:! d&*,,(-! &(+$&,! .-)! (0.2%.,*$-! $3!
4$.2'!.-)!$9a(#,*0('!&(b%*&():!!
!
PSY 490   SEMINAR IN PSYCHOLOGY                   3 credits 





PSY 500   PERSONALITY THEORIES                   3 credits  
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! .-! $0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(! 3*(2)! $3! +(&'$-.2*,1! ,/($&*('! .-)!
+&.#,*#(:! O/*'! #$%&'(! )(,.*2'! ,/(! 8.-1! ,/($&*('! $3! +(&'$-.2*,1! .-)!
*''%('! 6*,/*-! ,/(! +&.#,*#(! $3! 8(-,.2! /(.2,/! #$%-'(2*-4:! O/*'! #$%&'(!
*-#2%)('! #$-#(+,%.2*f.,*$-! $3! +(&'$-.2*,1! ,/($&*('! .-)! #$%-'(2*-4!
.++2*#.,*$-!*-!+&.#,*#(:!
!
PSY 520   PSYCHOPATHOLOGY                    3 credits 
P'1#/$+.,/$2$41!*'!.!#$%&'(!6/*#/!6*22!.*)!,/(!',%)(-,!*-!%-)(&',.-)*-4!
+&$92(8'! $3! )(3*-*,*$-! .-)! #2.''*3*#.,*$-! $3! .9-$&8.2! /%8.-! 9(/.0*$&:!
O/(!#$%&'(!6*22!*-#$&+$&.,(!,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!'R*22!*-!8.R*-4!)*.4-$'('7!
.!6$&R*-4!R-$62()4(!$3! ,/(!)*.4-$',*#! #.,(4$&*('! *-! ,/(!C=?UN>!.-)!.-!
%-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! ,/(! 0.&1*-4! +/*2$'$+/*('! &(2.,*0(! ,$! )*.4-$'*'! .-)!
,&(.,8(-,!$3!.9-$&8.2!9(/.0*$&:!
!
PSY 540   RESEARCH AND PROGRAM EVALUATION    
 IN APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! (L+2$&(! ,/($&(,*#.2! .-)! +&.#,*#.2! *-,(&+&(,.,*$-'! $3!





PSY 560   DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY                   3 credits!
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!)('*4-()!,$!+&$0*)(!',%)(-,'!6*,/!,/(!3$%-).,*$-'!.-)!
*8+2*#.,*$-'!$3! ,/(!)(0(2$+8(-,.2! .++&$.#/! ,$! ,/(!%-)(&',.-)*-4!$3!
/%8.-!+'1#/$2$41:!=,%)(-,'!6*22!9(#$8(!.#b%.*-,()!6*,/!.!&.-4(!$3!
#$&(! *''%('! *-! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! ,/(! 2*3('+.-7! *-#2%)*-4! 9.'*#!
,/($&(,*#.2!.-)!8(,/$)$2$4*#.2!#$-#(+,'7!'%#/!.'! 2*3('+.-!,/($&*('!$3!
)(0(2$+8(-,! *-#2%)*-4! +/1'*#.27! *-,(22(#,%.2! .-)! 8$&.2! .-)! '$#*.2!
)(0(2$+8(-,:!O/*'!#$%&'(! *-#2%)('!.-!(L.8*-.,*$-!$3! ,/(! 3*(2)! ,$).1!
.-)! .++2*#.,*$-'! $3! 2*3('+.-! )(0(2$+8(-,.2! '#*(-#(! 3$&! *-,(&0(-,*$-!
*-,$! )(0(2$+8(-,.2! +&$#(''('! .-)! *8+2*#.,*$-'! 3$&! .++2*()!
)(0(2$+8(-,.2!&('(.&#/:!
!
PSY 580   PSYCHOBIOLOGY                    3 credits 




,/(! +/1'*$2$4*#.2! 9.'('! $3! '(-'.,*$-7! '(L7! 2(.&-*-4! .-)! 8(8$&17!




PSY 600   THESIS CLASS                    3 credits 
B.#/!',%)(-,!6*22!#$-)%#,!.-!*-)(+(-)(-,!&('(.&#/!',%)1:!"!&('(.&#/!
+&$+$'.2! 8%',! 3*&',! 9(! '%98*,,()! .-)! .##(+,()! 91! ,/(! ',%)(-,c'!
8.',(&c'! ,/('*'! #$88*,,((! .-)! ,/(-! #$8+2(,()! .-)! 3$&8.221!
+&('(-,()! ,$! ,/(! 8.',(&c'! ,/('*'! #$88*,,((:! O/*'! ',%)1! 6*22! 9(!
'%+(&0*'()!91!,/(!',%)(-,c'!,/('*'!.)0*'$&:!
!
PSY 605 PRACTICUM IN COUNSELING                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!$33(&'!',%)(-,'!.-!(L+(&*(-,*.2!#$8+$-(-,!*-!,/(*&!#2*-*#.2!
+&$4&.8:! =,%)(-,'! 6*22! 9(! 6$&R*-4! *-! ,/(! 3*(2)! $3! #$%-'(2*-4! 6/*2(!
&(#(*0*-4!#2*-*#.2!'%+(&0*'*$-!3&$8!,/(*&!.#.)(8*#!.-)!'*,(!'%+(&0*'$&:!




PSY 610 COUNSELING THEORIES                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *'! .-! $0(&0*(6! $3! ,/(! 3*(2)! $3! #$%-'(2*-4! ,/($&*('! .-)!
+&.#,*#(:! O/*'! #$%&'(! )(,.*2'! ,/(! 8.-1! ,/($&*('! $3! #$%-'(2*-4! .-)!
*''%('!6*,/! *-! ,/(! +&.#,*#(! $3!8(-,.2! /(.2,/! #$%-'(2*-4:! O/*'! #$%&'(!
*-#2%)('! #$-#(+,%.2*f.,*$-! $3! +(&'$-.2*,1! ,/($&*('! .-)! #$%-'(2*-4!
.++2*#.,*$-!*-!+&.#,*#(:!
!
PSY 615 GROUP THEORIES IN COUNSELING                  3 credits 
=,%)(-,'! *-! ,/*'! #$%&'(! 2(.&-! 8.a$&! #$-#(+,'! *-! 4&$%+! #$%-'(2*-4!
,/($&*('! .-)! .#,%.2! .++2*()! 4&$%+! ,/(&.+1:! =,%)(-,'! )(0(2$+!








PSY 620   TESTING AND ASSESSMENT IN PSYCHOLOGY               3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! (L.8*-(! ,/(! ,/($&17! /*',$&1! .-)! 8(,/$)$2$4*#.2!
3$%-).,*$-'!$3!+'1#/$2$4*#.2!,(',*-47!.''(''8(-,!.-)!8(.'%&(8(-,!*-!
,/(!.++2*()!+'1#/$2$4*#.2!3*(2):!@$,/!,/(!9(-(3*,'!.-)!+*,3.22'!$3!%'*-4!
.''(''8(-,! *-! +&.#,*#(! 6*22! 9(! *-0(',*4.,()! *-! %-)(&2*-*-4! ,/(!
*8+$&,.-#(!$3!#%2,%&(U&(2.,()!*''%(':!
 
PSY 640   SOCIAL AND CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS   
 IN PSYCHOLOGY                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! (L+2$&(! ,/(! +'1#/$2$4*#.2! *8+.#,! $3! '$#*.2! .-)!
#%2,%&.2! 3.#,$&'! *-! ,/(! 3*(2)! $3! +'1#/$2$41:! O/(! *-32%(-#(! $3! 4(-)(&7!
&.#(7! .4(7! (,/-*#*,17! #%2,%&(7! =B=7! &(2*4*$%'! +&(3(&(-#(7! '(L%.2!
$&*(-,.,*$-! .-)! 8(-,.2! .-)! +/1'*#.2! )*'.9*2*,*('! *-! +'1#/$2$4*#.2!
&('(.&#/! .-)! #$%-'(2*-4! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! 6*22! 9(! *-0(',*4.,():!
P&$,$,1+*-47! ',(&($,1+*-4! .-)! +&(a%)*#(! 6*22! 9(! (L.8*-()! .-)!
*-,(&0(-,*$-'!.++&$+&*.,(!,$!/.-)2*-4!,/('(!6*22!9(!',%)*():!
 
PSY 650 HUMAN SEXUALITY                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L.8*-('! ,/(! ,/($&*('! .-)! (,*$2$41! $3! /%8.-! '(L%.2*,17!
+/1'*$2$41!.-)!'(L%.2!)(0(2$+8(-,:!=,%)(-,'!6*22!(L+2$&(!,/($&*('!$3!
'(L%.2! &$2(! (L+(#,.,*$-'7! '(L%.2! )1'3%-#,*$-'! .-)! '(L! ,/(&.+*(':! O/(!
*8+$&,.-#(! $3! ,/(! #$%-'(2$&! *-! ,/(! &$2(! $3! ,/(! /%8.-! '(L%.2*,1!
()%#.,$&!6*22!9(!)*'#%''():!
!
PSY 660   PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSULTATION  
 IN COMMUNITY SETTINGS                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!)('*4-()!,$!()%#.,(!,/(!#2*-*#*.-!,$!8%2,*+2(!.'+(#,'!$3!
#$-'%2,.,*$-!.-)!+&.#,*#(:!;$-#(+,'!&(4.&)*-4!#$-'%2,.,*$-!*-!8()*#.2!
#(-,(&'7! 8(-,.2! /(.2,/! #(-,(&'7! +%92*#! .-)! +&*0.,(! '#/$$2'! 6*22! 9(!
)*'#%''():! =1',(8U#(-,(&()7! #/*2)U#(-,(&()! .-)! ,(.#/(&U#(-,(&()!
,(#/-*b%('!6*22!9(!)*'#%''():!
 
PSY 670 SUBSTANCE ABUSE                    3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *-0(',*4.,('! ,/(! .''(''8(-,7! (,*$2$41! .-)! ,&(.,8(-,! $3!
'%9',.-#(! .9%'(! .'! &(2.,()! ,$! #$%-'(2*-4! *''%(':! O/*'! #$%&'(! &(0*(6'!
'%9',.-#(!.9%'(!.''(''8(-,!.-)!,&(.,8(-,!*''%('!.-)!+&.#,*#(:!=,%)(-,'!
6*22! .#b%*&(! .''(''8(-,! ,(#/-*b%('! .-)! ,&(.,8(-,! *-,(&0(-,*$-'! 3$&!
*-)*0*)%.27! 4&$%+! .-)! 3.8*21! .++&$.#/(':! O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! +&(+.&(! ,/(!
#$%-'(2$&!3$&!#$%-'(2*-4!*-!.!8%2,*,%)(!$3!'(,,*-4':!
 
PSY 680   TECHNIQUES AND INTERVENTIONS IN PSYCHOLOGY   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! +&('(-,'! ,/(! -%8(&$%'! ,/(&.+(%,*#! ,(#/-*b%('! .-)!
*-,(&0(-,*$-'! &(2.,()! ,$! .! 0.&*(,1! $3! 9$,/! 8$)(&-! .-)! +$',U8$)(&-!





PSY 685  CAREER AND LIFESTYLE ASSESSMENT                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! 6*22! (L+2$&(! ,/(! +'1#/$2$4*#.2! 9.'*'! $3! #.&((&! .-)! 2*3(',12(!
.''(''8(-,! *-! ,/(! 3*(2)! $3! 0$#.,*$-.2! +'1#/$2$41:! ;.&((&! #$%-'(2*-4! .-)!
,/($&1! *'! (L+2$&()! 6*,/! .-! (8+/.'*'! $-! ,/(! /*',$&1! ,/.,! 2()! ,$! ,/(!
)(0(2$+8(-,!$3! ,/(!3*(2)!.-)!,/(!.''(''8(-,!8(,/$)'!.-)!*-,(&0(-,*$-'!
'+(#*3*#! ,$! ,/*'! 3*(2):! O/(! #$%&'(! *-#2%)('! ,/(! 0.&*$%'! .++&$.#/('! .-)!




PSY 688   SEMINAR IN APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY                  3 credits 
O/*'! *'! .! '+(#*.2! ,$+*#'! #$%&'(! 3$&! +'1#/$2$41! 4&.)%.,(! ',%)(-,':!
=,%)(-,'!6*22! 2(.&-! ,/(! /*',$&1! .-)! +/*2$'$+/1! $3! ,/(! '(8*-.&! ,$+*#!
.-)! 6*22! 9(! *-3$&8()! $3! ,/(! 0.&*$%'! #.&((&! )(0(2$+8(-,! .-)!
()%#.,*$-.2!$++$&,%-*,*('!.0.*2.92(!*-!,/(!'+(#*3*()!3*(2):!=,%)(-,'!6*22!
)(0(2$+!#&*,*#.2!,/*-R*-4!'R*22'!.-)!6*22!.++21!,/('(!'R*22'!,$!#&*,*b%*-4!
.-)! +&('(-,*-4! #%&&(-,! +&.#,*#('! .-)! &('(.&#/!8(,/$)'! *-! ,/(! 3*(2):!
=,%)(-,'! 6*22! 3%221! %-)(&',.-)! ,/(! (,/*#.2! .-)! 2(4.2! +&*-#*+2('!
.++2*#.92(!,$!,/$'(!/$2)*-4!+&$3(''*$-.2!&$2('!*-!'$#*(,1:!
 
PSY 690   LEGAL AND ETHICAL ISSUES  
IN APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! #$0(&'! (,/*#'7! 2.6'! .-)! ',.-).&)'! .'! &(2.,()! ,$!
+&$3(''*$-.2!#$-)%#,!.-)!#$%-'(2*-4:!O/*'!#$%&'(!)*'#%''('! 2(4.2!.-)!
(,/*#.2!)(#*'*$-'!.!#$%-'(2$&!6$%2)!(-#$%-,(&! *-! ,/(!#2*-*#.2! '(,,*-4:!
O$+*#'! )*'#%''()! 6$%2)! 9(! +&$3(''*$-.2*'87! #$-3*)(-,*.2*,17!
#$8+(,(-#(7! )%,1! ,$! 6.&-! .-)! +&$,(#,! .-)! )*0(&'*,1! 6*,/! #2*(-,':!
;2*-*#.2!#.'(!(L.8+2('!.-)!#%2,%&.2!#$-'*)(&.,*$-'!6*22!9(!)*'#%''(): 
 




*-',&%#,$&! 3$&! *-)*0*)%.2! '%+(&0*'*$-:! =*,(! +2.#(8(-,! 6*22! *-#2%)(!
'%+(&0*'*$-!6*,/!.-!(8+/.'*'!*-!)(0(2$+*-4!.++&$+&*.,(!'R*22'!,&.*-*-4!*-!
.++2*()! +'1#/$2$4*#.2! '(,,*-4':! =,%)(-,'! -(()! ,$! /.0(! #$8+2(,()! .22!
8.',(&c'U2(0(2! #$%&'(6$&R!6*,/! .! 4&.)(! $3! @! $&! 9(,,(&! ,$! 9(! (2*4*92(! 3$&!




PSY 700 INTERNSHIP IN COUNSELING                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!$33(&'!',%)(-,'!.-!(L+(&*(-,*.2!#$8+$-(-,!*-!,/(*&!#2*-*#.2!
+&$4&.8:! =,%)(-,'! 6*22! 9(! 6$&R*-4! *-! ,/(! 3*(2)! $3! #$%-'(2*-4! 6/*2(!
&(#(*0*-4!#2*-*#.2!'%+(&0*'*$-!3&$8!,/(*&!.#.)(8*#!.-)!'*,(!'%+(&0*'$&:!




RES 602   STATISTICAL METHODS                   3 credits 
?(.'%&(8(-,! .-)! ',.,*',*#.2! .-.21'*'! $3! +.&.8(,&*#! .-)! -$-U+.&.8(,&*#!
).,.:!O(#/-*b%('7!.++2*#.,*$-'!.-)!.-.21'*':!<$&8(&21!BCA!gYZ:!
!
SAM 530   SPORTS ADMINISTRATION                   3 credits 






SAM 535  ISSUES IN INTERCOLLEGIATE AND  
PROFESSIONAL SPORTS ADMINISTRATION                  3 credits 
"-! $0(&0*(6! $3! #&*,*#.2! *''%('! $3! -.,*$-.2! *-,(&(',! *-! 9$,/! #$22(4*.,(!




SAM 597   INDEPENDENT STUDY IN SPORTS  
  AND ATHLETICS ADMINISTRATION              1–3 credits 
D++$&,%-*,*('! ,$! (L+2$&(! 9$,/! #.&((&! )*&(#,*$-'! .-)! .&(.'! $3!
*-)*0*)%.2!*-,(&(',:!!
!
SAM 610   SPORTS MANAGEMENT, MARKETING   
 AND PUBLIC RELATIONS                   3 credits 
O/(!+%&+$'(!$3!,/(!#$%&'(!*'!,$!(L+$'(!',%)(-,'!,$!0.&*$%'!.'+(#,'!$3!,/(!
'+$&,'!8.&R(,+2.#(7! *-#2%)*-47!9%,!-$,! 2*8*,()!,$7!.,/2(,(!&(+&('(-,.,*$-5!
2(4.2! *''%('! *-#2%)*-47! 9%,! -$,! 2*8*,()! ,$7! ,/(! N-,(&-(,7! *-)*0*)%.2! .-)!










SAM 621   SPORTS MEDICINE: TECHNIQUES IN THE CARE 
 AND PREVENTION OF ATHLETIC INJURIES                  3 credits 
O(#/-*b%('! .-)! +&$#()%&('! )('*4-()! ,$! +&(0(-,! *-a%&*('W!
+&(0(-,.,*0(!,.+*-47!*-a%&1!&(#$4-*,*$-!.-)!*88()*.,(!#.&(!$3!.,/2(,*#!
*-a%&*(':! C('*4-()! 3$&! .,/2(,*#! +(&'$--(2! .-)! ,/$'(! *-,(&(',()! *-! ,/(!
3*(2)!$3!.,/2(,*#!,&.*-*-4:!
!
SAM 630   LEGAL ASPECTS OF ATHLETICS                   3 credits 








8()*#.2! 2*.9*2*,17! .'! 6(22! .'! 2*.9*2*,17! *-a%&*('7! 6.&-*-4'7! 6.*0(&'7!
#$-,&.#,'!.-)!)*'#&*8*-.,*$-:!
 
SAM 631   SPORTS AND ATHLETICS GOVERNANCE                  3 credits 
N-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! ',&%#,%&(! .-)! +&*-#*+2('! $3! 4$0(&-.-#(! *-!
N-,(&#$22(4*.,(!",/2(,*#'!3$&!*-',*,%,*$-'!,/.,!.&(!8(89(&'!$3!,/(!J.,*$-.2!
;$22(4*.,(! ",/2(,*#! "''$#*.,*$-! .-)! ,/(! J.,*$-.2! "''$#*.,*$-! $3!
N-,(&#$22(4*.,(!",/2(,*#':!<$#%'!$-!,/(!',&%#,%&(!.-)!&('+$-'*9*2*,*('!$3!,/(!
J;""EJ"N"7! ,/(! #$-',*,%,*$-! .-)! 912.6'7! .++2*#.,*$-! $3! &%2('! .-)!
&(4%2.,*$-'7! ,/(! ',&%#,%&(! .-)! &('+$-'*9*2*,*('! $3! ,/(! %-*0(&'*,1E#$22(4(!
#$8+2*.-#(! $33*#(! .-)! (,/*#':! A+$-! #$8+2(,*$-7! 8(89(&'! '/$%2)! 9(!
#.+.92(!$3!+.''*-4!,/(!J;""!.--%.2!&(#&%*,*-4!(L.8*-.,*$-:!
!
SAM 665   GRADUATE PROJECT IN SPORTS   
 AND ATHLETIC ADMINISTRATION                   3 credits 
O/(!+&$a(#,! *'!)(0(2$+()!.&$%-)!.-!.&(.!$3!+&$3(''*$-.2! *-,(&(',!.-)!
*8+$&,.-#(:! O/(! +&$a(#,! 8%',! &(32(#,! .-! *-,(4&.,*$-! $3! ,/($&1! .-)!
+&.#,*#(7!.'!6(22!.'!)(8$-',&.,(!(L+(&,*'(!*-!,/(!'%9a(#,!8.,,(&:!
 
SAM 670   SPECIAL TOPICS IN SPORTS    
 AND ATHLETICS ADMINISTRATION                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! .))&(''('! 0.&*$%'! ,$+*#'! $3! #%&&(-,! *-,(&(',! -$,! #$0(&()! *-!
$,/(&! #$%&'('! .-)! +.&,*#%2.&21! &(2.,()! ,$! #$.#/*-4! .)8*-*',&.,*0(! 'R*22'!
,/.,!8((,!',.,(!#(&,*3*#.,*$-!&(b%*&(8(-,'!*-!()%#.,*$-!$&!$,/(&!.&(.':!
 
SAM 680   BEGINNING INTERNSHIP IN SPORTS   
 AND ATHLETICS ADMINISTRATION                  3 credits 
O/(! *-,(&-'/*+! +&$0*)('! .-! $++$&,%-*,1! ,$! .++21! 9(4*--*-4!




SAM 681   ADVANCED INTERNSHIP IN SPORTS   




SCI 100   PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE FOR HEALTH  
PROFESSIONALS                    3 credits 
"-! *-,(4&.,()! '#*(-#(! #$%&'(! ,/.,! *-,&$)%#('! 9.'*#! '#*(-,*3*#!
+&*-#*+2('! *-0$20()! *-! ,/(! /(.2,/! +&$3(''*$-':! =(2(#,()! ,$+*#'! 3&$8!
9*$2$417! 8*#&$9*$2$417! #/(8*',&1! .-)! +/1'*#'! .&(! *-#2%)():! O/*'!
#$%&'(! 8.1! -$,! 9(! %'()! ,$! 3%23*22! ,/(! #$&(! #%&&*#%2%8! 2.9$&.,$&1!
'#*(-#(!&(b%*&(8(-,:!
!
SCI 110   THE BIOLOGICAL WORLD AND LAB                  4 credits 
N-,&$)%#,*$-!,$!,/(!2*3(U'%++$&,()!'1',(8'!$3!-.,%&(7!(8+/.'*f*-4!,/(!




SCI 111   BIOLOGICAL PATTERN AND PROCESS AND LAB           4 credits 
N-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! $+(&.,*$-! $3! 2*3(U'%++$&,()! '1',(8'! .,! 0.&*$%'!
2(0(2'! $3! $&4.-*f.,*$-7! 3&$8! 9*$#/(8*#.2! ,$! (#$2$4*#.2:! O/*'! #$%&'(!
8((,'!,/&((!2(#,%&(!/$%&'!.-)!,6$!2.9!/$%&'!+(&!6((R:!H.9!3((W!e[Y:!
!
SCI 130   GENERAL CHEMISTRY I AND LAB                  4 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!+&$0*)('!.!9.#R4&$%-)!*-!,/(!9.'*#!#$-#(+,'!$3!#/(8*',&1:!
O$+*#'! *-#2%)(! )*'#%''*$-! $3! %-*,'! $3! 8(.'%&(8(-,'7! ',&%#,%&(! $3!
.,$8'7! ',$*#/*$8(,&17! ,1+('! $3! #/(8*#.2! &(.#,*$-'7! #$-#(+,'! $3!





SCI 131   GENERAL CHEMISTRY II AND LAB                  4 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(!#$-,*-%('! 3&$8!=;N!X[Y!.-)!+&('(-,'!.-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$!
,/(! +&$+(&,*('! $3! '$2%,*$-'7! #/(8*#.2! R*-(,*#'7! #/(8*#.2! (b%*2*9&*%87!
.#*)U9.'(! #/(8*',&17! '+$-,.-($%'! +&$#(''('! .-)! (-,&$+1! .-)! ,/(!




SCI 170   ASTRONOMY OF THE STARS AND  
GALAXIES AND LAB                    3 credits 
O/(! ',%)1! $3! ,/(! 2*0('! $3! ,/(! ',.&'! .-)! 4.2.L*('! 91! %'*-4! ,$$2'! $3!
'#*(-,*3*#! *-b%*&1! .-)!$9'(&0.,*$-:! N,! #$0(&'! ,/(!9.'*#! +&*-#*+2('! .-)!




SCI 201   INTRODUCTION TO BIOLOGY AND LAB                  4 credits 
"!'%&0(1!$3!,/(!8.*-!+&*-#*+2('!$3!9*$2$41!.-)!,/(!0.&*$%'!3$&8'!$3!2*3(!
$-! B.&,/:! =%9a(#,'! #$0(&()! 6*22! *-#2%)(! (0$2%,*$-7! 4(-(,*#'7! #(22%2.&!
+&$#(''('7! 9*$)*0(&'*,1! .-)! (#$2$41:! O/(! 8.,(&*.2! 6*22! ',&(''! ,/(!
&(2(0.-#(! $3! ,/(! '%9a(#,'! ,$! (0(&1).1! 2*3(! .-)! ,$! '$#*.27! (#$-$8*#7!
(-0*&$-8(-,.2! .-)! +/*2$'$+/*#.2! +&$92(8':! O/(! #$%&'(!8((,'! ,/&((!
2(#,%&(!/$%&'!.-)!,6$!2.9!/$%&'!+(&!6((R:!H.9!3((W!e[Y:!
!
SCI 202   INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL SCIENCE AND LAB         4 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!+&$0*)('!.!0(&1!'*8+2(!$0(&0*(6!$3!,/(!'%9a(#,'!$3!+/1'*#'!
.-)!#/(8*',&1!.-)!,/(!.++2*#.,*$-!$3!,/('(!'%9a(#,'!*-!$%&!).*21!2*0(':!
O/(! 8.a$&! 3$#%'! $3! ,/(! #$%&'(! *'! ,/(! )(0(2$+8(-,! $3! ,/(!
%-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! ,/(! +/1'*#.2! '#*(-#(! +&*-#*+2('! &.,/(&! ,/.-! ,/(!
8(8$&*f.,*$-! $3! ,/(! +/1'*#'! .-)! #/(8*',&1! 3$&8%2.':! O/(! ,$+*#'! $3!
,/(!#$%&'(!*-#2%)(!8$,*$-!$3!,/*-4'7!-.,%&(!$3!2*4/,7!'$%-)7!(2(#,&*#*,1!
.-)! 8.4-(,*'87! #/(8*#.2! &(.#,*$-'! .-)! .-.21'*':! O/(! 2.9$&.,$&1!
+$&,*$-!$3!,/(!#$%&'(!+&$0*)('!/.-)'!$-!(L+(&*(-#(!*-!,/(!.++2*#.,*$-!
$3!#/(8*#.2!.-)!+/1'*#.2!+&*-#*+2('!,$!,/(!&(.2!2*3(!'*,%.,*$-':!=$8(!$3!
,/(! 2.9!.#,*0*,*('! *-#2%)(!'1-,/('*'!$3!$&4.-*#!)&%4'7! .-.21'*'!$3! 3$$)!




SCI 203   INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN BIOLOGY AND LAB              4 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!)('*4-()!,$!+&$0*)(!4(-(&.2!R-$62()4(!$3!,/(!',&%#,%&(!
.-)! 3%-#,*$-!$3! ,/(!/%8.-!9$)1! ,$!-$-U'#*(-#(!8.a$&! ',%)(-,':! N,! *'!





N-,(4%8(-,.&17! =R(2(,.2! T6*,/! .&,*#%2.,*$-'V7! ?%'#%2.&7! J(&0$%'7!




SCI 206   THE BIOLOGY OF PLANTS AND ALGAE AND LAB           4 credits 
"-!*-,&$)%#,*$-!,$!,/(!3$&87!3%-#,*$-7!)*0(&'*,17!(0$2%,*$-7!-.,%&.2!/*',$&1!




SCI 215   MARINE BIOLOGY AND LAB                   4 credits 
"-!*-,&$)%#,*$-!,$!8.&*-(!$&4.-*'8'W!,/(*&!)*0(&'*,17!.).+,.,*$-'!.-)!
(#$2$4*#.2! *-,(&&(2.,*$-'/*+':! H.9$&.,$&1! .-)! 8.-).,$&1! 3*(2)! ,&*+':!
O/*'! #$%&'(!8((,'! ,/&((! 2(#,%&(! /$%&'! .-)! ,6$! 2.9! /$%&'! +(&!6((R:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=;N!XXY:!
 
SCI 230   INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL  
STUDIES AND LAB                    4 credits 
"-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! (#$'1',(8'! $3! /%8.-*,1! .-)! -.,%&(!
(8+/.'*f*-4! 9.'*#! +&*-#*+2('! $3! +.,,(&-! .-)! +&$#(''! .-)! .-.21'*'! $3!
#%&&(-,! 9*$2$4*#.27! ,(#/-$2$4*#.27! '$#*.27! +$2*,*#.27! (#$-$8*#7! &('$%&#(!
.-)!(-(&41! *''%('! *-! &(2.,*$-! ,$! ,/(!(-0*&$-8(-,:!O/*'!#$%&'(!8((,'!
,/&((!2(#,%&(!/$%&'!.-)!,/&((!2.9!/$%&'!+(&!6((R:!H.9!3((W!e[Y:!
 
SCI 235   ANATOMY OF HUMAN MOVEMENT                  3 credits 




SCI 260   HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY I AND LAB           4 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!*'!)('*4-()!,$!+&$0*)(!'%33*#*(-,!R-$62()4(!$3!9.'*#!.-.,$81!
.-)!+/1'*$2$41!,$!'(&0(!.'!.!6$&R*-4!9.'*'!3$&!',%)*('!*-!,/(!.22*()!/(.2,/!






.++&(#*.,*$-! $3! ,/(! /%8.-! 9$)1! .'! .-! *-,(4&.,()! 6/$2(:! "-.,$81! .-)!
P/1'*$2$41! N! )('#&*9('! ,/(! #(22%2.&! .-)! ,*''%(! ',&%#,%&(! .-)! 3%-#,*$-7!
'R(2(,.27!8%'#%2.&7!#*&#%2.,$&1!.-)!-(&0$%'!'1',(8': 
 
SCI 261   HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY II AND LAB          4 credits 
BL+2$&.,*$-! $3! 9.'*#! /%8.-! .-.,$81! .-)! +/1'*$2$41! #$0(&*-4! ,/(!
-(&0$%'7!&('+*&.,$&17!(L#&(,$&17!(-)$#&*-(!.-)!&(+&$)%#,*0(!'1',(8':!
"!'%&0(1!$3!8.a$&!/%8.-!)*'(.'('7!)(0(2$+8(-,7!/(&()*,1!.-)!.4*-4:!




SCI 300   ACOUSTICS AND LAB                    4 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! (L+2$&('! ,/(! +/1'*#'! $3! '$%-)! .-)! *,'! &(2.,*$-'/*+! ,$!
8%'*#:! O$+*#'! #$0(&()! *-#2%)(! ,/(! +/1'*#'! $3! 0*9&.,*-4! '1',(8'7!
6.0('7! *-,(-'*,17! ,*89&(7! 3&(b%(-#17! ,%-*-4! .-)! ,(8+(&.8(-,7! ,/(!




SCI 301   MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY I                   3 credits 
BL+2$&.,*$-! $3! ,/(! 9.'*#! (2(8(-,'7! 8(.-*-4! .-)! +&$-%-#*.,*$-! $3!
'+(#*3*#! 8()*#.2! ,(&8'7! ,/&$%4/! .-! *-U)(+,/! .-.21'*'! $3! &$$,! 6$&)'!
TH.,*-! .-)! K&((RV7! #$89*-*-4! 3$&8'7! +&(3*L('7! '%33*L('! .-)!
.99&(0*.,*$-'7! .'! 6(22! .'! *,'! #2*-*#.2! .++2*#.,*$-':! =,%)(-,'! 2(.&-!
8()*#.2! ,(&8*-$2$41! 91! 6.1! $3! #$-,(-,! $&4.-*f()! 91! 9$)1! '1',(87!
,/&$%4/! .! %-*b%(! #$89*-.,*$-! $3! .-.,$81! .-)! +/1'*$2$417! 6$&)!
9%*2)*-4! +&*-#*+2('7! '+(22*-4! .-)! +&$-%-#*.,*$-:! ;2*-*#.2! .++2*#.,*$-'!
.-)!+.,/$2$4*('!.&(! *-,&$)%#()!.,!,/(!9(4*--*-4!$3!,/(!'(8(',(&!.-)!
#$0(&()!*-!)(,.*2!*-!#$-a%-#,*$-!6*,/!,/(!0.&*$%'!'1',(8'!.-)!&(2.,()!
,(&8*-$2$41:! O/(! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! 3$&! '#*(-#(! .-)! /(.2,/! #.&(!
',%)(-,'E+&$3(''*$-.2'! 6/$! 6.-,! ,$! 2(.&-!8()*#.2! ,(&8*-$2$41! .-)!
.&(! +%&'%*-4! .! #.&((&! *-! ,/(! 3*(2)! $3! /(.2,/! #.&(! $&! +/.&8.#(%,*#.2!
*-)%',&*(':!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=;N!ZgY:!
!
SCI 302   MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY II                   4 credits 
BL+2$&.,*$-! $3! ,/(! 9.'*#! (2(8(-,'7! 8(.-*-4! .-)! +&$-%-#*.,*$-! $3!
'+(#*3*#! 8()*#.2! ,(&8'7! ,/&$%4/! .-! *-U)(+,/! .-.21'*'! $3! &$$,! 6$&)'!
TH.,*-! .-)! K&((RV7! #$89*-*-4! 3$&8'7! +&(3*L('7! '%33*L('! .-)!
.99&(0*.,*$-'7! .'! 6(22! .'! *,'! #2*-*#.2! .++2*#.,*$-':! =,%)(-,'! 2(.&-!
8()*#.2! ,(&8*-$2$41! 91! 6.1! $3! #$-,(-,! $&4.-*f()! 91! 9$)1! '1',(87!
,/&$%4/! .! %-*b%(! #$89*-.,*$-! $3! .-.,$81! .-)! +/1'*$2$417! 6$&)!
9%*2)*-4! +&*-#*+2('7! '+(22*-4! .-)! +&$-%-#*.,*$-:! <$#%'('! $-! ,/(!
*-,(4&.,()!',%)1!$3! ,/(!/%8.-!9$)1!.-)! ,/(!/*',$2$417! .-.,$81!.-)!
+/1'*$2$41! $3! ,/(! 3$22$6*-4! '1',(8'! .-)! ,$+*#'W! #.&)*$0.'#%2.&7!
/(8.,$2$417! 218+/.,*#! .-)! *88%-(7! %&*-.&17! 32%*)! .-)! (2(#,&$21,(!
#$-,&$27! )*4(',*0(7! -%,&*,*$-7! &('+*&.,$&17! &(+&$)%#,*0(! .-)!
)(0(2$+8(-,:! ;2*-*#.2! .++2*#.,*$-'! .-)! +.,/$2$4*('! .&(! #$0(&()! *-!
)(,.*2! *-! #$-a%-#,*$-! 6*,/! ,/(! 0.&*$%'! '1',(8'! .-)! &(2.,()!
,(&8*-$2$41:! O/(! #$%&'(! *'! )('*4-()! 3$&! '#*(-#(! .-)! /(.2,/! #.&(!
',%)(-,'E+&$3(''*$-.2'! 6/$! 6.-,! ,$! )(0(2$+! '$%-)! 8.',(&1! $3!
8()*#.2! ,(&8*-$2$41! .-)! .&(! +%&'%*-4! .! #.&((&! *-! ,/(! 3*(2)! $3!
/(.2,/#.&(!$&!+/.&8.#(%,*#.2! *-)%',&*(':!O/*'! *'!,/(!'(#$-)!'(8(',(&!
$3! .! ,6$U'(8(',(&! '(b%(-#(:! O/*'! #$%&'(!8((,'! ,/&((! 2(#,%&(! /$%&'!
+(&!6((R:!P&(U&(b%*'*,('W!=;N!ZgY7!=;N!ZgX!.-)!=;N![YX:!
!
SCI 310   FORENSIC SCIENCE AND LAB                   4 credits 
"-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! %'('! .-)! 8(,/$)'! $3! 3$&(-'*#! '#*(-#(:! O/*'!





SCI 320   PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY                   3 credits 
"!',%)1!$3!,/(!+/1'*$2$4*#.2!(0(-,'!,/.,!,.R(!+2.#(!6*,/*-!,/(!/%8.-!9$)1!
6/(-(0(&! 9(/.0*$&! $##%&':! O$+*#'! ,$! 9(! (L.8*-()! *-#2%)(! ,/(!
-(%&$#/(8*#.2! 9.'*'! $3! 9(/.0*$&7! '(-'$&1! #$)*-4! .-)! +&$#(''*-47! ,/(!
-(%&.2!9.'*'!$3!(8$,*$-'7!+'1#/$2$4*#.2!)*'$&)(&'7!'2((+7!'(L7!2(.&-*-4!.-)!
8(8$&1:! O/(! ',%)(-,! 6*22! (L+2$&(! 8*-)E9$)1! 8()*#*-(7! ,/(! (33(#,'! $3!




SCI 325   MICROBIOLOGY AND LAB                   4 credits 
"-! *-,&$)%#,*$-! ,$! ,/(! 8$&+/$2$417! +/1'*$2$417! 2*3(! /*',$&1! .-)!
(#$2$41!$3!8*#&$9('!T#/*(321!9.#,(&*.2V!.-)!0*&%'(':!O/*'!#$%&'(!8((,'!
,/&((! 2(#,%&(! /$%&'! .-)! ,/&((! 2.9! /$%&'! +(&! 6((R:! H.9! 3((W! e[Y:!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!=;N!XXY7!XXX7!X[Y!.-)!X[X:!
!
SCI 330   PRINCIPLES OF EXERCISE AND LAB                  4 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! #$0(&'! (L(&#*'(! ,/($&*('! .-)! +&$,$#$2'! '%#/! .'!




SCI 345   SELECTED TOPICS IN HEALTH CARE                  3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *-',&%#,'! ,/(! ',%)(-,'! *-! ,/(! (,*$2$417! '*4-'! .-)!
'18+,$8'7! )*.4-$',*#! +&$#()%&('7! ,&(.,8(-,! &(4*8('! .-)! +&$4-$'*'!
3$&! ,/(! 3$22$6*-4! .&(.'W! $9',(,&*#'7! +()*.,&*#'7! $&,/$+()*#'7! '+$&,'!
8()*#*-(7! -(%&$2$417! #.&)*$+%28$-.&1! .-)! 4(&*.,&*#':! P&(&(b%*'*,('W!
=;N!ZgY7!=;N!ZgX7!=;N![YX7!=;N![YZ!.-)!=;N![[Y:!
!
SCI 350   PHYSICS I AND LAB                    4 credits 
BL+$'*,*$-! $3! ,/(! 3%-).8(-,.2! 2.6'! .-)! +/(-$8(-.! $3! 8(#/.-*#'7!
32%*)'7! /(.,7! 6.0(! 8$,*$-! .-)! '$%-):! B8+/.'*'! *'! $-! ,/(!
%-)(&',.-)*-4!$3! +/1'*#.2! #$-#(+,':!O/*'! #$%&'(!8((,'! ,/&((! 2(#,%&(!
/$%&'!.-)!,/&((!2.9!/$%&'!+(&!6((R:!H.9!3((W!e[Y:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!?"O!
XXY7! CIF! XYY! $&! +(&8*''*$-! 3&$8! ,/(! =#*(-#(! ;/.*&:!?"O! [ZY! .'! .!
+&(&(b%*'*,(!$&!#$&(b%*'*,(!*'!&(#$88(-)():!
 
SCI 351   PHYSICS II AND LAB                    4 credits 
BL+$'*,*$-! $3! ,/(! 3%-).8(-,.2! 2.6'! .-)! +/(-$8(-.! $3! (2(#,&*#*,17!
8.4-(,*'87! $+,*#'7! '+(#*.2! &(2.,*0*,17! .,$8*#! .-)! -%#2(.&! +/1'*#':!




SCI 355   PRINCIPLES OF BIOMECHANICS                   3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!#$-'*','!$3!2(#,%&('!.-)!)*'#%''*$-'!&(2.,()!,$!9*$8(#/.-*#.2!
.++2*#.,*$-':!O/(! ,/($&1!$3! 2*-(.&! 0*'#$(2.',*#! 9(/.0*$&! .-)! .++2*#.,*$-'!







SCI 360   ECOLOGY AND LAB                    4 credits 
"-! *-U)(+,/! ',%)1! $3! (#$'1',(8'! .,! 0.&*$%'! 2(0(2'! $3! +.,,(&-! .-)!
+&$#(''7! 9&$.)21! (8+/.'*f*-4! 8.,(&*.2E(-(&41! *-,(&&(2.,*$-'/*+'! *-!





SCI 390   ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I AND LAB                   4 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! #$0(&'! ,/(! 3%-).8(-,.2! ,$+*#'! $3! $&4.-*#! #/(8*',&17!
*-#2%)*-4! ',&%#,%&(! .-)! 9$-)*-47! 9$-)*-4! .-)!8$2(#%2.&! +&$+(&,*('7!
,/(!-.,%&(!.-)!',(&($#/(8*',&1!$3!.2R.-('!.-)!#1#2$.2R.-('7!',&%#,%&(!
.-)! &(.#,*0*,1! $3! .2R(-('7! ',(&($#/(8*',&17! 8(#/.-*'8'! $3! ,/(!




SCI 391   ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II AND LAB                  4 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! +&$0*)('! .! )(,.*2()! '%&0(1! $3! ,/(! '1-,/(,*#! &(.#,*$-'! $3!
0.&*$%'!$&4.-*#!3%-#,*$-.2!4&$%+':!O/(!8.*-!,/&%',!$3!,/(!#$%&'(!*'!,/(!
,/$&$%4/! 8(#/.-*',*#! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! ,/(! $&4.-*#! &(.#,*$-':! O/*'!
#$%&'(!8((,'! ,/&((! 2(#,%&(!/$%&'!.-)! ,/&((! 2.9!/$%&'!+(&!6((R:!H.9!
3((W!e[Y:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=;N![`Y:!
 
SCI 392  BIOCHEMISTRY AND LAB                   4 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! '%9',.-#('! 3$%-)! *-! 2*0*-4! $&4.-*'8'! .-)! ,/(! #/(8*#.2!
&(.#,*$-'! %-)(&21*-4! 2*3(! +&$#(''(':! O/(! ',&%#,%&(! .-)! 9(/.0*$&! $3!
9*$8$2(#%2('!6*22!9(!)*'#%''()!6*,/!(8+/.'*'!$-!#.&9$/1)&.,('7! 3.,'!









SCI 440   NEUROLOGY                    3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!3$#%'('!$-!*-',&%#,*$-!$3!-$&8.2!4&$6,/!.-)!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!
,/(! -(&0$%'! '1',(8!6*,/! (8+/.'*'! $-! )(0(2$+8(-,.2! .-)! +/1'*$2$4*#.2!
.++&$.#/('!,$!.''$#*.,()!-(%&$+.,/$2$417!)*.4-$'*'7!*-',&%8(-,.,*$-!.-)!
+&.#,*#.2! #$-'*)(&.,*$-'! 3$&! )*.4-$',*#! .-)! ,&(.,8(-,! +&$,$#$2':!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!=;N!ZgY7!=;N!ZgX7!=;N![YX!.-)!=;N![YZ:!
!
SCI 450   GENETICS AND LAB                    4 credits 
"!',%)1!$3!,/(!-.,%&(7!*-/(&*,.-#(!.-)!(L+&(''*$-!$3!4(-(':!H.9$&.,$&1!
6$&R! (8+/.'*f('! 4(-(,*#! (L+(&*8(-,.,*$-! .-)! ',.,*',*#.2! .-.21'*'! $3!




SCI 485   BIOLOGY INTERNSHIP               3–6 credits 
D++$&,%-*,1!3$&!9*$2$41!8.a$&'!,$!4.*-!$-U,/(Ua$9!(L+(&*(-#(!,/&$%4/!
.-! *-,(&-'/*+! +2.#(8(-,! ")0*'$&E)(.-! +(&8*''*$-7! +(&8*''*$-! $3!
#$22(4(! *-,(&-'/*+! 2*.*'$-7! Z:]! #%8%2.,*0(! KP"! *-! 8.a$&! .-)E$&!
)(+.&,8(-,.2!.++&$0.2:!
 
SCI 490   BIOLOGY SENIOR SEMINAR                   3 credits 
O/*'! #.+',$-(! #$%&'(! 3$&! 9*$2$41! 8.a$&'! .))&(''('! '+(#*.2! ,$+*#':!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W! =(-*$&! ',.-)*-4! .-)! +(&8*''*$-! $3! 9*$2$41! +&$4&.8!
#$$&)*-.,$&:!J$,(!&(! 2.9!#&()*,'W!<$&!(.#/!$-(!#&()*,!$3! 2.97!.22!%++(&!
)*0*'*$-! T[YYtV! 2.9! '#*(-#(! #$%&'('! .-)! '$8(! 2$6(&!)*0*'*$-! TXYYtV!
2.9! '#*(-#(! #$%&'('!8((,! 3$&! ,/&((! /$%&'! $3! 2.9! +(&!6((R:!D,/(&! 2.9!
'#*(-#(!#$%&'('!8((,!3$&!,6$!/$%&':!
!
SOC 110   INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY                   3 credits 
"! '%&0(1! #$%&'(!)('*4-()! ,$! *-,&$)%#(! ,/(! ',%)(-,! ,$! ,/(! '#*(-#(! $3!
'$#*$2$41:! =,%)(-,'! .&(! *-,&$)%#()! ,$! ,/(! 3%-).8(-,.2! #$-#(+,'! $3!
'$#*.2! &(2.,*$-'/*+'! .-)! 4&$%+! 2*3(:! ;%2,%&(7! '$#*.2! *-',*,%,*$-'! .-)!
)(0*.-#(!.&(!)*'#%''():!
!
SOC 210   INTRODUCTION TO ANTHROPOLOGY                  3 credits 
"! ,6$U+.&,! #$%&'(! *-,&$)%#*-4! ,/(! 3*(2)'! $3! +/1'*#.2! .-)! #%2,%&.2!
.-,/&$+$2$41! ,/&$%4/! ,/(! *-0(',*4.,*$-! $3! /%8.-! 9*$2$41! .-)!
9(/.0*$&:! B8+/.'*'! *'! +2.#()! $-! .! #&$''U#%2,%&.2! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3!
3.8*21!.-)!R*-'/*+7!&(2*4*$-7!(#$-$8*#'!.-)!+$2*,*#':!
!
SOC 220   FAMILY AND SOCIETY                     3credits 
=,%)1! $3! ,/(! *-',*,%,*$-.2! #/.&.#,(&! $3! ,/(! 3.8*217! *,'! /*',$&1! .-)!
&(2.,*$-'/*+!,$!$,/(&!*-',*,%,*$-':!P&$92(8'!(-#$8+.''*-4!+&(8.&*,.2!



























SOC 230   INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK                  3 credits 
"-! (L.8*-.,*$-! $3!8$)(&-!6(23.&(! '(&0*#('7! 3$22$6()! 91! .! ',%)1! $3!
'$8(!$3!,/(!8(,/$)'!91!6/*#/!'$#*.2!6$&R(&'!/(2+!,$!'$20(!.!/$',!$3!
+&$92(8'!,/.,!&.-4(! 3&$8!.)$+,*$-!.-)!#.&(! 3$&! ,/(!.4()7! ,$!8.&*,.2!
#$%-'(2*-47! +.&$2(! '%+(&0*'*$-! .-)! ,/(! #$88%-*,1! $&4.-*f.,*$-:!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=D;!XXY:!
 
SOC 261   CURRENT PERSPECTIVES IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE         3 credits 
O/*'!#$%&'(!(L+2$&('!,/(!&$2(!$3!.2#$/$2!.-)!$,/(&!)&%4'!*-!"8(&*#.-!
'$#*(,1! ,$).1:! N,! *-#2%)('! .! /*',$&*#.2! $0(&0*(6!$3! +'1#/$.#,*0(! )&%4!
%'(!.-)!.9%'(7!,/(!#2.''*3*#.,*$-!$3!)&%4'!#%&&(-,21!*-!%'(7!2(4.2!*''%('!
&(2.,()! ,$! '%9',.-#(! .9%'(! .-)! ,/(! &('$%&#('! .0.*2.92(! 3$&! ,/(!
,&(.,8(-,!$3!.9%'(!+&$92(8':!!
 
SOC 311   INTERPERSONAL PROCESSES                   3 credits 
O/*'! #$%&'(! *-0$20('! ,/(! ',%)1! $3! /%8.-! #$88%-*#.,*$-'7!
*-,(&+(&'$-.2!&(2.,*$-'/*+'!.-)!'8.22!4&$%+!)1-.8*#':!O$+*#'!*-#2%)(!
0(&9.2!.-)!-$-0(&9.2!9(/.0*$&7!)(0(2$+8(-,!$3!&(2.,*$-'/*+'7!4&$%+'7!
.''(&,*0(-(''! .-)! 2(.)(&'/*+:! N-',&%#,*$-.2! (8+/.'*'! *'! +2.#()! $-!
+&$0*)*-4! .-! %-)(&',.-)*-4! $3! ,/(! 9(/.0*$&.27! (8$,*$-.2! .-)!
#$4-*,*0(! #$8+$-(-,'! $3! *-,(&+(&'$-.2! #$88%-*#.,*$-! *-!
#$-,(8+$&.&1!'$#*(,1:!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!P=S!X]Y!$&!=D;!XXY:!
 
SOC 330   THE SOCIAL WELFARE SYSTEM                   3 credits 
P&$4&.8'7!+$2*#*('!.-)!'(&0*#('!$-! 2$#.27! ',.,(!.-)!-.,*$-.2! 2(0(2!.&(!
(L.8*-():!K$.2'!.-)!.++&$.#/('!$3!0.&*$%'!'$#*.2!6$&R!.4(-#*('!.&(!
(L+2$&():! P.&,*#%2.&! +&$92(8'! $3! 0.&*$%'! '$#*.27! &.#*.2! .-)! (,/-*#!
4&$%+'!.&(!',%)*():!P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=D;!XXY:!
!
SOC 335   CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROBLEMS                  3 credits 
"!+&('(-,.,*$-!$3!8(,/$)'!$3!*)(-,*31*-4!'$#*.2!+&$92(8':!"-.21'*'!$3!
'%#/!+&$92(8'!.'!#&*8(7!)&%4!.9%'(7!)*'#&*8*-.,*$-!.-)!)*'.)0.-,.4(7!
3.8*21! )*'$&4.-*f.,*$-7! (#$2$41! .-)! .&8()! #$-32*#,! *'! )*'#%''():!
P&(&(b%*'*,(W!=D;!XXY:!
 
SOC 450   RACE AND ETHNICITY                    3 credits 





SOC 491   SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY                   3 credits 
"! ',%)1! $3! '(2(#,()! .-)! '+(#*.2*f()! ,$+*#'! *-! ,/(! 3*(2)! $3! '$#*$2$41:!
P&(&(b%*'*,('W!O6$!%++(&!2(0(2!=D;!#$%&'(':!
!
TSR 101   TRANSFER STUDENT SEMINAR: 
THE UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE                     0 credit 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1. SCHMIDT COLLEGE CENTER
President
Admissions




Lynn College of International Communication
President Emeritus
Center for Instructional Innovation
Institute for Distance Learning
3. ASSAF ACADEMIC CENTER
4. GREEN CENTER FOR THE EXPRESSIVE ARTS
Perper Teleconferencing Center
Student Administrative Services




de Hoernle Lecture Hall
Purchasing
Campus Card Office
5. de HOERNLE INTERNATIONAL CENTER
Henke Wing
Amarnick-Goldstein Concert Hall
Institute for Achievement and Learning
Center for International Programs and Services
Ross College of Education
Olewine Culinary Lab
6. ACADEMIC OFFICES
Institutional Research, Planning and Assessment
7. RITTER ACADEMIC CENTER
College of Business and Management
8. de HOERNLE SPORTS AND CULTURAL CENTER
Athletic Offices
Blue & White Club
9. PINE TREE CAMPS OFFICE
10. COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Faculty Offices













16. TRINITY RESIDENCE HALL
Hannifan Center for Career Development and Internships
Student Administration Executive Offices
Senior Vice President for Administration
Vice President for Student Development
17. LYNN RESIDENCE CENTER
Fitness Center
18. FREIBURGER RESIDENCE HALL
College of Arts and Sciences Offices
19. BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL FIELDS
20. de HOERNLE RESIDENCE HALL
Conservatory of Music
21. E. M. LYNN RESIDENCE CENTER








23. CAMPUS SAFETY AND SECURITY
24. MAINTENANCE
25. INTRAMURAL FIELD
26. BURTON D. MORGAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS















BURTON D. MORGAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS
Exit at Glades Road. Turn east on Glades. Turn north on
Airport Road (the first intersection after crossing over I-95).
Continue north on Airport Road to the last right before the
overpass. Turn right at the last right before the overpass. Go
straight to the "T" in the road (20 feet) and turn left. Go for-
ward 20 feet; the parking lot is now off to your right. The
School of Aeronautics is at the far end of the parking lot.





















































3601 North Military Trail 
Boca Raton, FL 33431-5598 
www.lynn.edu 
